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1.1 ABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on the role that the mass produced image (e.g. lithographs,
photographs, and cinema) played in the creation and solidification of Slovak national and ethnic
identity not only among Slovaks living in Slovakia, but also Slovaks living abroad in America
from the 19th to the mid-20th centuries. Given the problems inherent in using the written Slovak
language to form a sense of national and ethnic unity, Slovak culture drew widely on visual
sources that could be rapidly reproduced, easily transmitted in Slovakia and abroad, and were
affordable to a wide variety of social and economic classes. This dissertation also focuses on
some of the problems of this approach which will require further study and examination.
Keywords: Slovakia, Slovak nationalism, ethnic identity, photography, lithography, cinema,
ethnography, mass media,

1.1 ANOTACE
Disertační práce se zaměřuje na funkci, kterou hromadně reprodukované obrazy (mass produced
image), jako např. kamenotisk, fotografie nebo film, měly při vytváření a upěvnování slovenské
národní a etnické identity od devatenáctého století do poloviny století dvacátého, a to nejen mezí
Slováky, ale také mezi slovenskými emigranty žijícími v Americe. Vzhledem k vysoké míře
negramotnosti a dalším problémům spojených s používáním psané slovenštiny se slovenská
kultura při zrodu národní a etnické jednoty opírala zejména o vizuální zdroje, které bylo možné
rychle reprodukovat, snadno šířit doma i v zahraničí a jež byly jednoduše dostupné napříč
různými sociálními a ekonomickými třídami. Disertace rovněž problematizuje samotnou metodu
a klade si otázky, které mají podnítit k dalším výzkumům.
Kličová slova: Slovensko, slovenský nacionalismus, národní identita, etnická identita,
kamenotisk, film, národopis, fotografie, masmédia

INTRODUCTION
2.1 PICTURING NATIONS

In Europe, 19th and 20th centuries were an age of Ideas and Images. In the realm of
Ideas, public intellectuals and academics, politicians and activists all drew from ideas set down
by German philosopher Johann Gottfreid von Herder at the tail end of the 18th century regarding
the Volkgeist and Heimat, arguing for the creation of new ethnic identities in place of regional or
political ones. Revolutions were fomented, National Revivals were staged, and through the
turbulence of two centuries of war and upheaval, new patterns of existence emerged, patterns
which were dependent upon new Ideas and expressed through the creation and repetition of
Images. Through the course of these last two centuries, Europe was consumed with two separate
phenomenon relevant to my work— the creation of nationalistic movements based on ethnic
identity and the search for technologies which could “replicate” the visual sphere of existence.
Although a gulf seemingly exists between the both of these two aims, in reality, both
ethnic identity and the development of visual media represent something similar— an attempt to
order and structure a world which had expanded rapidly in a short amount of time. Ethnic
identity codified, defined, and expanded communities which had previously been relegated to
local or regional scales; as Herder had astutely noticed in his later work, Letters for the
Advancement of Humanity, a shared ethnic identity empowered previously unconnected groups
of people, drawing them via language to a shared culture that transcended political boundaries.
As Herder wrote in his Letters for the Advancement of Humanity, in the 1790s:

“Through what has a neighboring nation won so much influence over all the peoples of
Europe since more than a century ago? Besides other causes, especially also through its –
in the highest sense of the word – formed [ gebildete ] national language . Each person
who took delight in its writings thereby entered its realm and sympathetically shared in
[ nahm Teil an ] them [the peoples or languages]”1
The great ages of conquest and expansion, Heder argues, increased borders and holdings,
transformed kingdoms into empires, yet remained fundamentally weaker creations than those
forged through shared linguistic and cultural identities. As we shall see in the course of this
dissertation, Herder’s conception was further refined in the 19th century by the efforts of ethnic
activists who took Herder’s simple, yet powerful formulation a step further— the strongest
political ties a state could have, were ones of ethnicity— which depended on a shared language,
culture, and Heimat.
In the realm of images, the 19th and 20th centuries were, similarly, a time of great debate
and heightened activity. The invention of lithography, photography, and cinema— all within a
relatively short time— catalyzed a flurry of activity that swept through the scientific, artistic, and
journalistic spheres like wildfire. Perhaps central to this widespread success was the
development of what I term the mass produced image, or an image that exists as an infinitely
duplicatable copy, and produced for a wider audience than previous visual media. Unlike
traditional two-dimensional images (e.g. paintings, frescos, mosaics, etc.), which were
individually executed and could not be duplicated, save through the imperfect efforts of specially
trained people, the mass produced image could be reproduced as often as necessary and with a
minimal amount of technical skill. Walter Benjamin, perhaps the foremost thinker on the

HERDER, Johann Gottfried von. “Letters for the Advancement of Humanity (1793-7): On Patriotism”
Collected in: Forrester, Michael N. [translator]. Johann Gottfried von Herder : Philosophical Writings.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002. p.421
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problems and potentialities of the duplication of art objects, noted succinctly in his introduction
to ““Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit””:
“The Greeks knew only two procedures of technically reproducing works of art: founding
and stamping. Bronzes, terra cottas and coins were the only art works which they could
produce in quantity. All others were unique and could not be mechanically reproduced.”2
The development of wood-block printing in the Middle Ages allowed for small batches of
reproduced images, but owing to the wear-and-tear upon the wooden or metal plates, the image
remained a relatively rare commodity, and consequently images remained as prestige objects—
works of exceptional craftsmanship whose worth was intimately connected to their uniqueness as
well as the difficulty in commissioning or acquiring them. But the dawning of the19th century,
brought enormous developments in regard to the printing process; much as the invention of
movable type revolutionized the world of European letters by allowing publishers to print larger
numbers of books at lower costs, the invention of such duplication technologies as lithography,
offset-printing, and -photogravure allowed images to be more widely disseminated than ever
before— and with far fewer variations or alterations to the original image as had plagued early
attempts at duplication, such as woodblock printing. Such technological innovations in the realm
of publishing and the emerging existence of a public eager to consume visual media, need to
produce and reproduce images at a previously unforeseen rate.
This repetition of a codified image, as opposed to re-imaginings of familiar scenes as
happened in Renaissance and early Modern painting and printmaking, had a far-ranging effect
upon contemporary understanding of how the image functioned as an aesthetic object. Benjamin
BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in:
BENJAMIN, Walter. Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980.
p. 474. Please note that unless otherwise marked, all translations from Czech, Slovak, German, and
Russian in this thesis are the author’s own.
2

noted that, in the new age of reproduced art, a schism of meaning was forming between the
original image and its duplicates, changing the evaluation of traditional art object from
investment to commodity, one that could be consumed in order to satisfy the modern hunger for
stimulation. However, perhaps more importantly, this shift also presaged a fundamental shift in
the phenomenology of viewership. Although viewership of art objects was previously limited to
locals and educated elites with the means to procure images for themselves, the mass produced
image was not restricted in its audience; on the contrary, reproductions allowed to image to
spread like ink in water.
Accurate mass duplication of visual media afforded millions of pairs of eyes identical
images from identical perspectives and, moreover, the possibility of replicating such images
indefinitely. Media, in this light became one of the driving forces necessary to formulate and
postulate a new form of ethnic and cultural identity in a world becoming increasingly visual— an
identity driven by the mass repetition of images, one beyond the linguistic and literary identity
postulated by Herder mere decades previously. In this sense, the repetition of mass images
created a new way of visualizing the ethnic identities previously defined by linguistic roles. By
codifying an ethnic identity through easily reproducible visual forms, Slovak visual culture
achieved a goal that had been long seen as out of reach— namely, the preservation and defense
of an ethnographic mode of existence long assailed by outside forces. Furthermore, the key
visual aspects of the identity itself were, to use Jean Baudrillard’s ever-useful term, simulacra 3—
a fully-imagined visual creations claiming to reference a historical unity which never existed.
Moreover, this particular simulation of Slovak identity becomes a totalizing influence, one that
BAUDRILLARD, Jean. “Precession of Simulacra”, in: BAUDRILLARD, Jean. Simulation and
Simulacra. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1994. p. 6-7
3

overwrites and supplants historical notions of divisions and differences with an illusory
homogeneity.

2.2 THE BEGINNINGS OF VISUAL CULTURE
As European thinkers debated the place of ethnicity and empire, scientific minds pondered the
technological ability to capture and reprint images. Although the technology to reproduce
engravings in a limited fashion had existed since the Middle Ages, the 19th century saw such
reproductions approach a scale never before seen in the Western world. Early means of mass
producing illustrations, such as woodblock printing (and later, etching) were able to reproduce
hundreds of copies of an image, however, wear and tear rendered them useless relatively quickly,
distorting images and blurring text. The invention of lithography by Alois Senefelder in 1798 had
the advantage of removing the single most limiting factor of earlier forms of printing— wear and
tear upon the source plate. As Walter Benjamin noted in “The Art Object in an Age of
Mechanical Reproduction”:
“With lithography the technique of reproduction reached an essentially new stage. This
much more direct process was distinguished by the tracing of the design on a stone rather
than its incision on a block of wood or its etching on a copperplate and permitted graphic
art for the first time to put its products on the market, not only in large numbers as
hitherto, but also in daily changing forms. Lithography enabled graphic art to illustrate
everyday life, and it began to keep pace with printing 4.”
This ability to illustrate scenes of daily life opened up the documentation of modes of existence
which had previously, for reasons of time and expense, been considered “unworthy”. While
much of pre-modern visual culture was concerned with representing prestige moments—
BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in:
BENJAMIN, Walter. Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980.
p. 474
4

recreations of religious scenes, portraits of the wealthy, and so on, lithography’s cheaper cost and
ease of reproduction made it more economically viable as a means of documentation than
painting, engraving, or sculpture. By the early decades of the 19th century, lithography had
spread, not just as duplicating technique, but as an art form worthy of consideration in and of
itself. Prominent visual artists became successful not just as painters, but often supplemented
their commissions and incomes with work as lithographers or engravers for various publications
or by doing series of prints for popular consumption. The unexpected commercial successes of
such illustrations and illustrated periodicals not only marked a radical shift in consumption
patterns— they also marked the emergence of a image-viewing public who had a taste for the
shared viewing experience.

2.3 THE CAMERA EYE AND THE MASS IMAGE

While the illustrated image ruled supreme in the beginning of the 19th century, a sibling
technology would soon eclipse its older brother in importance and imagistic fidelity—
photography. As early as 1802, Thomas Wedgewood, an English potter and amateur enthusiast of
the arts, established that certain chemical processes would react with light to leave visible traces
on specially treated paper. 5 Though Wedgewood did not produce true, recognizable photographic
images, his notes — published by the Journal of the Royal Institution and detailing the usage of

SNELLING, Henry H. The History and Practice of the Art of Photography : or the Production of
Pictures Through the Agency of Light. New York : H. G. Putnam & Co., 1849. p.3
5

6 create a photoreceptive
silver nitrate (a chemical long suspected to have mystical properties) to

surface so that light would leave variations in hues upon the paper— would go on to be useful to
the English and French pioneers who recorded the first photographic images. Wedgewood, as the
Journal of the Royal Institution notes, was not successful in recreating a clear image; his
imperfect process had only managed to yield slightly more than silhouette outlines.
Unfortunately, Wedgewood died before he had a chance to refine his photographic process.
Nonetheless, his work on the photosensitive properties of silver nitrate would go on to influence
the work of early photography’s pioneers abroad in France, Italy, and Great Britain— before
spreading to Austro-Hungary. By the mid-19th century, photography had supplemented
lithography as the emerging visual technology of choice, renown for its speed and ease of use.
By the second half of the 19th century, photographic studios could be found as far afield in
Slovakia as Poprad and Košice, where Slovak artists returning from Pressburg, Vienna,
Budapest, and Paris acted as evangelists for the emerging art form.
Finally, in the final decades of the 19th century, the crowning achievement of this great
age of visual innovation was born— cinema, the greatest simulacrum of life in a technological
medium the world had yet ever seen. Cinema, and its precursors (such as Edison’s Kinetoscope
and Eadweard Muybridge’s early experiments in photography and photographic illusions)
offered to some, a chance to recreate the world. Others, such as a more cynical Maxim Gorky,
saw cinema as a force whose new visuality desensitized its viewers to the world existing around

Silver nitrate was considered to have been discovered alternately by the 7th century Arabic polymath
Abu Mūsā Jābir ibn Hayyān (aka Geber) or the 14th century alchemist/Catholic saint Albertus Magnus,
though most 19th century sources credit Geber. See: TIMBS, John. Things Not Generally Known :
Curiosities of Science. 3rd Edition. London: Lockwood & Co., 1869. p.4-6
6

them by representing reality more faithfully (yet still imperfectly) than previously possible .
Writing under a pseudonym in Nizhnogorodskyi Listok in 1896, Gorky claimed:
“This is an important question, even more so to the degree that our nerves are ever more
worn out and weakened, all the more unwound, all the less strongly reactive to simple
‘impressions of reality’ and all the more sharply crave new, sharp, unusual, burning,
strange impressions. The cinematograph gives them: and nerves will grow refined on one
hand and dull on the other; in them will increasingly develop a craving for such strange
fantastic impressions as it gives, and all the less will they desire or be able to grasp
everyday, simple impressions from life.7”
While often considered separate media and studied as such, together, the mass produced
illustration, the photograph, and film marked the birth of an emergent form of popular visual
culture, one accessible to all, regardless of economic or social station. No longer was the ability
to enjoy an image of a particular vista relegated to those who had the money to collect or ability
to travel, all who could afford the price of a picture post-card or illustrated collection or even the
basic price of admission to a theater parlor could now partake in visual culture.
Although this dissertation will focus on a wide range of visual media, one of its key areas
of focus will be on the cinema produced for and by Slovaks. Although some emphasis will be
placed on photography (essential given the recurrence of photographic tropes and techniques in
Slovak cinema as well as its early role as the documenter of Slovak culture long before a film
industry existed in the Slovak lands) and lithography, film remains the pre-eminent mode of
visual representation for this particular phenomenon. As Ella Shohat and Robert Stam mention in
their article “The Imperial Imaginary” 8:

GORKY, Maxim. “On the Lumieres’ Cinematograph”. Nizhnogorodskiy Listok, July 4, 1896. Collected
in: LEYDA, Jay. Kino: A History of the Russian and Soviet Film. London: George Allen & Unwin, 1960.
p. 407.
7

SHOHAT, Ella and STAM, Robert. “The Imperial Imaginary” collected in: Unthinking Eurocentrism:
Multiculturalism and the Media, London: Routledge, 1994. p. 100.
8

The cinema, as the world's storyteller par excellence, was ideally suited to relay the
projected narratives of nations and empires. National self-consciousness, generally seen
as a precondition for nationhood— that is, the shared belief of disparate individuals that
they share common origins, status, location, and aspirations—became broadly linked to
cinematic fictions.

Here, Slovakia proves to be an interesting case study. As an area that had almost no domestic
cinematic production during much of the early 20

th

century, Slovak visual culture was heavily

dependent upon foreign documentation and narratives to satisfy this hunger for a cinematic
version of the national origin story, or for any sort of cinematic output, for that matter, prior to
1941. However, despite Slovakia’s delayed adolescence, Slovak film seems to have provided
Slovaks in the Slovak Lands and elsewhere with more than enough fodder for nationalistic
filmmaking and the production of a national consciousness— especially during periods of social
and political upheaval. Additionally, the wide-spread adoption of other visual technologies such
as lithography and photography, served to provide a firm structural base upon which this nascent
nationalistic cinema drew inspiration. The very creation of Slovakia, both as a culturally
autonomous area with other states and as a modern political entity, thus has its roots firmly
embedded in the soil of visual culture, one of the primary means by which Slovaks were able to
distinguish themselves from the surrounding ethnicities.

2.4 NEW VISUALITY AND THE RISE OF NATIONALISM

While it would be foolish and over-reaching to say that nationalism, let alone Slovak
nationalism, has its roots solely in visual images, the fact remains that the mass-produced image

affords a unique mode for the transmission of nationalism, which encourages and facilitates the
spread of this phenomenon in the modern era, removed from the polemics of public intellectuals.
Within the realm of visual culture, cultural artifacts such as engravings, advertisements,
photographs (ethnographic and otherwise), and films not only provide a means of understanding
ethnicity removed from the problems of dialect, of grammar, and of explication. While one may
argue about the proper method of verb declension or lexical variations among a language’s
competing dialects, a photograph or film requires no specialized understanding of optics or the
photographic process in order to be consumed and enjoyed. Furthermore, these visual goods (as
some are not classically considered “art” per se, though many may indeed fall under that rubric)
function on multiple levels depending on the audience— a mass produced image can be
entertainment, propaganda, documentation, or a combination of all three (and more).
Instead of catering to an audience who speaks the tongue in question as texts do, these
visual fragments of culture—be they photograph, illustrated advertisement, or film— encourage
consumers to consider their allegiance to a particular ethnos (if they already suspect or have
reason for belonging to the one in question), or to reinforce the ethnic identity of the visual
object’s subject. In this vein, to a Czech or Austrian, a collection of ethnographic photographs
taken in the Slovak highlands may engender a range reactions from sympathy to the plight of
rural Slovak farmers to revulsion at the toll their lifestyle has taken upon them, from aesthetic
appreciation of the rugged mountains, to an exotic fascination with a part of the empire still
removed from the modernizing engine of the Industrial Revolution, a Slovak consumer may take
from the image an additional level of meaning— namely, that of identity. While consumers are,
of course, free to reject this additional level of association (a plight commonly found among us

Americans abroad when presented with aspects of “American” visual culture), such a rejection
is, of course, borne of identity in question. Were visual culture to be devoid of such questions of
national or ethnic affiliation, the chose to reject or accept such associations would not even be
moot— it would simply not exist. In the case of Slovakia (and most specifically the unique
strain of nationalism native to the Slovak Lands), this form of transmission was especially vital
given the paucity of literary sources for Slovak nationalism throughout the 19th century on into
the 20th. While Slovakia and the Czech Lands were often considered brethren (as benefits the
languages’ mutual intelligibility), Czech nationalist literature was allowed to develop relatively
unhindered, while Slovak writers, when they wrote in a Slavic language, were often encouraged
to write in Czech— a second-class language in the Empire, to be sure, but at least a Slavic one.
Indeed, the famous Czechoslovak pedagog and philologist, Pavol Šafárik, actively opposed the
codification of Slovak as a written language during his active years, despite his boyhood
fascination with his own native legends and tongue. 9

2.5 SLOVAK IDENTITY AS A MEDIA CONSTRUCTION

Unlike their closest linguistic and geographic neighbors, the Czechs, Slovaks do not have
a lengthy literary history or period of ancestral might (and the resulting usage of Slovak as a

Note: I use the original Slovak name of Šafárik throughout this work, as I shall with other artists who
similarly used various Czech/Slovak/Hungarian/German forms of their name. The problem of whether or
not to consider Šafárik Slovak or Czech remains an interesting one— though a learned philologist and
linguist, and a chronicler of Jánošík (the most iconic of Slovak heros) and other Slovak legends, Šafárik
spent much of is life in Prague, actively worked as a censor in the Austro-Hungarian government and
opposed Slovak differentiation from Czech on the grounds of Pan-Slavicism. For more on this see:
CARMEL, Herman. “Pavel Josef Šafařík, Founder of Modern Pan-Slavicistic Studies” in: Books Abroad,
Vol 36. No. 1. (Winter 1962).
9

language of government) to draw from. The geographical area for what is now known as
Slovakia, was the seat of no major Slavic political power (though Western Slovakia was the
capital of the Kingdom of Hungary during the Ottoman occupation of Buda). The ethnonym,
“Slovak”10 itself only appears in external sources from the end of the 18th century onwards,

11

and remained a point of contention for decades after its debut, with Slovak Protestants often
claiming it as a marker of regional identity within the confines of a greater Czechoslovak or
Czech tribal identity and Slovak Catholics maintaining that Slovaks and the Slovak language
were close-yet-entirely-distinct brothers of the Czechs. Such debates were inherently rooted in
linguistic and religious sentiment. For Catholic intellectuals such as Anton Bernolák, Slovak
identity was a secular identity, one rooted in life outside of their Latin-based liturgy. Protestant
intellectuals, such as Jan Kollár, saw the Slovak language as one intertwined with vernacular
translations of the bible and found linguistic and philosophical kinship with Czechs and the
Czech tradition of Protestantism. However, before Slovaks could even agree on a concrete
standardization of their language or whether or not they existed as a separate lingo-cultural
identity, ethnically Slovak artists such as Pavol Socháň had already begun documenting
distinctly acknowledged “Slovak” folk costumes and traditions, sidestepping the philological
debates entirely.

The origin of the Slovak ethnonym remains shrouded in debate, occasionally appearing as an
unstandardized reference to speakers of regional dialects in the mid 18th century before achieving its
status as a linguistic marker to differentiate speakers from Czechs in Anton Bernolák’s 1790 codification
of Slovak grammar, Grammatica Slavica. For more, see HARAKASIM, Ľudovít. “Slovak Slavism and
Panslavism”. Collected in Slovakia in History. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011.
10

MAHONEY, William M. The History of the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Portsmouth, NH :
Greenwood, 2011. p.34.
11

Additionally, linguistic and literary conceptions of Slovak had only just begun to bloom
in Hungary before being swiftly derailed by outside forces. Following the aborted revolutions of
1848, the Kingdom of Hungary moved to consolidate its control over ethnic minorities (to wit:
Slovaks, Rusyns, and Roma, mostly) with a series of brutal legislative controls designed to
culturally assimilate the non-Hungarian populations within their borders— controls which the
neighboring Czechs largely escaped as residents of the Empire’s Austrian faction. As the
Slavicist and Slovak ethnic activist Štefan Krčméry noted in 1928, Slovak literature was in its
infancy during the rise of the mass produced image; due to intense Hungarian legislative pressure
and the kingdom’s Magyarization policies, Slovak language publications were intensely
censored, regularly banned, and forbidden in schools in areas under Hungarian control.

12

Pupils

caught possessing such texts were often in danger of expulsion, and the possibility of using
Slovak as a language of politics or intellectual life was, at best, a nationalistic fever-dream,
frequently limited to populations of Slovaks living outside of what would eventually become
Slovakia such as Prague, Vienna, Pittsburgh, and Cleveland. The only texts which seemed to be
inoffensive enough to warrant publication were mainly religious in nature— prayer books,
calendars, and the occasional pastoral poem. In this realm, visual culture filled an important void
— since it was entirely wordless, it was considered outside the realm of linguistic infighting and
not as actively threatening to the regime. Additionally, the documentary qualities of early
illustrations, photography, and cinema served to highlight the actuality of Slovak difference
within the realms of Austro-Hungary and Czechoslovakia without drawing attention to the
sensitive political and intra-ethnic fights which had and would continue to dominate the Slovak
See: KRČMÉRY, Štefan. “A Survey of Modern Slovak Literature.” The Slavonic and East European
Review, Vol. 7, no. 19. (Jun 1928). pp 160-172.
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question on through the end of the 20th century. And finally, the reproducible nature of such
media and the comparative ease in which it could be distributed allowed a raised awareness of
such difference.
In terms of 19th and 20th century, the creation of ethnic identity becomes intrinsically
intertwined with notions of consumer culture and politics. For Slovaks abroad and in Slovakia,
consuming “Slovak” visual culture became a political act of unity among an increasingly
fractured European political system. The need to consume such demonstrably Slovak products as
collections of ethnographic photography and cinematic retellings of Slovak folktales became a
means to lend economic support to an ethnos beleaguered at home and abroad 13. Furthermore, as
nationalist tensions became inflamed in Czechoslovakia during the 1930s, Slovaks saw the need
to create a Slovak entertainment industry as a paramount need for their own growing plans for
secession. The prestige of producing one’s own visual entertainments, (instead of consuming
Czech-language imports or dubbed/retitled foreign culture) was seen by many as the vital proof
of Slovak culture’s potential. As late as 1938, Andrej Hlinka’s ultra-nationalist newspaper Slovák
fretted about the lack of Slovak-produced cinema and popular entertainment, vociferously
demanding an “increase in film production” 14 on moral grounds, which would also satisfy Slovak
consumers’ desire for cultural images. Speaking with regards to the success of “A Mother’s
Answer”, a mediocre melodrama with Slovak themes in the Slovak expat communities, the
author notes:
Advertisements for Slovak media in the large expat communities in America regularly urged Americanbased Slovaks to consume media from the homeland to maintain their connection to their land of birth,
especially with regards to things such as postcards and other media. For more on this, please see chapters
III and IV.
13

“Zvýšte slovenskú filmovú produkciu! (po úspechu slovenského filmu v Amerike)” Slovák, June 19th,
1938. p. 9
14

“It is already possible to read the impressions of spectators from the highest social classes
about this film [A Mother’s Answer], which American newspapers faithfully reproduce.
Certainly, we see here, that despite the flaws of this film, Chicago movie theaters were
filled with Slovak spectators simply because it communicated a portion of their unique,
and unfortunately half-lost, Slovak lives.”15
The ability to produce one’s own cinema would not only serve to assuage the hunger for “one’s
own” culture, but it would also put Slovaks on equal footing with the Czechs and allow them to
reveal the more positive aspects of Slovak culture, and raising its prestige abroad in expat
communities in America. Indeed, the success of Slovak-themed media (such as the 1921 and
1935 feature length films about Juraj Jánošík) in Chicago and other American markets was often
seen as definitive proof that images of Slovakia and Slovak life were as commercially and
artistically viable as those made in Prague or Budapest. 16
This very real concern did not just mark a means of ethnic pride or a phenomenon
isolated in the turbulent years between the World Wars. While other nations could point to their
cinematic output as part of a larger cultural schema, a single facet in their cultural output, the
distinct lack of Slovak cinema during the first 40 years of the art form’s existence was a
worrying reminder of Slovakia’s near-complete cultural annihilation during the 19th century.
Furthermore, the distinctly visual nature of Slovak culture made it doubly necessary to adopt the
most modern visual media; if Slovakia could not produce its own Čapek, it must produce at least
a Griffith, if not an Eisenstein. Additionally, the enormous success of Czech cinema (as overseen

“Zvýšte slovenskú filmovú produkciu! (po úspechu slovenského filmu v Amerike)” Slovák, June 19th,
1938. p. 9.
15

Zvýšte slovenskú filmovú produkciu! (po úspechu slovenského filmu v Amerike)” Slovák, June 19th,
1938. p. 9. It should also be noted that these feature films were often employed as educational tools to
prevent Americanized Slovaks and Slovak-Americans from losing touch with their ancestral or birth
cultures well into the middle of the 20th century. For more on the role of feature films in maintaining
Slovak ethnic identity, please see chapters IV and V.
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put the utter lack of Slovak cultural production in

this new media in stark relief. Slovak concerns about their stagnation and poverty in the realm of
visual culture were made only worse as their Czech, German, and Hungarian neighbors
proceeded to adapt and thrive in the new media landscape. While Slovaks debated in the news
papers about what must be done to ensure their place in a new visual age, the rest of Central
Europe was already making movies.
Slovak anxiety over their lack of a domestic film industry was more than just a case of
cinema envy. Mass media provided a unique opportunity for nationalists in the 19th and 20th
centuries— namely the ability to shape an ethnos’ self-conception through consumable media
produced on a scale which would seem absurd to early nationalists like Herder and Šťur. No
longer would cultural consumption be limited to the thousands— now, in the age of mass media
millions (a quantity which had been unthinkable in the early Enlightenment) of consumers could
experience, for a reasonable price, the exact same aesthetic experience. The potential to shape
narratives and ethnic identities was immense; no longer would every staging of a theatrical
production or every embroidery of a folk costume be unique and shaped as much by local
divergence from tradition as cannon. Now, in the Age of Reproduction, the experience could not
only be standardized, it could be infinitely repeated and consumed from the comfort of a home or
rented room in far-off locales. As Benjamin noted:
“By close-ups of the things around us, by focusing on hidden details of familiar objects,
by exploring common place milieus under the ingenious guidance of the camera, the film,
on the one hand, extends our comprehension of the necessities which rule our lives; on
the other hand, it manages to assure us of an immense and unexpected field of action. Our
taverns and our metropolitan streets, our offices and furnished rooms, our railroad
For more on Havel and his success in the Czech film industry, see: CZESANY-DVOŘÁKOVÁ, Tereza.
“Barrandov and its Founder Miloš Havel”. (Unpublished manuscript, December 2019).
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stations and our factories appeared to have us locked up hopelessly. Then came the film
and burst this prison-world asunder by the dynamite of the tenth of a second, so that now,
in the midst of its far-flung ruins and debris, we calmly and adventurously go
traveling 18.”
For Slovaks abroad, the advantages of mass-produced visual culture are obvious; in order to
participate in the necessary rituals of ethnicity or to feel an aesthetic connection with one’s
ancestors, it was no longer strictly necessary to make an arduous journey back to the homeland
when a single picture postcard or an illustrated weekly could suffice. Films about Juraj Jánošík,
or photographs of the sweeping vistas of the Slovak highlands could be enjoyed in the comfort of
one’s local cinema or home, maintained a sense of identity in foreign settings (often multicultural and urban), and provided an understandable model for passing down ethnic identity to
younger generations.
For the vast majority of Slovaks living in the Czech Lands, the Slovak Lands, the United
States, and the former Austro-Hungarian Empire, there were other benefits to consuming such
ethnically-themed media. Ethnic media presented an entrance into a shared identity, one that
could transcend the regional and linguistic boundaries inherent in the Slovak lands. Furthermore,
the visual aspects of such media could, often, transcend the multiethnic roots from which it
sprung. Films made by multi-ethnic casts, helmed by directors who had studied outside of
Slovakia, and realized by polyethnic groups of technicians could be understood as “Slovak”,
purely based on the visual signifiers they contained. Photographs of the Slovak ethnic minorities
in the Kingdom of Hungary could become part of the visual canon due to their repeatability, their
exotic desirability for consumers, and perhaps most importantly, their affordability. Even
BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in:
BENJAMIN, Walter. Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980.
p. 474-475.
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illustrations and paintings executed by non-Slovak artists could become vital parts of this
tradition of representation because they revealed to Slovak consumers a connection often
invisible to themselves on the ground, so to speak. While infighting and struggles between
regions, between religious groups, and between minorities and minority dialects often obscured a
communality, visual codification of the ethnos’ common elements provided a means of
identification stripped of many of the problems which vex linguistic or religious identity. While
visual interpretations of books may diverge, or theatrical stagings may reimagine familiar
legends as entirely new stories with new visual elements, the film, photograph, and illustration
remain united in their immutability of composition. This immutability leads to a self-generation
of identity; newer images constantly reference their predecessors, drawing on common aspects
which are invariably conflated and repeated. Since each of these three media excel in
reproducibility, these images can be even more rapidly disseminated and consumed, spurring an
ever-accelerating cycle of image production, internalization, and reproduction with a
verisimilitude unmatched by the performing or plastic arts.
In the following discussion of nationalism, this immutability proves to be both a curse,
and a blessing. For both visual culture and Slovak nationalism, this inherent unchangeability
with regards to definitions of Slovak-ness was have far reaching repercussions up until the end of
the 20th century. In the beginning of this study, we shall see how intra-ethnic debates regarding
the very existence of a unique Slovak identity precipitated a swift counter-reaction. As Slovaks
debated their own role as an ethnicity in a vast, multi-ethnic empire, their conception of their
own ethnicity grew increasingly rigid, congealing into recursive notions of identity— a feedback
loop where the ethnic identity became increasingly codified and celebrated,. In later chapters, we

will see the problematic aspects of this— how minority populations and regional identities were
subsumed into realm of Slovak visual culture in a standardized, homogenized form. Much as
photography “replaced” 19 history through the preservation and isolation of images, so too did the
ethnocentric revisioning of Slovak visual culture replaced earlier multi-ethnic modes of living in
Slovakia with repeated associations with the ethnos. While early Slovak visual culture was
indebted to the contributions of outsiders such as Czech polymath Karel Plicka, the
Slovakization of esthetics overwrote the controversy around Slovak-ness and polyvalent notions
of identity by virtue of esthetics. Images retained such weight as “Slovak” visual objects that
they often conferred a sort of residual Slovakness to artists who had no connection to the ethnos,
save their interest in documentation or aesthetic experiences.
Even in an age before digital interfaces and user-driven content, the mass produced image
was as active participant in cultural life, aggressively shaping and influencing notions of
identity 20 beyond the classical realm of the politically-aware educated elites. While written
debates (both intellectual and popular) were instrumental in formulating notions of ethnic and
national identity, it often times fell to popular illustrations, advertising, cinema, and photographs
to convince an often skeptical and fragmented public of the worth of certain identities. While
prose arguments and rhetoric may speak primarily to the mind, visual culture has a multi-ranged
SONTAG, Susan. “In Plato’s Cave” in: On Photography. New York: Rosetta Books, LLC. 2005. Pp.
2-3, 6.
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C.f. American theatrical entertainment (primarily melodramas) and advertisements of the mid-19th
century which established and canonized the “traditional” American symbols such as a bald eagle,
ahistorically and somewhat arbitrarily, as a means of distinguishing “true” and “native”-born Americans
from a new wave of immigrants—whose predominantly foreign origins (among others) were marked by
their embrace of symbols from their native lands such as harps and shillelaghs or Germanic motifs. See,
for example, the Elliot J. Gorn’s analysis of Irish boxers and social organizations in: GORN, Elliott J. The
Manly Art: Bare Knuckle Prize Fighting in America. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2010 or Herbert
Asbury’s less-professional, but more accessible discussions of the self-same phenomenon in: ASBURY,
Herbert. The Gangs of New York. New York: Garden City Press, 1929.
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effect upon the viewer; a given visual object may appeal to a viewer’s aesthetic sensibilities,
ideological proclivities, or draw upon feelings of reciprocal pleasure. Although some form of
cultural literacy or fluency in a native semiotic code (such as recognizing national or mythical
symbols) may be necessary to fully grasp a visual object’s import, visual culture had an early
advantage over literary culture in that few members of a given community were excluded due to
the lack of fluency in reading or speaking. Rather, these visual images privileged spectatorial
involvement in the documented culture itself—presented with beautiful images of themselves,
spectators could choose to embrace and participate in the aesthetic glorification of ethnicity.
Furthermore, such participation did not require a domestic cinematic industry in order to
encourage Slovak participation—as subjects as well as consumers of visual media, Slovaks were
most certainly influenced by its presence, though they were not themselves always in control of
the production.
2.6. THE STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE FOLLOWING DISSERTATION
Before setting out on any journey, it is always best to examine a map, though as any
traveler in a strange land well knows, they are often unreliable guides at best. This next section
of the introduction will endeavor to provide an approximate map of the coming pages and
delineate the arguments to follow. Any good philosophical endeavor, like gardening, requires
specialized instruments for specific tasks. It would be no more fruitful to use pruning shears in
the place of a spade as it would to use cinemetrics to analyze nationalism. With this in mind, I
have attempted to provide a quick summary of the techniques employed herein in order to
prepare the reader for the variety of approaches I use to analyze a wide range of phenomena—

each themselves facets of the same Ur-phenomenon. The use of disparate techniques is, again, to
emphasize that the examination of ethnic identity is a multi-faceted endeavor, one that requires
its own specific tools for specific questions.
The first chapter of the dissertation will focus entirely on the concept of the mass
produced image, a concept of my own devising which has come out of the research for this
thesis. The mass produced image, I contend, is a phenomenon that manifests in concert with the
industrialization and commodification of the visual object in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. The mass produced image, as I discuss in chapter I, is an image which can be infinitely
duplicated with a minimum of distortion from the source image, can be easily distributed, and
moreover, easily processed by viewers without any special training. This definition includes a
wide variety of media such as lithography, photography, and cinema— each of which will be
addressed in the Slovak context in their own standalone chapter. Following this particular
historical grounding I shall then proceed to the examine theoretical heart of the project. For the
purposes of our discussion on Slovaks and Slovak visual culture, I wish to explore five distinct
sub-realms under the broader heading of the Mass Produced Image as it evolved through time—
proto-mass produced “image objects” (such as touch pieces, sculptures, and coins), engraving,
lithography, photography, and digital mass produced images. These groupings are roughly
indexed in order of chronology, from oldest to most recent.
The second chapter will explore how static mass produced images and mass produced
media such as lithography and photography created a visual template for Slovak ethnicity which
would be repeated and co-opted in later media. One of the key areas of this chapter will be the

connection between the advent of these mass produced images, and the process by which
Slovaks in both the Slovak Lands (then a part of the Kingdom of Hungary) and the large Slovak
immigrant populations in American metropolises were able to document and codify the existence
of Slovaks and Slovakness in a variety of artistic and commercial media in order to provide both
a sense of ethnic identity (one which historically never truly existed to the extent of Central
European identities such as Czech and Austrian) and to solidify this identity in the face of larger,
more powerful outside populations. My discussion on this process will focus heavily on genres
such as ethnographic illustration, postcards, and ethnography, which served as a foundation for
Slovak identity in a turbulent time, and served as catalysts for the process of codifying ethnic
identity and enforcing ethnic unity in places where historically little existed. Additionally, I will
discuss how this very same process also laid the foundation for the depictions of the geographic
Slovakia, a mountainous country whose borders had never independently existed until relatively
recently. However, this chapter will also show how the process of Slovak selfethnographicization, not only proved to be one of the defining catalysts of this era as Slovaks
struggled to carve out a political and social identity separate from the neighboring Czechs,
Germans, Austrians, and Hungarians, it also functioned both as a means of slowing the
assimilation of Slovak immigrant communities into the broader American immigrant identity,
and as a way of “leveling” or reducing the strong regional (and not national or ethnic) identities
in Slovakia by focusing on the visual similarities to be found throughout Slovakia. This chapter
will also feature work on the aesthetic and philosophical issues raised by such photography in the
realm of visual culture. Here I will also incorporate ideas from Walter Benjamin and Susan
Sontag, whose work on photography were some of the original impetuses for this project. The

use of photography will foreground another discussion on documentary films, which begins in
the next chapter, as the two phenomenon are intrinsically intertwined in the Slovak lands. As
mentioned earlier in this chapter, the discussion of photography with relationship to the Slovak
ethnos will center around ideas of aesthetic codification and photographic presentation as well as
photography’s problematic relationship with the construct of ethnicity. Further more I will be
looking at range of work, starting from the photographic output of early documentarians such as
Pavol Socháň.
The third chapter will focus on “Slovak” non-fiction and documentary filmmaking in the
realm of Czechoslovakia and how it functioned on multiple levels as an attempt to unify a
fragmented multi-ethnic Slovakia, to establish a safe space for Slovak artistic expression, and
also again, as a means of educating Slovak Americans about not only their cultural heritage, but
also as a vehicle for national, ethnic, and autonomous sentiments in Slovakia as well. The
production of non-fiction “kultúrne filmy”, that is, films which were intended to document and
convey some aspect of Slovak culture, were a vital part of of not only building the visual
framework for Slovak ethnic identity, but were also frequently employed by the fascist and
socialist regimes as a means of establishing the state’s legitimacy in Slovakia. In addition to
these cultural films, I will also examine the work of ethnographic and documentary directors,
such as Karel Plicka, whose film Zem spieva represented one of the most divisive attempts to
create a truly Slovak cinematic experience. This chapter will also examine how these non-fiction
films also built upon the aesthetic and semiotic foundations of earlier eras of Slovak mass
produced images, namely the ethnographic and geographic photographs and lithographs
discussed in the previous chapter.

Given Slovakia’s historically late entrance into the realm of domestic cinema production,
it is only logical that a discussion of feature films occurs after the theoretical and historical
groundwork has been laid in the preceding chapters. The fourth chapter will concern itself with
an examination of Slovak images in the realm of feature films, both popular and avant-garde. In
this portion of the dissertation, I will concentrate my efforts on Slovak feature films from the
1920s through the early 1950s, starting from the beginnings of Slovak filmmaking to the early
years of Socialist Czechoslovakia. The selection of time frame for this chapter focuses on the
eras in which the mass produced image wielded the most power, when, again, Slovak feature
film making sought to unify the various different regional Slovak identities. Like in the previous
chapter on non-fiction cinema, I will also examine the international aspects of the mass produced
image, as Slovak Americans and Slovaks in America were a fundamental part in establishing and
maintaining ethnic solidarity among Slovaks world wide vis-à-vis the mass produced image. This
chapter will examine the successes and failures of early Slovak feature films like Jaroslav
Siakeľ’s 1921 adaptation of Jánošík, as well as attempts by Czech directors like Vladislav
Vančura and Martin Frič to cater to Slovak and more broadly Czechoslovak audiences with their
films Marijka nevěrnice (1934) and Jánošík (1935), respectively.
The fifth chapter of this dissertation will concern itself with the national hero, a media
and social phenomenon instrumental in the formation of Slovak and international notions of a
shared Slovak identity. This chapter will focus exclusively on the two most prominent Slovak
national heroes in the age of the mass produced image— General Milan Rastislav Štefánik, and
the semi-legendary outlaw, Juraj Jánošík. While these two figures were incredibly influential on
Slovak identity, especially through the dissemination of films, prints, photographs, and other

mass produced media focused on their lives and tragic deaths, the two were unequal in their
overall legacy, due to a variety of societal, political, and geographical pressures. This chapter
will also examine how changing ideas of Slovak ethnicity and the status of Slovakia were linked
to changes in the mass produced images of both Štefánik and Jánošík throughout the 20th
century, as well as in the consequences of the Slovak diaspora, which saw millions of Slovaks
immigrate from the Slovak lands to America and Great Britain in the 20th century.
The final chapter of this dissertation will concern itself with the end of the mass produced
image’s power and the rise of the Slovak New Wave, an often contradictory film movement that
arose in the early 1960s from a variety of social, political, and institutional factors such as the
closure of Czechoslovak borders with the West in the early 1950s, the creation of the famous
film academy FAMU, and the ethnic reorganization of Slovakia following the end of World War
II among others. This chapter will also examine how some of the directors in this movement
continued the legacy of the mass produced image in Slovak cultural life, while others sought to
destroy, or at the very least to re-appropriate these now-familiar images to serve as instruments
of social criticism against Slovak nationalist sentiment or even the Socialist regime itself. This
chapter will also examine the impact of the reunification of Czechoslovakia and the sundering
of the formerly strong conduit between Slovaks in Czechoslovakia and Slovak Americans.
Finally, this chapter will feature a re-examination of the problems faced by ethnic groups when
they attempt to catalog and preserve identities long tied to mass produced images.

CHAPTER I - THE MASS PRODUCED IMAGE
As I mentioned in the introduction, due to their unique provenances, Slovak nationalism
and ethnic identity are inextricably tied to the phenomenon of the mass produced image, a term
of my own creation. This chapter will explain what the mass produced image is, as well as
examine the critical theory behind the mass produced image itself, which emerged in the late late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The mass produced image, is, at its core, any image in a
variety of media which satisfies three simple criteria: 1) the image itself can be duplicated with
little to no loss of fidelity, 2) this duplication can produce a great (if not infinite) amount of
copies, and 3) the resulting image copies can be cheaply, easily, and widely distributed. As we
shall see in this chapter, the technological changes which gave birth to the mass produced image
also introduced new modes of perception of images, as well as new phenomenological responses
to the images themselves. While this chapter does not explicitly deal with the relationship
between these mass produced images and the formation of national and ethnic identities, the later
chapters in this dissertation do.
The late 18th and early 19th centuries, the period of the mass produced image’s birth, are
marked by a rapid shift away from older forms of visual media such as paintings and frescos,
which were comparatively rare and reproducible (often poorly) only with difficulty and at great
expense, and towards new technologies which allowed both the accurate reproduction of images,
and their rapid dissemination across geographical areas and populations which were, historically,
unavailable to other, earlier, media. While the development of new reproduction techniques for
visual media led not only to increased audiences of these media, they also introduced a new

phenomenology of images into the cultural sphere. This chapter attempts to trace how the Mass
Produced Image, as I have named this phenomenon, functions as a phenomenon endemic in our
contemporary existence, or, in other words, how the repetition and distribution of these
unchanging aesthetic images has created a new mode of perceiving images— one that works
sometimes so unconsciously that the average viewer does not even recognize it at work. I will
also examine earlier eras of reproduction, which conditioned our “classical” understanding of
how images function, and how the introduction of reproduction technologies altered the
phenomenological reception and function of images, culminating in the present digital age, when
the mass produced image has emerged as the most common phenomenon in contemporary visual
culture. Finally, this chapter will set up the philosophical and theoretical underpinnings for my
exploration of Slovak ethnic identity via the mass produced image, as the mass produced image
is, in many ways, able transcend the inherent limitations in other media of cultural transmission.
Unlike earlier eras in visual reproduction, the mass produced image, as I have termed it,
is an image that is both duplicable with little to no loss of fidelity to the image, and easy to
distribute either on its own or as a part of another work, such as a periodical or book (in earlier
times) or, in the manner of our contemporary internet-equipped society, through social media and
other electronic platforms. Since the mass produced image itself does not degrade or deform with
duplication and dissemination, it similarly standardizes the viewing experience, offering a
foundational image which does not change. Paradoxically, because the image itself is now
widely available and freely distributed (and often without any identifying context), the mass
produced image is subject to a wider variety of semiotic interpretation, aided by what Roman

Ingarden terms an “aesthetic experience of an aesthetic object” 1, where in we interpret an
aesthetic object, such as a mass produced image, divorced from its status as an actual object and
its historical context. Although earlier visual media such as frescos, paintings, and sculpture
represented both a tangible physical object, or an object that has certain physical qualities in
addition to its aesthetic ones, the mass produced image exists in another phenomenological
category: an object which lacks any tangible physical qualities, but which obtains additional
aesthetic qualities as an image, having no surviving physical referent.

2

Instead, the mass

produced image is the first pure “medium-specific” object, one that exists solely as a mediated
creation, and gains its power through its duplication and distribution (as well as the evolution or
changes in its interpretation), not through its veridicality or intentionality.
While earlier visual art objects were limited in their reproducibility and subject to local
interpretation and cultural influences, resulting in a plethora of non-standardized “variations” on
subjects and characters, the advent of technologies used to mass-produce images creates, to some
degree, a standardizing effect where images have standardized visual qualities. Or, to put it more
plainly, a picture no longer represents an interpretation of a object, it has become its own object,
which is not dependent on local interpretation, but maintains its own visuality above all,
regardless of the context in which it is viewed. This visuality also leads to a breakdown in the
traditional phenomenological experience of an image wherein we view images a visually
codified representations of objects or experiences(as in semiotics or as per Ingarden’s aesthetic
INGARDEN, Roman. “Aesthetic Experience and Aesthetic Object” in: Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research. Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1961. p. 289.
1

Husserl’s ideas regarding the phenomenology of photography will be a major touchstone for this
investigation, not only for myself, but also for other thinkers whose ideas and concepts I have borrowed,
such as Roman Ingarden and Roland Barthes. See: HUSSERL, Edmund. Edmund Husserl: Phantasy,
Image, Consciousness and Memory. New York: Springer Verlag, 2005. p. 21.
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object or as an extension of Husserl’s model of consciousness), leaving us with a rupture, an
intangible “object” which exists only as data and viewer interpretation. In more concrete terms,
this intangibility allows the mass produced object to function as both a cultural cipher (which
In my examination, I will break with both Ingarden and Husserl’s views, which could not and did
not predict the rise of digital computing and image manipulation that have become legion in the
early days of this 21st century.

3.1 MASS PRODUCED IMAGE-OBJECTS: THE PREDECESSORS OF THE MASS PRODUCED
IMAGE
When discussing the Mass Produced Image, it is important to note that the phenomenon
itself is one of very recent provenance, given the relatively recent birth of image reproduction
technologies. As Walter Benjamin notes in his seminal essay “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner
technischen Reproduzierbarkeit”, while forms of technical approximation existed for earlier
images, prior to the lithographic process developed by Alois Senefelder, the only media which
were capable of reproduction were sculptural,3 and used either for purely commercial, nonartistic processes (such as the minting of coinage or seals), or at great expense for a limited
number of individuals (in the case of sculpture casts or reproductions). These recreations were
themselves, unique objects (as opposed to images), and although cast in the image of an original
(or studiously copied by hand), they acquired their own individual wear and tear over the course

“Die Griechen kannten nur zwei Verfahren technischer Reproduktion von Kunstwerken: den Guß und
die Prägung. Bronzen, Terrakotten und Münzen waren die einzigen Kunstwerke, die von ihnen
massenweise hergestellt werden konnten. Alle übrigen waren einmalig und technisch nicht zu
reproduzieren…” from: BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen
Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in: Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag
Suhrkamp, 1980. p. 474.
3

of time, in the form of damages, patinas, and alterations to suit local customs or tastes; statuary
that had been copied manually was also, of course, subject to the unconscious whims of human
error and frequently deviated from its source accordingly. The Athena Parthenos,4 a colossal
statue of the Greek goddess Athena originally located in the Parthenon and long-considered one
of the seven wonders of the ancient world, for example, “exists” in the form of several copies of
the famous work which were executed in the centuries after the original’s creation and which
also outlived their referent in the course of the preceding millennia. While the original Athena
Parthenos was long since destroyed and stripped of its valuable materials, eyewitness testimony
from Pliny the Elder and Pausanias provides us with important testimony regarding both the
statue’s size and its compositional elements prior to its removal from Rome in the 4th century
and eventual disappearance into the mists of history. By comparing these with a surviving copy,
such as the Varvakeion Athena (a Roman era copy made in the 3rd century CE), one notes
several changes have taken place: the copies are no longer colossal, and tend to be slightly larger
than life-size (3m) or smaller; no longer made of wood with golden, bronze, or ivory plates, the
sculptural copies are now executed in marble; and iconographic changes which governed the
presentation of the goddess are now present— Athena (or now, Minerva) no longer wields a
spear, but holds instead a winged Nike, for example, and her shield no longer bears a graphical
representation of the Amazonomachy5. The changes between these art objects are legion—
though copies of an original object, (one of the most famous of its age), every copy was executed

I am indebted to Cornelius C. Vermeule III’s excellent article on the dating and determining the
differences between Varvakeion Athena, the other surviving copies, and the historical original. See:
VERMEULE, Cornelius C., III. “Athena of the Parthenon by Pheidias: A Graeco-Roman Replica of the
Roman Imperial Period” in Journal of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Vol. 1 (1989) p. 41-60
4

5

Ibid.

in a different manner during a broad time span, further highlighting the difficulty in reproducing
objects in even the advanced periods of Late Antiquity. Other reproduction techniques, such as
lost-wax casting, offered greater fidelity to the source object, but the cost and difficulty of
working with liquid bronze or other durable metals often relegated this medium to objects with
great religious or magical significance.

6

A modest numbers of talismans and amulets to protect

the bearer were also produced via these methods however, these were often worn or buried under
buildings for magical protection throughout the Roman and Byzantine Empires and into the
Medieval period, and were ideally for personal use by initiates of various cults or devotees of
gods and saints.
From a phenomenological perspective, outside of the monumental statues intended for
public display or worship, these objects were rarely seen, and if and when they were, in an
atmosphere of utility. An image of a god or goddess only acquires its fetish value when it is
divorced from its usage— or from the distance of a non-believer. The work of Majster Pavol z
Levoče, a master woodcarver and one of the few “Slovak” artists of renown during the Middle
Ages, stands as a useful example of this phenomenon— although his work was posthumously
celebrated in the broader context of art in the Kingdom of Hungary, during his life, Majster
Pavol’s work appears exclusively in devotional contexts as altar pieces in important towns near
Levoča, Banská Bystrica, and Spiš. Part of this stems from the fact that Pavol’s work, while it
was three-dimensional like older Greco-Roman statuary, was not duplicatable (at least not in the
era it was produced) since the available methods of reproduction (lost wax casting, plaster
It is also worth noting that, in the context of “art” objects in this nature found throughout classical
Europe and the Near East, many of these were originally religious artifacts which did not exist in the
context of an Art Object and, moreover, were sometimes totemic adaptations of secular objects used in a
magical or religious context (in the case of “magical” coinage).
6

casting) had the possibility of destroy the fidelity of the original, either through damage to the
finish of the pieces or the possibility of total destruction with certain processes, as well as the
economic and political decline of the region shortly after Pavol’s death between 1537 and 1542.
Rather, these altarpieces. found in Gothic cathedrals such as the Basilica of St. James in Levoča
or the altar of St. George in Spišská sobota, 7 remained completely functional religious objects for
religious rites from their completion in the early 1500s on through the Baroque period.
Similarly, the other physical art objects from Antiquity and Middle Ages that were mass
produced (e.g. coinage, armor, or religious paraphernalia for home use) were produced with
utility usage in mind first and foremost, and which often later acquired other properties.

8

Coinage, for example, was widely circulated and not limited to the kingdom or locality that
produced it, 9 but was freely traded and spent in places far from its point of origin and times far
after its minting. Additionally, these Ur-reproductions also represent a unique period in the
phenomenology of image viewing where a subject itself had a generally understood, centralized
meaning (as well as intentionality), which would be subjected to local aesthetic interpretation,
but not significantly altered in terms of its broader meaning or its phenomenological schema. In
For more on the life and times of Majstr Pavol z Levoče, see: Mistr Pavel z Levoče. Praha: Státní
nakladatelství krásné literatury a umění, 1961 and NOVOTINA, Mária, et. al. Majster Pavol z Levoče:
život, dielo, doba. Košice: Východoslovenské vydavateľstvo pre Spišské múzeum v Levoči, 1991.
7

In her paper on Roman-era British burial talismans, “Bears and Coins: The Iconography of Protection in
Late Roman Infant Burials” Nina Crummy notes that older Roman coinage, with their iconographies of
deified emperors and gods, could eventually transcend their utility usage (especially if they were coins
taken out of circulation) and be repurposed as protective magical devices. This belief in the magical
power of the monarch’s image continues throughout much of British and French history, ending relatively
late in the 17th and 18th centuries, respectively. See: CRUMMY, Nina. “Bears and Coins: The Iconography
of Protection in Late Roman Infant Burials” in: Britannia, vol. 41, 2010, p. 73
8

The circulation of Macedonian coinage from the reign of Philip II (382-336 B.C.) found in Slovak
archeological sites from the early Iron Age provides a useful illustration here, as Slovak Lands were
neither a part of Philip’s domains and they appear in the archeological record far later than Philip’s reign.
See: KRASKOVSKÁ, Ľudmila. “Kultúra Laténska” in: VARSIK, Branislav [editor]. Slovenské dejiny.
Bratislava: Slovenská akadémia vied a umení, 1947. p. 113-116
9

other words, though the images gods and saints may change their appearance in various
localities, they generally had standardized usages as religious totems or magical devices,
possessing Husserl’s idea of noemata as these objects possess clearly interpretable intentionality
as objects of worship, veneration, or as displays of power which had significance as such for the
experiencers and creators.

In their usage as magical or religious devices, these reproduced

images were often conflated with the source of their mystical power—perhaps as best illustrated
with the prevalence of “touch pieces”, coins that had been imbued with magical powers through
their consecration by holy forces or the touch of the divinely-chosen royal families or France and
England, which persisted through the 18

th

century in England and the 19

th

century in France.

10

However, it should be made explicitly clear, that these prototypical mass produced objects were
not, at least at the time of their creation, what Ingarden would consider “aesthetic objects”, since
they lack many components of the “composite process”

11

underlying his concept, most notably,

“the partial extinguishing or even the complete removing of actual experiences concerning the
12 Rather, these proto-mass produced objects
things and affairs of the surrounding real world.”

were of the surrounding real world, at least during the period of their creation.
While premodern sculpture and coinage creates several problems for both Husserl’s and
Ingarden’s phenomenologies, other media were more forgiving, such as paintings, frescos, and

Touch pieces employed by both the King and commoners were commonly described in English medical
manuals from this period as well as in ceremonies featured in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer.
These coins were sometimes ascribed their power due to the mere presence of the image of a monarch on
them, as the Divine Right of the kings of France and England were commonly believed to have power
over various diseases. C.f. Crummy’s work on the protective powers of Roman coins in the British Isles.
10

INGARDEN, Roman. “Aesthetic Experience and Aesthetic Object” in: Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research. Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1961. p.295.
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INGARDEN, Roman. “Aesthetic Experience and Aesthetic Object” in: Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research. Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1961. p.295.
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other forms of two-dimensional art which were, up until the Renaissance, still mostly relegated
to the amateur illustrations of scribes in margins of manuscripts (and thus not widely seen),
public displays of art (including graffiti), and paintings executed for the benefit of wealthy
patrons for their home use, devotional or otherwise. Although these images often could acquire
some measure of fame (in the case of Giotto’s frescos, for example), they were, by their very
nature tied to local sites and could only be approximated by a skilled artist, never truly
duplicated—in a very real sense, they existed in accordance both Husserl’s phenomenology of
intentionality (e.g. the noema of a famous sculpture, location, or personage) and Ingarden’s
aesthetic object, as an object whose existence creates emotional and aesthetic resonance in the
spectator as well as inviting the spectator to add some personal, emotional connection to the
experience of viewing. These reproductions were often to be found in travelogues detailing the
wonders of foreign locations for the educated traveler in the later part of the Renaissance and the
beginning of the Enlightenment, such as in the versions of the popular memento books of Rome
containing written commentary and engravings commonly called the Speculum Romanae
Magnificentiae, a commercial version of which was published by Antonio Salamanca and
Antonio Lafreri in Rome, between 1553 and 1563. 13 Unlike mass produced coinage and statuary,
these images of Rome worked as mementos, specifically as mnemonic devices which served to
recall a visit undertaken to the ancient city, not dissimilar to other religious images of the time—
in short, the devotional images of a secular pilgrimage.
Although many of these Speculae were originally assembled by the tourists and pilgrims themselves
from prints available in Rome, Louis Cellauro notes that a “standard organization” exists in the extant
copies and frequently, images were “pirated” from previously published or printed sources. See:
CELLUARO, Louis. “Monvmenta Romae: An Alternative Title Page for the Duke of Sessa’s Personal
Copy of The Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae.” In: Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome, Vol.
51/52 (2006/2007), pp. 277-278
13

The evolution of this process of freeing images from local interpretation truly began with
the advances in printmaking. Starting in approximately the mid-15th century CE, the emergence
of master engravers and printmakers began the process of freeing images from their spatial and
local traditions by reproducing them in limited qualities for interested buyers, as well as using
the technique to produce objects with both utility and artistic value, such as playing cards.
Famous images, such as Titian’s “Venus and Adonis” were also frequently subject to duplication
from the 1550s onward, sometimes (as in the case of Titian’s image) under the supervision of the
artist his or herself.14 These commercial reproductions were, however, not copies; however
skilled their execution might be, they were still original re-creations, and errors and alterations
were to be found in the prints themselves. The processes of copper-plate engraving and
woodblock printing were also imperfect and subject to wear and tear, changes to the image
which are now used in some situations to date prints from the same batch.

15

Due to the expense

of making prints, as well as the limited market for prints themselves, the numbers of images
produced remained relatively small, and confined to a relatively-elite circle of artisans,
tradesmen, nobility, and the educated class. Other hybrid art objects, such as the aforementioned
playing cards, were more widely spread via travelers, mercenaries, and gamblers. The advent of
these duplication technologies allowed two distinct possibilities over the proto-mass production
of coinage and sculpture. The first was the ability to disseminate an image of an object that may
or may not actually exist farther and wider than ever before. This concept image existing

WIVEL, Matthaias. “Titian’s ‘Venus and Adonis’ in Sixteenth-Century Prints.” In: Marburger Jahrbuch
für Kunstwissenschaft, no. 40 (2013), p. 115.
14

William M. Irvins, Jr. used this to gain an idea of the provenance of German woodcuts found in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. For more, See: IRVINS, William M., Jr. “Notes on Two Woodcuts of the
Nuremburg School” in: Metropolitan Museum Studies. Vol. 2, no. 2, 1930. P. 171-175.
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independently of its referent represented a fundamental break from the phenomenology of
viewing public sculpture and paintings, where an image could be observed or viewed in many
different locations, as well as transported for repeated usage. The second was the gradual decline
in the belief of a reproduced image being a duplicate of an original in terms of an ontological
experience.

3.2 LITHOGRAPHIC MASS PRODUCED IMAGES

With the advent of Alois Senefelder’s lithographic technique in 1796, the foundations of
the mass produced image were truly laid. While earlier attempts at reproduction were mostly
limited by cost and the durability of the medium used as a plate for printing, lithography’s
superior durability and cheaper overhead costs rapidly overtook other forms of image
duplication, which were at times reduced to the level of student exercises, or elevated to the
heights of art object, due to their scarcity and labor intensive costs. Lithography, in terms of
phenomenology, operated similarly (in one sense) to the older methods of duplication it replaced.
A lithographed image, drawn with wax on a limestone tablet then bathed in an acidic solution,
which exposed the protected waxy areas, was essentially a negative copy of its original. As an
imperfect method of capturing the world around us, the scenes, personages, and objects depicted
in a lithograph functioned as noemetic distillations of objects in the veridicial sense. A mid-19th
century lithograph of Franz Josef I represents not just the historical figure of the AustroHungarian monarch, but also the idealized and intentionally conceived representation of an

extant, living human; this lithograph possesses, in other words, what Husserl would term a
nominal meaning, and its creation represents a nominal act.
Where lithography differed from copper plate etching, intaglio printing, woodblock
printing, or any other method of duplication which had proceeded it, was in terms of scale. A
lithographic plate could, in theory, be used hundreds of thousands of times before any sort of
degradation would appear. Furthermore, the raised surfaces of the lithographic plate could
themselves become an original, if they were coated in wax and pressed upon a fresh plate at very
little cost. Although the original image still took time and a degree of training to execute, the
image itself, once put on plate, could, in theory, exist in perpetuity, much like a film negative.
This scale, as we shall see, creates problems for both Husserl’s conception of how we experience
a mass produced image and Ingarden’s concept of the aesthetic object. However, in other
regards, lithography was not so disruptive in either sense— images must still be created with
intentionality, and, as such, were noema; lithographed images could also engender the aesthetic
absorption and manifest the harmonizing qualities which are peculiar to Ingarden’s conception of
his aesthetic object.
Originally intended as a means to reproduce sheet music quickly and cheaply, lithography
never quite managed to displace traditional methods of printing in the field of literature, where
the letter press and moveable type continued to hold sway. Rather, it was the visual arts which
made the most usage of Senefelder’s new technology, specifically in the fields of commercial
printing and advertising. By the mid-19th century, a successful lithographic shop could make
thousands of prints a day, and hundreds of thousands of prints a year—a scale that was

previously unheard of in other eras of human history.
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One particular end result of this glut of

printing and deluge of reproduced images was that the image itself was no longer a rare
commodity, enjoyed by the educated or wealthy. Anyone could own a lithographic print for a
very modest sum of money, and furthermore, standardized images (such as illustrations of
popular characters from children’s literature or political cartoons) could make their way
throughout the world unaltered.
Although lithographs were originally seen as cheap commodities, lacking the prestige
th century frequently
(and physical rarity) of traditional methods of painting, artists of the 19

turned to these lithographic prints of their work as a lucrative sideline business, making prints of
their own works for sale. Another common sideline and one of the most common applications of
the new technique was to be found in the realm of literature, where lithographic illustrations
quickly found a home among publishers eager to add extra inducements to their printed catalog
and for the ravenous news-hungry public who eagerly embraced the emergence of illustrated
periodicals.The advent of illustrated periodicals, which in the words of Benjamin, “enabled
graphic art to provide an illustrated accompaniment to modern life” and more over to “keep pace
with the printed word.” 17 The pairing of factual events with an artistically depicted re-creation of
the reportage induced readers to begin thinking of the world not in terms of words, but in terms
of images. By mid-to-late 19th century, lithography was a common feature of almost every
periodical, an increasing number of which were published daily or nearly so. From the standpoint
BARNHILL, Georgia B. “Business Practices of Commercial 19th Century American Lithographers.” In:
Winterthur Portfolio, vol. 48, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2014). Pp. 215-217.
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“Die Graphik wurde durch die Lithographie befähigt, den Alltag illustrativ zu begleiten. Sie begann,
Schritt mit dem Druck zu halten…” from: BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner
technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in: Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main,
Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980. p. 474-475.

of a consumer during this period, the rapid embrace and wide proliferation of lithographed
periodicals in the marketplace meant a a constant stream of new images entered publication.
Unlike woodcuts, which were predicated on the idea that the image would be consumed at
leisure, meditated upon, or impart some mystical or philosophical meaning to an attached text,
these lithographs were designed to be quickly consumed and discarded as newer images
continually entered the public sphere.
This shift of image-as-commodity instead of image as a noema as postulated by Husserl
remains one of the fundamentally problematic areas for applying Husserlian thought to the field
of the mass produced image. While Husserl’s idealized version of consciousness treated images
as noema, or at least representations of a noema conceived vis-à-vis intentionality, lithography
marked the beginning of the visual object as a commodity. No longer was the duplicated image
primarily the commodity of the educated classes or social elites—rather, it was put to use in the
market place as a means to hawk wares such as cigarettes or medical aids. The rapid, everchanging influx of daily images represented a huge departure from the earlier modus operandi of
image production— images were no longer relegated to the unusual, but more importantly, all
subjects, from the quotidian to the mystical (though in practice, one notes the former won out
over the later.) A second, but equally valuable, benefit of lithography was its ability to shape
social and cultural norms more effectively than a written polemic, 18 especially since these
lithographs were often consumed without reflection or intentionality. In a phenomenological

For example, American social historian Eliot J. Gorn notes that the acceptance of prize fighting in
American culture during the mid 19th century (and by extension, the boxing ring’s specific social mores
and codes of conduct) was driven in part by the sport’s popularity with lithographers, as opposed to the
editorialists and journalists of the day who, nearly unanimously, condemned the sport as barbaric and unChristian. For more, see: GORN, Eliot J. The Manly Art: Bare-Knuckle Prize Fighting in America.
Cornell, NY: Cornell University Press, 2000. p. 146-148
18

sense, the repetition of an image lent it a new social and moral weight, especially when taken in
conjunction with shared faith in images as representative and truthful, still vestigial from earlier
eras of visual culture. To begin with, image viewership was now a communal event, wherein a
wider public could share the same visual experience, encouraging a shared Lithographs of
famous fighters made prize-fighting acceptable; lithographs of drunkards made the complete
prohibition of alcohol seem not only necessary, but in some sense, enjoyable.
Although lithography offered many benefits over previous methods of duplication, it was
not without its share of drawbacks. The weight of lithographic stones was considerable, and
printing shops which kept only modest numbers of them for quick assignments. A modest
collection of 400 stones weighed nearly 1,844 kg, 19 and the rapid emergence of the next phase of
the mass produced image, e.g. photography, soon relegated lithography to prestige applications,
small runs of prints by famous artists and the usage in certain periodicals who saw photography
as vulgar. As we shall see, many of these aforementioned practical drawbacks of lithography
(which encouraged the adaptation of the next successor medium, photography), also ushered in
the phenomenological changes into the field of visual culture.

3.3. PHOTOGRAPHIC MASS PRODUCED IMAGES

While lithography was the first technology to make the widespread dissemination of
images possible and affordable, it was soon eclipsed by the photographic processes developed by
various inventors in the mid-19th century. Although photography began, as an offshoot of
BARNHILL, Georgia B. “Business Practices of Commercial 19th Century American Lithographers.” In:
Winterthur Portfolio, vol. 48, no. 2/3 (Summer/Autumn 2014). Pp. 215-217.
19

scientific experimentation, it was eagerly embraced by amateur and soon professional artists not
only saw the merits in using photography to create images for study, but as a commodifiable
object in its own right. In her essay, “On Plato’s Cave” Susan Sontag notes that at the core of
photography is a desire for possession, or “to photograph a thing is to appropriate the thing
photographed.”20 A photograph is a crystallization, or a theft, of a moment in time, containing the
objects in view of the camera, which are then rendered into the tangible, and sellable, form
through the development of a negative and the reproduction of photographs. Moreover,
photography as a medium was cheaper and less technically demanding to employ, especially
after the invention of Kodak’s famed Brownie, a camera which was explicitly sold on its claim
that the user needed absolutely no artistic or technical ability to operate.
As Roland Barthes notes in Camera Lucida, “[what] the Photograph reproduces to
infinity has only occurred once: the Photograph mechanically repeats what could never be
repeated existentially.” 21 Barthes’ maxim serves two purposes in this examination: one the one
hand, it notes the unique phenomenological aspect of photography that separates it from
lithography as a medium—namely that it deals with the capture of the visual field of an actual
instance of time, from a fixed perspective; and that it was also reproducible in ways that other
media were not at that time. This fixed moment of time extends forward, unchanging,
unalterable, undistorted by alteration. The photograph, in this sense, represents Ingarden’s
“aesthetic object”, in so much as the experience of viewing a photograph is completely removed
from both the actual experience of the past moment, which is forever preserved in the image, and
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SONTAG, Susan. On Photography. New York: Rosetta Books, LLC. 2005. P. 2
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BARTHES, Roland. Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography. New York: Noonday, 1981, p. 4

the actual physical qualities of the photograph itself, namely its existence as a sheet of paper with
chemical residue adhering to one side of its surface.

22

What the viewer of a photograph receives

is a completely aesthetic experience, created through a variety of subjective and personal
contexts which may or may not be evident in the original image.
Photography’s legend of being an “image frozen in time”, served also to highly the
primacy of the image in the discourse of the day. While older (and even ancient) reproductions of
images were long understood as visual cues for the retelling of a story, not actual proof of said
story existing, the photograph was quickly pressed into service to fulfill the role of arbiter in
memory and courts of law. While the old maxim of “the camera never lies” sounds quaint and
naïve to our jaded ears, the idea that moment could be visually frozen in time and endlessly
repeated was an earth-shattering revelation in the 19

th

century. European criminologists rejoiced

in the possibility of creating an archive of criminals to make identification easier, while
ethnographers such as Mikhail Prokudin-Gorskii saw the new medium as a way to catalog and
document their own nations’ array of minorities with their strange traditional attire and unique
customs. As Katherine Hill-Reischel notes in her article “Photography and the Crisis of
Ownership: Tolstoy and the Popular Photographic Press”, photography in the Russian Empire
was seen as the most accurate and powerful medium of artistic depiction invented thus far,
whose “easily reproducible images” 23 were accessible to not only classically trained artists, but
anyone with a modicum of financial capital and technical ability.

INGARDEN, Roman. “Aesthetic Experience and Aesthetic Object” in: Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research. Vol. 2, No. 3, March 1961. p.289
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Photographic Press”, in: Jahrbücher für Geschichte Osteuropas, Bd. 60, H. 4 (2012), p. 533
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Although the camera’s impartiality, was often mistaken in its early days as a quality
which would better suit scientific applications than mechanical, photography was also
understood by those versed in the craft as a medium with great potential for illusion. In 1861,
William H. Mumler, an engraver and amateur photographer, accidentally discovered a second
“spirit” image on a photographic plate, which he and others interpreted as the spirit of Mumler’s
departed cousin. 24 Although scientific and technical advances in the realm of photography soon
ascertained that these “spirit” photographs were merely the product of intentional or accidental
errors in mechanical processes of photography, they offer a window into what Louis Kaplan has
termed the “paranoid discourse” 25 of the honesty or veracity of vision, with proponents of spirit
photography arguing that human eyes are not able to accurately observe the totality of existence,
corporeal and non, while proponents of the atheist or scientific theories argue the exact opposite.
Sidestepping the questions of belief inherent in such inquiries, I would like to point out that this
moment represents another fundamental moment where the phenomenological experience of the
image changes— no longer does the image exist as an encapsulation of mystical power or as an
illustration of daily life, but the image, for, perhaps the first time, is seen as potentially false.
Photography also begins to be the first mass produced medium where the question of
intentionality enters into play. The previous forms of mass produced images, (lithography, prints,
sculpture, jewelry, etc.) contained no lack of intentionality in the production of their master
molds and original objects. While the reproductions made from these original source could be
produced with perhaps a minimum of Husserlian noesis, in photography, the production of the
KAPLAN, Louis. “Where the Paranoid Meets the Paranormal: Speculations on Spirit Photography”, in:
Art Journal, Vol. 62, no. 3, (Autumn 2003), p. 19
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original negative image might or might not have been performed as an act of intentionality.
Theorists and artists as diverse as such as Dziga Vertov 26, Jindřich Štyrský 27, and Roland Barthes
each point to the camera’s mechanical “unthinking” eye, which merely recorded the world
around it via a mere chemical reaction as the guiding hallmark of the medium, albeit with
varying degrees of human interaction. Intentionality, in the case of photography, is relegated to
the post-production sphere— to developing, altering, or re-contextualizing the negative image in
an aesthetic sense.

3.4. CINEMATIC MASS PRODUCED IMAGES

Photography represented one potential evolutionary open the mass produced image,
however the unveiling of cinema in 1895 opened a further range of possibilities which no longer
needed to encompass a single mass produced image, but could stretch the chronological
possibilities to include mass produced moments. Several decades after invention of the
photograph, a range of photographic enthusiasts, inventors, and outright crackpots sought to turn
photographic technology towards a new aim— the capture, preservation, projection, and
replication of a moving image. Although cinema itself was a radical departure from previous
Although Vertov’s idea of the кинокс is relatively well-known, it should be emphasized that Vertov’s
idea of the unthinking and precise camera as laid out in his essay We: Variant of a manifesto bears a
remarkable similarity to the work of certain Czech avant-garde photographers like Jaroslav Rössler and
Jindřich Štyrský, especially with Vertov’s interest in “the poetry of levers, wheels, and wings of steel.”
For more, see: VERTOV, Dziga. “Мы: вариант манифеста.” in: Дзига Вертов. Статьи, дневники,
замыслы. Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1966. pp. 45-49
26

Štyrský’s conception of photography is similar to Vertov’s ideas on kino in that he intended to minimize
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living subjects. He noted that “the whole problem of photography lies in being surprised at the sudden
discovery of a certain object and to think about this object in the sense of Surrealism.” ŠTYRSKÝ,
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visual media, its core principles were well known and employed in a variety of other media. For
example, the so-called phenomenon of “persistence of vision” wherein a series of static images
appear to be moving was well-known even in ancient times28, and by the 19th century this
phenomenon was employed in various proto-cinematic technologies such as Joseph Plateau’s
phénakisticope (1831-1832)29 and Simon Stampfer’s Stroboskop (1833). Further inventions such
as Jozef Petzval’s aperture lens (invented in 1840) and Henry Reichenbach’s film stock (patented
by Reichenbach’s employer George Eastman in 1889)

30,

and the development of various means

of image/light projection were necessary to complete cinema’s technical foundations. All that
remained was the combination of these separate, yet related, technologies by various parties such
as the Brothers Lumière and Thomas Alva Edison in the mid-1890s.
From its debut in 1895, cinema alternately dazzled and horrified audiences and critics
with its uncanny illusions of life. While reports of panic at the Lumière screening in 1895 seem
to be overblown31, the combination of the illusion of motion with photography’s “crystallization”
and preservation of the world was for many early viewers unsettling. In 1896, the Russian writer
Maxim Gorky penned one of the earliest critical responses to the new medium, which he termed
the “kingdom of shadows” 32, a horrific illusion performed by the projection of 24 individual and
CLEE, Paul. Before Hollywood: From Shadow Play to the Silver Screen. New York: Clarion, 2005. p.
69.
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discrete mass produced images per second. For Gorky, early silent cinema evoked a profoundly
troubling response. Upon seeing a projection of a Lumiére film showing a busy Parisian street,
Gorky’s reacts with horror, telling his readers that this is “terrifying to watch” and likens this
experience to being cursed by a wizard who renders the world colorless, mute, and miniaturized.
While Gorky’s response has been often quoted as one of the more hyperbolic reactions to
cinema, his criticism contains some essential truths about the new phenomenology of the
cinematic experience. Whereas photography’s limitations placed it in a more readilyunderstandable group of media experiences (the mute and stationary media of painting, printing,
engraving, and so on), the imperfect simulation of the real world in early cinema was both a
source of wonderment and terror.
As they descend from the same DNA, both early cinematic mass produced images and
photographic mass produced images function along similar lines, in terms of basic
phenomenology— a photographic instance of a single moment in time creates a photographic
mass produced image, while a number of silent discrete photographic images projected per
33 However, while photography
second are the basis for all cinematic mass produced images.

deals exclusively in the illusion of a single temporal instance, the cinematic mass produced
image uses these still moments as a way to recreate an illusory length of time, which can be
infinitely replayed, unchanging in all ways— an unceasing present, constructed out of a series of
unique, non-chronological pasts. As with photography, cinematic mass produced images can be
copied and recopied as long as supplies and finances remain. However, not only could films
As Tom Gunning points out, the early Lumière films were often presented as “photographs”, which are
then brought to “life” in a gesture of showmanship. GUNNING, Tom. “An Aesthetic of Astonishment:
Early Film and the (In)Credulous Spectator.” in: SIMPSON, Philip, et al., Film Theory: Critical Concepts
in Media and Cultural Studies. Vol. III New York: Routledge, 2004. p. 78.
33

themselves be duplicated, but small moments from these films could be excerpted,
decontextualized, and reproduced as well. In extreme cases, films could be recut and re-edited by
theater owners and distributors, creating multiple possible “timelines” out of the same stock of
frozen moments.
Maxim Gorky noted that the visual fidelity of the early cinematic experience only serves
to amplify the medium’s imperfection, and the absence of sound, color, and other sensory details
which would accompany the images are most keenly felt

34.

However, by the 1920s advances in

sound technology (such as early sound synchronization technologies like Tri-Ergon and
Vitaphone) emerged, and the illusion of life provided by the cinematic mass produced image
became more and more convincing. While several notable directors such as Chaplin saw the
introduction of sound as a corruption or distortion of a medium which was originally conceived
of as “[the] visual expression of drama in photographed movement,”

35

audiences quickly

overcame their skepticism of the new technology, despite fears that the real voices of the cast
would ruin the “magic” of cinema

36

and by the 1930s, sound cinema was the de facto standard.

While the introduction of the previously-absent elements of “reality” such as sound and color
into the mass produced image obviously increases the potency of the cinematic “illusion”, the
repetition of snippets dialogue, phrases, and slang can have a marked effect on a wide variety of
sociolinguistic identities and phenomena, replacing and altering traditional languages,
GORKY, Maxim. “The Lumiere Cinematograph”. in: Simpson, Philip, et al., Film Theory: Critical
Concepts in Media and Cultural Studies. Vol. III New York: Routledge, 2004. p. 7-8.
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NORTON, Richard L. “Voice Censor Suggested” collected in: Taylor, Timothy D. et al. Music, Sound,
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Duke University Press, 2012. p. 233-234.
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sociolinguistic identities, and regional dialects. 37 I will discuss this phenomenon in more depth in
later chapters.

3.5. THE DIGITAL MASS PRODUCED IMAGE

Although this last permutation of the mass produced image is not widely discussed in my
work due to its “newness” and the self-limiting scope of this dissertation, the ramifications of
digital photography and digital images must be addressed in order to fully explore the
philosophical ramifications of this theory. In as much as any inanimate process “evolves”, the
evolution of the mass produced image follows certain trends and paradigms, wherein the
duplicability and distributability of images assumed a greater importance than the image’s own
inherent fidelity to its physical analog. Photography is the last extant form of the mass produced
image wherein a physical source exists, although this original source is, in some sense, vestigial
and only barely tangible. Today, analog photography and lithography are no longer the dominant
forms of mass produced media, having been surpassed by digital images. While photography and
lithography are still means of replicating an existing image (or more specifically, the inverse of
an existing image in a lithographic plate or a negative), the digital image has not physical basis
whatsoever. It is merely a collection of ones and zeros an abstraction which is only rendered
visible to us through the intercession of other parties, namely imaging software and computerequipped devices.

STUART-SMITH, Jane, et al. "Television Can Also Be A Factor In Language Change: Evidence From
An Urban Dialect." Language 89, no. 3 (2013): 501-36. http://www.jstor.org/stable/24671937.
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If lithography truly began the process of rendering a tangible moment into an abstract
approximation, digital images are the ne plus ultra of this procession, wherein a real moment in
time is not only translated into a visible image, it only exists as an abstraction of an abstraction,
with no physical object to represent that critical moment where time becomes image. In the
words of Barthes again, while the photograph is problematic because the subject and the image
are at different points of their chronological journey

38,

at least a photograph exists as a physical

object, which can be conclusively dated to having existed at a moment in time, through its paper
dating, its patina, or other physical markers of the passage of time, which show how long the
mass produced image has survived outside of the “womb” of the negative. A digital mass
produced image, on the other hand, is only verified in terms of its existence as a part of a binary
yes-no question— the image exists, but precise verification of its duration of existence is nearly
impossible beyond a vague guess.
Furthermore, the digital mass produced image is able to mimic the aesthetic hallmarks of
the preceding media or technical eras with a mere pair of keystrokes or digital filters. Resolutions
can be downgraded, digital algorithms designed to replicate the aging of film on card stock can
be applied, and the metadata (the only real verification of a digital image’s provenance) can be
altered nearly at will. If earlier mass produced images were notable because of their physical
sources which imparted degrees of imperfection and later mass produced images were seen as
pleasing due to their own unique patterns of aging and wear, digital mass produced images are
ubiquitous and ageless, which wear these passages of time only aesthetically, reversibly. While
memes, according to Terrence W. Deacon are “some physical [emphasis mine] thing[s] which, by
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virtue of some distinctive feature, can be recruited by an interpretive process within a larger
system as re-presenting something else, conveying information into that system and reorganizing
it with respect to that something else,” 39 the later stage of the mass produced image is, by its very
nature, intangible, explicitly only existing as replicable digital code, which, when properly
interpreted by a machine, lends itself to a variety of interpretations depending on the viewer and
historical context.
However, while its mimicry of departed aesthetic and technological eras is notable, the
digital mass produced image truly differentiates itself from its predecessors in the ease of
distribution. While much has been written about the semi-organic spread of images throughout
digital populations40, equally important to the digital mass produced image is its use in targeted
digital campaigns, which rely on the complete saturation of a given community
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with images.

While other forms of the mass produced image might have been utilized with similar intent, it is
only with digital mass produced images that actual saturation, wherein an image becomes so
utterly ubiquitous that it begins to survive outside of the context of its creation, becomes
possible. Free digital imaging platforms such as Facebook, Vkontakte, Instagram, and Tumblr
allow the rapid, decentralized viewing of images devoid of any context, or with new, artificially
created contexts. In this sense, the mass produced image has finally “overwritten” the

DEACON, Terrence W. “Memes as Signs: The trouble with memes (and what to do about it)” published
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semiotics/srb/10-3edit.html
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phenomenological experience which underwrote our previous understandings on how we
humans process images.
This final stage of the mass produced image also represents a fundamental alteration or
break in how images are processed in the human consciousness. Although Husserl would perhaps
42 of a veridically
dismiss such a purely digital mass produced image as a “false duplication”

represented object, I believe that the digital mass produced image’s power and scope underscores
a fundamental flaw in the traditional phenomenological reading of images: namely that noesis is
increasingly rendered immaterial (in the case of multiple interpretations of a single mass
produced image) or is outright abandoned as automated means of content creation and
production become increasingly more familiar and utilized. Similarly, in regards to Ingarden’s
theory of the aesthetic object, the mass produced image creates similar problems for the
previously established theory. According to Ingarden, when a purely aesthetic object is viewed, it
removes the spectator from the “ordinary world” and places him or herself in a new mode of
perception and ontological experience 43. However, in the case of the mass produced image, the
constant deluge of visual stimulus has become a function of our everyday phenomenology, not a
respite from it. In other words, the constant flicker of mass produced images and the aesthetic
experiences which accompany them have reduced the power of the aesthetic moment
considerably, while altering our own experiences of observation.
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3.6 MASS PRODUCED IMAGES AND SIMULATION

While the photograph and the lithograph have long been studied as their own individual
media, little attention has been given to the mass produced image as a medium unto itself. Mass
produced images developed along a spectrum of technological inventions, which allowed for
increasing distribution of an image without distortion, qualities which were first embraced by
lithographers, then photographers, and finally ordinary producers of digital images— be they
artistic or merely documentary. From its origins as a tool for religious or state iconography which
was used to show the power of various saints, rulers, or cults, the mass produced image has
evolved, phenomenologically. As the mass produced image lost the power of specific references
and contexts which lay behind older images, it gained distributability and mutability, while
simultaneously diverging from the models of conscious interaction with aesthetic objects as
postulated by both Roman Ingarden and Edmund Husserl’s phenomenologies. While image
qualities have become increasingly standardized, the semiotic interpretation of the images has,
on the other hand, exploded rapidly, and images which were originally limited to single
interpretations or semantic meaning which was shared among populations have been replaced by
an image which is constantly re-contextualized and re-interpreted in an ever expanding gyre.
Finally, the mass produced image has altered the phenomenology of image creation by
marginalizing (in increasingly more prevalent ways) the concepts of noesis and intentionality as
well as the rarity by which we experience an aesthetic object. While the cynical might be
tempted to label this as nothing more than a manifestation of Jean Baurdillard’s fourth order of

simulation (again, which according to him, “bears no relation to reality” 44), I propose instead that
this represents instead a change in our fundamental phenomenological approach to images
themselves and how we read them during an age when images are more present and distributable
than any other moment in human history. In essence, the mass produced image represents not
just a change in image production, but a change in our faith in the fidelity and truthfulness of
images as well as the expectation of encountering images in our day-to-day existences. While the
mass produced image has had profound effects on our patterns of media consumption, in the
follow chapters I will show how this phenomenon had far-reaching effects on national and ethnic
identity in Slovakia. The mass produced image, by virtue of its ease of distribution, its
replicability, and its ability to standardize an aesthetic experience, becomes one of the
foundations for building a sense of ethnic and national identity in ways that literary and spoken
Slovak could not.

BAUDRILLARD, Jean. Simulation and Simulacra. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press,
1994. p. 6.
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CHAPTER II — E NGRAVING, L ITHOGRAPHY, AND P HOTOGRAPHY - THE D EVELOPMENT OF
THE MASS PRODUCED IMAGE IN THE SLOVAK LANDS
"Daremný a nesnesitedlný jest každý křik těch, kteří říkají: ,pišme po slowensky, my nejsme
Čechowé!‘ Powězte že, milí bratři, jak ,po slowensky?‘ Tak jako Handrburci, či tak jako Krekáči,
či tak jako Trpáci, či tak jako Bernolák, či tak jako p. Čaplowič, či tak jako Šáryský Potemkin
aneb spisowatel Šenku pálenčeneho?” -Ján Kollár 1
“In principle a work of art has always been reproducible. Man-made artifacts could always be
imitated by men. Replicas were made by pupils in practice of their craft, by masters for diffusing
their works, and, finally, by third parties in the pursuit of gain. Mechanical reproduction of a
work of art, however, represents something new.” — Walter Benjamin, The Art Object in an Age
of Mechanical Reproduction2

4.1 WHEN WORDS FAIL - THE LIMITATIONS OF LANGUAGE IN SLOVAK ETHNIC IDENTITY
As I have written in the introductory chapter, the rise of ethnic and national sentiment in
Slovakia during the 19th and 20th centuries has its own unique provenance, which greatly differs
from the nationalist movements and national revivals more commonly studied and seen
throughout central Europe. Although the written word was the preferred vehicle of nationalism
and the so-called national awakenings in Central Europe, Slovaks found that the written word
was perhaps more divisive in their quest for their internal unification than outside forces. While
the neighboring Czech Revival succeeded not just in bringing Czech back into prominence as
vibrant language for cultural production but as a unifying factor for the diverse population of the
Czech Lands, Slovak attempts at creating a language were contentious and partisan, sowing
discord that lasted well into the 20th century. Additionally, the Slovak language was also further

KOLLÁR, Ján. “O českoslowenské jednotě w řeči a w literatuře” collected in: Hlasowé o potřebě
jednoty spisowného jazyka pro Čechy, Morawany a Slowaky. Praha : W kommissí u Kronbergra i
Řiwnáče, 1846. p. 106
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Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980. p. 475
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marginalized and restricted due to an increasingly-strict series of discriminatory laws enacted by
Hungarians to Magyarize the Slavic residents of the Kingdom of Hungary. Given then the
relative failure of the written word to unify Slovaks, another vector was active in shaping Slovak
ideas of national identity and nationalism— visuality. In this chapter, I will explore how mass
produced images (such as lithography and photography) which could be replicated and
distributed quickly and cheaply replaced literature as the primary vehicle for creating nationalism
in Slovakia. While the recreation or re-establishment of Czech ethnic identity in the 19th century
was a multivalent process drawing from a common language and a literary tradition as much as
from historical notions of Czechness, Slovaks had no such recourse due to a variety of historical
and social factors. Instead, the formation of a distinct Slovak cultural identity was built upon
visual similarities— regional variations of kroj and the omnipresent valaška of the herdsmen or
bandits, embroidery patterns and wood carvings, couture, and architecture, and so on— instead
of linguistic or literary similarities. And so, logically, the discovery and propagation of these
visual similarities, which later became the basis for 19th and 20th century conceptions of
“Slovak” culture, was only possible through the usage of certain visual media which could be
duplicated and distributed with as little distortion or alteration as possible.
As I mentioned in the introduction, the road to the acceptance of Slovak as a language, if
not even a “national” tongue, was fraught with conflict. As the Slovak intellectual and politician
Rudolf Chmel once noted, “[w]e are a nation of fragments, fractures, improvisations,
discontinuities,”3 where the sureties enjoyed by other nations in their nationalistic awakenings
CHMEL, Rudolf. Romantizmus v globalizme. Malé národy – velké mýty. Bratislava: Kalligram, 2009. p.
9. Chmel is speaking here specifically about the Šťuovci, but his words can be equally applied to
American Slovaks participating in the national awakening and the formation of Czechoslovakia such as
Peter Rovnianek.
3

were absent, or altered, in Slovakia, especially during its tumultuous national awakening.
Whereas many other národy had their own debates regarding language standardization and
usage, few viewed the issue in such stark terms as the Slovaks. As Ľudoviť Šťur noted in the
foreward to his groundbreaking Nauka reči slovenskej in 1841, even the basic process of
“choosing” a national language was bound by differing ideas of Slovakness, as he exhorted his
“Catholic brothers” to “pull back from Czech” in order to fulfill the goal of “only one true
language spoken throughout the whole of Slovakia.” 4 Even after the pressing question of
linguistic standardization was answered in the mid-19th century, and a Czechoslovak state was
established from the remains of Austro-Hungary, Slovaks still debated the communal
relationships between Slovaks of different regions (and continents) as well as with their new
national “housemates”, the Czechs. As Daniel Rapant argued in his 1921 essay for the
assimilation of Slovaks and Czechs, “one of the main goals of assimilators will be our cultural
maturity,” and that “Slovakia will only become more Slovak via Czech brotherly assistance and
only as a sign of progress.” 5On the other hand, some members of the Czech intelligentsia, such
as Václav Štěch, saw the emergence of written Slovak as divisive and harmful to the fragile unity
of interwar Czechoslovakia. In his 1929 polemic “Slovenský problém a slovenská literární
kritika”, Štěch claimed that the only solution for the “Slovak problem” was the replacement of
“standard Slovak with standard Czech in Slovakia”, due to the fact that “Slovaks did not think
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6
about any separatism before the advent of standardized Slovak.”
Such debates and polemics

lasted well until the the secession of Slovakia and the establishment of the fascist Slovak state in
the early days of World War II.
Although the history of the written Slovak language is a troubled one, Slovak visual
culture had a much smoother ascent. As Alexander Maxwell notes, “…in Slovakia, national and
linguistic concepts have diverged considerably, and influenced each other in a surprising
fashion.” 7 Unlike other areas in Central Europe where a literary Golden Age preceded the advent
of mass produced images and established, in Slovakia, the mass produced image developed
simultaneously with the literary language (and often outpaced the language’s torturous road to
codification and acceptance) and preceded notions of political independence. In fact, the rise of
the mass produced image sidestepped the problems of linguistics in many beneficial ways, as
shall soon be evident. As a purely visual phenomenon, the mass produced image (regardless of
medium) was easily accessible and understandable to all audiences, regardless of their dialect,
education, literacy, or age. Secondly, the mass produced image allowed iconic regional features
to become national symbols— while the dialect spoken in the Tatra mountains during the 19th
and 20th centuries might have been difficult for a contemporary from Pressburg (e.g. a Slovak
from present-day Bratislava) to understand, an engraving or postcard featuring the prominent
peaks of the Tatra mountains was understandable without commentary or translation. Thirdly,
while the codification of Slovak often became mired in controversy and politics and Slovak
nationalist aims were hamstrung by regionalism and Hungarian pressure, the Slovak mass image
ŠTĚCH, Václav. “Slovenský problém a slovenská literární kritika.” in: CHMEL, Rudlof and PATERA,
Ludvík [editors]. Kontext české a slovenské literatury. Praha: Univerzita Karlova, 1997. p.118-119.
6
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Accidental Nationalism. London : Tauris Academic Studies, 2009. p. 6
7

was able to develop with less interference from internal and external critics. And finally, the
mass produced image was easily distributable among a population that was often times very
isolated and unaware of their own ethnic solidarity.
This chapter sets out to examine two primary questions: one, why was the written and
spoken Slovak language not the basis for an ethnic and national awakening (as was the case
among the neighboring Czechs); and two, what media were employed to serve as such, in the
absence of the traditional linguistic and literary nationalisms. In answering those questions, I
will be looking at several of the major mass produced image media prior to the introduction of
cinema in 1895, which would subsequently go on to exert a notable influence on the official
“national” cinema of Slovakia, which emerged only in the first third of the 20th century and
continued through the 1970s. These media such as lithography, photography, picture post cards,
and postage stamps, were among the most accessible of visual media for Slovaks both in the
Slovak Lands and abroad in the exile and immigrant communities. With the exception of some
lithographic publications, these media were often cheap, they were easily transported (and in
some cases, such as postcards and postage stamps, they were their own transportation), they were
fairly durable, and most importantly, they required little to no specialized training to read, enjoy,
and comprehend. While I cannot give a thoroughly complete examination of every artist who had
an impact on this influential period in the development of the Slovak ethno-national identity, I
will outline the major trends and the most important and influential artists during this period in
this chapter.

4.2 WHOSE SLOVAK? THE FAILURE OF LANGUAGE IN SLOVAK NATIONALISM

The first epigram I have chosen for this chapter comes from Ján Kollár’s 1846 missive
seeking to unite Czechs and Slovaks in linguistic unity for the sake of pan-Slavic brotherhood,
published as part of a collection of essays intended to unite the fractious Bohemians, Moravians,
and Slovaks. Although ethnically Slovak himself and educated in a Protestant lycée where
“biblical Slovak was spoken, Kollár was vocal with his frustration that Slovak activists were
giving up the traditional usage of Czech as the language of written communication and
intellectual life, which had been practiced by Slovak intellectuals such as himself for decades, as
they sought to create a new, standardized written language by and for the Slovak people
themselves. Kollar’s ironic mockery—“či tak jako Bernolák, či tak jako p. Čaplowič… [Perhaps
like Bernolák, or perhaps like Pavol Čaplovič]— alludes to the competing attempts to synthesize
the widely-differing Slovak dialects into a single systematized and codified whole. Although
Kollár’s feelings on the matter were blunt (he believed that attempts to create a single Slovak
language amounted to a “sin against civilisation,” 8), he was not alone in voicing his disapproval.
Other ethnically Slovak intellectuals such as Pavol Jozef Šafárik—who had been in his youth an
amateur philologist, poet, and collector of Slovak folktales— viewed attempts at separating
Czech and Slovak (in this case, Ľudoviť Šťur’s codification) as politically foolhardy and the first
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halting steps not just towards the destruction of the languages in question,

9

but to fundamentally

sundering and poisoning the relationships between the Bohemian, Moravian, and Slovak
minorities in the face of more powerful outside foes in the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

10

Slovak

codification was often seen by these older Slovak intellectuals as politically suicidal at best, at
the worst, it was the harbinger of an ethnic apocalypse.
Although their concerns might seem hyperbolic to the modern reader, Šafárik and Kollár
were correct in noting that Slovaks agitating for a unique literary language were in a precarious
position, where as they themselves were working from within a well-established cultural
framework. Peter Petro, a Slovak literary historian, notes that with regards to the periods of
medieval and classical literature, Czech, Hungarian, German and Latin were at different times,
the lingua franca of choice in Slovak territory— the largest concession that educated Slovaks
might make to their linguistic heritage were borrowed Slovak regionalisms or specific terms
within their language of choice. “The reason for this,” Petro notes, “is obvious. Czechs had a
literary language; Slovaks, due to their loss of political independence to Hungary early in the
tenth century, did not.”11 Indeed, although the similarities between spoken Czech and Slovak
were known as far back as the late 15th century, little attempt was made to study or synthesize

ŠAFÁRIK, Pavol Jozef. “Hlas o Štúrovej jazykovej reforme.” Found at : http://zlatyfond.sme.sk/dielo/
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tuná povedal bez okolkov a pretvárky, avšak sine ira et studio, dostatočne vyznieva moje zmýšľanie o
veci, o ktorú ide: že pred nikým nemôže ostať tajnosťou, ako mi skľučuje srdce clivotou a žalosťou táto
novota v reči a pravopise na Slovensku v Uhrách, hroziaca nám úplným rozvratom všetkých doterajších
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written Czech into use for Slovak speakers in the Kingdom of Hungary.

12

For centuries, literate

Slovaks often wrote in the linguae francae of German or Hungarian, as was required by the
necessities of government, though small attempts were made to incorporate Slovak into the
occasional minor legal document or as small glosses and citations in other texts. The rise of a
small Lutheran minority in Slovakia during the 16th century led to the adoption of written Czech
with minor changes to allow for Slovak linguistic differences13, for the purpose of biblical
translation (bibličtina). The usage of bibličtina as a language for primary education (such as in
the Slovak lycées in the Kingdom of Hungrary where Kollár and Šafárik were educated) was fuel
for a growing, if small, literate Slovak audience. By the end of the 18th century, attempts to write
in Slovak were primarily limited to the occasional religious sermon and Bible translations. While
bibličtina was often seen as a primarily Protestant preoccupation, the Catholic Church also made
their own attempts at biblical translation, most notably with the Camaldolese Bible, published in
1756 by the Catholic Camaldolese Order of St. Benedict at Červený Kláštor, in Prešov, though it
was not widely used for liturgical or ecumenical activities. However, these texts were not literary
revivals as were seen in the Czech Lands and elsewhere in the 18th and 19th centuries— they
were limited in scope and audience and, furthermore, tightly controlled by the political
authorities.
As Ľudovít Novák pointed out in his article, “K problémom jazykovej kultúry na
Slovensku”, other efforts to introduce a literary culture to Slovakia were hampered not just by
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the lack of literate Slovaks in Slovakia itself, but also the lack of standardized texts; many of the
dictionaries and grammars that were used in the First Republic were often contradictory or
simply wrong with regards to the standardized form of the Slovak language itself 14, or at least the
final standardization of the written Slovak language that was eventually adopted after much
heated debate. Indeed, the problem of linguistic standardization represents a fundamental
problem of Slovak identity, where regional and religious identities often trumped the
nationalistic or pan-Slavic goals of Slovak intellectuals. As pro-Slovak philologists weighed in
on the question of Slovak grammar as a distinct language separate from Czech, pan-Slavists and
Czechoslovaks reacted with fury to the idea of separating Czech hopes from those of the
Slovaks. Although these disagreements were still being fought in the editorial pages and
classrooms of 1930s Czechoslovakia, in truth their origins lie in the battles over the codification
of Slovak which stretched back centuries.
The earliest attempted codification of Slovak as a separate language comes to us via
Anton Bernolák’s original codification in his 1790 text Grammatica Slavica15, in which Bernolák
intended to establish the Western dialect of Slovak spoken by Catholics around Pressburg
(modern day Bratislava) as the grammatical basis for the written and spoken language.
Bernolák’s grammar was ground breaking, but ran into two fronts of resistance—internal and
external— which ultimately doomed its wide-spread usage and acceptance as the literary

NOVÁK, Ľudovít. “K problémom jazykovej kultury na Slovensku”. collected in: Slovo a slovesnost.
vol. 1, no. 3. (1935) p. 166.
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Bernolák’s work stands primarily in opposition to that of Jozef Bajza (1755-1836) a fellow Catholic
priest whose early attempts to write in a non-systemically codified proto-Slovak dialect were seen as a
way of uniting Czechs with “Hungarian-Slovaks.” For more, see: HANÁK, Jan.
“Slovaks and Czechs in the Early 19th Century”. Collected in: The Slavonic and East European Review
Vol. 10, No. 30 (Apr., 1932), pp. 590-591.
15

standard. The internal was a religious and cultural split between Slovak Catholics (Bernolák was
a member of the Catholic clergy) and Lutherans (such as Kollár), who objected that the Slovak
codified by Bernolák on the basis of theological and cultural grounds. The external resistance to
the codification of Slovak came from both Hungarians (who saw Slovak linguistic independence
as a potentially explosive ingredient in the volatile atmosphere of the region) and Czechs, who
saw Slovak attempts to create a literary language as anti-Slavic, disloyal, and presumptuous.
Bernolákovčina was used for three generations from the late 18th to early 19th century, but its
Catholic roots did not endear it to Lutheran Slovaks and its usage was again restricted to the
educated, Western Slovak elite.
Although bernolákovčina was a failure, its troubled life and death did not deter other
Slovak intellectuals from adopting a range of other systems for promoting a national, codified
Slovak language. The aforementioned bibličtina held sway in a small number of Protestant social
circles and among a certain generation of Slovak intellectuals, but its usage was limited and its
viability as national script was cut short by Hungarian policies which forbid its usage in
educational life. Šturovčina, which was developed by the fiery Slovak activist Ľudoviť Šťur, is
often posited as the de-facto codification of Slovak, but it too was abandoned by its own creator
after a few short years in favor of a Cyrillic script and a new, Russophile concept of Slovak as a
dialect of a broader Slavic language, based on Russian. 16 Hattalovčina, the eventual winner in the
internecine language wars, was limited in usage in Slovakia for the much of the 19th century due
to Hungarian political pressure, and had more success abroad as the literary and journalistic
tongue of Slovak exiles in America and elsewhere outside of Hungarian influence. Other
MAXWELL, Alexander. Choosing Slovakia: Slavic Hungary, the Czechoslovak Language and
Accidental Nationalism. London : Tauris Academic Studies, 2009. pp.79-90.
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attempts to write Slovak with Hungarian spelling or in regional dialects continued throughout the
19th and early 20th century, despite the best efforts of language reformers.
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Perhaps due to the

fact that Slovak was a young language, as the languages of Central Europe go, battles over the
proper grammar took on an especially fierce tone, as Slovaks educated in Protestant institutions
found themselves using an entirely different grammatical system than their Catholic brethren.
Even in situations where the grammatical fundamentals were not too divisive, polemics for and
against different schools of orthography hindered attempts to create not just a language for
literate intellectuals, but attempts to provide a standard template for education. Although
linguistic change is very rarely these phases were not smooth transitions— rather, they reflected
a bitter and divisive battle over not just the grammatical features of written Slovak, but
conceptions of Slovak ethnicity and the Slovak ethnos’ role in the power structure of Central
Europe. Were Slovaks an ethnicity separate from Czechs? Were they Catholics or Protestant?
Whose codified language did they use and where did they stand in regards to the Kingdom of
Hungary? These rhetorical questions were never satisfactorily answered until much later.
Such disruptions persisted into the 20th century, even after the formation of the
Czechoslovak state. No sooner had the debate over Slovak codification been solved, when the
Kingdom of Hungary further attempted to kill Slovak’s worth as written language with even
more aggressive laws targeting minority languages in lands under its purview. Following World
War I and the creation of Czechoslovakia, efforts to make Slovak a cultural language on par with
Czech were hampered by the lack of qualified secondary educators who spoke Slovak (Czech
academics were in much more available supply). Secondly, widespread illiteracy in Slovaks in
MAXWELL, Alexander. Choosing Slovakia: Slavic Hungary, the Czechoslovak Language and
Accidental Nationalism. London : Tauris Academic Studies, 2009. pp. 81-84.
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Slovakia further reduced the worth of the written word. While Slovak intellectuals and
consumers of literature were often comfortable in Czech, German, and/or Hungarian, a
significant portion of the Slovak population in the Kingdom of Hungary remained illiterate up
until the eve of World War I. According to the 1910 census, only 58.1% of Slovaks in the
Kingdom of Hungary were literate,
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though this figure marked a significant improvement from

1880, where only 32.9% of the respondents knew how to read.
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Although this number grew in

the years following the creation of Czechoslovakia, Slovaks still lagged behind Czechs in terms
of literacy and the consumption of written material.
Further aggravating the situation of Slovak literary nationalism were battles between
hardline Slovak nationalists and “Czechoslovaks” who increasingly were educated in both Czech
and Slovak, and whose mixing of the two languages created a new form of Slovak which
included many Czechisms and Czech influenced constructions. These were often at odds with
Czech assimilationists, who saw Slovak language as, again, problematic, the root of secessionist
thinking, and who recommended that the best way to alleviate the “Slovak Question” was to
eliminate the Slovak language (and identity) altogether. 20 Adding to the confusion were old Panslavicists and those such as the Sub-carpathian Rusyns from areas with greater cultural ties to the
East, giving some dialects Eastern Slavic features and incorporating Russianisms, dialects which

Even accounting for the vagaries of urban identity in 19th century Slovakia, this figure remains
shockingly low when compared to the Czech population. For more on Slovak literacy, see MAXWELL,
Alexander. Choosing Slovakia. London: Tauris Academic Studies, 2009.
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While this dissertation does not have space to include more than the previous summary of the debate
surrounding the “Slovak Question” (slovenská otázka) in the 1920s and 30s, Rudolf Chmel’s excellent
compilation of the dialogue between Czechs and Slovak intellectuals like Alexander Matuška during this
time period has been invaluable. For more see: CHMEL, Rudolf [editor]. Slovenská otázka 20. storočí.
Bratislava : Kalligram, 1997.
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were often not well received or understood by other Slovaks. 21 Even after the end of
Magyarization, the Slovak literary language was reserved for “belle lettres and certain scientific
circles.” 22 Moreover, the constant changes fostered by Slovak’s newly accelerated contact with
Czech created a situation where Slovaks, who previously had only been aware of their own
individual dialects (the efforts of nationalists and intellectuals like Bernolák and Šťur aside)
suddenly found themselves speaking the second language of their own newly formed nation, and
moreover, were encouraged to import such changes into Slovak itself. By 1935, Novák,
complains, this situation had lead to standard Slovak being relegated, in the realm of the written
word, to fiction and poetry, where it was seen as a “curiosity”

23

and for local color, as the usage

of Czech (and even a mixture of Czech and Slovak) were so prominent in literary culture. Slovak
as a language remained troubled and marked by the battles over its standardization, and was seen
as less of a prestige language than a curiosity— archaic and charmingly clumsy, useful for
merriment or sentiment, but unfit, on the whole, for the service of serious literature.
Even in Slovak expatriate populations abroad in America and elsewhere, these regional
battles over linguistic standardization remained divisive well into the 20th century. In Robert M.
Zecker’s oral history of Slovak immigration in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania he noted that Slovak
immigrants from the poles of Slovakia, eastern Zemplín and western Trenčín, who had been
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forced into the same Catholic parish in the city were united only in their distaste for each other,
demanding that a new, separate parish be created so that the two populations would not have to
socially mingle. Since their regional and dialectical differences had not changed during their
immigration and assimilation in to American society, it was assumed that they would feel most
comfortable in together as the only members of the small Slovak community scattered around the
busy American metropolis, far removed from their families and hometowns. However, being
forced into close proximity to other “Slovaks” speaking other dialects in a foreign country had
only served to exacerbate their regional prejudices:
“During these interviews I [Zecker] came to see the inescapable logic that spurred
regional ‘friction’ and made it impossible for Hričovats (the inelegant, not-quite-correct
Slovak phrase used by folks from Dolný Hričov and other towns in western Trenčín
province to identify themselves) to sit in the same Roman Catholic parish with
Hutoroks 24 from eastern Zemplín. ‘See, it's like in the language,’ Julia M. said to me. ‘For
potato, they say ‘zemiake’ and we say ‘boniake’.”25
Indeed, regional differences that were possibly unnoticed (or had simply not been a
practical issue in the pre-codification period) were exacerbated by the idea that Slovaks would
unify merely along linguistic lines— the logic being that, for an immigrant, differences in dialect
would pale in comparison to the over-arching feeling of strangeness in an alien land and that they
would seek refuge in their shared Slovak fraternity and ethnic boosterism. Zecker goes on to note

A term for Eastern Slovaks among expat groups in Pennsylvania which stems from the verb hutoriť, a
regional form of the standard Slovak hovoriť which shows the influence of Rusyn and Ukrainian on its
phonology and morphology. ZECKER, Robert M. “Not Communists Exactly, but Sort of like Nonbelievers” : The Hidden Radical Transcript of Slovak Immigrants in Philadelphia, 1890-1954. Collected
in: The Oral History Review, Vol. 29, No. 1 (Winter-Spring 2002) For more on the standardized Rusyn
more commmonly used in America, see: MAGOSCI, Paul Robert. Let’s Speak Rusyn / Бісідуйме поруськы. Englewood, NJ: Transworld Publisher. 1976
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that many members of the two groups of Eastern and Western Slovak immigrants within the
larger Philadelphia community continued to intensely feel this difference for decades, noting that
they “identified more readily with regions of origin than any national identity as Slovaks,” 26 long
after they and their children had adjusted to and even assimilated into American society. Despite
the best efforts of language reformers and ethnic activists, Slovak unity through linguistic means
remained an elusive goal, even thousands of miles away and decades after the battles over
literary codification fought in Austro-Hungary.

4.3 MASS PRODUCED IMAGES AND ETHNIC UNITY

Although Slovaks themselves continued to actively agitate for ethnic unity, Slovak
literature and belles lettres were often at odds with this goal. As the previous section indicates,
underneath the debates regarding the proper dialect and the suitability of Slovak for literature, a
debate raged about the ability of a standardized language to properly represent the world
experienced by Slovaks of various regions and backgrounds. The impediments raised by
standardization served to reinforce the differences between various subgroups within the Slovak
ethnos, ranging from the trivial (names of staple foods) to the philosophical (the role of
vernacular Bible translations in secular culture). The rise of early forms of the the mass produced
image coupled with an emerging Slovak visual culture however, sidestepped these concerns, as
they were non-linguistic, and thus able to create a unified visual language which allowed for the

ZECKER, Robert M. “Not Communists Exactly, but Sort of like Non-believers” : The Hidden Radical
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29, No. 1 (Winter-Spring 2002) p. 2-3.
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possibility of dialectical expression under a unified ‘Slovak’ aesthetic. While differences between
the standardized form of Slovak and regional dialects often lead to conflicts and
misunderstandings, Slovak mass produced images were legible as distinctly Slovak in every
Slovak community in Europe and abroad. Furthermore, as I mentioned in the previous chapter,
the phenomenology of the literary experience is unique from that provided by a mass produced
image. While a reader approaches a literary text as a cipher of experiences, which are dependent
on the rules and regulations of grammar, visual media such as lithography, photography, and
engraved prints evoke various associations in the viewer on their own accord and are not as
dependent on the external abstraction inherent in the literary experience. While both written and
spoken words are abstract translations of the physical world around us, visual media reproduce
the physical world through a variety of ways accessible to nearly everyone.
Regardless of media, all forms of image reproduction share a common goal— the
identical duplication of a source image on a separate and individual piece of visual medium. In
principle, these images are identical and are treated as such by scholars and connoisseurs; in
practice, the imperfect nature of reproduction can cause a variety of alterations even within the
same run of a particular source. For some artists and consumers, this alteration is what gives
these duplicated images their worth and value — images from the early part of a print run are
valued for the cleanliness of their image, while their later siblings possess what Walter Benjamin
termed an “aura” of imperfection. However, the ability to faithfully reproduce an image was
limited throughout much of European history, limited to hand copies of famous paintings or
imperfect printing mechanisms. As Benjamin notes, copies of paintings did exist, but these were
rendered by skilled artisans or teams of artisans; for other plastic media, such as sculpture, the

process was simpler, though still expensive. Furthermore, though the artisans making such copies
were indeed talented, the faithfulness of the copy to its source material was often variable,
subject to interpretation or, in other cases, misrepresentation. Given the limitations of hand
reproduction, various other forms of media were invented in order to more accurately reproduce
images— woodcut prints, engraving, and lithography.
The history of engraving and early techniques of European printmaking stretch back
nearly a thousand years; their usage was brought to the continent through trade and exposure to
Islamic and Asian culture, where they had been in use since the 9th century
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However, the lack

of durability of the source images as well as a lack of cheap paper stymied the adaptation of
these forums on the continent until the late 13th and early 14th century at the earliest.
By the 19th century, the introduction of various reproductive techniques, which were capable of
reproducing images in greater fidelity to the source, fundamentally degraded the value of the
mass produced image. Here is where the mass produced image departs from the artistic print—
where the individuality and imperfections inherent in a print add value and individual meaning to
the image (from both an artistic and economic standpoint), the mass produced image is one
which deviates only minutely from its source, and often not at all.
Early techniques for engraving revolved around the laborious processes of wood carving
and wood-etching, where artists would take their drawing to specialized artisans who would
proceed to carve the image into blocks of wood; the ink the wood, then press a single image,
following which the. Mistakes could be costly and time consuming— a carver who made a
mistake would have to bore out the mistake using an auger, insert a new plug of wood (which
GRIFFITHS, Anthony. Prints and Printmaking: An introduction to the history and techniques. London:
The British Museum Press, 1996. p. 10.
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must fit exactly the hole made), and then redo the carving
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On the other hand too little or too

much ink from a careless printmaster would spoil an image. Furthermore, even when successful,
the wear and tear exerted on the image would eventually result in the need for a new wooden
block, as the old source would rapidly become too worn to reproduce the image successfully.
These woodcut prints were originally used to illustrate small runs of religious texts or
increasingly as stand-alone images which were often sold to pilgrims or devout Christians for use
as amulets.29
The rise of intaglio printing (the use of a metal plate which is scored by hand or bitten
with an acid or other corrosive chemical) lead to an increase in print runs and image complexity
as the copper, zinc, or steel plates could withstand a greater amount of wear. Additionally, these
plates were more durable (although more expensive to produce), which meant print runs of
greater size before the plates themselves would be worn to the point of uselessness. However,
friction continued to be the enemy of printing, and despite efforts to re-bite the metal with acid,
larger print runs were neither physically possible, nor cost-effective. It was only with the
30 in the early
invention and wide-spread adaptation of Alois Senefelder’s lithographic process

19th century— which uses specially treated stones and later, metal plates, in combination with
oil-based ink in order to reduce wear and tear on the source image for printing— that images
could be reproduced in prodigious numbers. As Walter Benjamin noted, “[l]ithography enabled
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Senefelder’s process was invented in 1796, but it was not widely adopted until later.

graphic art to illustrate everyday life, and it began to keep pace with printing,”
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wherein images

could be produced quickly, cheaply, and in great number.
Although Senefelder, had originally sought to use the process to reproduce texts and
music, he discovered early on that his new process allowed for the quick and, more importantly,
legible reproduction of pictures. Shortly after discovering the lithographic process, Senefelder
struck up an acquaintance with a fellow master printer, one Schulrath Steiner, a master printer
and businessman in Bavaria, where Senefelder had relocated in order to market his new
invention. Schulrath contracted Senefelder to reproduce a series of religious pictures for
catechisms and children’s gifts, and Senefelder began experimenting with lithography as a means
of reproducing not just the written word, but images. Steiner had been quick to see the
possibilities of the new medium— reproducing images for medical and herbal texts, and biblical
images for catechisms and as keepsakes for local children were among some of his first
suggestions. Senefelder took Steiner’s suggestions to heart, experimenting as he notes in his
memoir:
“As soon as I had invented the new chemical printing [lithography], I thought of inking
an etched copper plate with a composition of tallow, soap, lampblack, and oil varnish,
making an impression, laying this on stone, and putting it through the press. The picture
transferred itself to stone as I had expected. Then I poured the water and gum solution
over it and inked it with the ink roller. The design took the color well; and thus, if the
stone was very clean in the beginning and the proof from the copper had been made very
carefully indeed, I could print several thousand copies which resembled the original so
closely that only a slightly greater degree of sharpness, clearness, and strength gave
copper an advantage over the stone impressions. At last I had succeeded in perfecting the

BENJAMIN, Walter. “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” Collected in:
Gesammelte Schriften: Band I, Teil 2. Frankfurt am Main, Verlag Suhrkamp, 1980. p. 474
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process so that actually my best impressions from the stone were better than those that
had been made with less care from the original copper plate.” 32
Although copper plates could produce images that were equally, if not slightly more, sharp than
lithographs, Senefelder’s process did not degrade the image over the course of reproduction,
leaving the thousandth reproduction as legible as the first. Although copper intanglio and other
methods of printing would retain their value as art commodities, where the medium’s small print
runs and increasing amounts of imperfections would only serve to increase the collectibility and
value of a given print, lithography’s fidelity, cheapness, and speed were difficult to surpass.
One of the primary motivations behind lithography’s explosion was cost; as Senefelder
notes, lithography was cheap enough to allow for massive print runs which were prohibitively
expensive with traditional methods of printing. 33 This reduction in overhead cost also opened up
new subjects for artists as well as new markets for artistic production; since artists were no
longer producing images for a handful of wealthy benefactors, they began to turn to populist
movements and everyday life as subject matter in order to appeal to a growing market hungry for
visual stimulation at a lower price point. These mass produced lithographs were affordable for
many, and unlike prestige reproductions, they were not merely sought after for their collectibility
—rather, they were widely distributed, even in areas with traditions of heavy censorship like
Austro-Hungary. And perhaps more important, lithography was quickly adopted by scientific
communities as well as artistic ones; the development of accurate lithographically duplicated
maps helped make rural, difficult-to-reach places like Slovakia more accessible, and
SENEFELDER, Alois. The Invention of Lithography. Trans. J.W. Muller. New York : Fuchs and Long,
Co., 1911. p. 31
32
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ethnographers and naturalists both appreciated lithography’s ability to reproduce standardized
catalogs of visual phenomena.
Although lithography was invented in Prague, the technology quickly spread to other
parts of the Austro-Hungarian Empire thanks to the scientific community. By the mid-to-late
1810s, advertisements for broadsheets and pamphlets on Senefelder’s processes began appearing

Fig. 1: Jozef Anton Lántz, “Kostol Panny Márie Snežnej na Hlbokej ceste v Bratislave”,
engraving, published in 1827, as part of Lántz’s Preszburger Comitat series.

in advertisements and inventory listings for booksellers such as Andreas Schweiger in Pressburg
(present-day Bratislava)34, and by the early 1850s, lithographers could be found in the city’s
death and business registries 35. Lithography also spread to other parts of the empire via official

“Den Andreas Schwaiger, Buchhandler in Preßburg zuhaben:” Pressburger Zeitungen, August 27,
1819. p. 3
34
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“Gestorbene zu Pressburg im Decbr. 1851” Pressburger Zeitungen, December 16, 1851. p.4

scientific exhibitions, such as one in Triest in 1882 36. These exhibitions were not only covered in
the local Hungarian and German presses, but even in the highly-censored, very poorly-circulated
Slovak journals in the Kingdom of Hungary. Lithography was also popularized through the
experiences of Slovaks working and studying abroad— a phenomenon that we will return to in
the next chapter with film. Slovak artists frequently received their training outside of the Slovak
37 where they encountered not only the
Lands in the fine art academies of Vienna and Prague,

newest techniques and modes of creation, while those who stayed within the Kingdom of
Hungary likewise were educated in Budapest, Pressburg, or Košice. Wherever the Slovak artists
were trained, by the mid 19th century they were not only encountering new techniques, but also
two new markets for their artistic wares— Slovaks living abroad and non-Slovaks fascinated by
the empire’s wild hinterland.

4.4 SLOVAK VISUALITY AND COMMERCIALITY — SELLING SLOVAKIA AT

HOME AND ABROAD

The lithographic explosion of the early 19th century proved to be a boon for Slovak
efforts to engender ethnic consciousness and Slovak unity. While philologists, linguists, and men
of letters such as the followers of Šťur and Bernolák argued about the as-of-yet defined Slovak
language, Slovak printmakers found themselves as the vanguard of an ongoing cultural wave,
focused on codifying and commodifying the aesthetics of the Slovak experience for popular
consumption. Unlike most forms of nationalism, this process was not merely limited to the
“Výtah z programmu rakúsko-uhorskej výstavy v Tersti, r. 1882.” Obzor: noviny pre hospodárstvo,
remeslo, a domáci život. June 5, 1882. p. 1
36
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Slovak ethnos,

but rather, extended to Austrians,

Czechs, and Hungarians who saw the Slovak Lands
in the light of what Archduke Johann von Österreich
described as the “diversity of its provinces.”

38 Given

the Slovak Lands’ location on the periphery of the
Austro-Hungarian empire and its exoticism, it was
often a favorite destination for both Slovak and nonSlovak artists looking for inspiration in the wild
landscapes and colorful peasant outfits. The crosscultural pollination of this period of the mass
Fig. 2: Peter Michal Bohúň “Družba a družbica z
Dolnej Oravy”, 1847, lithograph. The print text produced image owes much to a diverse range of
indicates that this lithograph was printed by
František Šír in Prague with funding from Tatrín.

foreign visitors to present-day Slovakia, whose

images of the country helped form the Slovak national
identity. Austrians such as Vincent G. Kinninger39, Josef Fischer, and the Frankfort-born (but
Viennese educated) Jakob Alt 40 joined Robert Townson (English) and Hungarians Jozef
Heinbucher-Bikkessy and Károly Sterio (as well as other lesser-known artists) in the late 18th
and early 19th century in popularizing the Slovak lands not just throughout the Kingdom of
Hungary, but in the larger global context as well. While most of these early attempts at

Quoted in: TELESKO, Werner. Kulturraum Österreich: Die Identität der Regionen in der bildenden
Kunst des 19. Jahrhunderts. Vienna: Böhlau Verlag, 2008. p. 15
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popularizing the Slovak Lands were mostly literary and written in German or Hungarian (such as
Paul von Ballus’ 1820 travelogue Pressburg und seine Umgebungen), others, such as Robert
Townson’s 1797 travelogue Travels in Hungary With a Short Account of Vienna, in the Year
1793, featured several lithographed plates of sketches of Slovak landscapes and peasantry in
addition to the prose descriptions. 41 The emergence of
lithography as an affordable and desirable pictorial medium
in the early decades of the 19th century, marked the
beginnings of the procession of visual images of Slovaks
and the Slovak countryside towards the forefront of public
consciousness, as landscape painters and ethnographers
flocked to this remote part of the Kingdom of Hungary in
order to record, memorialize, and (in some cases) monetize
F i g . 3 : P e t e r M i c h a l B o h ú ň , images of what would one day become Slovakia.
“Slovenský sklár”, 1848, colored
lithographic print. This print was
While the process of imaging the Slovak Lands
commissioned by prominent Slovak
activists and politicians Juraj Janoška
and Vladimír Makovický, but printed in
began in print, the shift away from text and towards mass
Prague by the Czech firm Jan Pick,
spol., whom Bohúň would use for the
next several decades.
produced images was fairly rapid. Although Paul von

Ballus lamented in his 1823 edition that Jozef Lántz’s
“excellent” drawings of famous ruins “are not yet publicly available”,
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it was not the quality of

the image nor the subject matter that seems to have been the limiting factor, but the financial
TOWNSEND, Robert, (LL.D.) Travels in Hungary With a Short Account of Vienna, in the Year 1793.
London: G.G. & J. Robinson, 1797. Lithographed plates featuring Townsend’s scenes from the Tatras
appear mainly in Chapter XIV.
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aspects of publishing a series of prints using pre-lithographic reproduction techniques.43
Although several of Lántz’s views were published by Nikolaus Meidinger in the mid-1820s,
Lántz received compensation for his efforts, and it was not until the widespread adoption of
44 Around 1827, Lántz
lithographic printing a few years later, that Lántz decided to try again.

produced an album of lithographic prints entitled XX pittoreske Ansichten aus dem Preszburger
Comitat als Einleitung zu einer Reise an den Karpathen (published in Vienna and Pest) [Fig. 1],
which reprised the themes of his earlier prints, and focused on the ruins, vedutas, and picturesque
landscapes around Pressburg and the Little Carpathian
mountains. As Martin Čičo notes, “at this time, [Lántz]
employed the more modern graphic technique of
lithography, and the resulting designs, even those
without additional coloration and nearly like drawings,
could be sold for cheaper, and so increase their
marketability.”45 Lántz also produced a number of
colored prints, which naturally sold for higher prices to
accommodate demand from wealthier patrons. Likewise,
these texts and images were not truly meant for mass Fig. 4: Peter Michal Bohúň, Kornel

Bohúň. “Slovák zo Zvolena,” 1883,
colored lithgoraph. Note the Hungarian
title on the print’s right hand corner.

ČIČO, Martin. “Oddychové a výletné miesta Prešporka koncom 18. a v prvej polovici 19. storočia v
kontexte rozvoja krajinárstva.” In Forum Historiae, 2016, vol. 10, no. 2. ISSN 1337-6861, p. 125.
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consumption; given the cost of the volumes (Townson’s alone cost the equivalent of over 300
Euros in today’s currency) 46, they were targeted at an elite and very often non-Slovak audience,
one who was intrigued by diversity the Kingdom of Hungary’s far northern provinces and their
picturesque peasants and mountains.
The early multi-ethnic and multi-cultural company of 19th
century lithographers tended to share, if not the same ethnic
and linguistic backgrounds, at least a common educational
background—

for many of the first generation

of

lithographers and printmakers active in Slovakia in the 19th
century, their training came from the Austro-Hungarian’s
fine art academies, most often in Vienna47, but also
Fig. 5. Peter Michal Bohúň, “Slovák z
Oravy (z Bysterca)”, 1848. Note the
Serbian title on the right side of the
print.

occasionally in Prague48. The emphasis on classical genres
of visual art (such as landscape painting and portraiture)
favored by both the faculties and the wealthy noble patrons

of the Austro-Hungarian art world would enact a profound impact on images of Slovakia, as
artists sought to capitalize on the growing interest in the Slovak Lands. On the other hand, ethnic
Slovaks studying abroad would also be exposed to modern techniques (lithography,

According to archival research done by Stephen M. Colclough, Townson’s volume cost the princely
sum of £4 4s., nearly the equivalent of a month’s wages for a skilled tradesman according to the UK
National Archive’s historical currency converter as of 2020. For more see: COLCLOUGH, Stephen M.
“The Reading Experience of a Sheffield Apprentice” in: GREENSPAN, Ezra and ROSE, Jonathan
[editors]. Book History. vol. 3. University Park, Pennsylvania: The Pennsylvania State University Press,
2000. p. 42.
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photography) as well as the revolutionary ideas prominent in the years leading up to the
Hungarian Revolution of 1848. Perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is Peter Michal
Bohúň, a Slovak lithographer, printmaker, and portraitist whose revolutionary ideas of Slovak
visuality would be linked with similarly revolutionary nationalist tendencies.
Peter Michal Bohúň was born in 1822, in the village of Veličná in the Orava region.
Bohúň’s father Ján was, in the parlance of the time, a “národne uvědomelý”, or “nationally
aware”49 evangelical clergyman, who had his son educated in a local Slovak lycée in Levoča, one
50 Bohúň’s
of the few opportunities in the Kingdom of Hungary for an education in Slovak.

education furthered the interest in Slovak culture started by his father, as his classmates in
Levoča included a number of future Šťúrovci such as Jánko Kráľ. Such was Bohúň’s “national”
awakening that he was even inspired to adopt a more “slavic” name, Slavomil, for a brief
period. 51 From 1843 to 1847

52,

Bohúň enrolled in the Akademie výtvarných umění in Prague.

Despite the fact that the faculty of the academy was (and would remain for the duration of his
stay there) was quite conservative, focusing on foundational and technical aspects of painting
(with a leaning towards historical romanticism)53. However, shortly after arriving in Prague,
Bohúň’s personal and financial life were disrupted by the sudden death of his father Ján, and he
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DUBNICKÁ, Elena. Peter M. Bohúň. Bratislava: Pallas, 1975. p. 6.

It should be noted that the famous lycée in Levoča would also eventually become more Hungarianfocused due the Magyarization efforts in 1841, just as Bohúň was leaving school. ZEMETÁKOVÁ,
Danca. in: Peter Michal Bohúň: Suborné dielo. Liptovský Mikuláš: Galéria Petra Michala Bohúňa, 1993.
p. 11
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Michala Bohúňa, 1993. p. 5-6.
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transferred to the Czech national revivalist polymath Karel Slavoj Amerling’s private Budeč
academy.54 Bohúň was able to find more support for his nationalist ideas among this circle of
Czech and expat Slovak acquaintances in Prague than he certainly would have in the Kingdom of
Hungary. The loss of his father’s emotional and financial support forced Bohúň to search for
other ways of supporting himself—first with a small stipend from the Šťúrovite Slovak fraternal
organization Tatrín, and when that proved to be too little, by making lithographs for the famed
Czech botanist Jan Svatopluk Presl. 55
Bohúň’s lithographs won him not only financial reward, but also renown among the
members of the Czech revivalist organization Matice česká, who awarded him membership for
his work 56. Although he remained a portraitist, first and foremost, in 1846, Bohúň again turned to
lithography, but this time opted to express his growing sense of Slovak identity, producing a
series of 6 lithographs depicting Slovaks in various regional kroj 57 for the Slovak Matica
slovenská, with funding from Tatrín, the Slovak fraternal organization popular founded by
Ľudovíť Šťúr and his followers. [fig.2] Like most Slovak nationalist publications, Bohúň’s
engravings were printed in Prague, where the Slovak intellectual and artistic communities found
allies in the Czech National Revival and the Pan-Slavic movements such as František Šír, and
were protected, to some degree, against Hungarian hostility.
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In 1848, as tensions grew within the Kingdom of Hungary,
Bohúň continued to explore his nationalist themes in visual.
The same year as the Hungarian Rebellion, Bohúň completed
another series of lithographs of Slovaks in kroj, which depicted
not only Slovaks in traditional costumes, but also some of the
traditional industries in which the Slovak peasantry were
employed, such as glassmaking, herding, and so on. [fig. 3]
Although Bohúň’s nationalist hopes suffered a stinging defeat
Fig. 6: Jozef Heinbucher-Bikkessy,
“Nagy Szombáth vidéki
Aszszonyoli”, 1823-1824, engraving,
color print.

in the aftermath of the 1848 Hungarian rebellion, Bohúň
continued to produce ethnographic prints of Slovak kroj for
publication and sale in throughout the Austro-Hungarian

empire. In the 1880s, Peter and his son Kornel collaborated on a further collection of
ethnographic lithographic prints 58 [fig. 4], which expanded Bohúň’s geographical conceptions of
Slovakia, a nation which did not yet exist. Here, the Bohúňs’ lithographs no longer focus mainly
on Slovaks from Peter’s native Orava region, but included Slovaks from Trenčín, Podbiel,
Slatina, Liptovská Lúžná, Zvolen, and from Stupava 59, in addition to reprints of earlier
lithographs from the elder Bohúň’s catalog. 60 While Peter Bohúň’s earlier prints were often only
captioned in Slovak (or occasionally Serbian, perhaps as a nod to the Slovak National Council of

ČIČO, Martin [editor]. Dve krajiny: Obraz slovenska 19. storočie x súčastnosť. Bratislava: Slovenská
národná galéria, 2014. p. 114.
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1848’s demand to have a Serbian prince rule an autonomous Slovak state) [Fig. 5], these newer
prints from the 1880s were often captioned in Hungarian as well as Slovak, revealing an
increased demand for images of Slovakia not just among Slovaks and Panslavicists, but also
among Hungarians themselves.

However, while Bohúň was one of the first Slovak nationalists to use ethnographic
lithographs and landscape studies as a means of propagating national sentiment, it should be
noted that other ethnic groups were interested in documenting the Slovaks for their own
purposes. In 1823 and 1824, the Hungarian painter Jozef Heinbucher-Bikkessy, who was
stationed in present-day Slovakia as part of his army service, published a series of prints of
Slovak men and women in traditional costume. [fig. 6] Similarly, the Viennese lithographer and
printmaker Joseph Heicke, who traveled in Hungary in the early 1840s61, published a
lithographic series of character studies of Slovak peasants in the revolutionary year of 1848,
depicting traditionally dressed Slovaks at in their occupations.

62

Paul Thumann, a prolific

German illustrator and lithographer, similarly published several lithographs depicting traditional
Slovak kroj around Košice 63. Czech artists also saw the Slovaks as a wellspring of inspiration,
especially since many artists of the Czech National Revival had close personal ties with Bohúň. 64
For example, Josef Mánes, a compatriot of Bohúň’s during the later’s sojurn in Prague came to
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the Slovak Lands in 1854 in order to make studies of the traditional female Slovak kroj

65

for use

as references in his own paintings of Slavic women. Several years later, the renown Czech
painter and printmaker Mikoláš Aleš, paid a similar visit in order to observe and study the kroj
of Slovak bandits. 66 Both artists made several lithographic and painterly studies of both Slovaks
in traditional kroj and Slovak landscapes for publication and sale in Prague and other parts of the
Czech lands. In all of these instances, Slovak lands and their Slovak-speaking inhabitants were
the subject of the ethnographic gaze, which sought to preserve and to maintain the exotic aspects
of Slovak culture for an outside group. However, as Bohúň’s lithography shows, by the 1840s,
Slovaks had not only become the subjects of this ethnographic gaze, but practitioners of it
themselves— recording their own ethnic experiences as both a means of differentiating
themselves from other ethnic groups in Central Europe, and as a means of creating a unified
Slovak identity based on these ethnographic observations.
By the 1860s Bohúň himself had become a figurehead for Slovak nationalism among
67 , but also in Slovak communities
Slovak communities not just in the Kingdom of Hungary

abroad. 68 Bohúň’s desire to become more actively involved in the growing Slovak arts
community, his desire to see his son Vladimír speak better Slovak

69,

plus growing employment

opportunities as a portraitist and muralist for prominent families and institutions in the Slovak
SOCHÁŇ, Pavol. in: Otázka umeleckého priemyslu ľudového na Slovensku. Bratislava: Národný
Denník, 1924. p. 8.
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Lands left him to devote more time to teaching and commissions in Slovakia and less to his more
politically charged lithographs. But while Bohúň’s lithographic career was slowly ending,
another cheaper medium for mass production was on the horizon and would soon eclipse
lithography as the preferred visual medium for conveying Slovak ethnicity and identity until the
mid-twentieth century.

4.5 PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE MECHANIZATION OF ETHNIC IDENTITY

Out of all the mass produced media in the 19th century, it was perhaps the advent of
photography which had the most long-lasting effect on Slovak visual culture, ranging from the
late 19th century all the way through the celebrated films of the Slovak New Wave in the 1960s
and 70s. Photography, with its illusion of life, truthful recording, and (perhaps most importantly),
its muteness, offered Slovaks a way to focus on visual similarities from life that did not carry the
scars of heated debates about official dialects, orthography, and the “correct” name for a potato.
While lithography might have been the first true mass produced medium, photography was in
many ways the most successful— its mimicry of life, its ease of duplicability, its cheaper price,
speed, and its use in a variety of commercial and cultural enterprises ranging from postcards, to
advertising, and eventually high art, made it incredibly useful for Slovak artists.
While the questions of who exactly invented photography and when are extremely hotly
contested in the field of art history, by the early 1850s, the technology was wide spread enough

owing to the greater popularity of portrait painting among
the nobility.73 However, by the waning years of the 19th
century, photography had become a de facto staple in not
just urban life in the Austro-Hungarian empire, but also
was used in the fine art academies, such as the
Akademie der bildenden Künste in Vienna, as a teaching
tool in anatomy lessons and landscape classes, thus
familiarizing budding painters and engravers with the new
technology.74
As with cinema, many of the early innovators in the

Fig. 8: Pavol Socháň, “Liptovský
sklár”, picture postcard, 1895-1910.
photographic medium within the Slovak Lands were
Notice the parallels in composition
between Socháň’s photograph and
Bohúň’s lithographic print of a Slovak
originally Hungarian, Austrian, or Czech,75 economic and
glazier from 1848.

social elites who had the money, time, and scientific
background necessary to devote themselves to learning and mastering this cumbersome and
expensive new technology. While early cameras needed lengthy exposures and copious amounts
of natural light to render a legible image, the invention of the aperture lens by the Hungarian
polymath Josef Petzval in 1840 drastically reduced exposure times 76, and the adoption of F. Scott
LENMAN, Robert. “Austria” in: The Oxford Companion to the Photograph. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005. p 55-56.
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Archer’s wet colloidal process (developed in 1851) by AustroHungarian photographers reduced the cost of negatives while
increasing their photosensitivity and quality.77
Photography in the Kingdom of Hungary continued to
expand throughout the mid 19th century, and by the mid-to-late
19th century, Hungarian, Austrian, and Slovak painters and artists
were aware of the technology and its possible commercial uses.
While the Slovak, Austrian, and Hungarian economic elite still
preferred oil portraiture as a medium 78
, the cheaper and less time
consuming medium of photography had become increasingly
more accessible and popular for Slovaks who could not afford the
time or the resources necessary for a painted portrait. Since the
early

technological

limitations

of photography

Fig. 9: Pavol Socháň, “Ela
Vanovičová s dojkou”
photographic cabinet card, 1909.
The cabinet card doubled as both
a souvenir for customers and as an
advertisement for Socháň’s studio.
Note the mother wearing kroj, as
most sittings were done in more
formal attire.

and

daguerreotypes advantaged still life subjects due to the long exposure times required, early
photography gravitated towards landscapes, until the middle of the century, when the
aforementioned technological improvements vastly improved the speed and fidelity of the
photographic image.
Photography’s

early champions in the scientific

community were frequently

ethnographers, who saw the medium’s potential for recording field work accurately and without
subjectivity, and making reproduction easier and more exact than previous methods. Not
LENMAN, Robert. “Austria” in: The Oxford Companion to the Photograph. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005. p 55-56.
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surprisingly then, given the longstanding interest in
Slovaks and the Slovak lands as subjects of ethnographic
lithography as seen in the previous section, ethnographic
photography became quite popular among both Slovak
and non-Slovak ethnographers working in the area. This
particular section will concern itself with two such
ethnographic photographers, one Slovak (Pavol Socháň),
and one Czech (Karel Plicka) whose images would go on
to be highly influential not only in the spread and
popularization of a standardized Slovak identity in the
Fig. 10: Pavol Socháň, “Smädný šuhaj v
late 19th and early 20th centuries, but also highly
Záriečí (Trenčianska stol.)”, picture
postcard, 1913. Socháň’s ethnographic
studies often provided him with a surplus
influential on the evolution of Slovak fiction and
of material that was more comedic than
scientific. This material was sometimes
turned into picture postcards, like the one
documentary filmmaking. 79 These three photographers
featured here.

represent the core tradition of photography in Slovakia,
Of the early Slovak ethnographers who employed photography, perhaps none was more
successful than Pavol Socháň, who not only wrote ethnographic studies and documented folklore
and traditions throughout the Slovak Lands, but lectured extensively as well in America, Prague,
and Czechoslovakia. Socháň was born in 1862 in the town of Vrbica, in Liptovský Mikuláš.
Unlike the previous generation of Slovak artists and ethnic activists such as Bohúň who were
educated in Slovak-speaking lycées, Socháň grew up during the increased Magyarization efforts
of Hungarian authorities and as such, was educated in Hungarian first in the town of Kežmarok,
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For more on Slovak filmmaking and the impact of Socháň and Plicka, please see the next two chapters.

and then later in Lučenec. Upon graduating from gymnazium in 1881, Socháň was accepted to
the Akademie výtvarných umení in Prague to study figure painting and drawing,

80

where during

the course of his university studies (which ran from 1881 to 1885), he was exposed to the ideas
of Slovak nationalists through his involvement in Detvan, a Slovak student organization. From
1885 to 1886, Socháň continued his training at the Bavarian Academy of Fine Arts in Münich,
where in the atelier of Thomas Menzel

81,

he learned photography. Upon returning to the Czech

Lands in 1887, Socháň became involved in the growing field of ethnic studies through his
connections with the Muzejní společnost Olomouc82, whose more “scientific” notions of
ethnography he soon adopted and incorporated into his own work. This combination of scientific
objectivity with Socháň’s artistic training made him a highly sought after contributor to a variety
of Czech, Slovak, and American Czechoslovak publications, where he contributed pictures [Fig.
7] (and often text as well) to ethnographic articles and studies.
While Socháň was actively involved in the local Slovak (and later Czechoslovak) cultural
world, he and his photography were also instrumental in contextualizing Slovak identity and
culture for outside audiences. From the early 1890s onwards, Socháň contributed scores of
photographs and articles to Czech and Slovak ethnographical publications, which documented
Slovak textiles, architecture, traditional clothes, quotidian experiences in Slovak communities
such as fairs and daily chores, celebrations, hair styling methods, and traditional Slovak
occupations. [Fig. 8] In 1893, Socháň moved to Turčianský Sv. Martin, the home of Matica
80
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slovenska,

where he became an active and

enthusiastic participant in the organization, 83 as well
as opening a commercial photographic studio where
he produced ethnographic photos, carte de visits
[Fig. 9], cabinet cards and postcards, [Fig. 10] in
addition to normal portrait photography. Socháň
also gradually published “thematic editions” of his
ethnographic photography, “part of which were
published and distributed in the form of postcards,
Fig. 11: Karel Plicka, “Ženy ze Zleichova”.

Český svět, November 22, 1928.
Plicka’s photographs frequently appeared in
Czech mass market periodicals, as well as the
official publications
of Slovak ethnic
organizations like Matica slovenska.

intended for the propagation and promotion of
public awareness.” 84 Following the outbreak of
World War I, Socháň immigrated to the United
States,

spending

time in the large Slovak

communities of New York and Pittsburgh. In 1915,
just a few months after he arrived in America, Socháň was already considered as one the most
influential Slovak figures in the United States by the Svaz Českoameričanů,
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A few years later,

he had become an internationally acclaimed authority on Slovak culture on both sides of the
Atlantic Ocean, in addition to being an important member of the powerful American Slovak
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fraternal organization, Slovenská liga.86 Four years after arriving in the United States, Socháň
was called upon to help organize the 1917 Czech-Slovak Exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York City. Reviews of the event positively mentioned Socháň’s educational
presentations, which “…told of the old Slovak arts, and the long abeyance of their flowering and
fruiting,”87 often with simultaneous English translation for non-Slovak speaking audiences.
Following the establishment of Czechoslovakia, in 1919, Socháň returned to his native land,
where he continued his ethnographic photography, as well as giving frequent lectures on Slovak
folklore and ethnography 88, in a variety of media

89.

In addition to his continuing ethnographic

projects and civic duties, Socháň was also frequently called upon as a consultant on Slovak
culture for films until his death in 1941.
During his life, Socháň’s photographs were praised in both artistic circles, as well as the
more “scientific” ethnographic community. One review of his contribution “Slovenské kroje
lidové” for the 1901 collection Slovensko mentions that Socháň’s “pictures of Slovak kroj,
embroidery, home industry, and woodcarving” provide a total picture of Slovakia, from “head to
toe.”90 Although the article was well received, the reviewer concluded with a plea for more
images from Socháň, be they lithographs, paintings, or “even more from his kroj photographs.” 91
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While Socháň’s lectures on the radio or in theatrical or
artistic settings had a limited range and audience, his
photographs

traveled much farther and without

temporal limitations, appearing in American, Czech,
and Slovak publications from the late 1890s through
his death in 1941. Socháň’s distinctive photographic
style often showed the elements of both of these
scientific and artistic approaches; as Martin Slivka
notes, “…Socháň preferred vertical photographs…
Fig. 12. Karel Plicka, “Slovenské děti”
featuring vertical figures”, (a trait common to early
photographic
plates, Český svět,
December 12, 1929.
Plicka’s ethnographic
work was
typically confined to the areas of Liptov,
and the Výsoké Tatry, and his expertise
in the area made him a consultant for
Slovak cultural issues in other forms of
media, such as film, which were
produced there.

ethnographic photography to show both the full range
of native costuming, and provide a sense of scale),
“soft light” (again, a fashionable artistic choice), and
his photographs were taken in the field, occasionally
unposed and largely unscripted. 92

Furthermore, many of Socháň’s photographs from the 1890s through the 1910s were
turned into picture postcards, cartes de visit, and cabinet cards, which were widely distributed
not just among Slovaks in Austro-Hungary, but also among Czechs, Hungarians, and Slovaks,
including those in exile communities in the United States. As one can see from the examples
presented in this chapter, Socháň’s themes and his painterly image compositions, reflect a
continuation of the tradition started by the lithographers— the subjects are arrayed in Slovak
SLIVKA, Martin and STRELINGER, Alexander. Pavol Socháň. Martin: Vydateľstvo Osveta, 1985. p
54-55.
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kroj, and the pictures emphasize not only the rural nature of Slovakia, but also certain replicable
aesthetics which were coming to be associated with Slovakia, e.g. the mountainous countryside,
rural villages which appear untouched by modernity, their occupants still engaged in traditional
Slovak occupations and pastimes. It’s telling that Socháň’s ethnographic and fotographic
activities were overwhelmingly confined to the countryside, and not the urban Slovak
populations, and likewise, the subject matter of his artistic contributions remained heavily
focused on an idea of Slovakness, directly descended from the colonial ethnography of earlier
Austrian and Hungarian artists who were eager to exploit the artistic potential found in the farflung reaches of the empire.
Although Socháň did much to promote the image of Slovakia and Slovak culture among
non-Slovaks at home and abroad, non-Slovaks themselves were also instrumental in shaping,
popularizing, and propagating Slovak identity via mass produced images. Out of all the foreign
creators of mass produced images in Slovakia and of Slovaks, perhaps none was more successful
than the Ausrian-born Czech photographer, Karel Plicka. Although he was born in Vienna in
1894, and spent his boyhood in the town of Česká Třebová in rural Bohemia, Karel Plicka’s heart
always remained with Slovakia, which fascinated him throughout his life. Plicka was orignally
trained as a singer and violinist, and later gravitated towards ethnomusicologist, with his primary
interest being Slovak folk songs. However, not content to merely be an ethnomusicologist and
folklorist documenting obscure folk melodies in Slovakia’s highlands, Plicka devoted
considerable time and energy to photographing rural Slovak life as well as learning the craft of
documentary filmmaking (with generous support from the Slovak cultural organization, Matica
slovenská). Plicka’s exposure to photography came from his childhood, when he first learned to

take pictures 93, but his fame in the medium was roughly coincidental with his emergence as a
documentary filmmaker in the late 1920s, a topic which will be covered in depth in the next
chapter. Like Socháň, Plicka saw his photographic mission largely as also an ethnographic one,
where he could document the customs, traditions, and quotidian practices of Slovaks, however,
unlike the former, Plicka was viewing Slovak culture from an outsider perspective, as an
Austrian-born Czech. As a result, Plicka’s photographs [fig. 11], as central as they are to the
formation of Slovak identity in the early 20th century, often again, focus on the areas of
difference between Czechs and Slovaks, namely the “living traditions”94 which remained so
exotic and appealing to a non-Slovak audience.
For audiences in the later years of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the first
Czechoslovak Republic, ethnographic photography quickly became one of the de facto entry
points in both understanding Slovakia within the framework of Czechoslovakia, as a way of
visualizing the differences between Czechs and Slovaks, and as a way of unifying Slovaks in
general. In 1933, Miloslav Hlaváč, a Czech photographer and educator wrote:

“He who has not traveled through Slovakia, knows only little of the infinite amount of
themes which our periodical photographers could draw on from Slovak life. Life in the
mountains, in the shepherd’s huts, life in the villages, the distinctive types of old Slovak
men and women, here, everything still waits on its capturing and processing via
photographic apparatus.” 95

“Rozhovor s Karlem Plickou”. Světozor: světová kronika současná slovem i obrazem : časopis pro
zábavu i poučení. Vol 33, no. 32, 1933.
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(In a parenthetical note, Hlaváč also observes that Plicka is one of the main photographers of
Slovakia during this period.) Hlaváč’s lament reveals two important conditions on the state of
Slovakia in the Czech cultural mindset of the 1930s— one, that even in the midst of the First
Republic, the Slovak lands remained only partially known in the minds of Czechs (outside, of
course, those with contact such as Plicka);
and two, that the Czech desire for Slovakia,
focused on Slovakia’s exotic, foreign qualities
— the aforementioned life in the mountains
and shepherds huts. Plicka’s photographs of
Slovakia nearly exclusively focused on these
aspects of the area, as he avoided the
Fig. 14: Max Stern, “Kláštor
photographic card, circa 1890.

na skalke”,

cosmopolitan urban locales such as Bratislava
and Košice, as well as the areas on the border

with the Czech Lands, in order to focus on more isolated communities, which which had less
cross-cultural contact with Czechs.
While Socháň’s pioneering ethnography photography [fig. 12] found adherents in Slovak
circles on both sides of the Atlantic, Plicka’s photographs (along with his other ethnographic and
musicological activities) were even more widely celebrated, achieving fame among not only
Americans, and American Slovaks, but also Czechs. The Youngstownské slovenské noviny, one of
the most widely circulated Slovak language newspapers in the US, writing about Plicka’s early
documentary photographic and cinematic activities in 1929, claimed “the name Plicka already

means great a cultural cultural achievement in Slovakia”
as an “artistic photographer par excellence”
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while Ludvík Kühn described Plicka

in his review of of the 1927 exhibition of Slovak
župy in Bratislava, in the Slovak periodical
Prúdy. The Czechoslovak Slovenské pohľady
remarked that another series of eight of Plicka’s
ethnographic photographs (which had been
published as picture postcards) “reveal the
whole of Slovakia in all of its beauty” and that
his pictures of Slovak children were, in

Fig. 13: Martin Martinček. “Keď mu umrela,
dedina ju húfne odprevadila na posledný
odpočinok”, photograph, 1964-1965.

particular,

“masterfully

collected” 98 , while

Lidové noviny remarked on the herculean efforts
Plicka expended on his ethnographic mission

carrying “two or three photographic apparatuses” 99 as well as other equipment, around Slovakia.
Plicka’s work for Matica slovenska and other Slovak cultural organizations continued
through the 1930s, up until the rise of fascism in Slovakia forced his relocation Prague. In 1937,
just before he left Slovakia, Plicka published Slovensko, a collection of his ethnographic and
landscape photography from the early 1920s through the mid 1930s, supplemented with
translations of the captions into English, French, and German. Slovensko would be reprinted
numerous times throughout Plicka’s life, (no fewer than 9 individual editions of the work exist,
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published under variations of the title by Czech, Slovak, and expatriate Czechoslovak publishing
houses), establishing him as not only the most famous photographer of Slovakia and of Slovaks,
but also one of the most commercially and critically successful ones. And although Plicka’s
declining health and duties as the newly-appointed head of FAMU in Prague curtailed his ability
to continue his ethnographic mission in Slovakia, the success of his work paved the way for a
further generation of young Slovak ethnographic photographers like Martin Martinček [fig. 13]
in the 1950s and 60s, who sought to preserve the disappearing traditions and kroj in Slovakia,
following the end of the World War II and the rise of socialism. While Martinček’s photographic
output was not as strictly limited to ethnographic photography as Plicka’s was, ethnography did
constitute a sizable portion of Martinček’s work in 1960s and 70s, when he traveled throughout
Slovakia documenting the lives of rural Slovaks. Like his artistic forefather Plicka, Martinček’s
ethnographic photography focused primarily on the extant features of traditional Slovak life in
the 1960s, which both the interwar and socialist ethnographic communities found fascinating—
the manual agricultural labor, the wooden salaše in the mountains, the elaborately decorated
drevenice in villages, and the survival of traditional kroj well into the modern age. Like Plicka,
Martinček also collaborated on non-fiction films, however, we will discuss that in more depth in
the next chapter.

4.6 FASHIONING THE “NATURAL” NATIONAL SYMBOLS WITH MASS PRODUCED IMAGE

While ethnographic lithography and photography had their influence on standardizing
Slovak conceptions of their own folk culture for internal and external audiences alike, mass
produced images also played an important part in constructing an image of the Slovak Lands in
the public consciousness. Since Slovakia was itself a constructed region, and one primarily rural
in nature, its popularizers could not turn to historical metropolises and political entities as basis
for this imaging; instead, Slovak activists as well as foreign ethnographers and artists turned to
the unique geographical features which set the Slovak Lands apart from other areas in the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Continuing the tradition begun by engravers like Lántz, landscape
photographers and lithographers turned to the imposing peaks of the Tatra Mountains as well as
the isolated shepherd’s huts and picturesque Slovak villages found in the countryside to create a
visual synecdoche of a Slovakia, which represented Austro-Hugary’s (and Czechoslovakia’s)
wild Eastern frontier. Although the major population centers of Košice and Pressburg/Poszony/
Bratislava were situated within this geographical space, these urban areas were not incorporated
into the public landscape of the future Slovakia the way that Czech cities such as Prague were in
the Czech sphere. Instead, these chroniclers of the Slovak lands often elected to ignore these
multicultural urban areas when building their imaginary Slovakia for several reasons: one, as
Peter Bugge notes, the populations in cities such as Pressburg and Košice tended to identify more
strongly with Austrian or Hungarian culture and language; two, these cities were visually similar
to other large Austro-Hungarian metropolises like Prague and Budapest; and three, the a portion
of the audiences for these works on Slovak geography tended to exist in the cities themselves, or
outside of the Slovak Lands entirely.

Given that the primary audience for these Slovak landscapes existed away from the
landscapes themselves, mass produced media were ideal for fixing Slovak geographical space in
a wider, cross-cultural sense. Just as photography and lithography functioned as an efficient
means of shaping ethnic identity in terms of folk culture in the Slovak Lands through their
depictions of native costumes and occupations, photographers and were also key players in
shaping the visual imprint of “Slovakia”, a country that never technically existed, in the minds of
Slovaks, Czechs, and others. Prior to the advent of mass produced images, Slovakia was a land
that could only be described, often fitfully at best, in words. As the Slovak national revivalist
Miloslav Hodža wrote in his 1847 polemic Epigenes Slovanicus, Slovakia is where “both our
dialect and our spirit were preserved together, in the quiet valleys of our Tatra Mountains, in the
land between the Danube and the Tatras”100— although as to what these hallowed grounds
actually look like, Hodža was loathe to say. Although the Slovak elite had waxed poetic about the
Tatra Mountains and the Váh river since the late 18th century,
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these literary celebrations of

Slovak geographical space circulated mostly among the Slovak and Czech elite. And while
Slovak intelligentsia like Jan Kollár, Samo Tomášik, August Horislav Škultéty, and Janko
Matúška actively worked to transform the geographical features of Slovakia like the Tatra
mountains into “a symbol of the Slovak country, and eventually, a mystical place,” 102 the Slovak
Lands could not be merely written about— they needed to be depicted, visually, for the benefit of
HODŽA, Miloslav. Epigenes Slovenicus: Liber primus: Tentamen orthographiae Slovenicae. Levoča:
Joannes Werthmüller & son, 1847. p. 66. “…alebo aby som lepsje sa vyjadriť, zachovali sa spolu duch a
nárečja v pokojných…”
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the vast majority of Slovaks who were illiterate, untraveled, or both. In this sense, the job of
defining the physical space of Slovakia was left to artists such as Max Stern, who settled in
Trenčín in 1860 in order to open a photographic studio. Stern’s landscape photography, including
portraits of Trenčín and the romantic ruins of its castle, and often focused on the contrasting
geographical states present in Slovakia, which Hodža obliquely alluded to— the mountains and
their valleys, the forests and the small towns and settlements carved from them [fig. 14]. Stern’s
frequent participation in international photographic competitions would also help disseminate
these aesthetics to a broader Austro-Hungarian and, even European, audience.
Towards the end of the Austro-Hungarian period, the mystery surrounding Slovak Lands
attracted several Czechs, who sought to encourage their fellow Czechs to travel to, and
appreciate, the Slovak lands. In 1911, the Czech pedagogue and Slovakophile Stanislav Klíma
wrote in his guidebook for Czechs:
“How is this Slovakia, which you can get to know a bit through its symbol? It is a
mountainous land, with three peaks in its coat of arms which are its mountain ranges, the
Tatra, Matra, and Fatra (father, mother, and brother). On the slopes of these mountains,
beautiful coniferous forests whisper, and wide pastures spread outwards upon which
herdsmen graze their flocks. They have few fields, which only begin in the lowlands, but
still, sharply flowing rivers from the mountains drive many factories.” 103

Klíma’s fascination with Slovakia was in many ways a natural extension to how the Slovak
Lands had been portrayed in literature and visual arts in the late 18th and early 19th century. As
we saw previously writers such as Paul von Ballus and Robert Townson were not only interested
in recording the exoticism of this particular area, but also in providing guides to prospective
visitors, so that they themselves could experience it. These works, like Klíma’s own 1911
KLÍMA, Stanislav. Obrazy ze Slovenska. Praha : F. Topič, 1911. p. 7. “Jaké to Slovensko je, poznati
můžeš poněkud již z jeho znaku. Je to země hornatá…”
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travelogue Obrazy ze Slovenska (Pictures from Slovakia) were by their very nature highly
curated, highlighting selected exotic and note-worthy aspects of the Slovak lands for foreign
visitors. Given their 19th century origins in colonial gaze towards the little-known or exotic
lands of the Austro-Hungarian empire, these guidebooks often focused on, for obvious reasons,
the geographical uniqueness of the Slovak mountain ranges (the Tatra, the Fatra, the Matra, and
the Carpathians) as well as buildings and sites of “ethnic” historical significance— castles,
churches, and so forth— located in smaller Slovak settlements and towns. In addition to being an
enthusiastic ambassador of Slovak culture to the broader Czech-speaking community, Klíma
was himself an amateur photographer, and his photographs were found not only in his general
guidebooks, such as the Stručný průvodce po Slovensku (1920), but also in a number of specialist
publications such as his guide to the Subcarpathian Rus, Podkarpatská Rus: Obraz poměrů
přírodních, hospodářských, politických, církevních, jazykových a osvětových (1923), which were
aimed at encouraging Czech tourism as well as an appreciation for Slovak culture and
geography.
Aside from the proliferation of geographical guidebooks, this emphasis on Slovkia’s
natural geographical features lead to the mountains and rock formations assuming a certain
degree of prominence in the communal social imagination, not merely in guidebooks, but also in
all manner of advertising images. By the early 20th century, the Slovak lands’ mountains had
became visual shorthand for Slovakia itself, despite the fact that large portions of what would
one day become Slovakia were not mountainous, and of those mountainous regions, a majority
were not the Tatra. Instead, a geographically diverse country of rolling hills, flatlands, rocky
mountains, and bustling urban centers was gradually reduced into its most “exotic” geographical

elements— the foreboding peaks of the Tatras, the ruins of Špis and Děvin castles, and the thick
forests of alpine trees. This exoticism was not only aimed foreign audiences, but also at Slovaks
who had immigrated abroad to the American industrial cities of Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and
Wilkes-Barre, whose lives in the exile community were diverging farther and faster from their
kin back in the Slovak Lands.

4.7 POSTCARDS AND PHILATELY: THE MASS PRODUCED IMAGE IN SERVICE OF THE STATE

Although photography was an important medium for the development of a Slovak
identity, it often had to work hand in hand with other publishing avenues for its distribution,
since, while ethnographic photography and landscape portraiture were popular within the
intellectual and scientific communities who had the means to consume such products (as well as
the ability to access them), the cost of purchasing these published materials and access to printed
material within Slovak communities was not always ideal. As mentioned above regarding Pavol
Socháň, one popular avenue for distributing these national symbols was the usage of picture
postcards which depicted either Slovaks in traditional kroj or the Slovak countryside. Postcards
in general were extremely popular in both halves of Austro-Hungary, with nearly 1.7 million
postcards circulating per day in the Austrian portion of the empire alone
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at their peak prior to

World War I, and while no reliable statistics exist to show the popularity of Slovak-themed
postcards in comparison to other subjects, enough surviving examples exist to reasonably

BÜRGSCHWENTNER, Joachim. “War Relief, Patriotism and Art: The State-Run Production of
Picture Postcards in Austria 1914–1918”. Collected in: Austrian Studies, Vol. 21, Cultures at War:
Austria-Hungary 1914–1918 (2013). pp 106.
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conclude that they were reasonably popular. And while Slovak literacy
same level as in the Czech, Austrian, or Hungarian populations,
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105 was

not nearly at the

postcards were still valuable

commodities which could be enjoyed for their visual appeal as well as their political or social
significance. Additionally, the low cost of the postcard medium (and postage) made them
attractive for a segment of the population who would not have been otherwise exposed to the
appearance of similar images in scientific literature or specialist lithographic volumes, as
outlined above. And perhaps most importantly, postcards had a unique, government-sanctioned
distribution model which earlier forms of mass produced
images lacked, which ensured that these images could be
easily transmitted to Slovak communities via postal systems
in both America, Austro-Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
The picture postcard itself is a uniquely Central
European invention, which was born in 1869, when the
Austrian

national

economist

Hermann

Emmanuel
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published a proposal in the Neue Freie Presse calling for the
development and implementation of a cheaper form of

Fig 15: “Stamp”, Slovenská liga,
1905?-1919?, postage stamp, United
States.
The Pittsburgh-based
Slovenská liga v Amerike (Slovak
League of America) often issued
these stamps which were purchased
by members and the proceeds
benefited various pro-Slovak, antiHungarian, or administrative actions.

Again, due to Hungarian language policies enacted during Magyarization, the centers of Slovak
literacy and literature were paradoxically relocated to American Slovak enclaves in metropolitan areas
like Cleveland and Pittsburgh, where Slovak educators and publishers were allowed to operate relatively
unmolested by Hungarian authorities, much to the later’s dismay in certain cases. For one such prominent
case, please see: “The Editors who Kidnapped Editor Rovnianek to Be Arrested Today” The Pittsburgh
Dispatch. October 18, 1898. p.7.
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correspondence that was limited to a single card with
less than 20 lines of text sent through the post at a
fraction of the normal cost. Although limited as a
method for correspondence, the Austro-Hugarian
government began issuing the cards with images,
which proved popular with the public. In 1885, the
Austro-Hungarian government legalized the private
production

of picture

postcards,

which

the

government had previously held a monopoly on108,
allowing private producers to produce and distribute
Fig. 16: HOCHŠTETSKÝ, Viktor. “Na
stráž!” Color lithograph poster, 1939.
Hochštetský’s posters for the new, fascist
regime reveal the degree to which Slovak
regional identity had been standardized,
and subsumed, into the iconography of the
Fascist state by the late 1930s.

a variety of images throughout the Empire. The
popularity of the new medium coupled with the
newfound freedom to print a variety of subject matter
lead to a boom in post card production featuring

Slovak themes as photographers and engravers sought to bring their own cards to market. While
engravers and lithographers were some of the earliest adopters of this new media, photographers
also rapidly adopted postcards as a new source of income, advertising for their services, and as a
way of promoting local pride. As lithography was more expensive and time consuming, and
often could only be printed in large enough scale in urban population centers like Vienna or
Prague, postcard producers quickly turned towards photography as a potential source of

BÜRGSCHWENTNER, Joachim. “War Relief, Patriotism and Art: The State-Run Production of
Picture Postcards in Austria 1914–1918”. Collected in: Austrian Studies, Vol. 21, Cultures at War:
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picture postcards, and then giving them away or selling them, Slovak photographers could grow
their businesses, expand their social circles, and support Slovak nationalist causes in relatively
safer manner. Unlike previous cheaper and collectible image formats like the carte de visit and
the cabinet card, the post card was designed for distribution, both domestically and abroad, via
post, which dramatically increased their accessibility for Slovaks not only in Central Europe, but
also those in America.
The exchange of postcards between Americanized Slovaks and their brethren in the
“staré vlasti” was not only a private affair, but a public one. On a surface level, given the nature
of postcards, anyone could easily read its contents as they processed and delivered the
correspondence, which dispelled any illusion of privacy; but on a secondary level, the amount of
columns dedicated to public acknowledgements of postcards (and their contents) in the
Czechoslovak and Slovak American press further made this practice public. Postcards were sent
to not only show one had traveled, but to reveal to the readers of Pittsburgský dennik, Svět,
Youngstownské Slovenské noviny, and other publications, that one remained in constant contact
with Slovakia and Slovak culture, despite living abroad. Although the postcards themselves were
rarely depicted in these columns, they explicitly encouraged the practice of collecting and
sending postcards throughout the interwar period as not just as a means of fostering a connection
with the various Slovak communities, but also as affordable consumerism. Publishers urged the
purchase of “beautiful local postcards” to “bring joy to the wife and children”

110,

or to celebrate

their Easters and Christmases by sending authentic Slovak postcards to Slovaks in America, or
elsewhere.
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“Chcete urobiť radosť žene a deťom?” Youngstownské slovenské noviny. Februray 3, 1922. p. 4

Although postcards were perhaps the most ubiquitously circulated and preserved early
mass produced images, they often worked in concert with another mass produced pictorial
medium which allowed for nationalist and ethnic images to be transmitted at very low costs—
namely, postage stamps. Directly descended from the lithographic process, postage stamps
emerged in the mid-19th century first as purely utilitarian and functional objects to signify that
the proper costs had been paid by the sender, instead of the traditional recipient. While postal
stamps celebrating famous Slovak individuals or the Slovak countryside were obviously not
produced during the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, the formation of Czechoslovakia in 1918
afforded a golden opportunity to celebrate both Slovaks and Slovakia within the context of a
shared Czechoslovak government, and at a low financial cost. The earliest stamps featuring
Slovak themes appeared shortly after the death of Milan Rastislav Štefánik
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and focused on the

departed general, as well as representations of important Slovak locales such as Trnava, the Tatra
mountains, and the Subcarpathian Rus area in Slovakia’s far eastern frontier. Slovak stamps
appeared periodically through the First Republic, and with the dissolution of the republic and the
rise of the Fascist Slovak Republic during World War II, a new wave of nationalist stamps were
produced. While some of these stamps focused on governmental officials or politicians such as
Andrej Hlinka or Josef Tiso, many continued in the production of visual themes (landscapes,
famous Slovak towns) already commonly in circulation in other forms of Slovak mass produced
media.
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more on Štefánik and the mass produced image, see Chapter V. For more on Slovak philately and
stamps produced by the Czechoslovak government honoring Slovaks and a Slovakia during the first
Czechoslovak Republic, see: SEEBAUER, Felix. 38 roků československých známek. Brno: Filatelistcký
odbor Spojklubu, 1956.

However, not all stamps were produced by the Czechoslovak government or even by
official governmental bodies; some were produced entirely by Slovaks living in exile,
particularly in America. Beginning in the first decade of the 20th century, Slovak fraternal and
nationalist organizations such as the Slovenská liga v Amerike were also able to issue their own
postage stamps in America [fig. 15], many of which featured a combination of ethnic motifs such
as kroj and Slovak landscapes as well as American flags and design elements borrowed from
other forms of American currency. These stamps provided consumers with not only a way to
financially support Slovak organizations in America, but also functioned as a unifying device for
the community by simplifying the design elements, a departure from the regional specificity
featured in the early works of proto-ethnographers like Bohúň and Heinbucher-Bikkessy. These
postal stamps also functioned as collectible objects, prized not only for their aesthetic value, but
also their thematic value— philatelists often arranged their collections based on the subject
matter depicted on the stamp’s face. And while these Slovak stamps were a fundamental part of
correspondence, their aesthetic qualities, ethnic themes, and collectibility raised their demand not
just among Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, but also ethnic Slovaks in America.

4.8 Ethnography and (Anti)Fascism : The Iconography of Slovakia during World War II

Slovak identities in order to create a more generalized “national” identity, is explicitly at odds
with the ethnographic missions of previous Slovak and Czech artists, who sought to preserve the
regional differences in Slovakia, not eliminate them entirely.
In addition to lithographed posters, Slovak fascists also enthusiastically embraced
ethnographic photography, especially as a means of linking themselves to the traditional symbols
of Slovak life, while also promoting the modernization and development of Slovakia. Illustrated
and photographic journals like Nový Svět, a photographic weekly published in Bratislava,
featured articles and commentary on nationalist matters, which were also richly supplemented
with photographic spreads of Slovaks in national costume [fig. 17]. However, unlike the work of
the previous generations of ethnographers, these photographic periodicals were not in the service
of forming Czecho-Slovak sentiment, nor for documentation. Rather, these were part of a
hybridized re-imaging of Slovak identity by combining (by this time) well-known traditional
aesthetics and ethnographic tropes, with pictures of modernization, in order to lend ethnic
legitimacy to the newly-formed Slovak state..
While fascists were among the first to re-appropriate these national symbols for their
cause, Slovak anti-fascists and socialists also employed ethnographic lithography as well to lend
legitimacy to their cause. Although the largest anti-fascist rebellion in the Slovak Republic, the
Slovak National Uprising, was a military failure, its doomed fight resonated in Slovak popular
culture, and art depicting the socialist (and non-socialist) partizáns dressed in kroj and various
peasant apparel began appearing in popular culture soon after the uprising began on August 29th,
1944. After the war ended, the Slovak National Uprising continued to be a major theme in
Slovak mass produced images, with postcards, posters, and films made about the heroically ill-

fated rebellion into the 1960s. One particularly intriguing example of these static mass produced
images can be found in the Slovak academic painter Vojtěch Stašík’s [fig. 18] postcard depicting
the aftermath of the Uprising, printed for the Ústav Slovenského národného povstania in 1947.
Here in the postcard we see a family of Slovak peasants, wearing kroj as expected and the father
armed and ready, surveying the destruction wreaked upon the mountainous land by fascist
reprisals. While not as explicitly ethnographic as the older styles of mass produced image, it
nonetheless repeats several tropes that we’ve seen codified in these images— the use of native
kroj, focus on Slovakia’s exotic terrain, and the impoverished and stubbornly un-modernized
way of life.

4.9 Mass Produced Images and the Leveling of National Identity

As we have seen in this chapter, mass produced images of the Slovak Lands were often
part of a multi-cultural interchange between Slovaks, Hungarians, Czechs, and foreign visitors,
each selecting or presenting specific images which reflected the evolving state of Slovak national
and ethnic identity. While Hungarians such as Lántz and Heinbucher-Bikkessy and Austrians
such as von Ballus saw lithographic prints of Slovakia as a means to celebrate the AustroHungarian empire’s rich diversity of cultures, ethnicities, and landscapes, and other foreign
visitors such as Robert Townson saw them as a means to document an exotic and largely
unknown area and culture for a foreign audience, ethnically Slovak producers of mass produced
images saw these media as a way to not only promote national and ethnic sentiment, but also to
create a new, less “divisive” Slovak identity. Both Peter Michal Bohúň and his audience of

Šťúrovci, the early champions of Slovak ethnic identity in Hungary, found that these mass
produced images worked best in concert with the neighboring Czechs. As Czechs and Slovaks
found themselves together during the early years of the First Czechoslovak Republic, these
What remains unique about these static mass produced images is the phenomenon of
obscuring or leveling out problematic aspects of an individual identity to match the newly
formed “Slovak” identity. As I mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, questions about which
version of Slovak was to be the official codified one were bitterly debated among Slovak
intellectuals and intelligentsia throughout the 19th century, however, Bohúň’s engravings and
portraits were widely embraced by both sides of the cultural conflict, as well as non-Slovaks and
foreigners. Although many of the landscape picture postcards which were popular in the late 19th
century and early 20th century were marketed at Hungarian or Austrian tourists (as evidenced by
the preponderance of German and Hungarian toponyms found on Austro-Hungarian picture post
cards), these pictorial representations of Slovakia as a wild, mountainous country contributed
enormously to Slovaks’ own imagining of their homeland as such. During the widespread
advance of photography and photographic postcards, images of Slovakia not only traveled
among Slovaks living in Austro-Hungary or Czechoslovakia, but also connected the “rodná zem”
with the vast Slovak diaspora in America, who were eager to consume mass produced images
which reinforced their ethnic identities, especially in an unfamiliar, multicultural state.
Furthermore, the process of creating mass produced images, to some degree, standardized
the visual appearance of Slovak culture and the Slovak Lands. While early foreign and Slovak
ethnographers sought to document the sheer variety of folk costumes and geographic terrain in
modern-day Slovakia, by the early 20th century, Slovak-themed mass produced images had

reduced this diversity in favor of an increasingly simplified approach of kroj, mountains, and
Catholic iconography for ease of use, distribution, and for intra-ethnic conciliatory purposes.
Secondly, the ethnographic and geographic mass produced images produced in the 19th and early
20th century also provided reproducible models of the Slovak experience, simplified for twodimensional media. Although Slovak culture was infinitely more complex than portraits of
shepherds in kroj or the Tatra mountains, these reductive models proliferated rapidly and were
easily repurposed to suit the needs of various political and social movements, by both Fascists
and Socialists.

CHAPTER III— Slovak Documentary Film Until 1950
“‘Bude Slovák, čím bol medzi národami’— to bola veta, s ktorou naši otcovia vstávali a líhali, to
bola veta, kotrá hýbala ich myšliami natoľko, že sa vôbec nehýbali. Bolo, teda bude, bude i
vtedy, keď budeme len vylihovať.”- Alexander Matuška1

As we saw in the previous chapter, one of the fundamental aims of early Slovak mass
produced images was to document and catalog the ethnic, geographic, and social uniqueness of
the Slovak Lands. While foreign artists typically came to Slovakia to draw inspiration from its
rugged countryside and colorful folk costumes, Slovak photographers, engravers, and
ethnographers often saw their artistic missions as a way to build a Slovak nation through the
documentation, codification, and repetition of symbols common in a geographical where
historically no “Slovak” nation had ever existed. Although Slovak photographers and engravers
enjoyed modest success in the 19th century ,2their mediums were soon displaced in the cultural
consciousness by the rise of another mass produced medium, cinema, which combined the best
qualities of its predecessors (fidelity to the referent image, affordability, durability,
transportability) with a novel quality— motion. This new, “lifelike” or “shadowy” quality (to
borrow Maxim Gorky’s infamous turn of phrase) provided several boons for the documentarian.
Firstly, cinema recorded motion, which made it possible to expand the ethnographic activities of
Slovak activists, in order to capture more aspects of “traditional” culture, ranging from regional
dances to the mechanical workings of various implements in Slovak handicrafts. Secondly,
MATUŠKA, Alexander. “Slovenská viera v minulosť” in: CHMEL, Rudolf [editor]. Slovenská otázka
20. storočí. Bratislava : Kalligram, 1997. p. 121
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As noted by Macek and Hrubišincký, despite Slovakia’s attractiveness for photographers, it lagged
behind the Czechs, Austrians, and Hungarians in the development of both avenues for amateur
photographers to display their work, and formal training. For more on this see: MACEK, Václav, and
HRUBIŠINSCKÝ Aurel. Dejiny slovenskej fotografie. Bratislava: Slovenská národná galeria, 2001. p.
12-13.
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cinema also provided the illusion of objectivity, a quality which could be more easily
manipulated to form national and ethnic sentiments in audiences. Thirdly, cinema was selfsufficiently understandable without any form of specialized training, or in the words of Karel
Plicka— “understandable to any people of any country”3 . Lastly, cinema, as one of the first
“new” mediums of the late 19th and early 20th century, functioned as a source of national and
ethnic pride and a vehicle for showing an area’s progression into “modernity”.
In this chapter I will first explore how these earlier documentary media contributed to the
rise of Slovak documentary filmmaking in the 20th century, and then examine the impact of this
documentary tradition. However, as tempting as it would be to think of documentary film (and
by extension, the aesthetics of documentary and ethnographic film) as separate from other genres
of cinematic expression, for Slovak filmmakers, documentary film proved to be one of the most
essential foundations for the building of a national aesthetic, whose presence could be found
within a variety of genres and subgenres. Slovak documentary films (as well as certain
documentary films about Slovakia produced by Czechs) were not merely reportage, but also an
evolution of the same aestheticization and stylization of rural life which so captivated the early
ethnographers, albeit with new influences and innovations drawn from various domestic and
foreign avant-gardes and aesthetic movements. As we shall see in the next chapter, this repetition
of personages, of landscapes, of folk culture or traditions continued through Slovak fiction and
animated films, working as both a meta-commentary on larger issues of national and regional
identities, and as a connecting thread, linking these films of different genres and ideological
expressions back to a common foundation.
PLICKA, Karel. “Poznámky o filme — možnostiach a úlohách slovenských filmov”. Slovenské
pohľady. September 15, 1934. p. 593.
3

In most parts of the Western World, documentary, fiction, and non-documentary early
film developed simultaneously and concordantly, as early filmmakers immediately realized (in
the words of Bill Nichols), “film’s capacity to document the world around us” .4However, in the
case of Slovakia, documentary films about Slovakia and its people preceded any variety of
domestic Slovak filmmaking by several decades, owning to several unique internal factors.
Slovakia’s relatively impoverished economic situation, its isolated rural communities, and the
relative lack of an educated culturally Slovak middle class in the Slovak Lands during the period
of cinema’s birth and global introduction (e.g. from 1895 to roughly 1905 ),5 meant that, while
cinema was known in Slovakia, this new medium was chiefly an urban and scientific
phenomenon, and thus developed quite differently in the Slovak Lands than in other neighboring
areas. Unlike the Czechs, who rapidly embraced this new technology and were soon developing
their own domestic cinema industry, Slovak film production remained (at best) sporadic until the
end of World War II, frequently dependent on Czech and American financing, talent, and interest
for the production of films for a Slovak audience. However, while Slovakia’s lack of cinematic
infrastructure resulted in the delayed development of a Slovak national cinema, this also made
the area highly desirable as a destination for documentary filmmakers from outside of the Slovak
Lands, if not Slovaks themselves.

NICHOLS, Bill. “Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant-Garde.” in Critical Inquiry. Vol. 27, no. 4
(Summer 2001). p. 580
4

Again, while actualies and travel films of Slovakia were produced during this period of early film,
Slovakia’s lack of cinematic and cultural infrastructure seems to have resulted in lack of both cinematic
modernism and a cinematic avant-garde as is more commonly found in other Western film culture. See:
NICHOLS, Bill. “Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant-Garde.” in Critical Inquiry. Vol. 27, no. 4
(Summer 2001). p. 580
5

Although urban Slovaks encountered film roughly at the same time as their Czech
brethren to the north, the unique gestation and development of cinema in Slovakia deserves at
least a cursory explanation. The first public exhibitions of cinema occurred in 1896, almost a full
year after the new technology’s unveiling in Paris, when, on December 16th, in Košice’s Hotel
Schalkáz, local theatre director Ľudovít Szalkay arranged for a demonstration of Edison’s cinema
technology to the public “at great financial sacrifice.”6 A few week later, on December 25,
cinema made its debut in Bratislava (then Pressburg), when it was unveiled to the public in two
local hotels— Hotel Palugyay and Hotel Kráľ Uhorska. These projections were mostly silent, but
according to eyewitnesses, also accompanied by an Edison phonograph on two occasions.

7

But

despite these exhibitions, cinema remained confined to the major urban centers of Košice and
Pressburg/Bratislava, and even in those it was often uneasily tolerated. Early cinema projections
were subject to intense governmental regulations , 8and in 1912, the Pressburg city government
declared that cinema was “negatively” impacting the public. 9 Cinematic exhibitions and cinemas
also faced opposition from the Roman Catholic clergy and laity

10,

who saw the technology as a

MACEK Václav, PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Martin: Vydavateľstvo
Osveta, 1997. p. 7
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Osveta, 1997. p. 7
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Osveta, 1997. p. 17
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It is worth comparing the very similar opposition to cinema’s development and expansion that
developed in Czech Moravia at roughly the same time. For more on this see: HASAN, Petr. “‘Neslušný a
nevkusný film nemůže býti krásným’.Katolická akce, struktury katolického tábora a jejich působnost na
poli kinematografie v českém prostředí první poloviny 20. století” in: Illumináce, vol. 1, 2016.
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sign of “moral decline” among the youth , 11and the Hungarian theatrical community who often
saw the newer, cheaper medium in a threatening light. 12 Despite this public opposition to the new
media from the prevailing cultural elite of the late 19th and early 20th, century, cinema was not
entirely absent from public life in the Slovak Lands—instead, it was merely curtailed, limited to
a handful of cinemas in Bratislava and Košice. Because of this, cinema production in the Slovak
lands was limited again to foreign or amateur producers, and little attempt was made to make the
medium accessible in both smaller locales, or in Slovak.

5.1 Subjects not Authors: The Early Years of Slovak Non-Fiction Filmmaking

Although film originally received a hostile reception from various social circles in the
Slovak Lands, films were made during cinema’s early decades, and many of these early films
might fall under the criteria of what David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson have termed
“actualities”, or films showing an event from real life, and “scenics”

13,

crude travelogues

designed to showcase exotic places or striking vistas. While cinema started later in the Slovak
Lands than other places, by the early 20th century, Slovakia had become a destination for
14 who were interested in
Hungarian directors, mainly associated with companies in Budapest
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filming glimpses of Slovakia’s mountains. In Februrary of 1908, the Apollo theatre in Bratislava
debuted one of the first recorded scenics/actualities set in Slovakia, Wintersport im Tátralomnicz/
Zimný šport v Tatranskej Lomnici15; a few months later the Apollo’s competitor, the ElektroBiskop cinema projected a series of panoramic scenics as part of their Welt-Panorama special,
which included two more films shot in distinctively Slovak locations, Die Hohe Tátra/Vysoké
Tatry and Turócz-Szt.-Márton/Turčiansky Svätý Martin, as part of its travelogue series16.
Travelogues, the close cousins of the scenic genre, were a popular genre of early filmmaking,
one which attempted to provide a replication or approximation of the traveling experience for
audiences hungry for new sensations as well as a more frugal way of “experiencing” a location
for a cash-strapped audience. These films were often accompanied with lectures 17 or packaged as
part of a longer cinematic experience, designed to replicate the idea of a larger travel holiday,
albeit condensed into only a few minutes of one’s time. Although these early Slovak travelogues
have been since lost, we can reasonably inferrer what the experience would have been like via
surviving examples of the genre: travelogues were “highly kinetic”, “educational”, and
positioned as a morally and intellectually healthy alternative to the salacious or lascivious
aspects of other, less-wholesome early film.
While these travelogues, actualities, and scenics were originally niche productions for
audiences located far away from Slovak communities, they nonetheless still largely adhered to
the progression of earlier Slovak mass produced images that we saw in the preceding chapter. In
15

“Tagesneuigkeiten!” Pressburger Zeitung. February 5, 1908. p. 2
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Pressburger Presse. March 16, 1908. p. 5
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PETERSON, Jennifer Lynn. “travelogues” in: Abel, Richard. [editor] The Encyclopedia of Early Film.
London, New York: Routledge, 2005. pp. 640-643.
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the first place, these travel films were essentially a new means of packaging, commodifying,
standardizing, and commercializing the experience of being in the Slovak Lands, without having
to travel and without the politically and socially divisive barrier of language. Secondly, we can
clearly tell from the context in which these films were exhibited (e.g. only in the urban centers of
Pressburg and Košice, advertised through the non-Slovak press, and in cinemas that were
attached to areas frequented by travelers, the upper classes, and tourists) that these films were
again consumed by an Austro-Hungarian audience, not necessarily a “Slovak” one – much as the
early engravings and lithographs of the Slovak landscape were enjoyed primarily by non-Slovak
audiences first, and Slovak audiences later. Lastly, much as ethnographic lithography and
photography were rapidly adopted by Slovaks as a means of preserving, codifying, and
distributing visual examples of Slovak cultural identity, as we shall see in the next sections and
following chapters, the rationale behind these scenics and travelogues (namely, that film should
give an impression of life in Slovakia, rather than a purely narrative structure) would later be
embraced by both non-fiction and fiction filmmakers alike.

5.2 The Beginnings of Slovak Documentary Cinema

After the dissolution of Austro-Hungary, Slovaks suddenly found themselves not just as a
rural curiosity in a large empire, but the second largest Slavic partner in the newly formed
country of Czechoslovakia. No longer subjects to the stringent censorship laws and the
Magyarization policies of the former Kingdom of Hungary, film (as with other forms of mass
produced images) began to expand. Movie theaters grew in size (going from 3 in the early 1900s

18 and in creasing to 153 by the end of the First
to 84 by the end of Austro-Hungary in 1918,

Republic) and size, appearing all over the Slovak Lands, and not just in Košice and the newly renamed Bratislava. Furthermore, while theaters had once been limited to showing a handful of
Hungarian or Austrian films in Bratislava and Košice, distributors throughout Slovakia began
adding Czech, American, and German films19 to their theaters, though these often met with
resistance from more nationalist areas20. Unfortunately, this rapid infusion of new cinematic
experiences, techniques, and choices did not necessarily equate to Slovaks developing their own
cinematic industry. Throughout the First Republic, Slovakia remained primarily a destination for
filmmaking, but with a few minor exceptions, there would be no Slovak documentaries produced
by a Slovak director until well into World War II. However, documentary film was indeed
expanding in Slovakia, again often along the same ethnographic, folkloric, or scenic lineages as
we saw with the rise of static mass produced images, and, again also widely produced by nonSlovak academics such as Vladimír Úhlela and Karel Plicka. Both Plicka and Úhlela saw their
documentary productions as a means of integrating Slovaks into the cultural life of
Czechoslovakia, through cultivating an aesthetic appreciation for the folkloric and rural aspects
of Slovak culture, albeit in very different ways. Both directors were officially funded through
both governmental sources, as well as Matica slovenska, and as a result both sought to bring
these traditional aspects of Slovak visual culture into a Czecho-Slovak cultural space.
MACEK Václav, PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Martin: Vydavateľstvo
Osveta, 1997. p. 597-598
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Advertisements for the Kino Palace and Kino Meteor in Banská Bystrica, for example, show both
American films and German films on their programs as early as 1928; larger cinemas in Bratislava and
Košice had, of course, made international programing a staple of their repertoires from the very
beginning.
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As we have seen in his career as an ethnographer and a photographer, Karel Plicka was
highly concerned with producing works of art which could bridge the growing divide between
Czech and Slovak audiences. Plicka’s photographic, ethnographic, and musicological output was
prodigious, from the late 1920s onwards he began a second (or third or forth career) as a
documentary filmmaker in Slovakia and in Slovak communities abroad. Starting from 1928’s Za
slovenským ľudom, Plicka approached Slovak culture through the lenses of his earlier work as a
musician and a photographer, meticulously documenting the exotic aspects of Slovak (and to a
lesser extent, Rusyn) culture for Czech, Slovak, and international audiences. Like many early
film directors, Plicka had little to no formal training, relying on his amateur knowledge of
photography and supplementing this with his natural talent as an ethnographer. For Plicka, this
Slovakia, as of yet only barely codified and recognized as a political or social sphere, contained
a wealth of information which needed to be processed :
“On my trips after Slovak folksongs, I came to many lesser known and even unforgotten
areas, to which almost ‘no one’ had ever come up until then. No one, or rather, hardly
anyone except those with open eyes and trained ears. It’s no wonder. Ethnographic
Slovakia is a vast and extensive world, and there never will be enough of those who
could satisfy the need to write down, draw, and photograph this richness.”21
Although Plicka was wary of the mechanical “ripping” of folk songs and images from living
performances into mechanized fossils, he soon embraced the advantages of these modern
technologies, beginning to experiment with film starting in the mid-1920s as a “documentary
tool for ethnographic and folkloric events”

22,

which could satisfy, if not all of his documentary

impulses, at least most of them. Although the Matica slovenska and Plicka had worked together
21
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LACKOVÁ, Sylvia, LEXMANN, Juraj, and SLIVKA Martin [editors.] Karol Plicka vo filmovej
faktografii. Bratislava: Slovenský filmový ústav, 1983. p. 36
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closely numerous times on Plicka’s ethnographic photographical and musicological expeditions
throughout Slovakia, the organization strongly felt that a movie camera was necessary for the
broadening of their efforts in the young Czechoslovakia.

23

Archival records in Matica slovenska

24, where he
show that Plicka obtained a Pathé movie camera in the spring of 1926 in Prague

learned to use the new tool; only a few months later, Plicka writes Matica slovenska to arrange
the local permissions and cooperation necessary to start his cinematic work, saying:
“Please send a message immediately to inform the schools in Zliechova, and in Košecké
Rovné, as well as the parish office in Zliechova, that the ethnographic department of
Matica Slovenská proposes to, after a number of days/starting from the 14th of this
month, will be working there, and to: record songs, photograph, and to film scenes,
which the Zleichovans demonstrated in Trenčianské Teplice. Matica Slovenská requests
moral support for this significant work in these historic villages.” 25
Throughout much of 1926, 1927, and 1928, Plicka traveled through Slovakia (primarily in the
Liptov and Orava regions popularized by Socháň and Bohúň), recording film footage, as well as
continuing his other ethnographic activities. The resulting film Za slovenským ľudom was
received with great fanfare in the Slovak community on both sides of the ocean. Slovaks in
America marveled at Plicka’s ethnographic ambition, noting that the film was a “powerful piece
of cultural propagation”, which was “very sympathetically accepted by all of the Slovak and
even Czechoslovak public.” 26 The nationalistic and reactionary daily Slovák praised the film as
“something that is worthwhile for the part of our public, who does not have the possibility to see

KRČMERÝ, Štefan. Tri roky Matice slovenskej 1924-1926. Turčiansky sv. Martin: Matica slovenská,
1927. p. 8-9
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“Rok kultúrnej prace” Youngstownské slovenské novivny. May 3, 1929. p. 3

27 while the more centrist Slovenský dennik labeled the
all the treasures of our national spirit”,

film “the loveliest surprise of the year” and thrilled at seeing Slovaks on the screen “where one is
accustomed to seeing nowadays only the sorrows and joys of other nations.”
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The film

combined not only Plicka’s photographic knack (indeed many of the scenes depicted on film
were also photographed for Plicka’s and Matica slovenska’s later use) for finding the abstract
patterns in the Slovak countryside with the athletic and physical prowess of his subjects, who
dance traditional dances and display feats of strength while dressed in various traditional
regional kroje.
As with Plicka’s photographic and ethnographic work in the previous chapter, Za
slovenským ľudom was funded largely in part by Matica slovenska, which was seeing a
resurgence of popularity and importance following the dissolution of Austro-Hungary. Matica
slovenska’s mission of preserving, codifying, and unifying Slovak culture internally as well as
internationally, meshed with Plicka’s own natural urges to record and transmit. A second wellreceived documentary about highland Slovaks titled Po horách, po dolách followed in 1929,
which received an even wider domestic release than Plicka’s first film, as well as winning prizes
in international film and photographic competitions a few years later in 1932. Like Za
slovenským ľudom, Po horách, po dolách was also funded by Matica slovenska, and featured
much of the same style of content as Plicka’s debut film, this time featuring Slovaks By the
early 1930s, Plicka had begun producing documentaries for both Matica slovenska and private
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concerns, such as an informative non-fiction quasi-advertisement for the town of Piešťany’s
famous medicinal baths and mud treatments.
Plicka’s most famous film is his 1933 paean to Slovakia, Zem spieva, or The Earth Sings,
which combines scenes of rural Slovak folklore and traditional dress along with intertitles by the
Slovak poet and translator Ján Smrek. Curiously, although Plicka was an early proponent of the
ethnographic and educational possibilities of sound film, he elected to set the film to an
impressionistic score by the Czech composer František Škvor, despite declaring that sound film
as a medium is the “the ideal documentation” 29 in an interview with his collaborator Smrek only
a few years previously. While Plicka’s early work was often mere documentation for the sake of
preservation, Zem spieva is an expansion of Plicka’s more experimental photographic vision
Plicka takes the viewer on a musical and visual trip through Slovakia’s wild mountains not for
the sake of scientific observation, but to experience the poetic essence of Czechoslovakia’s most
exotic locales. As Bill Nichols notes in Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant-Garde, what
separated interwar documentary film from mere reportage like newsreels, was its artistic
pretensions 30. While the First Republic was full of newsreels documenting world events and
cultural phenomena from exotic locales, Slovakia included, Zem spieva represented two
complimentary, yet different intentions— to raise, on the one hand Czech appreciation and
awareness of Slovak culture, while simultaneously allowing Slovaks an opportunity to have their
own culture valued on equal standing with the more “sophisticated” and dominant Czech culture.

SMREK, Ján. “O práci pre zachovanie ľudovej piesne: rozhovor s jej znalcom a vášnývim sberateľom
Karlom Plickom.” Elán: mesiačník pre literaturu a umenie, March, 1933. p. 5
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Zem spieva’s Modernist influences are more strongly felt in its theoretical conception and
execution. While the film is a “sound” film in terms of its technical composition with Škvor’s
pre-recorded soundtrack, the film’s formal structure adheres more closely to the avant-garde
experimentation of the late silent film era, featuring no diagetic sound or dialogue, and only
intertitles explaining the significance of the scenes.
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This suited Plicka, as he explained in his

1932 article “Poznámky o filme — možnostiach a úlohách slovenských filmov”:
“Slovak films will be sound films, since today, unfortunately, it is impossible to
make any other kind. But they will certainly not be 100% dialogue films, perhaps thanks
to the producers, but an artistic and commercial error. In the interest of internationalism,
it will be necessary to curb dialogs and really, the entire weight which bears the
influence of the theatre, will have to be limited to the most modest, if not reduced
entirely for that matter, in order to make the film as understandable as it was at its
happiest, when it was silent. This mostly applies to the Slovak situation; we will not be
able to afford many films only for ourselves. It is better to produce little, but except that
which is thoughtful and valuable.” 32
Although such an approach to sound design was decidedly archaic, even in 1933, Plicka was
correct: this decision paradoxically increased Zem spieva’s international appeal. On the one hand,
the relegation of the Slovak language within the film to small, easily digested intertitles meant
that the film was easily accessible to Slovak populations in the United States, whose command of
the language might have been fossilized or had languished through the process of assimilation in
America.33 On the other hand, the focus on the more purely abstract visual and musicological
aspects of Slovak folk culture allowed the film to function as “poetry”, without the distraction or
potential friction of Slovak dialogue, an abstraction that also allowed the film to represent
LACKOVÁ, Slyvia, LEXMANN, Juraj, and SLIVKA Martin [eds.] Karol Plicka vo filmovej
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various different “Slovakias” for different audiences. While the American Slovaks rejoiced in
finding a poetiziation of their ancestral homeland, Slovakia’s most exotic and accessible
qualities, such as its visual splendor, its vital folk culture, and its melodies, were easily absorbed
by outsiders who did not require any specialized linguistic skill to appreciate them.
Additionally, Plicka’s long-time editor, the Czech avant-garde photographer and
filmmaker Alexandr Hackenschmied, was instrumental in reshaping the narrative structure of the
film through his assured editing style, and via his suggestion that Plicka shoot additional
introductory and ending footage. 34 Alexandr Hackenschmied was born into an intellectual family
of academics in Prague, and his childhood in the (then) industrial neighborhood of Karlín gave
him ample opportunity to visit the numerous cinemas around that part of the city,
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sowing the

seeds of his great interest in film and photography. Following his high school graduation,
Hackenschmeid began his architectural studies, but found himself drawn more strongly to
cinema and photography, and various global avant-gardes active in the 1920s and 1930s, such as
the work of Man Ray, the Soviet LEF group, Dziga Vertov, and more.
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While Hackenschmied

was active in photographic circles from his student days, starting in 1930, he began to make his
own films, more than a film enthusiast and a future film editor— he was a film theorist, a
photographer, and a filmmaker himself, deeply concerned with the possibilities of montage and
form. Hackenschmeid began editing the film in Prague in 1932, but completed the final cut after
Plicka returned from additional shoots in Slovakia with more footage.
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In a conversation with Martin Slivka, one of his former students, Plicka recounted his
views on the finished product:
“What do I want Zem spieva to say via film? I would be happy if it was approached
without interpretation. It deals with Slovakia as unknown as well as beautiful: the theme
of the film is the lives of people in a village and their holy relationship to nature. As the
film’s subtitles suggest, Zem spieva is a cinematic poem celebrating precious traditions;
it should be evidence of an enchantingly pure manifestation of life, which is so simple,
yet so important. And the film shows a world in which the our fathers’ healthy and
precious heritage has, by some miracle, been preserved in some regions until today.”37
In this sense, Plicka’s intentions for Zem spieva represent an inversion of the earlier ethnographic
assumptions that ethnographic subjects are worthy of documentation because of the interestingyet-flawed nature of their ancient practices. Instead, in both the content of Zem spieva and in his
comments to the press, Plicka explicitly rejects the predominant political push by Czech (and
some Slovak) political and cultural authorities to modernize and industrialize Slovakia.
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Rather,

the film’s premise is a twist on the time-honored modernist tradition of the city symphony, a
genre of early avant-garde filmmaking practiced by directors such as Walter Ruttmann and Dziga
Vertov, which sought to translate the immense vitality and activity of an urban space to the
reproducible and distributable form of cinema as a celebration of modern industrialization and
urbanization. While not every audience member could afford a trip to Berlin or Moscow, a city
symphony provided an impressionistic vision of such urban locales that could satisfy the
longings for new visual stimulation and locations for a reasonable price. Plicka’s vision for Zem
spieva followed a model similar to Ruttman’s and Vertov’s films, yet inverted. For the price of a
37
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mere ticket, audience members could journey away from the recently-renamed city of Bratislava,
deep into the wild Slovak mountains, where a visual feast of dancing, ethnic clothing and
stunning vistas awaited them, accompanied with rapturous song.
Although Zem spieva was produced under the auspices of Matica slovenska, the old
vanguard of Slovak national sentiment and as part of a series of governmental programs to
promote Slovak culture in the republic, not all Slovak activists were thrilled by Plicka’s aims or
the resources devoted to its production. As an anonymous letter in the Slovak periodical Nástup
declared:
“When we think about our devastated Slovakia’s economic ruin, about the misery of our
Slovak people, the overwhelming question mark which stands before our Slovak
intelligentsia is about the misery and scarcity at every step and yet on the other hand, we
are making our sole Slovak film ‘The Earth Sings’, and between these two, we clench
our teeth and deeply sigh. Yes, we sing! But the stomach doesn’t sing, it whines.39”

Still other Slovak critics noted that, despite Slovakia’s reliance on foreign producers and
directors focusing on “a narrow slice of Slovakia in Czech films”
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represented, as Štefan Hoza

wrote in Kinorevue, a promising step forward, (the film’s lack of Slovak financing
notwithstanding) giving hope that Zem spieva would usher in a new era of Czech and Slovak
films about Slovakia. 41 Other Slovak intellectuals argued amongst themselves as to whether or
not Zem spieva counted as ethnographic reportage,
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nationalist “gýč”, or a lyrical and stylized
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portrayal of Slovakia’s essence, as Vlado Clementis argued in 1933 43—clearly not all of Plicka’s
artistic experimentation was received in earnest. Perhaps the best sign of the film’s Czechoslovak
intent was how vociferously it was condemned on the grounds that Plicka himself was not
qualified to make such a film, as a non-Slovak. Although Czech critics often saw the film as
wonderful celebration of the venerated národní dílo tradition, the Czech public, on the other
hand—especially the fickle Prague audiences, at least according to the press, were not interested
in Zem spieva, because of the lingering effect of the “Slovak question” (the repeated calls for
Slovak autonomy) had poisoned the well of Czecho(Slovak) culture in the mind of the ordinary
Pražák 44. As the Czech critic Jaroslav Brož wrote:
“We had anticipated that, because, in this day and age, when the Slovak question is such
a burning domestic political problem of our state, a film about Slovak would be
especially welcomed and raise the interest of the public. But we were sadly disappointed.
The numerical balance sheet of the premier of Plicka’s film in Prague is a sad document
of the cultural ignorance of the Prague public.” 45
Although the film failed to find an audience in the larger Czech metropoles, Zem spieva’s
international release and distribution meant that the film was often seen by American Slovaks,
“who follow with great interest anything done in Slovakia” 46 , who turned it into both a means of
expressing ethnic pride in multi-cultural American cities, while also using it as an educational
tool for non-Slovaks and Slovaks alike. It is, thus, fitting that artistic ambition of Plicka’s last
film was greatest appreciated in American circles, where the Slovak question was either a
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whispered query among ethnic boosters in a neighborhood bar or forgotten entirely in the multicultural din in American cities.
While economic anxiety and nativist sentiment in some corners of Slovak society muted
the film’s reaction among hardline nationalists, Zem spieva was warmly received in other areas
not just as an artistic achievement, “something that does not have an analog in global [film]
production”, as the Czech daily Lidové noviny 47 called it, but as an educational tool, which would
show the Czech population that Slovak culture could transcend its reputation for provincialism.
Furthermore, Slovak cultural groups in America and the Czech lands scheduled screenings,
sometimes with Plicka’s participation in the case of the later, as a means of promoting
Czechoslovak unity. Although the film was shown fairly regularly in the 1930s, it was nearly lost
entirely during World War II when the original negatives were destroyed by fire in 1944;
afterwords, an imperfect and incomplete copy was salvaged from a positive negative in 1945.
Zem Spieva was a mixed success in Czechoslovakia, but, perhaps more importantly, it
was a striking critical success among avant-garde circles in America and Europe. Here, Zem
spieva was shown not only at Czech and Slovak ethnic theaters and events, but also in more
mainstream settings, such as the 1934 Venice Biennale, where Plicka was awarded the City Cup
of Venice for Best Director. American Slovak institutions were likewise more enthusiastic
audiences for Plicka’s films. A feature in the Youngstownské slovenské noviny, written by Matica
slovenksa’s Josef Ciník, conosidered Zem spieva living history, which captured “the most
important moments in Slovak life.”48 Unlike America, whose foundational historical moments
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CINÍK, Josef. “O filme Zem spieva.” Youngtownské slovenské noviny. February 14, 1936. p. 2

were dead and only experienced in museums, Ciník argued that in Zem spieva, “we Slovaks have
captured in this picture and its subject, all of the moving, speaking, and sounds of music on film
for our descendants, everything that Americans will never be able to capture of their own history
for themselves.”49 In other words, Zem spieva was able to codify, and solidify, foundational
moments in Slovak history and make them available to the entire nation— similar in many
regards to the original aim of ethnographic photography, albeit with a greater power to preserve,
to fix in time, and to replicate.
The relative success of the film encouraged Matica slovenska to again provide Plicka
with funding and resources for his next feature-length film, 1936’s Za Slovákmi od New Yorku po
Mississippi. While Zem spieva focused on Plicka’s attempts to bring the rhythms and visuals of
life in the Slovak highlands to a diverse, urban audience in Czechoslovakia as part of building a
modernist Czechoslovak culture, Za Slovákmi instead focused on Slovak expatriate communities
and Matica slovenska’s activities in America, as Plicka documented the arrival of three of the
organization’s top officials (Jozef Škultéty, Jozef Cincík, and Josef Cíger-Hronský) to the United
States, and the ways in which the ethnographic mission of Matica Slovenska was replicated in
America. Often considered “only reportage”
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by Czech and Slovak film critics, this film was

not widely shown in Czechoslovakia; however, it did receive a release in America via fraternal
and civic American Slovak organizations such as the Slovak Catholic Sokol, and the First
Catholic Ladies Slovak Association, another sign of the strong cultural interchange between
Slovaks in Czechoslovakia and those in America, which lasted up until World War II.
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Although Plicka is more widely known today, in terms of contemporary historiography of
Slovak film, Vladimír Úhlela was another contemporary of Plicka whose personal history bears
many similarities to Plicka’s own. Úhlela was born in Vienna in 1888, studied physiology and
botany in Prague and Straussbourg, and, after receiving his doctorate, he became enamored with
the possibilities of film after being exposed to it through his postgraduate research. 51 After a stint
in military prison during World War I for being a “dangerous Panslavist”, 52 Úhlela was released,
served honorably, and then returned to Czechoslovakia where he became both an academic in
Brno, and a public intellectual,

acting as the science editor for Lidové Noviny as well as

contributing to numerous other publications. Like Plicka, Úhlela was a passionate devotee of
folklore, collecting songs and documenting folk culture, not only in Moravia, but in Slovakia as
well. Although a well known popularizer of science in popular media (including in cinema as
well as print), in the early 1930s, Úhlela devoted himself to making ethnographic films, focusing
especially on the borderlands between Moravia and Slovakia, where Slovak communities thrived
in the mountains.
Although Úhlela made several smaller films on ethnographic themes such as Slovácká
píseň and Slovácká svatba, he is most known for his full-length ethnographic drama/
documentary Mizející svet/Miznúci svet shot and released in 1932. Although the film has many
ethnographic moments featuring Moravian Slovak villagers from the locations it was shot in, the
film is a romantic drama at its core, as it follows the troubles of a young Czech ethnographer,
Stana Horná, who has come from Prague to a small village on the border of Moravia and
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Slovakia to document the inhabitants customs, songs, and kroj. As young Stana becomes more
enthralled with the village and a certain young villager, she finds herself integrating more and
more into village life, until the arrival of her friends from Prague shatter the dream. Despite her
attempts to become fully integrated into village life, the village and its inhabitants vanish,
leaving the young ethnographer standing in the middle of an empty room, alone.
At its heart Miznúci svet represented, in many ways, a fundamentally Czechoslovak
approach to “traditional” Slovak culture, where the dividing line between Slovak and Czech is
one not necessarily of language or ethnicity, but of a rural-urban divide. Despite its ethnic
ambiguity, the Slovak press praised the film, especially on its visual merits, and eagerly
considered it one of their own. Slovenská krajina enthusiastically complimented the film’s
“beautiful kroj” as “a treat for the eyes”53, whereas Slovenský dennik enjoyed the film, but
negatively compared it to the works of Plicka, saying that if it were not for Plicka’s film,
“[Miznúci svet] will most likely be considered our first folkloric film, which has no
antecedent.” 54 Even the stoutly nationalist and famously anti-Czech Slovák grudgingly approved
of parts of the film, even though “[Miznúci svet] does not manage to overcome Plicka’s Slovak
film of this kind”, it was a sound film, “which captured the disappearing life of Slovak villages
on the Moravian border” and the scenes “where the swift life of the majestic lads is best
illustrated through dance.”55 The contrast between Úhela’s and Plicka’s visions was further
intensified following its debut in 1932, as a review of Zem spieva in Slovenský denník praised
Plicka’s film via a backhanded swipe at Miznúci svet, saying “Zem spieva isn’t one of those
53
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films which are constructed with cold calculation, inorganically loaded down with so called
natural or ethnographic ‘action’ shots, as was, for example, in the distracting moments in the
otherwise superb Miznúci svet” 56
, intensifying the competition between the two most prominent
Slovak-themed films of the early 1930s.
Although Plicka’s films were heavily influenced by the Modernist leanings of the Czech
avant-garde and Bauhaus, Úhlela’s film was in many ways, a different aesthetic experience.
Since Plicka’s background in photography meant that he often preferred immaculately composed
static shots, with an emphasis on the geometrical patterns he so often found in the Slovak
countryside, the collective footage shot by Otakar Schütz, Jan Calábek, Josef Střecha, and Josef
Bůzek used in Miznúci svet is often frenetically active, soaring and zooming around the
landscape like a bird, and calling to mind (as the reviewer in Slovák contemptuously pointed out)
the “Soviet”57 influences of the film. Montage sequences also abound throughout the film,
repeating shots of the countryside, the growth of plants, the changing of seasons— the very same
subjects which were often found in Plicka’s photographic and cinematic work, only viewed
through the lens of a different approach to cinematography.
However, despite their differences of setting and their treatment of other external
cinematic factors, such as sound, Plicka’s films and Úhlela’s lone ethnographic feature film do
share several similarities. Both films revolve around the allure of leaving civilized, urban
environments and reconnecting with older traditions in the countryside. Furthermore, these films
sought to break free of the rigid trappings of purely ethnographic films in a variety of ways:
BALLO, Ivan. “Zem spieva. (o prvom slovenským filme zvukom)” Slovenský denník. January 10,
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through the hybridization of genre (e.g. Zem spieva’s mixture of the ethnographic film with
elements of the city symphony genre, or Miznúci svet’s combination of non-fiction ethnography
and fictional melodrama), by incorporating a variety of techniques from Czech or international
avant-gardes such as montage and geometrical compositions, and by creating an impressionistic
portrait of the experience of Slovakia without relying on the objective aims of scientific film
making. And paradoxically, despite their attempts at creating “Czecho-Slovak” Slovak films, or
films about Slovaks and Slovakia within the context of a unified Czechoslovak nation, both
directors were, in many ways failures at creating films that transformed their own personal
aestheticizations of the Slovak experience into a more unifying one; Plicka’s films were
embraced only in Slovakia and among a select group of the urban Czech cultural elite, whereas
Úhlela’s film languished in obscurity on all fronts— neither Slovak enough for the Slovak
nationalists, nor exotic enough for an urban Czech audience.

5.3 Fascism and the Rise of Slovak Domestic Production

As we briefly saw in the end of the last chapter, the nationalistic mass produced images
favored by both foreign ethnographers and Slovaks themselves could quickly be repurposed to
promote various political ideologies, and documentary film was no exception. With the rise of
Josef Tiso and the Slovak fascists in the mid-to-late 1930s, the Czecho-Slovak interests in
Slovakia (most elegantly embodied in Plicka’s documentary and pedagogical work) found
themselves under attack by Slovak nationalists. Indeed, many hardliners took offense the
prominence of Czech and foreign directors producing films about Slovakia and for Slovaks, or

alternately ignoring the Slovak market altogether, despite the fact that Czech cinemas and
cinema production companies were far more numerous, successful, and well-funded.58 As a
result, on November 4th, 1938, Slovak fascists began to purge not only foreign influences (such
as Soviet cinema) from Slovak movie theatres, but also began to initiate a broader range of
policies which would eventually forbid Jews, Czechs, and other minorities from owning,
operating, or participating in the Slovak cinema industry59, with the notable exception of a
handful of state-approved Czech directors and cameramen like Eugen Mateíčka and Bohuš
Havránek. 60 In order to satisfy the need for cinema, the fascist Slovak government appealed for
outside help in order to replace the technical knowledge and talent driven away or excluded by
their policies. In addition to receiving aid from fascist film organizations in Vienna, Berlin, and
else, the Slovak Republic set up three organizations for making non-fiction films: Nástup (which
produced primarily weekly newsreels), Školfilm (which produced educational films), and Lúč (a
film monthly company which produced primarily cultural films)61. These organizations were
responsible for producing nearly all of Slovak non-fiction films produced before 1950.
While many of the prominent non-Slovak figures in early Slovak cinema such as Karel
Plicka were driven out of Slovakia during the fascist period, a handful of Slovak directors such
as Paľo Bielik were able to continue, openly and sometimes covertly, the cinematic process
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started by Plicka. Bielik, whose acting and fiction films I will examine in the next two chapters,
along with other young Slovak filmmakers in the late First Republic and fascist period had
mostly learned their craft through either their time in the film industry as actors (in the case of
Bielik) or through studying with Plicka and other instructors at (or loosely affiliated with) the
Bratislava-based School of Applied Arts, a revolutionary institution which featured instruction
not just in photography and filmmaking, but also graphic design, painting, advertising,
typography, and textile design.62 However, regardless of their background, the young Slovak
filmmakers quickly found themselves actively constrained by governmental and industrial
censorship, which sought to exorcise the “dangerous” elements harmful to the Slovak nation
entirely from Slovak cinematic production. In practice, this meant not only purging Slovak
cinema of the thematic and formal innovations imported from abroad, but also eliminating the
influences of a trio of dangerous domestic ingredients— namely the “Czech-Jewish-Bolshevik” 63
influence.
Nearly all of the official fascist cinematic output during the short-lived Slovak Republic
seems to have focused solely on two non-fiction fronts— periodic newsreels depicting the
activities of the Slovak fascist troops in World War II, and so-called “kultúrne filmy”, or
“cultural films” 64, which were an evolution of the pre-war ethnographic films (often influenced
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as well by Weimar and Fascist-era German nationalist films)

65,

designed to promote a sense of

Slovak nationalism and patriotism. The roots of these cultural films can be traced back to the
1930s, with the rise of ethnographic feature films like Zem spieva about Slovakia, however,
unlike Plicka’s work, scarcely little attention was paid to making an ethnographically accurate
recording of Slovak life; rather, these cultural films were to celebrate an idealized “Slovakia”. On
November 5, 1934, the Spolok priateľov kulúrneho filmu na Slovenksu was formed in
Bratislava, which sought, as part of its educational mission, to establish “cinemas only for
cultural film” in Bratislava and to coordinate with a wide circle of Slovak cultural organizations
throughout Slovakia to make “cultural films an accessory in the upbringing of children and
uplifting the public.” 66 In addition to being an educational tool, Slovak nationalists also saw film
as a means to transcend the stereotypes of Slovakia as “a beautiful, but poor, land where life is
very primitive”67 that had been established in prior ethnographic and documentary work. A
second, less-frequently articulated goal (at least not publicly) was to “make Slovak film
production at least as well-regarded as those done by other bigger nations.”
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Finally, drive for

documentary cinema in the Fascist Republic was, ironically, based on an idea which would later
be co-opted by the socialist regime a few years later, namely that “film will help raise up a new
kind of person,” 69 informing the Slovak population not only about various topical concerns, but
also teaching them what it precisely means to be “Slovak”.
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In February of 1942, Paľo Bielik, who had been a celebrated actor in the interwar
Czechoslovak cinema as well as the Slovak National Theatre, found himself unemployed for
budgetary and “other creative” reasons 70, and so, in need of work, he turned to the newly formed
Slovak film agency Nástup for work as a librettist, before finding a position in the departments
of short films and cultural films, respectively. Bielik, in many was was an accidental filmmaker,
one who “fell into film”, and often felt quite ambivalent in regards to the medium. In a 1967
interview in Tvorba, Bielik recounted his first accidentally exposures to cinema both as a
director and as a spectator:
“I fell, as the say, straight legged into film. It was even worse, like when you throw a
non-swimmer into cold water. Save yourself, if you know how! And I’ve saved myself
up until now. But I can’t manage to get away from film.”71
Bielik began his career directing short documentary and cultural films without any formal
training, relying on his experiences in front of a camera during his career as an actor in the first
Czechoslovak Republic. Although he was forced to work with the fascist regime during this
period, the early documentaries which Bielik produced during this period were, as apolitical as
possible under the regime. 1942’s O zdravie robotnika, was a short film about a newly
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established sanatorium 72and 1943’s Pod holým nebom , was
a 14-minute “artistic reportage”
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focused on the daily activities around a traditional Oravian shepherding hut and “the romantic
splendor of the Slovak countryside.”

75 Some

of Bielik’s other documentaries during this period

included works on fishes and the sport of fishing76 (1943’s Hlavátky), the manufacture and
demonstration of traditional Slovak valášky in Miznúca romantika (1943), and the production of
flour and bread in Chlieb náš každodenný (1943). Although not all of Bielik’s wartime
documentaries focused on the purely folkloric or ethnographic, by and large, they were films
about the Slovak countryside and again, consistent with the aims of earlier ethnographic work.
While it appeared that Bielik would spend the war attempting to draw little attention to
himself with his documentaries on traditional Slovak subjects, the eruption of the Slovak
National Uprising in August of 1944 suddenly changed the young director’s career trajectory.
While in the midst of shooting an unrelated film Hanka sa vydáva in Brezena, Bielik and his
crew caught wind of the Uprising and immediately rushed to join. As Bielik recalled in 1961, the
group not only met with the partizáns in order to get footage of the historic event, they actually
joined the uprising itself:
“The Uprising caught me in Brezena during the filming of Hanka sa vydáva. There were
4 other filmmakers with me: Krška, Richter, Plavec, a Sekula. We became lieutenants,
they gave us uniforms, and we began to film. I led a group and wrote a scenario under
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the name ‘Odboj 1944’. Krška filmed. It’s thanks to him that we have authentic material
from those days.”77

This raw reportage, which Bielik shot during his time in Brezena was later renamed, re-edited
and repurposed into Bielik’s 1945 documentary Za slobodu, although some of the film was lost
when unknown persons stumbled upon the hiding place of some of the most sensitive footage:
“We buried part of the film negative underground in the village of Nemce in a graveyard
underneath a tombstone. Some strangers, thinking that they found some treasure,
collected the film strips, exposed them to light, and once again overexposed them. So
they destroyed 10 meters of an extraordinarily valuable film.” 78
Although Za slobodu did not premier during the war and was only finished in 1945 79, it
nonetheless served as a potent anti-fascist symbol, burnishing the bona-fides of Bielik’s group of
directors and cameramen as well as Bielik’s own reputation as an anti-fascist filmmaker. The
surviving film centers around the narrative retelling and reconstruction not just of the uprising,
but also of the “often frequently catastrophic consequences” of the doomed resistance 80, a
thematically daring approach which was seldom replicated later documentaries. Furthermore, Za
slobodu served as an aesthetic turning point for Slovak documentary film— while previous
documentary films about Slovakia had focused on the stylization of the Slovak experience,
mediating reportage via romantic conceptions of the Slovak countryside alá Plicka, Bielik’s film
focused on documentary realism, providing a cinematic experience that was out of touch with the
JANEK, Miroslav. “Vzpomínky a plány Paľa Bielka” Tvorba: list pro kritiku a umění. January 12,
1961. no. 2, p. 29
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postwar “antifascist euphoria” 81: it did not receive widespread distribution, being withdrawn by
governmental officials because of it was “inappropriate for the delicate nature of the theme”

82;

it

featured actual reportage, shot under dangerous conditions; and it did not glamorize or stylize the
Uprising. In short, Za slobodu can be seen as evidence of the first glimmers of cinematic neorealism in Slovak documentary filmmaking.

5.4 Postwar Rupturing: Documentary Filmmaking from 1945 to 1950
While the rise of fascism heralded the end of his career as a filmmaker, Karel Plicka’s
legacy and influence on the burgeoning Slovak film industry was only beginning. Before World
War II, Plicka had briefly held the position of film instructor in the experimental and short-lived
Academy of the Applied Arts in Bratislava, before the institution was shuttered due to rising antiCzech and Hungarian sentiment. While this institution was short-lived, the School of Applied
Arts n 1946, several months the reunification of Czechoslovakia, Plicka was appointed the first
dean of the Filmová a televizní fakulta Akademie Múzických umenie (FAMU) 83, in charge of not
only educating future Czech professionals, but also, the first major generation of academicallytrained Slovak film professionals. Although the Slovak students began matriculating into FAMU
in the late 1940s and early 1950s, director Eduard Grečner (one of the first Slovaks to go to the
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academy) noted that a vast educational gap existed between the Slovak students and their Czech
classmates.
Although FAMU contributed enormously to the creation of a stable and thriving Slovak
film industry from the 1950s onwards, Slovak documentary cinema (and indeed Slovak cinema
as a whole) featured a rupture, from the mid 1940s to the early 1950s, as directors who had
enthusiastically participated in the fascist Slovak Republic’s film program were “discredited”

84.

While some directors such as Paľo Bielik had served in the anti-fascist resistance during the war,
those who had not found themselves in the position of Plicka and other minority filmmakers in
Slovakia in the 1940s— unwelcome and unemployed. As a result, Slovak documentary
production sharply declined in postwar years of the 1940s, with an average of 7 non-fiction films
per year produced from 1945 to 1948 85, as the most visionary and politically safe directors (such
as Bielik) and talented beginners such as Ján Kadár rapidly transitioned into feature
filmmaking86. Despite newly increased state support and the establishment of institutions such as
FAMU, Slovak nonfiction cinema remained fairly moribund for much of the late 1940s through
the early 1960s, due to a lack of qualified personnel and, from 1948 onwards, the newly
established socialist government’s ideological demands. 87 These demands, somewhat
paradoxically, were very similar to those espoused by the fascist government: to unify Slovaks
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around visual tropes and folklore, to show the modernization of Slovakia and the tangible
benefits of the state, 88 and to build a more-ideologically pure Slovak society 89 through the use of
mass produced images.
Perhaps the single most stereotypical “identifying characteristic” of a Slovak film,
documentary or otherwise, during the postwar and early Socialist years was a reliance on the
folkloric motifs and ethnographic themes which had been become so throughly codified by the
1950s. As we saw in the previous chapter, this particular fascination with folk culture was hardly
a Socialist invention, as it drew on the ethnographic traditions which were so popular in the late
Austro-Hungarian through interwar periods. Given that amateur ethnographers such as Pavel
Socháň eagerly embraced photography as a way of documenting indigenous practices in an effort
to distinguish regions and establish Slovak cultural identity during periodic moments of cultural
trauma, ethnic repression, and attempts at forced assimilation 90 , it remains a little surprising how
quickly the postwar and socialist regimes embraced these formerly divisive aesthetic elements.
While cinema had been nationalized by the Czechoslovak government-in-exile in August of 1945
as an important national resource, folk culture was also nationalized in Slovakia by presidential
decree on November 7, 1945 91. This decree also resulted in the creation of the first Slovak folk
art collective, the Ústredie ľudovej umeleckej výroby, whose aims were to preserve
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While ethnographic and folkloric activities had been decidedly controversial in the First
Czechoslovak Republic and consisted of a definite part of the fascist propaganda machine during
the war, following the 1948 Socialist Putsch, the socialist government further reaffirmed the need
for folkloric collectives by creating the Slovenský ľudový umelecký kolekív in 1949. Even
further still, the regime stated explicitly ten years later, in 1959, that “folk arts and folk
handicrafts make up an important part of our socialist culture”,

92

further sanctioning not just the

practice of these traditional pastimes, but affording them legal protection and financial support,
albeit fossilizing these living traditions even more effectively than the ethnographic projects of
the late Austro-Hungarian and interwar periods.
By the early 1950s, Socialists had not only assumed control of the government, but were
also looking to infiltrate or redirect certain cultural outlets for the purposes of creating socialist
educational entertainment. The creation of Slovak folkloric collectives such as the Slovenský
ľudový umelecký kolektív (SĽUK) in the late 1940s, along with the overwhelming familiarity
with mass produced images of Slovakia The prevalence of interest in the folkloric trappings of
Slovak films in both the Czech and Slovak lands was, at one point, so prevalent that Czech film
critic and dramaturge Jaroslav Boček vociferously complained that “…the Slovak cinema
watched over the adjective ‘Slovak’ caring much less about the noun ‘cinema’. No wonder there
was such a rash of folklore, embroidered blouses, and national songs, since Czech directors
could hardly be expected to understand Slovakia any different from the exotic, folklore, or tourist
angle.”93 Compounding Boček’s irritation at the more stereotypical depictions of national
92
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identity was the fact that “these same features [folkloric trappings] began to creep even into the
work of the emerging directors,” to which the Czech critic added “Slovak cinema saw its raison
d’etre in its very existence…such traits can be found in the beginnings of any cultural
endeavor.”94 Boček’s paternal dismissal of Slovak cinema was, sadly, not an isolated incident,
and echoes some of the earlier critiques of earlier ethnographic films by Plicka and others.
5.6 Conclusion
As we have seen in this chapter, Slovak documentary film followed the footsteps of
earlier ethnographers and ethnographic photographers, whose original mission was to document
and to codify Slovak ethnicity through the collection, reportage, and standardization of cultural
and visual tropes. These early documentaries, like those in static media, were predominantly
produced by non-Slovaks, who turned to Slovakia to record ways of living which had already
receded out of living memory elsewhere. Although these early documentary films by Czech
directors could be divisive amongst the Slovak intellectual community in Czechoslovakia, they
were eagerly embraced by Slovaks living elsewhere as a necessary connection to their cultural
roots in Slovakia, a connection that was prized not only for its entertainment value, but also for
its ability to educate Slovaks abroad and in Czechoslovakia in the fundamental aspects of Slovak
culture.
Since Slovak documentary films also were the fundamental cinematic output of Slovak
directors from the beginnings of the Slovak Republic in 1939 through the beginnings of the
Slovak feature film era in the 1950s, they also proved to be the fundamental training ground for
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young Slovak directors, who (as we shall see more explicitly in the next chapter) incorporated
several aesthetic aspects of documentary filmmaking into their own feature film works.In each of
these different eras of documentary film production, however, one constant remains— a
continuation of the aestheticization of Slovakia which had begun with engravers and
photographers in the 19th century. The replicability of these aesthetics also helped ensure the
spread of certain aspects of Slovak visual culture in the countryside, despite the occasional
attempt to bring cinematic focus and cultural attention to Slovak urban communities. These
attempts were ultimately foiled by the implied formal and aesthetic needs of the specifically
“Slovak” documentary: since Slovak culture had been so rigorously defined through its
codification period as a “rural” identity, attempts focus on other aspects of Slovak identity (either
in other urban locales or through a de-romanticization of the Slovak countryside) were met with
political, cultural, and social resistance.

Chapter IV - CHANGING A UDIENCE, CHANGING TIMES: THE MASS PRODUCED IMAGE IN
SLOVAK FEATURE FILM FROM 1921 TO 1953
“…V nášom ľude síce žije povedomie prítulnosti k rodnej hrude, ľud si uvedomuje aj príslušnost
k tej skupine ľudí, ktorí hovoria jeho rečou, ale národné uvedomenie, povedomie Slováka
nevycibrilo sa v cit, a tým menej prešlo do krvi.” - Rev. Ján Porubský1

The unusual genesis of the Slovak film industry did not merely affect non-fiction
filmmaking, but fictional feature film filmmaking as well, which developed haltingly between
1921 and the early 1950s. In this chapter, I will examine how Slovak fictional feature films
(defined here as films whose fictional elements and extended run times allowed them to be the
primary attraction on a theatrical program) reflected changing senses of Slovak ethnic and
national identity, but the interchange between the commodification of the cinematic mass
produced image and the Slovak communities which consumed them. As with photography and
lithography, Slovak fictional feature films emerged as a part of a long-running cultural
interchange between Slovak expatriate groups in America, Czechs, and Slovaks themselves,
instead of springing up as an autochthonous national art. Similarly to documentary filmmaking,
Slovak feature filmmaking drew heavily on previously codified forms of folk culture not only in
terms of its subject matter, but also often in terms of its aesthetics and techniques, which served
as a basis for telling and re-telling national, regional, and ethnic narratives. However, unlike
documentary filmmaking whose primary aim was factual reportage and documentation of certain
cultural and visual phenomenon, Slovak fictional feature filmmaking was often employed to give
an impressionistic view of Slovakia’s social, cultural, and geographical uniqueness.

PORUBSKÝ, Ján. Quoted in: ČULEN. Konštántin. Slováci v Amerike. Turčiansky Sv. Martin: Matica
slovenská, 1938. p. 430. Rev. Porubský was one of the leading Slovak clergy among congregations in
Pittsburgh, Scranton, and Cleveland.
1

Paradoxically, while these fiction films sought to reproduce predominantly Slovak culture (often
for a predominantly Slovak audience), they were aided by not only an international interchange
between Slovak and international filmmakers, but also through the widespread importation of
foreign films into Slovak lands.
Slovak feature films began as a handful of (mostly) foreign-produced Slovak films in the
1920s and 1930s, and haltingly developed during the short-lived Slovak Republic, as the fascist
government embarked on a process of kinofikácia, attempting to create a viable cinema industry.
While other neighboring cinematic cultures had already developed and expanded their own
domestic feature film production during the interwar period, full-fledged Slovak feature films (as
we known them) first began appearing after World War II. Instead, Slovak feature filmmakers
during this phase of early feature film development often found themselves working within the
realm of kultúrny film, a category borrowed from the German-language film industry, whose goal
was to promote certain cultural practices and reinforce Slovak cultural identity via shorter films.
These kultúrne filmy were not quite documentary, but not long enough to be considered, features
per se. As L. Javorinský noted in a 1943 article in Nová mládež, “[kultúrny] film is younger than
feature film, but it always has even more possibilities for further development and expansion.”

2

Cheaper to produce, and requiring only the bare rudiments of a narrative, these cultural films
marked several important milestones in the evolution of the mass produced image: firstly they
represented a turn away from the interwar cultural dialogue between Slovaks, Czechs, and
Czechoslovaks in Czechoslovakia and their American counterparts; secondly, they marked a
period of fossilization in the content of mass produced Slovak images, as they incorporated the
JAVORINSKÝ, L. “Neskutočný život na plátne - film, námet a vyhotovenie.” Nová mládež. March 1,
1943. p. 12
2

visual symbols codified by earlier photographic and ethnographic works with little change; and
lastly,

6.1 SLOVAK CROSS-CULTURAL POLLINATION AND THE FORMATION OF SLOVAK FEATURE
FILMMAKING

As I discussed in the previous chapter, generally speaking, Slovak cinema has one of the
most unusual developmental histories out of all national cinemas, developing rather later than in
other neighboring regions and entirely bypassing entire cinematic periods of adoption,
experimentation, and genre codification. While the Czechs rapidly embraced the new medium,
3
Slovaks did not, creating only 14 short films between the years of 1895 and 1920
. Although

Slovaks were aware of the need for cinema, Slovak early films were almost entirely non-existent
for much of the golden age of silent cinema, owing to a lack of technical and financial support.
The solution to both of these early problems would come via America, or more specifically,
Slovak immigrants living in the large diaspora communities in American urban centers.
In 1920, a group of Chicago-based Slovak expatriates featuring two Slovak expatriate
brothers, Jaroslav and Daniel Siakeľ, and their boss, Andrej Šuster, a well-known Slovak activist
and owner of the Selig Polygraph Company, formed the Tatra Film Corporation, Inc. 4. This new
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corporation was primarily financed by Šustek 5though his connections among American Slovak
communities6 allowed him to sell stock in the newly formed corporation; Slovaks in Slovakia
could also buy stock in the corporation, for the sum of fifty dollars a share.

7

By November of

1920, Tatra Film had raised nearly $30 000 from various financial backers 8 for their first venture,
a silent feature film about the life and death of Juraj Jánošík, entitled simple Jánošík.
Although the Siakeľs had little formal training in filmmaking, directing, or cinema in
general, they found eager participants on both sides of the Atlantic, recruiting Chicago locals Ján
Závodný and František Horlivý (a Czech director of amateur theater) to help with the business
operations and production. Jaroslav Siakeľ would be the director, and his brother Daniel would
be the first camera operator ,9 although . The screenplay itself was based on several sources; the
original screenplay by Jozef Žák-Marušiak was to be based on Gustáv Maršall Petrovský’s 1895
novel Jánošík, kapitán horských chlapcov, jeho búrlivý život a hrozná smrť , however, it appears
that only a third of the script was finished in time for the film’s shoots in Slovakia.

10

Instead,

Siakeľ incorporated significant parts of Jiří Mahen’s 1910 stageplay Jánošík, itself based largely
on local legends reimagined by 19th century Slovak Romantic poets.11 The lead role of the
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eponymous bandit was played by Teodore Píštek, a well known Czech stage actor, and most of
the other roles were played by untrained amateurs from the Siakeľ Brothers’ home village of
Blatnica and Vrutky, where much of the external footage was filmed.12
Although I will deal more thoroughly with Jánošík’s cultural legacy in the next chapter
on national heroes, its commercial, production and performance history reveal some key insights
about the development of Slovak feature films. In terms of box office success, Jaroslav Siakeľ’s
film was a minor success in Czechoslovakia, receiving excellent reviews in Slovak newspapers,
and playing to enthusiastic audiences in what few theaters existed in Slovakia for much of the
1920s13; however, the Czech and German-spekaing popular and critical reaction to the film
seems to have been mixed. For example, the Brno-based Czech critic Karel Dostál-Lutinov
wrote that the film was “beautiful”, but “lacked the artfulness of the great films”.

14

On the other

hand, a review in the German-language daily Prager Presse “offered a hearty welcome to our
American brethren… (since so many Slovaks live in America)” for providing a film on Slovakia,
“where one can still find the old world.” The review was generally positive, although most of the
praise centered on the film’s exotic setting “in the beauty of the High Tatras” and the film’s
“illustration” of Slovak folk culture. 15 Although the film received a Czech release in Prague and
Brno, Jánošík appears to have been rarely shown as a feature outside of Slovakia within
Czechoslovakia; instead it seems to have been most frequently screened as part of Slovak
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cultural events, often sponsored by fraternal organizations like Matica slovenska in Slovakia as
well as the Czech Lands and abroad. However, perhaps more importantly, it was a regional hit in
America; the film was show in packed movie theaters among the Slovak exile communities in
cities like Pittsburgh, Johnstown, Cleveland 16, Wilkes-Barre,

and Chicago, drawing

approximately 70 000 spectators in its first few months on the American market.

17

Also,

unusually, Jánošík’s two directors of photography — Daniel Siakeľ (who used a camera
manufactured by Šuster’s American corporation, Selig Polygraph) and Oldřich Beneš, who used
a European camera, meant that two versions of the film were made— one for an American
market and American projection systems, and another for the Czechoslovak market, shot
simultaneously. Unfortunately, despite Jánošík’s apparent commercial successes, Tatra Film’s
massive expenditures on shooting costs, suspected financial mismanagement, the lack of Slovak
film infrastructure in Czechoslovakia and the broader Czechoslovak public’s general indifference
meant that the firm closed its doors shortly after the film’s original theatrical run18.
Although there were a few other attempts at creating Slovak feature films during the
1920s, the lack of governmental or adequate private financing in the wake of Tatra Film’s demise
severely limited these attempts. Despite the lack of resources for Slovak feature films, a handful
of American Slovaks attempted, as the Siakeľ Brothers and Šuster had, to create feature films for
the American Slovak and Czecho-Slovak market. Ján Barta, an American Slovak and co-founder
of another early Slovak production studio Barto-Jamriško along with Pavol Jamriška, produced a
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second Slovak feature film, Strídža spod hája in 1922, an adaptation of a theatrical melodrama
by Ferko Urbánek.19 However, Barta’s re-immigration back to America in 1924 put an end to
Barto-Jamriško and Strídža spod hája was ultimately lost, save for its screenplay and some
principal photography.20 A few other Slovak feature films followed in the later middle portion of
the 1920s such as Cyril Kašpar’s Výlet Pana Broučka na Mars, Záhadný případ, and Pytlácka
schovanka (in 1922,1924, and 1925 respectively), but little remains of these films except their
titles and dates of production. 21 Further development of Slovak feature film would wait until the
1930s, when a handful of Czech directors such as Martin Frič again attempted to make Slovak
feature films. Martin Frič, one of the most popular Czech directors of the interwar period,
originally began his film career as an actor in Czech silent films, but by the mid 1920s, had
transitioned almost entirely into his more-famous role as a director. Frič’s films, Czech or
Slovak, were widely celebrated in the press for their formal innovations, that is to say, Frič’s
devotion to the unique possibilities of the cinematic medium, and a “lack of theatricality”.

22

Frič

was also a was a close friend and confidant of Karel Plicka, who consulted on Frič’s most
famous Slovak-language film, a 1935 sound remake of Jánošík, starring future director and early
Slovak matinee idol Paľo Bielik. Frič’s version of Jánošík did not stray far from the source
material or the setting of Jaroslav Siakeľ’s earlier verison, however, Frič incorporated a number
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of visual innovations in his film which were impossible in the early 1920s: the camerawork is
fluid and lyrical, often following Paľo Bielik as he leaps and bounds across the screen; the
sound-sync film not only features Slovak dialogue, but also traditional Slovak folksongs, often to
the great delight of the Slovak and Slovak American audiences;23 and finally, Frič also
incorporates a range of German Expressionist and Soviet techniques into the film. Frič’s film
also received a wider distribution in the Czech Lands than the first Jánošík, with regular
theatrical runs in Czech cinemas24 and was widely praised for its pacing, its editing, and that
Frič’s transformation of the regional-specific anti-Hungarian folk hero into “a rebel and a bandit,
standing as an advocate of the poor against the lords, an adversary of injustice and lordly
despotism, which grows into a great living symbol for today’s real fight against social
exploitation.” 25 Like the first Jánošík, Frič’s remake also proved to quite popular abroad,
receiving wide distribution throughout the United States as well as the United Kingdom. In
Slovakia, unsurprisingly, the film was a hit as well, although, again, the relative lack of Slovak
cinemas (in comparison with the Czech and international market) reduced its overall financial
impact. As Jánošík was perhaps the most successful of all interwar Slovak feature films, it will
be discussed in greater depth in the next chapter.
As we can see, in an era when neighboring national cinemas (such as Austrian, German,
and Czech cinema) were rapidly advancing and innovating the artistry and commercial
C.f. “Ešte Jánošík a tá ‘bratská láska’” Slovenská obrana. Jan. 26, 1937. p. 3, “Nedožičí Slovákom Ani
Jánošíka.” Slovenská obrana. Jan. 12, 1937 p. 4. It should be noted that despite the Slovenská obrana’s
severe Hlinkaist bent, even the most resolutely autonomist letter writers were overjoyed to see any form
of film about Jánošík, even if it was by a hated “Czechoslovak” director, or coopted Slovak themes for a
Czech/American audience.
23

C.f. Advertisements in Český Lloyd, July 7th, 1936 p.4, “Od českého filmu k Jánošíkovi” in: Světozor,
vol. 36, p. 76.
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“Od českého filmu k Jánošíkovi” in: Světozor, vol. 36, p. 76.

possibilities of the feature film, Slovak feature film production was relegated to a handful of
small regional “features”, and two moderately successful films which were produced by
American Slovaks and Czechs. These two First Republic Jánošíks by Siakeľ and Frič are in
many ways films about outsiders and exiles coming to understand Slovak culture within the
construct of broader Czechoslovak culture, refracting the well-known regional myth of Juraj
Jánošík, the bandit of Terchova, into an American tragic melodrama (Siakeľs version) or an
expressionistic action film with folkloric elements (Frič’s verison). While these films do not
attempt to provide a scientific or expressionistic manner of documenting Slovakia as we had seen
in Slovak non-fiction films, they do often reference and incorporate these previous mass
produced images in their attempts to find a way of reproducing Slovakia’s complexity on screen
via self-referential casting (Pištek, for example, makes an appearance in both films, once as
Jánošík and later as the minor adversary Grof Markušovský), incorporating ethnographic dances
(and, later, folk songs), and through the usage of Slovak-specific location shooting. Furthermore,
these films represent the first cinematic feature film commodifications of Slovak identity by
outsiders; much as the original ethnographic and geographic documentation of Slovaks were
performed by outside artists in the 19th century, so to were the first feature films about Slovakia.
Lastly, as early ethnographic lithography and photography sought to define the cultural and
geographic boundaries of Slovakia, both these early feature films also sought to delineate the
borders of Slovak genres, by defining which myths and legends to incorporate into feature films,
how to best incorporate the folkloric aesthetics pioneered in nonfiction filmmaking and
photography, and the relationship between folklore, folk culture, and the mass produced image.

While Jánošík and the other preceding Slovak feature films had variable amounts of
success in interwar Czechoslovakia, screenings of the few Slovak feature films that were
available among expatriate Slovaks in America were part of a larger movement focused on
“Slovakifying” or reminding American Slovaks of their ethnic roots. As Konštanín Čulen noted
in his 1938 report on the cultural life of Slovak immigrants in America (undertaken for Matica
slovenská) Slováci v Amerike, “[t]he question of the orientation of young American Slovaks
towards Slovak ethnic life is complicated,” 26 especially given the pressures of Americanization—
a force that Čulen acknowledges is no less intense, if however, less politically violent, than
Magyarization in the Kingdom of Hungary.27 Since many early Slovak immigrants were
illiterate, or under-educated, 28 and Slovak-language schools in America were mostly relegated to
29, these feature films provided an alternate
the urban metropoles of Pittsburgh and Cleveland

means of providing a connection with a Slovak homeland (and its language and culture) that felt
more distant year by year.

6.2 AN AMERICAN F ILM IN S LOVAKIA: E THNIC P RIDE AND THE PROBLEM OF S LOVAK

NATIONALISM WITH BLACK FURY
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ČULEN, Konštántin. Slováci v Amerike. Turčiansky Sv. Martin: Matica slovenská, 1938. p. 431.
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Čulen notes that between 1899 and 1910, 24 percent of all Slovak immigrants in America were
illiterate, and furthermore, in 1905, out of a yearly sample of 52 000 Slovak immigrants, only 19 had
received a high school education or higher. For more see: ČULEN, Konštántin. Slováci v Amerike.
Turčiansky Sv. Martin: Matica slovenská, 1938. p. 10-11.
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Although Slovak language courses were often offered in Slovak diaspora communities, St. Andrew’s
Abbey in Cleveland was one of the few that provided a more rigorous education for American students in
Slovak, as opposed to perfunctory or basic courses. See: LEDBETTER, Eleanor R. The Slovaks of
Cleveland: With Some General Information on the Race. Cleveland, OH: Cleveland Americanization
Committee, 1918. p. 29.
29

While the trade in Slovak films from America to Czechoslovakia remained fairly robust
during the interwar period, with American films frequently being screened in Slovakia as well as
in elsewhere in Czechoslovakia, it should be noted that this same period also saw a marked
interest in American films with Slovak characters and themes among American-Slovak and
Slovak audiences. Of these perhaps the most prominent was Michal Curtiz’s 1935 drama, Black
Fury, which received the second most votes in that same year in balloting for the Best Picture
Oscar. Part of the widespread appeal of Curtiz's film was the celebrated Galician Jewish actor
Paul Muni who played the protagonist Joe Radek, a simple minded Slovak coal miner who
rejoices in singing traditional Slovak songs and drinking, is “betrayed by the girl he loves,”

30

has

his feeblemindedness taken advantage of by a duplicitous strike-breaker, and eventually manages
to reconcile hostile labor and capital forces by barricading himself in the coal mine, and
threatening to blow it up with dynamite, unless the old contracts are restored. The original
31 of John
screenplay by Michael A. Musmanno, was based on the highly publicized murder

Barkoski32 from the 1929 coal mining strike in Western Pennsylvania, an occurrence that was
entirely too familiar for the Slovak community there. The announcement that Muni would play
“Paul Muni Depicts Slav Life in the U.S. Here Monday & Tuesday” Marion Progress. August 8, 1935.
p. 10
30

Incidentally, Musmanno himself as a member of the Pennsylvania State House was one of the key
forces behind the criminalizing of private police forces like the one that killed Barkoski and victimized
other Slovak laborers. For more, see: HINSHAW, John. Steel and Steelworkers : Race and Class Struggle
in Twentieth-Century Pittsburgh. Albany: State University of New York Press, 2002. p. 38 and BUTLER,
Frank. “Coal and Iron Justice.” The Nation. October 16, 1929.
31

Like many “Bohunks” (a derogatory slur for various ethnicities from Austro-Hungary in the
Pittsburghese dialect of American English), Barkoski’s name seems to be a corruption of an original
Slovak, Polish, or Czech surname, but his original birth name appears to be lost to history. For more on
Pittsburghese see: JOHNSTONE, Barbara, BAUMGARDT, Daniel, EBERHARDT, Maeve, and
KIESLING, Scott. Pittsburgh Speech and Pittsburghese. Boston: De Gruyter, Inc. 2015. p. 39
32

Radek created a great deal of excitement in the American Slovak community, as publications
such as Jednota and Slovenský hlásnik33, enthusiastically championed the controversial film,
despite (or perhaps because of) its pro-labor sentiment, which saw it banned in several
municipalities, including Chicago. 34 Although the film saw no small amount of controversy in
the the tumultuous year of 1935, Muni’s moving portrayal of Radek as well as the film’s antibusiness undertones lead to a rapturous reception in some quarters; Andre David Sennwald, the
main film critic for the The New York Times, gave the film a rave review, calling it a “stirring tale
of industrial war in the coal fields” and that “[Black Fury] is the most notable American
35 Other contemporary reviews noted the
experiment in social drama since Our Daily Bread.”

film’s realistic depiction of the toil and danger of life in the mines, saying the film lets Slovaks
“boast of the fact that the early struggles of their life in America will be made known to the rest
of the world.”36 Although the film did not exactly raise the status of Slovaks in America or
around the world, the film was enthusiastically received by both the anglophone Slovak
community, and those that spoke Slovak, in America.
Like many early 1930s cinematic stars in Hollywood, Muni himself had a connection to
Central Europe. As the the son of a prominent Yiddish theatrical family from present-day Lviv,
he had taken the American cinematic and theatrical world by storm, especially for his skill with
ALEXANDER, June Granatir. Ethnic Pride, American Patriotism : Slovaks and Other New Immigrants
in the Interwar Era. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004. p.161-163
33

SBARDELLATI, John. J. Edgar Hoover Goes to the Movies : The FBI and the Origins of Hollywood's
Cold War. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012. p. 28
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SENNWALD, Andre David. “Movie Review: Black Fury. Paul Muni in the Coal-Mine Melodrama
"Black Fury," at the Strand -- "Four Hours to Kill.”” The New York Times. April 11, 1935. p. 11
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Anonymous author. Jednota. December 12, 1934. Quoted in: GRANATIR, June Alexander. Ethnic
Pride, American Patriotism: Slovaks and Other New Immigrants in the Interwar Era. Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 2004. p 163
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make-up37 and his extraordinary stage acting technique,

38

rapidly becoming a star for his role of

Antonio "Tony" Camonte in Howard Hawks’ 1932 film, Scarface. Muni himself was politically
liberal, and sympathetic to leftist Labor and Democratic causes in America, even though
American political pressures and censorship would have to significantly alter the details and
narrative of the film. 39 Although he was not ethnically-speaking, Slovak, Muni’s fame in
America and his international reputation as one of the finest character actors of his generation
active in Hollywood, excited Slovaks on both sides of the Atlantic. In particular, Muni’s
40 aroused the hopes of nationalist
reputation for playing roles dubbed “Mr. Social Problem”,

Slovaks who believed that his casting would bring their separatist cause to the attention of
influential American reformers, 41 who could help them achieve an independent Slovak state in
Europe, or barring that, provide for better conditions for Slovak immigrants to America.
The film was released in Czechoslovakia in 1936, under a variety of working titles
(Čierna zúrivosť, černá zuřívost, černá furie, and even its English title), to rather mixed
reactions. Some of the reviews of the film, such as one written by the Czech-American
sociologist Joseph (Jozef) Rouček which appeared in Světozor, took exception with Curtiz’s
depiction of American Slovaks as dull-minded louts, who spend their time in conflict with their

HELICON Publishing. Hutchinson Pocket Dictionary of Cinema. Abingdon: Helicon Publishing, 2005.
p. 297
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University Press, 2014. p. 50-51
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1929-1939. Florence: Routledge, 1996. p. 170
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HARK, Ina Rae. “Introduction” in: HARK, Ina Rae [editor]. American Cinema of The 1930s : Themes
and Variations. Piscataway: Rutgers University Press, 2007. p. 16
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GRANATIR, June Alexander. Ethnic Pride, American Patriotism: Slovaks and Other New Immigrants
in the Interwar Era. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004. p 163
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girlfriends and wives, or drunkenly dancing in the saloons, in traditional kroj even, during the
weekend. 42 In particular, Rouček, lamented the process of assimilation which affected every
minority group in America,43 as well as attempting to correct various negative stereotypes of
Slovaks present not just in the American mindset, but in the Czech cultural imagination as well.
While Rouček’s review of the film revealed some mixed feelings on the part of American
Slovaks regarding Black Fury, other Americans, especially those in the Slovak fraternal societies
such as Jednota, rejoiced in the film’s honest depiction of the struggle to maintain one’s ethnic
identity in a land that prized assimilation. 44 However, other objections remained in
Czechoslovakia, especially among certain nationalist Slovak sectors who took issue with Muni’s
Jewish heritage 45 as well as the film’s historical and cultural inaccuracies, such as its mixtures of
spoken Slovak and “Czech songs”, a dance sequence set in a “Moravian Hall” in in a
Pennsylvania coal town, 46 ignoring how such cultural mixing was commonplace in the United
States, where immigrant groups had to find allies wherever they could. Although Black Fury was
commercially and critically successful in its American release (Muni received enough write-in
votes for the Academy Awards to put him in second place for the Best Actor Oscar), its mixed
(and occasionally hostile) reception in Czechoslovakia can be interpreted as a warning sign of
further tensions to come between American Slovaks and Slovaks in Czechoslovakia.
ROUČEK, J. S. “Naši v Pennsylvanii” Světozor: světová kronika současná slovem i obrazem : časopis
pro zábavu i poučení. Vol. 36, 1936. p. 752-753
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6.3 THE PROBLEMS OF LANGUAGE: MARIJKA NEVĚRNICE AND SOUND FILMS IN SLOVAKIA

As we have seen in this chapter, the vast majority of Slovak feature film production prior
to World War II involved silent features, which neatly avoided the linguistic and cultural tensions
which were running high in the Czechoslovak Republic during the 1920s and 1930s. As Karel
Plicka noted 47, the advent of sound cinema in the late 1920s and its widespread adoption by the
48, sound films
early 1930s meant that, despite the objections of silent film purists like Plicka

quickly became obligatory. Although the Slovak cinematic infrastructure still lagged behind
American or Czech standards, even by November 1928,

49

sound films had begun to appear in

theaters in Bratislava; 50 by 1933, they were commonplace enough that advertisements appeared
in smaller municipalities such as Banska Bystrica, Nitra, and Pešťany.
As the Czech director Jindřich Honzl noted in his debate with the Czech director and
author Vladislav Vančura (whose film Marijka nevěrnice I will discuss shortly) in the inaugural
issue of Slovo a slovestnost, although theatre was the more accepted venue for the spoken word
in the 1930s, film had one notable advantage over the stage: “[cinema] works with the
photographic image of sound,” which by the very nature of the recording and reproductive
PLICKA, Karel. “Poznámky o filme — možnostiach a úlohách slovenských filmov”. Slovenské
pohľady. September 15, 1934. p. 592-593
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PLICKA, Karel. “Poznámky o filme — možnostiach a úlohách slovenských filmov”. Slovenské
pohľady. September 15, 1934. p. 593.
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It is important to note that the soundification of Slovak cinema lacked the central influence of a
powerful figure like Miloš M. Havel, and instead, proceeded irregularly and inconsistently. For more on
the development of sound cinema in the Czech Lands, see: CZSANY-DVOŘÁKOVÁ, Tereza.
“Barrandov Studios and its Founder Miloš Havel”, unpublished manuscript, 2019.
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C.f. Kino Urania advertisements in Slovenský dennik. November 21, 22 1928. p. 8,

process means that “the human voice and natural sound are deformed.” 51 This deformation, could
and should be used, not as an accompaniment to the narrative, but as a malleable force which
works in concert with images to maximally affect the audience.
However, while Czech theoreticians and film professionals eagerly embraced sound
film’s avant-garde artistic potential, the medium’s reception in Slovakia was decidedly mixed.
On the one hand, as an article in Slovenská pravda, mentioned:
“We are convinced that a Slovak sound film will win even more sympathy than today’s
silent films (which masterfully reproduce Slovak life) outside the borders of our country
as well as at home. Sound film has a clear advantage here, since it will also introduce the
entire world to our singers, our folk songs, which are still renowned for their
uniqueness.” 52
On the other hand, the problems of non-mutually intelligible Slovak dialects and Slovakia’s
surprising linguistic diversity (Slovak, German, Yiddish, Hungarian, Rusyn, and Czech, among
others) meant that sound films would face difficulties finding audiences. As Vladimír Malina
noted in his 1931 essay “O možnostiach slovenského zvukového filmu”, one of the problems of
creating Slovak sound films for a Czech audience would necessitate finding a way to work
around the unequal amounts of familiarity with each others’ languages:
“A Slovak who has had daily contacts with Czechs understands Czech quite well; but a
Czech who hasn’t been to Slovakia? Once again, in Prague, yes, [they’d understand] but
in the other Czech cities and towns, it’s difficult to speak Slovak, and people will only
understand about 60% of it. And thus it would be difficult to make Slovak sound films in
the Czech Heimatrecht.”53
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While other Slovak authors and critics, (and even Czech artists like Plicka) were keenly aware of
this problem— few proposed any solution save for eliminating the spoken Slovak language from
54 It remains telling
the films entirely, excepting in cases of folkloric, or ethnographic interest.

how often Slovak writers on sound film saw the medium’s potential as ethno-musicological, but
not necessarily narratological— communicating messages via song, instead of through dialogue
itself.
While a majority of Slovak feature filmmaking revolved around films centered on the
monolithic Slovak ethnic identity which had been codified in previous mass produced images,
one notable interwar feature film set in the far eastern parts Slovakia, Vančura’s 1934 feature
film Marijka Nevěrnice attempted to depict some Slovakia’s interwar linguistic and cultural
diversity, or at least within the Subcarpathian Rus’. This wild eastern frontier, stretching from
eastern borders of the modern-day Prešov region through the Ukrainian hinterlands past
Uzhgorod and Mukačevo, was to be a part of Czechoslovakia with “the fullest degree of selfgovernment compatible with the unity of the Czecho-Slovak state”, 55 an exotic frontier
appendage to the newly-born country. The Czech and Slovak public was fascinated by the newly
added “easternmost, to some extent independent (in questions of education, creed, and selfgovernment), a largely mountainous and forested part of our country”56, as the hundreds of
articles about Subcarpathian Rus’ (also called Rusínsko) published in Czech and Slovak
newspapers between 1919 and 1939 attest. Like Slovakia, Subcarpathian Rus’ had its own long-
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established internal, regional identities, split along various cultural, religious, and linguistic
divides, 57 and the region’s poverty and isolation meant that older traditions which had died out
even in Slovakia (such as banditry 58) were still to be found well into the 20th century.
Following the success of Zem spieva, Ladislav Kolda the film’s financer, eagerly turned
to Vančura, Olbracht, and Nový, hoping to once again to ride the surge of interest in rural
Slovakia and Subcarpathian Rus’59, drawing on the growing fame of Olbracht’s reporting and
novels, as well as Vančura’s reputation as a writer and artistic innovator. Although the film’s
narrative was entirely fictional, Vančura himself envisioned the film as a hybrid combination of
“reportage of elemental facts”

60

with the avant-garde techniques and sensibilities of the Czech

Poetists and Devětsil groups, both of which counted Vančura as a member during his lifetime.
Marijka nevěrnice is based on a scenario by Ivan Olbracht and a screenplay by Karel Nový, and
set in the village of Koločava in the Subcarpathian Rus’, drawing on the setting popularized in
Olbracht’s celebrated Subcarpathian Rusyn novels such as Nikolaj Šuhaj, loupežník. After a
lightning strike burns down the cottage of the Rusyn lumberjack Petro Birčak and his pretty
young wife Marijka, the couple begin to rebuild, despite a Czech tourist’s attempts to buy the
land himself to build a pub. Meanwhile, Petro recruits the young Danillo to help him earn the
money for their new home, while Marijka is soon wooed by the young man in Petro’s absence.
RUSINKO, Elaine. Straddling Borders: Literature and Identity in Subcarpathian Rus’. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2003. p. 303
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VANČURA, Vladislav. quoted in: TAUSSIG, Pavel. forward to Marijka nevěrnice. Praha: Odeon,
1982. p. 18.
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As Marijka is left alone, she succumbs to Danilo’s blandishments, but is discovered by Petro’s
illiterate mother, who eventually informs her son via a letter dictated to another villager, while
Petro suffers the hardship of being swindled out of his pay and supplies by his employer.
Although Petro’s staunch code of honor compels him to murder his unfaithful wife, his love for
Marijka stays his hand, leading to the film’s tragic ending, where Petro kills Danillo in a fight
with no witnesses, alienates his fellow wood-cutters, returns to Marijka, and they leave
Koločava, presumably to continue their cycle of poverty and alienation anew.
Although Vančura is perhaps most famous for his historical novels such as Marketa
Lazarová, the director’s interest in cinema, his membership in the Devětsil group, and his
previous work as a journalist informed much of his artistic work in Marijka nevěrnice 61. Vančura
62 in order to
sought to find and use amateur actors from “all strata of Subcarpathian Rus’”,

properly convey the mixture of languages, cultures, and socioeconomic classes found in the area.
In his memoirs, Olbracht recounted the terrible poverty and isolation of the area around Kolčava,
where the filming took place, where the unforeseen imported luxury of soap (purchased to help
film’s star clean her clothing for the shooting) could roil the community.63
As Ivan Olbracht himself noted in an interview in Světozor, one of Marijka nevěrnice’s
main problems was overcoming the polylingual nature of Slovakia’s Subcarpathian Rus. In an
interview with the magazine, Olbracht said:
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“For the job of making a film, it was tough. How, for example, should one resolve the
question of language, which there isn’t any unity even among the inhabitants of
Subcarpathian Rus? The setting of the film is located in the highland village of
Koločava. Let the battle between Russian [Rusyn] and Ukrainian resolve itself in our
film. Let our film’s herdsmen and the lumberjacks speak like they speak in Koločava.
Let the policemen, the gamekeepers, the shopkeepers, timber merchants and tourists
speak Czech, let the Jewish youths speak Czech— they got this from Czech schools, and
their mother and father clearly speak Yiddish, and pray in Hebrew.”64
Vančura’s insistance on using local, nonprofessional actors complicated the shooting, however, it
won praise in the Czechoslovak press
Although the film’s unique appeal would go on to become highly celebrated in our time,
Marijka nevěrnice received much more muted, or at best, confused reviews from the Czech and
Slovak press. A review of the film written by Jan Smrek (the poet responsible for the intertitles in
Karel Plicka’s film Zem spieva) published in Elán, scathingly faulted the film on the technical
and formal merits:
“Olbracht wrote the libretto, the author, whose last novel made the Subcarpathian Rus
famous, Nikola Šuhaj, loupežnik. We expected much from his work. With regards to
directing, we also had much interest in Vančura, since it was thought that the great author
could also be a director ne plus ultra. So we went to the premier as if to a great
celebration.
But the whole affair was a disappointment. We immediately noted that, from a
technical perspective, the film did not even approach the technical perfection of Plicka’s
film Zem spieva. And from the side of the sound (a complete Babylon of languages:
Russian [Rusyn], Czech, jargon!), or on the side of the psychological treatment of the
theme, or regarding the montage: total failure!” 65

Other reviews, mostly from the Czech perspective, were more positive: Jan Kučera noted in Eva:
časopis moderní ženy that “Marijka nevěrnice, now showing at the Kotva theater is a positive

OLBRACHT, Ivan. “Tří spisovatelé tvoří podkarpatský film. Ivan Olbracht o ‘Marijce nevěrnici’”.
Světozor. July 7, 1933. p. 8
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exception out of Czech cinematic production… We know who the authors are, and it is no
wonder that they discovered the dramatic, psychological, and social themes in Subcarpathian
Rus’.”66 Another review in Typografia noted that “[the film] occupies an exceptional position in
Czech cinematographia… Thematically, the film is unquestionably a positive contribution. It is
conceived as a fictionalized social-documentary reportage from the poorest region of the
Czechoslovak Republic” but “under Vančura’s leadership, the film suffers from chaoticness”

67.

As Ivan Klimeš has noted, Marijka Nevěrnice originally began its existence as a more sociallyoriented film, whose “…main theme is Subcarpathian Rus itself and the social conditions of the
lives of the local inhabitants,”68 but evolved through the course of production into something
69, the film’s heavy
more abstract. Despite Vančura’s insistence that the film was “unstylized”

usage of Soviet-influenced montage techniques as well as the film’s polyphonic (and unsubtitled)
mix of languages and voices, was anything but naturalistic.
Perhaps more tellingly, Marijka Nevěrnice seems to have been marketed as a “CzechRusyn film, in Czech, Rusyn and German language”

70

in Slovakia. While the setting remains in

many ways quintessentially Slovak in theme (poor woodcutters struggling against the pressures
and incursions of more powerful outside groups, the power of traditional ways of living, the
documentation of traditions and mores which were in danger of disappearing), approach (local
and amateur actors, a combination of Soviet montage techniques and landscape shots as seen in
KUČERA, Jan. “Film nových obzorů”. Eva: časopis moderní ženy. Vol. 6, no. 10, March 15, 1934. p.
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the work of Plicka, Frič, and Úhlela) and location (the picturesque, if isolated, mountain villages
in Eastern Slovakia), the linguistic component of Vančura’s film complicated its reception in
Slovakia and its status as a mass produced image.

6.4 POSTWAR CINEMA AND THE GROWTH OF THE SLOVAK FEATURE FILM

As Martin Votruba has noted, outside of these externally produced features, Slovak
feature films remained an anomoly, with only a handful produced (and of these, nearly all of
them produced as external Czechoslovak, Czech, or American-Slovak coproductions) until after
World War II,71 due to a combination of several external factors. Firstly, Slovakia’s cinematic
infrastructure was still quite impoverished compared to the Czechs’ in terms of both production
facilities and the number of theaters for screening films. Although great strides had been made in
the First Czechoslovak Republic to increase the number of Slovak cinemas, by the beginning of
the 1940s, Slovakia only had 208 total movie screens as compared to the Czech Lands’ 1,181
theaters.72 Secondly, outside of the short-lived School of Applied Arts in Bratislava,

73

Slovakia

lacked the necessary educational institutions and training facilities needed to grow a film
industry, an absence which was only corrected with the nationalization of film in the mid-1940s.
The lack of formal training for filmmakers in Slovakia proved to be an on-going problem
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The School of Applied Arts was known for featuring one of the first comprehensive film departments in
Slovakia, featuring lectures by Karel Plicka, who counted some of the next generation of Slovak
filmmakers among his students.
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through the fascist period, as the Slovak Republic was forced to import films from neutral or
Axis-allied nations instead of domestic production; despite attempts at sending employees to
other fascist centers of filmmaking for training, Slovak feature films were not produced during
the war.74 Lastly, as Martin Votruba again points out, the official censorship apparatus in the
newly-formed Slovak Republic was highly skeptical of feature filmmaking itself as a medium , 75
preferring to produce the newsreels, cultural films, and documentaries discussed in the previous
chapter.
The years following World War II brought about not only the first mature fruits of the
Slovak cinematic experience, but an increasing concern that, while Slovaks were finally making
films for general consumption, there was still work to be done on the fronts of educating both
critics and consumers. In January of 1946, the newly-formed journal Kino published a humorous,
yet biting criticism of the Slovak cinematic audience, entitled “The Slovak Spectator and Czech
Film”. The article addressed both the Slovak frustration with films set far away, removed from
the Slovak experience, and Slovak consumption of primarily Czech films. Crowning the article
was a humorous, yet not completely inaccurate assessment of the Slovak spectatorial experience:

“The conversation, which we are depicting here was, in Slovakia during the years of 1939
through 1945, nothing unusual:
‘Good film?’
‘Yes.’
‘What kind of film [was it]?’
‘Czech!’”76
VOTRUBA, Martin. “Historical and National Background of Slovak Filmmaking” in: KinoKultura,
Special Issue #3, 2005. http://www.kinokultura.com/specials/3/votruba.shtml retrieved 1.1.2020.
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Indeed, the prestige visited upon Czech media must have been nothing short of maddening to the
fascist Slovak government. While they had finally managed to take control of the means of
cinematic production, the severe talent drain that the government’s anti-Czech policies had
encouraged resulted in an a dearth of films that the public found acceptable. The firing and exile
of talented Czech and Jewish pedagogues and filmmakers, like Karel Plicka, as well as skilled
technicians and crew members resulted in the first generation of Slovak filmmaking constantly
re-inventing the wheel. Months were lost as Slovakia was forced to send personal to Nazi,
training a workforce which had been stripped of its most visionary, talented, or even competent
personnel. The second wave of changes that affected Slovak filmmaking during the war centered
on the ownership of cinemas, and the rights to screen films. Although the early Slovak film
industry was predominantly populated by Czechs and Slovak and Hungarian Jews, by the early
1940s, these groups were stripped of their ability to own, operate, or even visit cinemas by legal
decree in the fascist Slovak Republic. 77 A secondary aim to these policies was not only to punish
and exclude non-Slovaks from public and cinematic life in the Slovak Republic, but also to
develop Slovakia’s underdeveloped cinematic infrastructure, through the construction of new
cinemas and the importation of improved cinematic equipment such as sound projectors. As the
fascist government tightened legal regulations on the cinema industry during the course of the
war, the formerly diverse cinema industry became more and more ethnically Slovak and

MACEK Václav, PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Martin: Vydavateľstvo
Osveta, 1997. p. 75
77

politically fascist, finally resulting with a majority of cinemas being owned by the Hlinka Guard
itself in 1944 and 1945. 78
Following the war, Czechoslovak president-in-exile Edvard Beneš’ decree nationalizing
films in 1945 had several ripple effects in Slovak cinema. First, it eliminated one of the central
problems that Slovak feature filmmaking had struggled with since its inception— financing. The
guarantee of state financial support meant that Slovaks finally had the potential (if not always the
opportunity) to produce feature films by themselves for a Slovak public which often lacked the
wherewithal to do so. Secondly, the process of kinofikácia (or cinemafication), which had begun
under the fascist regime, was greatly accelerated in the postwar
only 196 cinemas existed in Slovakia in total in 1938,

80 by

79

and socialist periods; although

1948, the number had increased to

359, and by 1960, 1030. 81 Similarly, state support for the distribution of films and the creation of
a national repository of cinema (which would eventually become the Národní filmový archiv)

82

allowed Slovak cinemas to maintain a stable repertoire of films for film programs— the
problems of access which had plagued the first Jánošík and Plicka’s films would be somewhat,
although not entirely, alleviated. Quotas imposed on foreign films as well as those that stipulated
a certain amount of Slovak films produced per annum were also part of these nationalization
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efforts,83 which would ensure that Slovak films would continue to be produced and distributed,
albeit not in the same quantities as Czech films. Lastly, the establishment of the Filmová a
televizní fakulta Akademie múzických umění v Praze (FAMU) in 1946, headed by Plicka, also
secured a stable and affordable training center for Slovak filmmakers, which had been absent in
Slovakia since the dissolution of the Academy of Applied Arts in Bratislava in the late 1930s.
However, despite these improvements, several hurdles remained for Slovak feature
filmmaking to overcome. The first was the immediate problem of personnel. Given the economic
and social damage the fascist regime had inflicted on Slovak cinema, it might be considered a
wonder that Slovak films were able to be made at all following the dissolution of the Slovak
Republic and the reunification of Czechoslovakia in the months following World War II. Many
talented directors (such as Jan Sviták, a director of Czech and Slovak dramas such as Milan
Rastislav Štefánik84) as well as trained film professionals and actors had been killed in the
conflict or had fled Slovakia due to the fascist regime’s persecution, like Plicka. Although a few
directors had managed to achieve some form of training on the job at fascist Slovak film
production companies such as Nástup (which produced primarily newsreels), Školfilm (which
produced educational films), and Lúč (a film monthly company which produced primarily
cultural films) 85, by and large the talent gap between Czech and Slovak feature filmmakers grew
only wider during the war and into the postwar period. As a result, during the first few decades of
Slovak film, the state film apparatus was often forced to draw on (in the words of Andrej
TRNKA, Jan. Český filmový archiv 1943 – 1993: institucionální vývoj a problémy praxe. Praha:
Národní filmový archiv, 2018. p. 55
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Obuch): “the ranks of actors, journalists, dramaturges, theatrical and graphic designers without
specialized training whose first experience with film came with shooting a short film, as well as
those employed in various film professions.”86 These non-professionals were also joined by
several directors who survived the war, but who had worked in other genres such as actor-turneddirector Paľo Bielik (who had used his job in the fascist film industry making documentaries as
cover for his partizán activities) and the Hungarian-Slovak Ján Kadár, who had studied under
Plicka at the Bratislava Academy of Applied Arts, both of whom were able to transfer out of
cultural or documentary filmmaking and into feature films. Both Bielik and Kádar (along with
his creative partner, Elmar Klos) would go on to become some of the most active feature film
directors from the end of World War II, through the Communist Putsch of 1948, and into the
early years of the 1960s.
The lack of feature filmmaking in Slovakia proper resulted in a rupture between the two
Czechoslovak film traditions— while Czech feature films had long dominated the Slovak film
marketplace economically and artistically, and continued to evolve in terms of their topical
concerns and formal techniques, most of the small number of Slovak feature films made after the
war revolved around two distinct poles: films about the Slovak National Uprising in 1944, and
folkloric “cultural” films with historical, dramatic or fictional elements.87 As I noted in the
previous chapter, folkloric aesthetics were rapidly adopted by both the fascist and the socialist
regimes, seeking to gain legitimacy in Slovak culture. However, while the fascist Slovak
Republic sought to use these aesthetics as a means of creating a sense of historical continuity and
86
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legitimacy for the new regime, socialists saw Slovak folkloric features as a way to comment on
the rapid modernization they hoped to achieve in Slovakia in the years following 1948. In 1954
article entitled “Slovak Films in the Past Five Years” Július Jaššo noted that “The light of
education is penetrating into the most remote spots of the country” and that “[it] is the task of
Slovak film to depict these changes as they are reflected in the people.”

88

Jaššo also points out

that of the first 9 Slovak feature films produced after the socialist revolution in 1948, 7 are
89 Films that deviated
concerned with changes in Slovakia’s sociopolitical/economic condition.

from this “cultural” model, as Aurel Hrabušický has noted, were often produced by Czech
directors such as Josef Mach, “called up specially when they should resolve special problems,
here as departmental specialists in comedic genres or musical dancing films,”90 which were
considered to be too technically complex for the largely self-taught Slovak film industry.
Following the end of the war, Paľo Bielik returned to acting, appearing in Martin Frič’s
1947 films Čapkovy povidky (an adaptation of Čapek short stories set in the Subcarpathian Rus
in Eastern Slovakia) and in the historical epic Varuj!…, set in a rural Slovak village prior in the
years just prior to World War I. Both films, as Petra Hanáková notes, played on existing
stereotypes of Slovakia (and by extension Slovak culture) as “exotic”, especially in where
Čapkovy povidky where a drunken Bielik “gives embodiment to the image of the merry, manly
Slovak, who, under the influence of alcohol, melancholia from an impossible love, and the sound
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of the inseparable Roma zither exposes the entire range of his emotional situation.”

91

While the

film grated on several Czech reviewers (one stated “the zither and the Roma violin play on the
nerves, after the Slovak soul”

92 ),

it nonetheless continued the same process of aestheticization

started with films like Jánošík, focusing on the exotic Slovak countryside and the rhythms of the
Slovak people, which were slightly indecipherable to Czehcs. While Čapkový povidky was also
set (in part) in Subcarpathian Rus’, unlike Marijka nevěrnice, it was warmly received by the
Slovak public, to some degree because it depicted a vision of Eastern Slovakia more in line with
the more familiar replications of Slovak identity, without the region’s former ethnic diversity.
However, Bielik would soon begin his transition from acting to feature filmmaking with a one of
the most famous films focusing on the Slovak National Uprising: 1948’s Vlcie diery.
As I discussed in the previous chapter, Bielik’s 1944/19445 documentary Za slobodu
represented a critical turning point for Slovak filmmaking, in that it moved beyond the simple
folkloric and ethnographic aims of earlier filmmaking in the Slovak lands and introduced new
ways of elaborating upon or even altering the codified aesthetics which had become so ingrained
in Slovak visual culture thanks to the mass produced image. Although Za slobodu was
unscreened due to its un-romanticized and realistic portrayal of the Slovak National Uprising, its
footage would later be salvaged by Bielik and incorporated into Vlčie diery in 1948.

93

Like Za

slobodu, Vlčie diery was a complicated look at the uprising, featuring a number of ideologically
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“problematic characters”94 such as the cynical Matúš Svrčina, ambivalently caught up in the
iconic struggle, a feat that Martin Votruba notes would take over a decade to replicate. Moreover,
the film represented a true hybrid feature film, as it mixed documentary reporting from Za
slobodu with fictional elements of action and war films,

95

as it follows the actions of anti-fascist

resistance fighters during the Slovak National Uprising as they fight against both Nazis and
Slovak fascists. While the film was completed after the Socialist putsch, it was not necessarily a
socialist film, but an anti-fascist one, first and foremost. Secondly, the film draws on pervasive
themes of Slovak masculinity, resistance, and the power of the mountains which were all
prominent in earlier Slovak feature films, such as Jánošík.
The critical reception for Vlčie diery was, in the Slovak press, at least, positive, albeit
centered mostly around the film’s technical achievements. One review in Ľud remarked that this
“film, which Slovaks have made by ourselves in the smallest atelier in the world,” was not only
“a Slovak film, but a good one.”
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Východoslovenská Pravda commended Bielik’s rise through

the ranks of the filmmaking world, concluding that he has become “an unusually talented
director” 97, while other reviews such as one in Týžden praised the film as a “welcome step
forward”, albeit as a film that was “not completely dramaturgically successful.”

98

While the film

could not compete necessarily with Czech feature films on equal footing, Vlčie diery’s success
gave socialist critics hope for the continued expansion of Slovak feature filmmaking. As the
VOTRUBA, Martin. “Historical and National Background of Slovak Filmmaking” in: KinoKultura,
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socialist critics Ivan Dvořák and Karel put it in 1950, “it isn’t necessary to emphasize to the
degree our people need cinematic feature films,”99 given the enormous potential of feature
filmmaking as a conduit for socialist ideology.
As we saw with Slovak documentary filmmaking, although the socialist government was
well aware of filmmaking’s potential for instigating social change, the socialist messages of
urbanization, modern progress, and secularization often clashed with the codified Slovak
identities (rural, Catholic, undeveloped) which had been established, distributed, and internalized
via earlier mass produced images. Nonetheless, several early attempts were made to synthesize
these existing identities with socialism, although many were unsuccessful, such as Ján Kadár’s
1949 comedy Katka. Ján Kadár, like Bielik, had begun his career as a director of documentary
films before transitioning into feature filmmaking in the late 1940s

100,

starting first with Slovak

feature films before moving to Barrandov Studios in Prague. While Ján Kadár is most often
known for his collaborations with the Czech Elmar Klos, (whom he met at Barrandov studios in
the early 1950s) during the 1960s, his solo 1949 feature film Katka was the first pilot production
from the newly established socialist film company101. also dealt with the question of Slovak
modernization. This comedic film revolves around the lives of a village girl, Katka, who is
unsatisfied with the prospects of life in her village, and so she leaves, entering the workforce in
the new socialist stocking factory, despite the efforts of her parents to stop her. At the factory, she
DVOŘÁK, Ivan, and FRIEDRICH, Karel. “O nových slovenských filmech”. in: Film a doba: otázky a
problémy československé a světové kinomatografie: soubor článků a statí o filmové tvorbě. Vol 3, no. 2. p.
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gradually loses her village ways, becomes more secure in her place as a worker, romances the
gruff proletariat Šimon, and eventually triumphs, winning both the heart of Šimon and a new
manufacturing patent. Although the film tried to incorporate the theme of socialist progress away
from the villages, critics like Pavol Branko felt that audiences were “laughing at Katka
103 which distracted
maliciously”102, while Jaromír Fultner criticized the “old, mindless jokes”

from the film’s propagandistic aims.
While Kadár and Bielik were merging the documentary impulses of Slovak non-fiction
cinema with elements of pre-war popular cinemas and contemporary avant-garde movements
like Italian Neo-Realism, other directors such as Josef Mach embraced the newly-socialist state’s
support of ethnographic elements in order to create folkloric Slovak spectacles, heavily reliant on
the aesthetic tropes pioneered by Socháň and Bohúň. Mach was himself, ethnically Czech, born
in 1909 in the Moravian town of Prostějov, and like the aforementioned Frič, he began working
in Czech films first as an actor, and then gradually transitioned into directing. 104 Mach was active
mostly in Czech feature films prior to production on Rodná Zem, his first Slovak feature film and
the first color Slovak film in 1952. Mach’s film centers around the dancing Goral woodcutter
Martin (Martin Ťapák) and his beloved Elena, a talented singer who leaves him in order to join a
folklore collective (SĽUK) in Bratislava, where socialist ethnographers and folklorists are
collecting talented performers from every region in Slovakia. While Martin Frič relied on his
fellow countryman Karel Plicka’s ethnographic work to ensure the accuracy of the Slovak
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culture depicted on film for Jánošík, Mach opted for another approach by employing the Slovak
105 having the
composer Tibor Andrašovan to compose new “traditional” songs for the film and

SĽUK collective themselves106 star in the film, in order perform the musical and dance
numbers.107 Although the film’s vignettes and episodic storyline was designed to showcase the
wide variety of musical, clothing, and dance styles that existed in Slovakia, much of Rodná zem’s
actual narrative focuses specifically on the High Tatras, in which the woodcutter Martin and
Elena begin the film and to which they eventually returned in its finale for their triumphant
wedding. These exterior locations in the Tatra were enthusiastically celebrated in the press and
used in the film’s promotional materials; one reviewer in Kino notes “the exterior scenes, from
whose filming we bring you a few snapshots, capture the beauty of the Slovak land, and were
primarily shot in the Tatras.”108
Rodná Zem, which premiered in 1953, was widely celebrated in the socialist press for its
depiction of “a new, happy life” in Slovakia

109,

and represented “Slovak cinamatography’s great

success,” which shows the “dazzling singing and dancing arts of the Slovak people, which have
survived and in this era, are being revived.”

110 Although

the ethnographic aesthetics of Mach’s

film had begun their life as a means of creating intra-Slovak unity and fermenting nationalist
105
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(and occasionally anti-Czech) sentiment, socialist critics such as Ivan Dvořák and Karel
Friedrich saw the films folkloric content quite differently, saying “This kind of art, is and always
will be extremely ideologically and emotionally rich, since the folk artist creates only from
internal needs, mirroring in its work nowadays not only the living mentality of people, but also
the socialist revolution.” 111 A review in Kino claimed that “The Slovak people…sing and dance
today as they never have before,” 112 but praised the film’s connection with SĽUK and Slovakia’s
living folkloric culture, albeit a much more standardized and sanitized version than had
originally attracted artists like Plicka and Frič to Slovakia in the 1920s and 1930s.
While Rodná zem was marketed much like the fascist kultúrne filmy discussed earlier in
this chapter, Mach’s film in many ways represents an evolution away from the mass produced
images of Slovak ethnic identity popular during the Austro-Hungarian and interwar periods and
into a new phase of commodification. While early mass produced images sought to define the
liminal space of Slovak identity, to clarify the difference between Slovak dialects and nonSlovak (but related) groups such as Moravians, Rodná zem is squarely aimed at a well-defined
Slovak identity, one that had crystalized through the repetition of the interwar and fascist period.
As a sound film, Rodná zem sought to transcend the problematic aspects of Slovak linguistic
identity (which plagued Vančura’s Marijka nevernice among other things) by incorporating a
multiplicity of Slovak dialects, its aural polyphony was not nearly as diverse as in the interwar
period, lacking the formerly commonplace sounds of Rusyn, Yiddish, Hebrew, German, and
Hungarian.
111 DVOŘÁK,
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As we have seen in the beginning of this chapter, Slovak feature films were originally
conceived as another method of commoditizing Slovak experience through the repetition of
familiar ethnographic and folkloric tropes, a process that had begun in the early 19th century and
continued through the middle of the 20th century. Furthermore, during the first half of the
twentieth century, fascist, socialist, and Czechoslovak artists and cultural organizations saw the
potential for using these cultural models as a means of gaining Slovak allegiance to their
particular causes. Although these models were popular in Slovakia and abroad until the
beginnings of World War II,, the increasing urbanization and development of Slovakia postwar
and following the 1948 coup meant that these ethnographic themes were becoming increasingly
limited to “gýč” productions such as Rodná zem, or socialist/nationalist propaganda. By 1962,
the ethnographic Slovak feature film had become passé, as the ethnographic model of Slovak
identity ceased to correlate as strongly with Slovaks as it had in the early 1950s. The gradual
industrialization of regions like Orava113, a region which was once the center of Socháň and
Bohúň’s ethnographic practices, as well as increased educational opportunities for Slovaks in the
larger cities or in the Czech Lands, meant that Slovakia’s exotic appeal as a place of tradition and
pre-modern Slavic culture was rapidly disappearing.

6.5 Conclusion

Although early Slovak film production was, at least on paper, primarily focused on nonfiction genres, as we saw in the previous chapter, many of these early non-fiction films also
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“Vzhlad chudobnej Oravy sa mení” Práca. December 12, 1948. p. 2

included various fictive constructs. Kultúrné filmy, in particular, frequently included quasi or
semi-fictional narratives, but often as a means to bring the viewer to the various ethnographic or
folkloric scenes, or as pedagogical devices to help explain Slovak culture for Americans or other
foreign audiences. Similarly, early Slovak feature films often incorporated these same
pedagogical urges and motives as a means of overcoming prejudices against the medium, as well
as providing further instruction in Slovak culture, not just for foreign audiences, but for Slovak
audiences as well. However, the modernization of Slovakia, coupled with the rapid development
of the Slovak film industry following Edvard Beneš’s nationalization of film in 1945 meant that
earlier codifications of Slovak identity pioneered through nonfiction ethnographic work were
beginning to lose their efficacy. Furthermore, the previous cultural interchange between
American Slovaks (some of the largest consumers of ethnographic Slovak media) and Slovaks in
Czechoslovakia had been disrupted during World War II, and then severed following the 1948
coup.
While nonfiction films had lost their much of their influence on Slovak culture, feature
films were emerging as a particularly strong vehicle for shaping Slovak identity, especially in the
visual sphere. Feature films, even when based on historical personages like the famous bandit
Juraj Jánošík, were able to take liberties with the source material in was that the morescientifically minded genres of documentary filmmaking could not. Furthermore, feature films
encompassed a wider range of cinematic genre than documentary or cultural films (though again,
the lines of demarcation between these early genres were often ill-defined), which provided a
bigger range of “Slovak” experiences for the spectators. In a similar vein, while documentary
filmmakers were primarily limited to either ethnic Slovaks or Czech enthusiasts of Slovak

culture and featured almost exclusively Slovaks on film, feature films were often more
cosmopolitan in terms of the composition of their casts, crews, and production companies, which
often served to complicate the question of a film’s ethnic provenance. In this sense, the mass
produced image was a sizable boon for non-documentary filmmaking in Slovakia. The cinematic
mass produced image was able to memorialize and endlessly repeat certain dramatic events,
scenes, songs, and lines of dialogue, cementing these visual moments in public consciousness.
Furthermore, as kinofikácia progressed throughout Slovakia, cinema replaced more traditional
entertainment mediums, such as folktales and folk song, as the predominant forms of
entertainment, while still incorporating these precursors into itself.

Chapter V — The National Hero
“Tradicia a kult M.R. Štefanika sa ujíma, aspoň v deň jeho tragickej smrti 4. mája, ale ovšem i s
rušivým stranickým privlastňovaním automisti podľa svójho a provkativně skresľujú jeho profil a
mnohí iní zase jeho pamiatkou bijú do socialistov.”1
Although I have spent much time and ink detailing how the mass produced images
impact the creation and transmission of culture, I wish to take a moment to examine another
phenomenon which works in concert with these images— the national hero. These memorialized
heroes function in all respects like images; their likenesses are preserved on celluloid, in
photographs, in illustrations or engravings and reproduced and distributed freely. Their physical
possessions (clothing, weapons, or even trinkets), if not lost beyond remembrance in the abyss of
antiquity, can likewise be reproduced visually and can be found all over the cultural sphere with
the same reverence given to the personage. The national hero can be a historical figure or mythic
one, though with regards to Slovakia’s unique situation, this chapter will concern itself with
historically real personages whose lives have become the source of national myth—or, in other
words, those individuals who have become emblematic of the struggles and dreams of the
ethnicity in the eyes of Slovaks. In this chapter, I will not be dealing with the numerous heroic
protagonists found so commonly in Slovak films about war (for example, those found in the
films mythologizing the Slovak National Uprising), but a selection of individuals whose
existence predates the creation of Czechoslovakia, and moreover, whose lives (and deaths)
heavily contributed to the development of nationalist “baseline” identity.
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“Tradicia a kult M.R. Štefánika.” Prúdy. May 1938. Vol. 22, no. 5. p. 332.

While every nation and every ethnic group has their particular heroes, Slovak ethnocinematic culture owes a supreme debt to two seemingly unrelated individuals: Juraj Jánošík, the
early 18th century bandit whose predations were celebrated by Poles, Moravians, and Slovaks;
and Milan Rastislav Štefánik, a fin-de-siecle adventurer, scientist, French citizen of Slovak birth,
diplomat, and soldier who perished in an airplane crash on the eve of the Czechoslovakia’s birth.
Although their biographies read as exercises in contrast, both would go on to fill related roles in
the cultural imagination within Slovakia— and whose premature deaths would continue to
resonate in Slovak culture for years after their earthly existence was terminated. Throughout the
brief history of Slovak feature film making, Slovak films return time and time again to these two
national heroes (though for reasons I will discuss, Jánošík is the most popular of the two by a
large margin) not only as a means to to reaffirm a shared culture, but as a means of transmitting
said culture. It is partially through the transmission and replication of these heroic figures, I
argue, that ethnic and cultural identity in Slovakia is codified.

7.1 JURAJ JÁNOŠÍK, BANDIT HEARTTHROB

As we have seen in the previous chapter, it is impossible to talk about Slovak feature
films, and the problem of national identity contained within their celluloid frames, without first
discussing Juraj Jánošík, the archetypical Slovak folk-hero whose legend weighs so heavily on
Slovak feature films both an influence (for Slovak filmmakers and audiences) and a hindrance to
concepts of Czechoslovak unity. Indeed, so prevalent was the Jánošík influence in the realm of
film, an influence which itself had crystalized through countless theatrical re-tellings and 3

2 bandit grew
prominent cinematic adaptations, that a movement to parody and “de-mystify” the

in the 1970s. Due in no small part the conflicting feelings which the late Jánošík and his legend
created within Czechoslovakia, it is essential to note that the history of Slovak cinema in the 20th
century has been heavily defined by this mythos and the various adaptions of it. Juraj Jánošík, his
life, and (more importantly) his death, were present at nearly every major milestone in the
development of a Slovak cinema— at its birth, at its early steps of domestic production, at the
coming-of-age of the Czechoslovak cinema explosion of the 1960s, and even through the drab
years of post-1968 Normalization. Throughout this chapter, I will deal individually with the
historical figure of Juraj Jánošík, an unfortunate bandit, and the creation of the Jánošík myth in
cinema and other mass produced media.

7.2 HISTORICAL FIGURE, MYTHICAL IMPLICATIONS

Of the historical bandit Juraj Jánošík, we know little .3With some degree of certainty we
know he was born in the village of Terchová in the northwest of Slovakia, not far from the
modern-day Polish and Czech borders, and through parish baptismal records, we can tentatively
date his birth to 1687 or 1688 4. According to recorded proceedings at his trial for banditry which
took place shortly before his death in 1713, we know that a teenaged Jánošík participated in the
MACEK, Václav, and PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Martin: Vydavateľstvo
Osveta, 1997. p.345-348.
2

For more discussion on the historicity of Jánošík and the problems of the historical record, please see:
VOTRUBA, Martin. “Highwayman’s Life: Extant Documents about Jánošík” in: Slovakia, vol. 39,
#72-73, p.61-86
3
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#72-73, p.63.
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Hungarian separatist/anti-Habsburg rebellion of Rákóci for an unknown length of time before
serving in the Habsburg army, possibly as a conscript or prisoner, where he eventually was
employed as a prison guard. It is during this time he made the acquaintance of a Tomáš Uhorčík,
the former leader of a brigand band and eventual comrade in arms. Following Uhorčík’s release
(or escape) Jánošík returned home to Terchová, where he began a short career as a highwayman.
He was arrested once in the fall of 1712, only a year after becoming the leader of his band of
brigands, and a second time a few months later. His loot, as cataloged at his trial was meager—
small amounts of cash, noblewoman’s dresses and wigs, and rolls of cloth—and, as far as we
5
know, nothing was donated to the poor or needy . Following
a well-documented trial in 1713,

Jánošík admitted to banditry, was found guilty by the court of being an accomplice in the death
of a priest during a robbery, and was sentenced to death by a most diabolical means of execution
— a hook was to be threaded through his side and then he was to be hung until dead—a sentence
carried out almost immediately post-trial as was customary in the Kingdom of Hungary. The
outlaw’s death, not surprisingly became one of the most enduring visual symbols of Jánošík, a
martyr dangling on the edge of a cruel iron hook, and one that has lingered on into the present
day.

Mere decades after Jánošík’s death, ballads and legends collected by amateur philologists
and Slovak intellectuals reveal the almost total erasure of the historic figure, and the ascendance
of Jánošík, the legend. While originally told as more of a cautionary tale in its earliest
incarnation, the Jánošík mythos morphed through its spread and popularization into something
VOTRUBA, Martin. “Highwayman’s Life: Extant Documents about Jánošík” in: Slovakia, vol. 39,
#72-73, p.64
5

else entirely. Juraj Jánošík, was transformed from unsuccessful bandit and accessory to the death
of a priest, to a swashbuckling Robin Hood figure, a former theological student throwing
handfuls of stolen Hungarian gold to peasants, courteously sparing poor travelers and clergy,
entertaining captives with his wit, and melting the hearts of local maidens with his legendary
good looks. As celebrated in folk songs and poetry, Jánošík’s death stopped the passage of time,
with trees refusing to bloom in mourning .6 This transformation from bandit to folk hero became
a mass cultural phenomenon. As Martin Votruba writes:

“[Juraj Jánošík] is the local embodiment of the pervasive myth of a hero who takes from
the rich and gives to the poor, and he had other quite universally idolized trappings, the
ones that, for example, helped generate Hollywood’s legendary rebel stars— he was good
looking, single, made a stash of money, lived wild, and died young.”7

Moreover, as the years rolled on following the death of the historical Juraj, other more Romantic
trappings were added to the Jánošík myth by storytellers for audiences hungry for the exploits of
a larger-than-life bandit— Jánošík had magical powers and gifts, he was capable of feats of great
strength, and his birth was a supernatural event .8Stage plays and dramatic re-enactments of the
Jánošík legend drew heavily from this mythical stock and in areas outside of Hungarian purview,
were widely available in Slovak. By the late 19th century, even Slovaks who had immigrated
abroad celebrated Juraj Jánošík as one of Slovakia’s favorite sons, with illustrated retellings of
BOTTO, Ján. “Pieseň Jánošíková”.1846. found at: Zlatý fond, http://zlatyfond.sme.sk/dielo/741/
Botto_Piesen-Janosikova. Retrieved: December 2019. “Zelenal sa javor, už sa nezelenie —chodieval
Jánošík po zboji, už viac nie…”
6

VOTRUBA, Martin. “Hang Him High: The Elevation of Jánošík to an Ethnic Icon”. Slavic Review, vol.
65, #1. p. 24.
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Bratislava: Interlingua, 2003. p. 26-27.
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the legend published as far afield as Pittsburgh ,9 one of the major centers of Slovak immigration
in America. Jánošík was popular enough outside of Slovakia to warrant cross-over creations as
well in Austro-Hungary and elsewhere, but his importance to Slovaks was supreme.
The consumption of such published ballads, poems, and fairy tales inspired by the legend
grew rapidly; by the beginning of the 20th century, Jánošík’s status as a defender of Slovakia was
solidified. No longer just a Robin Hood figure, Jánošík’s magical connection with Slovakia and
(by extension) Slovaks had transformed the bandit into an Arthurian protector in the public
imagination. In one particular folkloric tradition, Jánošík’s corpse was believed to lie
uncorrupted in St. Martin’s Cathedral until his people needed his services as protector again,
ready to defend his beloved land even in death

10 .

Other traditions located Jánošík firmly in the

mountains where he lived and died, choosing to focus less on his death and possible resurrection,
and more on his inspirational aspects to mountain Slovaks. As the decades passed, even more
Slovak social movements tried to capitalize on Jánošík’s status as a protector of the people,
sometimes in armed insurrection. Perhaps the most striking example is that of the Jánošík
partisan brigade— a band of guerrilla fighters active in the Slovak National Uprising, who
framed their struggle against the Fascist Slovak state in terms of the Jánošíkian tradition.

For example, see Jánošík : Junák slobody. Pittsburgh, PA : P.V. Rovnianek & Co., 1893. Rovnianek
himself had a long history of resistance to Hungarian cultural ambitions in Slovakia before his
immigration, since he himself was expelled from seminary back in Hungary in for refusal assimilate both
culturally and linguistically. For more on Rovnianek and his ethnic activism in America, see:
STOLARIK, M. Mark. Where is My Home?: Slovak Immigration to North America 1870-2010. Berlin:
Peter Lang, 2012. p.27-28 and ANDIC, V. E. “The Contribution of American Slovaks to the National War
Effort”. American Slavic and East European Review. Vol. 4, No. 3/4 (Dec., 1945) , pp. 179
9

SEAL, Graham, quoting HOBSBAWM, Eric J. “The Robin Hood Prinicple: Folklore, History, and the
Social Bandit.” Journal of Folklore Research, Vol. 46, No. 1, 2009. p. 77
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As a cultural symbol, Jánošík exists as almost as the alpha and omega of Slovak cinema.
The bandit has stood with the vanguard of Slovak cinema, been heralded as an economic success
in the First Republic, witnessed Czechoslovakia’s uneasy reunification and reconciliation
following World War II, and become an animated children’s feature and object of mockery
during the crushing re-imposition of cultural controls in the 1970s. Indeed, even as recently as
2008, Jánošík was again the subject of a Slovak-Polish co-prouduction, Jánošík: pravdivá
história which was, in some ways, a celebration of Slovakia’s acceptance in to the European
Union, wherein Slovakia could find common ground (and financial aid) with its neighbors to the
north while still celebrating Slovak cultural ideas. Jánošík and his myth bear the weight of being
a load-bearing part of Slovak culture in the contemporary sense, but as I shall show in this
chapter, this was not always the case. Instead, as Jánošík became a visual icon of Slovak
nationalist aspirations and resistance to outside forces, his role crystalized.

7.3 JÁNOŠÍK: HARBINGER OF SLOVAK CINEMA

By the early 1920s, Slovakia had been the subject of a growing number of Czech and
Hungarian films, most of which were concerned with the depiction of Slovak customs and
countryside for audiences outside of the Slovak lands. The true birth of Slovak feature
filmmaking did not come until 1921 with Jánošík— the first commercial Slovak film on record
made with Slovak directors and financial interests. The film itself was produced by two Slovak
immigrant brothers from Chicago, the Siakeľ brothers Jaroslav and Daniel, who had immigrated
to the United States in 1911 and 1905, respectively. In Chicago, the Brothers Siakeľ had briefly

worked with Slovak businessman and ethnic activist Andrej Šuster at his Selig Polyscope
Company11 and so had some experience with the technology and techniques of early cinema,
though they were not themselves originally filmmakers. Seeking support from the larger Slovak
community in Chicago, they lobbied the local financial elites into creating Tatra-film, the first
Slovak film creation and distribution company; Slovaks in Chicago and elsewhere were hopeful
that this would herald an increased amount of Slovak-themed media, though the company
disbanded shortly after financing Jánošík, its first and only production. Although they weren’t
the primary financial backers, the Siakeľs remained active members of Tatra-film’s board of
directors for much of its short-lived existence.
The Siakeľs, noting the popularity of Jánošík stage productions and the lack of Slovak
cinema, resolved to create a feature film (a task which had not been as of then attempted by
Slovaks themselves) about the national hero. But ahead of them lay no small task— despite
cinema’s rapid global adoption, Slovakia still lacked the cinematic infrastructure which had
already developed in places like the Czech Lands, the Kingdom of Hungary, and America.
Camera technicians and professional film developing labs were lacking, and official technical
training in Slovakia itself was almost unheard of until the end of the 1920s. Although the Siakeľs
themselves had gained some minor training through their employment with the Selig Polygraph
Company in Chicago, they were mostly self-taught in their roles of director and camera operator.
The Siakeľs’ film was shot on location in Slovakia, and although it was originally
intended to be a wholly original cinematic adaptation of the bandit’s life, its script was only a
third complete before the cast and crew relocated for the shooting. Although the remaining twoVOTRUBA, Martin. “Historical and National Background of Slovak Filmmaking” in: KinoKultura,
Special Issue #3, 2005. http://www.kinokultura.com/specials/3/votruba.shtml retrieved 1.1.2020.
11

thirds of the script were completed, the completed script was delivered after shooting had
wrapped12. As a result, the Siakeľs were forced to complete the script by drawing liberally from
two of the most popular contemporary sources of the Jánošík myth in popular literature—Gustáv
Maršall-Petrovský’s 1894 Slovak language novelization of the Jánošík myth, Jánošík, kapitán
horských chlapkov – jeho búrlivý život a desná smrt’, and the 1910 stage play, Jánošík, by Czech
playwrite Jiří Mahen13 . Due to Hungarian language policies, Maršall-Petrovský’s novel was
published in America for an American-Slovak audience; Mahen’s play had become a huge
success in the Czech Republic where publishing regulations were slightly more lenient towards
Czech and Slovak authors.
The film itself does not stray far from the theatrical and romantic Jánošík myth in terms
of content—not surprising given the source material and Mahen’s personal influence on the
production. Interestingly enough, the first Jánošík film is told meta-textually, with a
contemporary Czechoslovak hiker (played by the Czech actor Theodore Pištěk who doubles as
Jánošík) in bowtie and fashionable alpine attire stopping to admire rural sheep farm, which
prompts the local head shepherd to remark on the explicit physical similarities between the hiker
and the historical bandit. This framing device serves two primary functions; the first being a
means of establishing Slovakia as a rural land where bygone eras still exist (as opposed to the
more modern and urbane parts of the Czech Lands), the second being to introduce the concept
that Jánošík himself is cyclically reborn. The movie then proceeds to relate how Juraj Jánošík, a
young seminary student, returns home to his village is so inflamed by the cruelty inflicted upon
VOTRUBA, Martin. “Jánošík” http://www.pitt.edu/~votruba/sstopics/movieclips/
janosik1921writeup.html retrieved 31.12.2015
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his family (Juraj’s father is beaten to death for refusing to work during his period of mourning
for his departed wife) and fellow Slovaks by Hungarians that he takes arms against the
oppressors of his people. The film follows Jánošík through his bandit career as he continually
vexes the Hungarian authorities, only being brought low by the treachery of an old hag, which
allows him to be caught. The film omits the death sequence which is so synonymous with
Jánošík’s myth. Instead, Jánošík’s death warrant is displayed followed by an intertitle card
appears which reminds the audience that, “thus Jánošík met his end, the first fighter for the
freedom of the Slovak people.”14
The silent film era had some advantages for this version of Jánošík. Although the film
had a multi-ethnic cast (as mentioned, the dual roles of the hiker and Jánošík are played by the
Czech Pištěk; other roles are played by Slovak and Slovak-American actors), the linguistic
differences between the Slovak material and the multi-ethnic cast were minimized due to the lack
of spoken dialog and the reliance on Slovak language intertitles. Intertitles could be easily
created in any language and switched easily, rendering films like Jánošík understandable for a
wide variety of audiences and levels of literacy, an additional concern when dealing with
American Slovaks or Slovak-Americans who may not be as fluent in their parents’ tongue or who
had begun losing their language through assimilation

14

15.

Furthermore, the lack of spoken dialog

SIAKEĽ, Jaroslav. Jánošík. Tatrafilm, 1921 1:07:21-1:07:25

The anxiety that many Slovak cultural organizations felt about bilingualism and the maintenance of
Slovak as a living, spoken language was not unique among ethnic immigrant groups, but the efforts that
Slovaks abroad went to preserve their tongue was unusual in many regards. As I discussed in the first
chapter, Slovak ethnic organizations abroad were active in maintaining Slovak language and culture in the
face of Hungarian opposition before the creation of the Czechoslovak state. The Slovak language’s
importance for these organizations and the divisiveness such a project entailed in younger or less
nationalistic communities were often at odds with attempts to assimilate for such expatriate groups. For
more see: ALEXANDER, June Granatir. Ethnic Pride, American Patriotism: Slovaks and Other New
Immigrants in the Interwar Era. Philadelphia : Temple University Press, 2004. pp. 62-66
15

would be helpful for Slovaks of different dialects, though low levels of Slovak literacy (which
persisted into the 1930s) and the reliance on the official codified Slovak (as opposed to the
regional, non-standardized dialects spoken in the areas with the greatest connection to the
Jánošík myth), would have limited their effect. The reliance on intertitles also meant that the task
of translating the film was simple and could be performed by almost any cinema operator or
distributor regardless of technical or linguistic skill. One review of a screening of Jánošík in
Trnava in 1926 even complained that:
“In order to satisfy a number of Jews, owner of the cinema did not show the film with its
original Slovak intertitles, (which you could catch a few seconds of only every once in a
while), but provided his own Czecho-Slovako-German translations. The Czechoslovak
translation was terrible, and could only be understood here and there, and so in order to
one to understand it, one must read the German text.” 16

Jánošík had four premiers in 1921 and 1922. Following shooting, a copy of the film was
unofficially screened for the crew’s family and friends in the town of Vrútky, Slovakia 17.
Following this, the first official print of the film was screened on November 25, 1921 in Prague,
followed a month later by the film’s American premier in Cicero, Illinois— another center of
expat activity for both the Czechs and Slovaks in America. The Slovak premier did not occur
until January 3rd, 1922, when the film was officially screened in the town of Žilina, near the
western border of Slovakia and the Czech Lands. It is notable that the Slovak premier did not

16
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VOTRUBA, Martin. “Jánošík” http://www.pitt.edu/~votruba/sstopics/movieclips/
janosik1921writeup.html retrieved 22.5.2015
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occur in the city of Bratislava, which was then a contested space

18

which had only recently been

brought into the Slovak sphere under the threat of military action by the returning Czechoslovak
legions in 1919. 19 Additionally, Bratislava/Pressburg possessed a reputation for cosmopolitanism
which was at odds with the nationalistic aspects of the Jánošík myth, and where many residents
proudly identified as Hungarian or Austrian well into the 1930s. Or perhaps again, Jánošík was
deemed to controversial for a city which had recently been the site of military conflict and antiMagyar violence; another possibility exists that the city was still not Slovakized enough to make
a screening of Jánošík a financially viable proposition. Unfortunately, no extant record exist to
tell us the exact reason why the smaller city, Žilina, was chosen over the administrative capital
city of Slovakia or important cultural centers such as Martin. Even so, the choice of premier
locations underscores Slovak struggles for autonomy; Žilina had symbolic value for moderate
Slovaks and Panslavicists, as the town was the site of Vavro Šrobár’s announcement of Slovakia
allying itself with its Czech neighbors to form Czechoslovakia on December 12, 1918.
The varied premiers of the first Slovak film also reveal the early flexibility of Jánošík as a
cultural image— a flexibility which would eventually fade and disappear through the continual
reproduction and dissemination of the bandit’s iconic image. Although he is commonly seen as
Slovak, the bandit was celebrated in Czech, Polish, and Slovak border areas, where his thefts

Again, it is important to note the changing history of Bratislava/Pressburg/Pozsony/Prešporok. Peter
Bugge notes that in the years leading up to World War I, Pozsony/Pressburg was a heavily Magyarized
city, with 40.5 percent of its residents identifying as Hungarian, as opposed to a mere 14.9 percent who
claimed Slovak as their identity, and conflicts regarding the “Slovakization” of the urban space persisted
through the early years of the First Republic. See: BUGGE, Peter. “The Making of a Slovak City: The
Czechoslovak Renaming of Pressburg/Pozsony/Prešporok, 1918-19” Austrian History Year Book 35.
(2004) p. 205.
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took on a romantic leaning. Moreover, the release of Jánošík in America, for American audiences
of Slovaks and Czechs, revealed a third component of this early figure, which was to be lost in
later film versions— Jánošík was in many ways a Czechoslovak figure, a celebration of a shared
Slavic culture amidst a sea of Hungarian and German-speaking Others, the targets of the
historical bandit’s activities. The choice of Berwyn, Illinois

20

for the American premier brings

this claim into focus; perhaps no other city in America in the 1920s could lay such a claim to a
vibrant community of Czechs, Slovaks, and Poles, each of whom were often more comfortable
together in the New World, than in their home countries.

7.4 MARKETING THE BANDIT AS CULTURAL CAPITAL: MARTIN FRIČ’S 1935 VERSION OF
JÁNOŠÍK

Although the 1921 production of Jánošík was a ground breaking cultural achievement for
Slovaks, it failed to generate any momentum in the realm of feature film production or cinematic
infrastructure. Tatrafilm folded shortly after its producing Jánošík (its sole film) and failed to
create a viable avenue for financing and producing Slovak films for any market—be it American
or Czechoslovak. Furthermore, despite the financial success of the first Slovak movie in
American and Czechoslovak markets, the film soon fell out of circulation and was assumed to be
lost until the 1970s. Although the legend of Juraj Jánošík continued to be culturally relevant
through the early years of the First Republic, appearing in a few puppet shows and plays

Berwyn boasted a sizable population of Slovaks during the early 20th century, however, today it is
known mostly as the location of a large Czech-speaking minority in present-day Chicago, located a few
miles away, who decamped from their neighborhood of Pilsen during the “white flight” of the 1960s.
20

throughout Czechoslovakia 21, the bandit’s cultural relevance in the realm of cinema was
stillborn, over before it had even begun. It was not until the 1930s, when tensions between
Czechs and Slovaks within the country began to reach a boiling point, that the bandit was again
the source of much interest in the realm of film.
In the early 1930s, Martin Frič, an established Czech director of melodramas and
comedies, first began toying with the idea of producing a new theatrical version of Jánošík.
While the Siakel’ brothers had been self-taught amateurs, Frič was a veteran of the Czech film
industry; he had gotten his start in the 1920s directing silent films such as 1929’s expressionistic
Varhánik u Sv. vita (The Organist of St. Vitus) and a 1931 adaptation of The Good Soldier Švejk
before transitioning into sound films with the wildly successful madcap comedy featuring the
Czech comedians Jiří Voskovič and Jan Werich, Hej rup!. By the mid 1930s, Frič was looking to
expand his horizons, and his close friend and influential filmmaker/ethnographer/musicologist
Karel Plicka suggested that Frič turn his attention to Slovakia, where modernization and
economic development had recently fueled a boom in cinemas and in increased interest in Slovak
themes.
The 1935 film Jánošík by the Czech director Martin Frič made the Slovak actor Paľo
Bielik into a bona-fide star and set records for a Slovak film in Czech market.
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Like the Siakeľ

brothers’ version, Frič along with Czech screenwriter Karel Hašler drew heavily from Mahen’s
Czech novelization in terms of both content and stylization, even going so far as to collaborating
C.f. Jaroslav Bouček’s 1933 puppet play Janošík : Historická pověst z dob slovenského poddanstva o
čtyřech jednáních, which, in addition to the standard cast of the Jánošík legend, also features the Czech
stock puppet character, Kašpárek. See: BOUČEK, Jaroslav. Janošík : Historická pověst z dob slovenského
poddanstva o čtyřech jednáních. Praha: A. Münzberg, 1933.
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with Mahen himself on the screenplay. 23 Perhaps to counteract the Czech source material and the
script, two Slovak writers were brought into the production in order to flesh out the dialogs and
give them a distinctly “Slovak” character—journalist and actor Štefan Letz and cinema critic
(and future director of Slovak propaganda films) Ivan Július Kovačevič— giving Bielik
imminently quotable lines, and adding verisimilitude to a production that was, for all intents and
purposes, Czech in concept and financial backing.
The star of the movie, a former policeman and amateur actor from Slovakia, Paľo Bielik,
was cast on the recommendation of Karel Plicka, who saw the young Bielik in an amateur
theatrical production in Banská Bystrica24. Bielik, who played the part of Jánošík in Hôrni
chálpci25, a stage melodrama based on the lives of Jánošík’s band of marauders, was notable for
his impressive physical attributes. In an interview with Czech film historian Antonín J. Liehm in
1965, Frič recalled: “[Karel] Plicka told me once, that he saw this lanky police officer in Martin
[Slovakia],”26 whose physical presence made him destined to become a star. Paľo Bielik,
however, remembered the audition in less favorable light:
“They undressed me down to my belt, examined my chest and teeth, ordered me to run,
jump, and hurl logs. Certainly that ranked among the things [I remember], but even
through the distance of years, there remained the same connection with that and choosing
a horse at the yearly fair.”27
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Although Bielik did not have the fondest memory of his audition for the part of Juraj Jánošík, his
turn as the famous bandit made him an instant cinematic icon. It was no lesser an authority than
Pavol Socháň himself who wrote “Bielik is a wonderful representative of Jánošík: tall, youthful,
with brisk motions, a bravura leaper.” 28 Bielik’s sheer physicality in the role of Jánošík stood in
stark contrast to Pištek’s more stationary stage performance, as Bielik’s Jánošík leapt over
mountain sides, terrified thuggish soldiers with a single glare, overpowered Hungarian guards
with a single sweep of his arm, and ripped iron fetters apart— attributes which were well-served
by Frič’s usage of close-ups, and dramatic framing.
The most famous scene where Jánošík shares the role of Slovak identifier with the
mountains occurs in his death scene, which is dealt with explicitly in Frič’s version as opposed to
the 1921 film. After being convicted of banditry, Jánošík is marched to the gallows and given a
final chance at saving his life by turning his back on his ethnic identity and joining the
Hungarian Army to recruit a regiment of fighters like himself to serve in battle against the
invading Ottoman Turks. While Jánošík looks longingly on the mountains, he summons all his
strength and breaks his chains, eager to dance one final celebratory dance. Then, once finished,
Jánošík spurns the mercies of his Hungarian captors, and in defiance, flings himself willingly on
the hook crying “As you have baked me, thus you shall eat me!” much to the awe and horror of
the crowd. In his death throes, the bandit turns his eyes towards the mountain, and he dies
surrounded by a montage of images from the Tatras, focusing on the same icy peaks and mistwreathed summits that captivated Plicka two years previously. Finally, the ghostly image of the
patriarchal cross (a long-standing part of Slovakia’s heraldic vocabulary) appears over the
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mountains themselves, anointing and sanctifying them. Jánošík’s death not only honors the
Tatras as the inspirations of Jánošík’s final act of defiance, it transforms the site into a mystical
reliquary, wherein Jánošík’s blood on the stones becomes as mountain stream, and Jánošík’s
broken body on the hook is subsumed into the Tatras themselves, further mirroring the “mystical
qualities”29 of the Tatras which were so widely celebrated in the early days of the mass produced
image.
Perhaps the most subtle change regarding the mystical power of the Tatra mountains in
Frič’s film is the dislocation and relocation of the bandit. According to the historical record, the
figure of Jánošík had little to do with the isolated Tatra mountains and should not have been seen
there—after all, he was from Terchova, a small village in the Malá Fatra, closer to Slovakia’s
western border with the Czech Republic, and spent much of his short life in the gentle slopes of
Moravia and Slovakia’s northwestern corner, far removed from the crags and imposing peaks of
the Tatras. Frič, however, removes Jánošík from the familiar (and multi-cultural) confines of his
legend, and transplants him into the heart of the Tatras themselves. This transplantation further
strengthens the synecdoche of the Tatras; given that Jánošík is already an icon of Slovak cultural
identity and ethnic resistance, his heroic martyrdom in the Tatras increases their association with
Slovak nationalist aims in toto. As Jánošík becomes more of an Arthurian symbol for popular
resistance to outside oppression, the Tatras also function more synecdochally. By dying in the
Tatras, in Frič’s version of the myth, Jánošík gives birth to the entire national idea of Slovakia.
However, unlike the complicated and confusing loyalties of Slovak urban centers, Jánošík’s
Slovakia is one of simple, comforting identities— of heroic resistance to Hungarian oppression,
MOLDA, Rastislav. Ideálny obraz národa: stereotypizácia uhorských národnosti v slovenskej
cestopisnej a národopisnej literatúre 19. storocia. Martin: Matica slovenská, 2015. p. 77
29

to feats of great physical strength, and to (historical or not) an undying connection with the
mountains.

7.5 Jánošík as Socialist Icon

Although Bielik was originally cast for his muscular physique and matinee idol looks, as
I discussed in the previous chapter, his early foray into film would end up reshaping Slovak film.
After achieving critical and financial success with a number of acting and directorial works in
the 1940s and 1950s, Bielik lobbied for an expanded cinematic treatment of Jánošík’s story with
little success. The Stalinization of Czechoslovak cultural programs hindered Bielik’s attempts to
get a new, more historically accurate version of the myth produced. Despite reframing the myth
in terms of ideologically-acceptable class struggle, Bielik’s screenplays were seen as too
nationalistic or too divisive to be properly “socialist.” Bielik’s dream of giving Jánošík a
cinematic treatment worthy of his status as a national hero needed a sea-change in cultural
policy; it would not be until gradual de-Stalinization of Czechoslovakia in the 1960s that the
theme of Slovak resistance would again be politically palatable enough to warrant a cinematic
revival.
Bielik remained undeterred through the 1950s, working on a screenplay for his epic
30 , but the completion of the screenplay was delayed until
version of Jánošík, starting in 1952

1954, and then pushed back to 195631 for further rewrites. Finally, in the beginnings of the
HANÁKOVÁ, Petra. Paľo Bielik a slovenská kinomatgrafická kultura. Bratislava: Slovenský filmový
ústav, 2009 p. 167
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1960s, Bielik

received authorization to direct an epic two-part retelling of the Jánošík myth,

ostensibly to mark the 250th anniversary of the bandit’s death. As in the previous versions of
Jánošík, little changes plot-wise in Bielik’s version. Juraj Jánošík is, again, an idealistic young
man, whose exposure to the injustice inflicted upon his family and countrymen and women
drives him to violence. However, Bielik was well aware of the ambivalence regarding Jánošík as
a symbol for a wide range of proscribed Slovak activities. Although bandit had been the
figurehead for the fascist government and anti-Hungarian activities, he also had been adopted as
one of the prominent symbols of the Slovak National Uprising, and Bielik was politically savvy
enough to incorporate visible socialist influences in his film.
Jánošík I. and Jánošík II. debuted in 1962 and 1963, respectively, and marked the first
incontrovertible economic success for Slovak feature film in Czechoslovakia. Jánošík I. drew 3.5
million spectators, while the second part drew 2.3 million 32 , with box office revenues for the first
33 revealing a deepand second part listed at 4,517,268 Kčs and 5,522,967 Kčs, respectively,

seated desire to see the highwayman on the screen, despite his potential ideological problems, or
the existence of preceding versions of the myth. Since Bielik’s magnum opus was financed by
the Czechoslovak state, there were no financial or distributional irregularities to worry about,
unlike the 1921 Jánošík. However, unlike Frič’s 1935 remake of the film (featuring, of course,
Bielik in the role which gave birth to his career), there would also be no American audience to
reach— while earlier Slovak films could count on robust distribution among Slovak communities
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in America, the geopolitical tensions of the Cold War and the lingering scars of World War II’s
sundering of the two communities meant that the film was seldom, if ever, screened in America.

7.6 JÁNOŠÍK AND THE (NEW) SLOVAK QUESTION: THE CASE OF PACHO, HYBSKÝ ZBOJNÍK

Despite its original aim as a country formed as an equal partnership between its two main
Slavic ethnic groups 34, Czechoslovakia was often times beset with internal quarrels throughout
the 20th century between the Czech and Slovak communities. However, such conflicts were not
merely limited to discussions of self-rule and politics— they often entered the cultural arena as
well. Slovak frustration with Czech chauvinism often boiled over in the realm of film, where
Slovak themes (such as the folkloric and romantic celebration of rural life) were dismissed by
Czech critics with, as director Stanislav Barabáš put it, a “kind of condescending paternalism
towards Slovak cinema” 35. By 1975, Jánošík had become a well-regarded Slovak cultural
phenomenon in Czechoslovakia, despite opposition from some Czech and Marxist critics who
saw this fascination with such explicitly nationalistic symbols as Jánošík as culturally divisive.

36

In this charged atmosphere of often out-right ethnic hostility and ideological battling, Martin
Ťapák’s 1975 film, Pacho, hybský zbojník remains a bit of an anomaly— a thoroughly Slovak
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film, which grapples with the problematic notions of ethnic identity by attempting to demystify a
national and folkloric icon.
Ťapák’s film is, on the surface, a nearly a shot-for-shot parody of the Jánošík story,
drawing primarily on the 1921 and 1935 versions. Pacho, hybský zbojník follows the eponymous
Pacho (played by the prolific Jozef Kroner, himself a Slovak actor known for his roles as country
bumpkins and everymen), an ordinary Slovak returning from a long journey to find the cruel
Hungarian Count Erdödy, (played by another prolific icon of Slovak stage and cinema, Marián
Labuda) mistreating his relatives and fellow Slovaks. Through dumb luck, good timing, and a
prodigious talent for the consumption of hard alcohol, Pacho suddenly finds himself as the head
of a band of outlaws, bent on plundering nobles and carousing their days away. In Pacho’s
cinematic world, all the tropes and cliches of folk legends manifest; drunken nobles travel with
wagons full of Roma musicians 37, every activity threatens to break out into song and dance, and
ethnic antipathy is elevated to comic extremes. Pacho’s journey from singing wanderer to
reluctant outlaw and final transformation into larger-than-life local legend serves not only as a
comedic satire of the romantic adventure film, it also attempts to defang the troublesome ethnic
myth of Jánošík.
As as bandit, Jánošík’s influence on Slovak cultural identity could often be problematic,
especially during totalitarianism. Given that bandit heroes often arose, historically, in the face of
oppression by larger ethnicities or political powers they were often seen as a bulwark of identity
for marginalized groups threatened by larger political and social powers. As Graham Seal notes,

A play on what Boček termed “an obsession with embroidered blouses and folk song” which vexed
Slovak cinema until the dawning of the New Wave. See again, BOČEK, Jaroslav. Czech and Slovak
Cinema 1945 -1965. Prague: Artia, 1966?
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such figures are created in social situations where an oppressed group sees “its sense of identity,
as coded into its traditions, customs, and world view, is being outraged, ignored, or threatened.” 38
The Jánošík myth, with its emphasis on anti-Hungarian prejudice and willful rebellion against
any attempts at outside governance, was linked to Slovak culture’s fervent belief that the
ethnicity itself was constantly besieged by a rotating cast of more powerful groups bent on
forcibly controlling and assimilating the Slovak ethnic group— Hungarians, Czechs, and
(post-1968 especially) Soviets. In the case of Jánošík, then, it is no surprise that the bandit’s
status as a cultural icon often waxed in times of cultural and political upheaval in the Slovak
lands— periods such as during the Magyarization and cultural repression of the mid-19th
century, the halting first steps of Czechoslovakia in the 1920s, the ethnic tension of the 1930s,
and the thawing of cultural controls in the early 1960s were fertile soil for the bandit. By 1975,
Jánošík’s deep connection to the Slovak countryside and his association with an oftenquarrelsome desire for Slovak independence had once again become a problem in a nation where
the “Slovak Question”— or Slovakia’s status within Czechoslovakia—had proven to be a
stubbornly insurmountable object to Czechoslovak unity.
As Václav Macek notes, Pacho, Brigand of Hybe is, at its heart an ironic enterprise, one
designed to take a cherished national myth, that of Jánošík, and de-fang it by making the hero
(and the process of creating a hero) one that is inherently farcical. Macek writes:

“The construction of the cinematic [Pacho, Brigand of Hybe’s] narrative generally draws
on the familiar background of the national myth (popular folklore, the romantic idealism
of the Šťúrovci, and also Bielik’s film version of Jánošík), which form the foundation for
SEAL, Graham, quoting HOBSBAWM, Eric J. “The Robin Hood Prinicple: Folklore, History, and the
Social Bandit.” Journal of Folklore Research, Vol. 46, No. 1, 2009. p. 70
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parodic techniques and for demystification. At the same time, the film ironically depicts
the birth of legends of the titanic hero in the hyperbolic optics of the folkloric
phantasy.”39

Given the amount of tension surrounding Czech and Slovak relations in the 1960s and 1970s,
such a decision to skewer a beloved Slovak cultural institution could be problematic. Slovak
attachment to Jánošík was more than just that of a beloved folk-hero— he represented in many
ways the last line of defense against larger, more powerful ethnic groups (such as Czechs or
Hungarians) who had historically tried to absorb Slovaks. In times of crisis, Jánošík myths gain
even more cultural relevance for Slovaks as both a symbol of their home territory and as an
identity which remained unbowed and defiantly independent in the face of more powerful
factions. As Pacho functions as a thinly-veiled analog for Jánošík, the satirization of Pacho’s own
motivations functions as an attempt to undermine Jánošík’s moral authority.
Pacho’s journey into the realm of brigandry, much like the mythical Jánošík, stems from a
simple act of defiance against Hungarian authority. Shortly after Pacho’s return to his home
village, he chances across the often-drunk and cartoonishly cruel Count Erdödy whipping (quite
unsuccessfully) a villager, Matej, who has decided to look for firewood instead of laboring in the
noble’s fields. Pacho’s attempts to halt the beating are hindered by Matej’s insistence on being
beaten; he actively steals the whip back from Pacho, and Pacho spends much of his time
wrestling with both his fellow villager and Erdödy in a slapstick routine. Such an act is a clear
satire of the Jánošík legend, where a returning Juraj witnesses his aged father being beaten by
Hungarians. The young Jánošík’s righteous indignation at his father’s mistreatment fuels his
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desire to act, leading to his eventual martyrdom on the end of a hook. However, whereas
Jánošík’s intervention is cast in terms of a classic opposition— the cruel Hungarian against a
helpless Slovak— Pacho’s is more complicated. Here Ťapák makes the Slovak Matej not only
complicit in his own mistreatment, but comically enthusiastic about it, begging the incompetent
tyrant to hit him again and even helpfully directing the count’s fury back upon himself instead of
the hapless bush upon which Erdödy was venting his spleen. This game between oppressor and
oppressed sets the stage for much of Pacho’s subversion— unlike the Jánošík myth, where
oppression is visited upon hapless Slovaks unfairly, the film treats Slovak oppression often as a
collaboration where Slovaks participate in their own mistreatment willingly, or by adhering to
prescribed roles within the context of bandit-noble relationships. Pacho’s rebellion, if it can be
termed as such, exists in the moment where he finally turns the whip upon the count, because it
disrupts the agreed-upon dynamic of oppressor and oppressed, placing him outside of one
particular social system and into another— that of the rebel.
This rebellion has its own dynamic, of course. One cannot possibly rebel in the Jánošík
myth without becoming a bandit, and as the titular hero of the film soon discovers, these bandits
have their own regulations and bylaws. Pacho’s rebellion is observed by groups of hidden
bandits, who then attempt to coerce him into joining their band of marauders. Pacho, terrified of
denying their request and altogether unwilling to step into his expected role as a zbojník, attempts
to bluff his way out of joining, demanding to be made captain of the group with the expectation
that he’ll be turned down and let go. However, Pacho’s challenge is accepted, and through a
series of lucky accidents, he not only defeats the group’s previous commander, but convinces the
entire assembly of bandits that he possesses magical powers. Contrary to the Jánošík myth,

Pacho’s elevation to the status of bandit chief is not one of physical prowess or moral authority;
rather, it is born of native superstition and happenstance, denying Pacho the divine favor and
natural connection so important to the Jánošík mythos. Pacho, as so often happens in the world,
just happened to be in the right place at the right time.

7.7 PACHO, THE SYMBIOTIC BANDIT

Unlike other Romantic bandits such as the English Robin Hood, Pacho does not
originally steal from the rich as a means of combating oppression, but merely because he
consciously feels he must play his role as a the leader of a brigand group to the fullest in a
symbiotic system. As Pacho’s aged father notes during his son’s emotional homecoming
following a successful raid on Erdödy’s wagons: “Wherever there are noblemen, there too must
be bandits!”, a natural order in which both sides depend upon each other in order to survive.
Without nobility, a bandit becomes a thief; furthermore, a bandit is a symbol that can only exist
within a oppressed populace. To defeat the nobility would also destroy the heroic highway man,
but the inverse is true as well— to celebrate the bandit, one must preserve the noble oppressor.
Indeed, Pacho often displays this symbiotic relationship during interactions with his
adversaries, who despite the outlaw’s predations, remain comically cordial in their interactions.
In one notable scene, Pacho invites the Hungarian nobles, their wives, and their daughters to his
hidden compound in the mountains. The invited nobles meet with Pacho, and politely introduce
themselves, as equals. Despite the noble’s superficial animosity toward the bandit, they politely
and excitedly discuss his interior decor, commenting on how comfortable his cavernous base is.

Their stated purpose, of course, is to deferentially request that Pacho cease burning their castles
and robbing their carriages, to which they offer large sums of money to buy his loyalty. Pacho, in
turn, is genteel and hospitable; he serves his “honored guests” an excellent vintage of Tokai
wine, inquires about the difficulty of their journey to his mountain home, and both brigand and
noble talk politely about the joys of fresh mountain air and the ripening alpine strawberries in the
meadow. Here, the line between rapacious bandit and noble becomes blurred— both sides share
similar tastes (unlike the simple delights more often afforded bandits in legend), array
themselves in finery, and have a rather mutual understanding of their situation as two necessary
components of the social system. Where Jánošík was often portrayed in legend as the Platonic
embodiment of a morally and physically superior Romantic simplicity, Pacho is urban and
indistinguishable from his adversaries.
The noblemen are not the only ones delighted by Pacho’s ministrations. Wives and
daughters gaze eagerly upon the bandit, subconsciously stroking the ears of cork hanging for
storage in Pacho’s cave. As the film progresses, the women eagerly carouse with the
highwaymen and Pacho, seducing and being seduced by the bandits equally— paralleling myths
of Jánošík’s physical beauty and his effect on noblewoman and peasant girl alike. Even after
their return to luxury, the countesses and princesses return home smitten with the bandits, singing
bandit songs and dancing on top of the elegant furnishings in the castles. Naturally, the virile
powers possessed by Pacho and his men have wide ranging effects in the world of the film.
Erdödy attempts to seduce his wife (who has become smitten with bandits and their masculine
power) through fetishistic role play in the boudoir, where he appears in bandit garb, dancing
Slovak folk dances while waving the traditional shepherd’s axe, and threatens to ravish her to her

obvious delight—failing only when Erdödy’s lack of manly chest hair punctures the illusion.
Pacho himself even becomes the object of desire for Empress Maria-Therese, who seeks his hand
in marriage (a legitimization of the bandit as a member of the noble ecosystem). However, the
fascination and sexual power inherent in bandit bodies in Pacho does not just underscore the
connection between bandits and nobility, it also casts the fetishization of banditry in Slovak
culture as something decadent and foreign. To long for a bandit is something only done by
decadent nobility, not the honest peasants (or the hardworking proletariat) of the world.

7.8 SLOVAK-CENTRISM AND PACHO

For Ťapák, the love of Slovakia and intense connection to the country, which are so often
viewed as heroic in the Jánošík myth, are also vulnerable targets in Pacho, where they are often
lampooned as small minded concerns which spring from Slovak xenophobia and provincialism.
While the legendary Jánošík was content with the limited glories of Slovakia, Pacho himself is a
widely-traveled man, who has been “all the to way to Constantinople… a place that’s so far away
you can’t walk there in a year!”, a claim that impresses the bandit’s father but earns the ire of
Pacho’s brothers who see little value in traveling. This regional-centrism, itself a common
internal critique among contemporary Czechs and some Slovaks, is a common trope within the
film. The bandit, like Jánošík, should be content with their isolated communities and to travel, as
Pacho did, counts as a betrayal of the homeland.
Even Pacho’s own band lacks perspective and vision. After celebrating the destruction of
Erdödy’s chateau (in revenge for Erdödy putting a Slovak village to the torch for ruining his ball

clothes), the brigands gather and talk of the future. Pacho threatens the noble lords with further
retribution, threatening to burn “every castle in the world!”, to which his band responds with
incredulity and disbelief, as if they had never considered the possibility that there might be more
castle in the world. These new frontiers of destruction intrigue the bandits. One bandit asks if
they can burn the castle in Lehota (near Slovakia’s western border), another wonders if, perhaps,
they can also set fire to Revúca, slightly to the east. Swept up in emotion, another bandit cries
out that they “will set fire to the end of the world, even as far as Kežmarok!”, a city in Slovakia’s
south. Although they can conceive of nothing more pleasant than burning every noble chateau
and castle in the world—the bandit’s world is one of incredibly small boundaries, stretching only
as far as the villages they know in the immediate area of the Slovak countryside. Even the
possibility of a world existing beyond these demarcations is baffling to them; one bandit stoutly
maintains that his grandmother told him that at the edge of the world (Kežmarok) exists a large
fence and then nothing. Pacho’s travels to Constantinople are irrelevant, and furthermore, not
believed. If a larger world exists outside of Slovakia, Pacho’s men cannot conceive of it. This
obsession with Slovakia as the known world reaches its absurd conclusion, in a later scene when
Empress Maria Theresa, who has fallen in love with a painting of Pacho, confusedly demands
her courtiers locate Slovakia (which does not yet exist) on a map of Hungary, to no avail. This
mockery of the Slovak obsession with Slovakia and confirming Slovakia’s existence is again, the
butt of the joke— only in Slovakia and with other Slovaks does this imaginary country have such
weight. In other words, the bandits’ myopia with regards to Slovakia betrays a historical
insignificance, which is incompatible with political fact both then and now. Like Jánošík, these

bandits can only exist within the confines of Slovakia, even if it is a land of their own artificial
devising without analog in the real world.

7.9 DEFEAT AND MYTH MAKING

The great scholar of bandit folk heroes, Eric J. Hobsbawm, once noted that: “[The noble
bandit] dies invariably and only through treason, since no decent member of the community
would help the authorities against him” 40, and Pacho is no exception. As benefits any story about
a heroic bandit, Pacho is eventually betrayed by the band’s former captain, who is tempted by
both a desire to regain his position as leader as the and the sizable reward offered for Pacho’s live
capture. However despite this setback, Pacho’s true identity as the legendary Brigand of Hybe
remains undiscovered due to a rather comic mismatch between a painting of Pacho (drawn from
local rumor and closely resembling Jánošík) and Jozef Kroner’s short stature and rather homely
features. Furthermore, Pacho’s attempts to take responsibility for his men and spare them their
fate are completely ignored. Indeed, Pacho’s inability to measure up to the collective imaginings
of a bandit hero leads to him being buried in the earth with only his head remaining visible as
punishment for his presumption to declare himself the legendary Brigand of Hybe. Pacho’s
defeated men are paraded through their home village en route to the royal prison in good spirits;
they know in their hearts that Pacho will never be caught and more over, they are now afforded
the chance to fulfill the bandit’s ultimate and traditional destiny: a heroic suffering in jail or
martyrdom by execution in the marketplace. Adding to the farcical nature of the procession is a
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captured “Pacho”— a bandit who more closely resembles the fanciful descriptions of the outlaw
— who wishes Pacho’s very confused mother good luck. This ersatz Pacho, it is implied, will
eventually achieve the heroic end destined for his real analog.
Pacho’s fate, however, is again an inversion of the Jánošík myth. Even before the advent
of cinema, Jánošík’s death was one of the favorite subjects of Slovak folk culture (as well as
Slovak poets, thespians, and artists), rapidly becoming one of the most widely celebrated events
in Slovak culture. The massive successes of cinematic adaptations of Jánošík further ritualized
this event. Although minor variations exist between depictions of Jánošík’s painful demise on the
hook, many of aspects remain consistent: Jánošík is marched to the gallows, he looks longingly
on the Slovak mountains, in a feat of strength he breaks his chains and dances one final dance,
spurns the mercies of his Hungarian captors (who wish to recruit him into the army), and in
defiance, flings himself willingly on the hook, crying “As you have baked me, thus you shall eat
me!” as the crowd looks on in sorrow. In many versions, the bandit dies surrounded by
recognizable symbols of the Slovak countryside, in particular, Slovakia’s legendary mountains.
Pacho, however, is buried in the ground and forgotten about— metaphorically and
functionally disarmed. As a talking head in the ground, he is reduced in stature, usurped by the
false Pacho paraded around the village. A group of children find Pacho, who has been reduced to
a plaything for the youths— “a head”, bereft of identity and “forgotten about”, to use Pacho’s
own words. While the body of Jánošík was, in legend and ballad, a sacred and incorruptible thing
with its own mystical powers, Pacho’s head is a children’s toy: they yank on his hair, twist his
head too and fro, and poke him in the face. Pacho’s identity is even stolen by one of the boys,
who proudly proclaims that he, himself, is Pacho the Brigand of Hybe. Pacho himself is just a

head. Like Jánošík, Pacho’s body and (inferred) death are intimately connected with the Slovak
countryside— as Jánošík’s spirit inhabits the mountains, Pacho himself is quite literally a part of
the Slovak countryside. And since Pacho is unable to perform any feats of strength or dancing as
a last defiance before his martyrdom, he chooses with the only available option for a head— he
sings one last song.

7.10 DISARMING TENSIONS BY DEFANGING THE BANDIT

Martin Ťapák’s Pacho: Brigand of Hybe functions not only as a comedic parody of an
iconic national figure, but as an attempt to temper and disarm rising social tensions between
Czechs and Slovaks through the demystification and satriziation of Slovakia’s most enduring
symbol of ethnic identity, which had become ubiquitous by the 1970s. The specter of Slovak
nationalism had a long been a problematic aspect for Czechoslovakia, one often fed by perceived
cultural tendencies inherent in Slovaks which were supposedly absent in the Czech lands. As
tensions in Slovakia rose during the 1960s, future Czechoslovak president Gustav Husák forced
warn his fellow Slovaks to “moderate the somewhat fiery and wild tendencies which can offend
the Czechs” 41; Jánošík’s celebrated qualities— his legendary passion, his reputation as a lover,
his intense living and romantic death—were precisely the same “tendencies” that Husák warned
against. Further enflaming the stark difference, were conflations oft the figure of Jánošík with
Catholic religious ritual (such as his ersatz sainthood in folk belief and the bandit’s mythical
DEAN, Robert W. quoting PECHO, Michal. in: Nationalism and Political Change in Eastern Europe:
The Slovak Question and Czechoslovak Reform. Denver : University of Denver Press, 1973. p. The quote
here takes on an ironic note, given Husák’s role in imposing Normalization upon Czechoslovakia
following the 1968 invasion and removal of reform elements in the Czechoslovak government.
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body functioning as a sanctified reliquary, both mentioned earlier in this chapter), also
highlighted a cultural schism between the Protestant and areligious Czechs who had suffered
under the Austrians during the Counterreformation and the pockets of fervent Catholic belief that
still existed in the Slovak lands.
The popularity of Jánošík in Slovak culture was a political and social quandary for
Socialist cultural authorities in 1970s Czechoslovakia. On the one hand, Jánošík represented the
hopes and identities of a large constituency of Slovaks in Czechoslovakia, who identified their
own marginalization by more powerful political and ethnic groups with the legendary bandit’s
struggle against Hungarian nobility. To ban or forbid Jánošík outright would not only be difficult
on a practical level, but also raised the possibility that the ethnic tensions between Slovaks and
other residents of Czechoslovakia might become even more strained. On the other hand, Jánošík
was an ideologically problematic hero— despite the legends of his service to the poor and
oppressed, he was also a figure also heavily associated with armed insurrection and the drive for
Slovak independence— both of which which were equally unpalatable to the Czechoslovak
government and the looming presence of the Soviet Union, in the years following 1968.
Furthermore, Jánošík was also connected with anti-Hungarian (and occasionally anti-Czech)
sentiment, another ideologically problematic concern for the uniting workers of the world and
members of the Slovak Communist Party, many of whom were of Hungarian or Czech origins.
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In this particular vein, the only way to combat the problems presented by Jánošík would be to
undermine his worth as a symbol, indirectly. And so, Martin Ťapák’s film functions on two fronts
— one, to ridicule the process by which such problematic heroes are created and mythologized,
KIRSCHBAUM, Stanislav J. “Slovak Nationalism in Communist Czechoslovakia.” Canadian Slavonic
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and perhaps most importantly, to underscore the paradoxes inherent in the worship of such
figures.

7. 11 THE VISUAL CIPHER: ELO HAVETTA’S SLAVNOSŤ V BOTANICKEJ ZAHRADE

While the live-action Jánošík movies (and Pacho, to an extent) were more intensely
concerned with historical wrongs and celebrating the man behind the myth, another notable
Slovak film uses Jánošík as a purely visual cipher for ethnic identity: Elo Havetta’s 1969 film
Slavnosť v botanickej zahrade. Although not preoccupied with traditional Slovak nationalist
themes of political repression, Elo Havetta’s Slavnosť v botanickej zahrade nevertheless
concerns itself with conceptions of Slovak culture. The film itself is a lose collection of vignettes
and surreal episodes featuring a small number of characters in an isolated Slovak village as they
attempt to create a modern-day miracle at their annual wine festival. While often criticized as
“surreal and episodic” 43, Slavnosť v botanickej zahrade seeks to create a cinematic tone-poem, of
the kind favored by Plicka and earlier avant-garde documentarians like Slivka, where texture is
more important than plot or didactic information. Perhaps even more so than his fellow New
Wave directors, Havetta sought to create a cinematic impression of life in Slovakia at the end of
the New Wave, where vibrant cultural experimentation overlapped with valued traditions and a
magical sense of the world itself.
The film itself revolves around attempts to create a living, contemporary secular miracle
in a sleepy village known more for its wine and the oddities of its inhabitants than any real
DUDKOVÁ, Jana. “The Gala in the Botanical Garden” collected in KinoKultura, Special Issue #3,
2006. http://www.kinokultura.com/specials/3/slavnost.shtml retrieved 4.1.2016
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connection to the divine. In one key scene, one of the villagers (the elderly and bespectacled
Mojžíš) finds himself watching a puppet re-enactment of the Jánošík myth, where Hungarian
soldiers arrive and beat Jánošík’s father to death for failing to work for his feudal lord. Amidst
the screaming children who are upset with the violence done to the aged father of the bandit,
Mojžíš can be seen as an active audience member, screaming for Jánošík to come and defend
him aged father. When the (puppet) bandit arrives and trounces the Hungarian soldiers, Mojžíš
joins in, roaring in triumph as Jánošík unleashes his vengeance upon the tormentors of his father.
Mojžíš’s enthusiastic enjoyment of the Jánošík myth is contrasted with the screaming of the
children, where the cycle of ancestral traumas and the indoctrination of historical hatreds cycles
in perpetuity.
Although the performance is only a brief segment taken out of the film’s episodic
structure, it contains a larger truth—namely, that Jánošík endures as a symbol of Slovak identity,
even in the face of modernization. Throughout the film, Mojžiš represents a connection to the
older, more traditional ways of village life. He is a musician, and delights in playing with the
local band, in accordance with the stereotype of Slovaks as inveterate musicians. Furthermore,
Mojžíš’s naivety and heartfelt belief in supernatural powers represents the paradox of Jánošík in
Totalitarian-era Slovakia. Despite advances in political status, education, and quality of life in
Slovakia, the lure of the bandit’s dreams (and his retribution for the historical wrongs inflicted
upon the Slovak people by more powerful outsiders) and his mystical powers remains just as
strong as ever. Given that Slavnosť v botanickej zahrade represents an impressionistic portrait of
the atmosphere found in late 1960s Slovakia, one can reasonably assume that Jánošík himself
had become a fixture in the cultural landscape despite all efforts to the contrary.

7.12 THE INTELLECTUAL HERO: MILAN RASTISLAV ŠTEFÁNIK IN SLOVAK VISUAL CULTURE

Although Juraj Jánošík is the Slovak lands’ most long-tenured national legend and
popular hero, others certainly exist, though for a variety of reasons, many have faded in stature
throughout the 20th century. Perhaps the second most famous national hero outside of Jánošík is
General Milan Rastislav Štefánik, who unlike the bandit, has the weight of historical record
firmly behind him. The rise and fall of Štefánik as a visual symbol paralleled and often mirrored
the contemporary debates regarding Slovak identity and the place of Slovaks in Czechoslovakia.
Alternately hero and historical burden, Štefánik often represented the hopes of Slovaks in
transcending their ancestral lot as tillers of the soil and folkloric warriors, while also becoming
synonymous with some of the darker episodes of nationalistic fervor in Slovak history and the
failure of the first Czechoslovak state to fully deliver on its promises of political, economic, and
social equality for Slovaks in the First Czechoslovak Republic.
On the surface, Štefánik represents the polar opposite of Slovakia’s most famous bandit.
Born into a large Lutheran 44 family in central Slovakia, Štefánik was an educated man, one who
left Slovakia at a young age to explore the world and seek his fame and fortune abroad. Running
into problems with the Hungarian school system, Štefánik relocated to Prague in 1898, where he
entered Charles University as a student. Following his studies in Prague, Štefánik’s career took
him to Paris, where he worked at the Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, where he learned French.

It is interesting to note that, perhaps due to the Slovak Lutherans’ proud tradition of nationalism and
service to the nation, many famous Lutherans such as Štefánik were eagerly adopted by Catholic fraternal
organizations abroad as the emblem of Slovakia, even as Catholic fascism was growing back in Slovakia.
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Soon, Štefánik’s talent and acumen lead to a position with the French Geological Service where
his work took him around the world in order to record meteorological phenomena and data. He
later enlisted in the French Foreign Legion, winning renown as a soldier and leader, before the
outbreak of World War I.
Štefánik, unlike Jánošík, did not toil in obscurity. The future general won renown as a
pioneering aviator and an astronomer and spent his years in Paris as a member of respected
social and academic circles; later in his life Štefánik served the French and embryonic
Czechoslovak states as a general, military advisor and a diplomat. Along with Tomáš Garrigue
Masaryk and Edvard Beneš, Štefánik was a main architect of the first Czechoslovak Republic;
due to his time spent in the French civil service, Štefánik’s knowledge of the intricacies of
French politics was an invaluable help to his co-organizers
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In addition, his organization and

coordination of the Czechoslovak Legions led to several military successes in the Soviet Union.
Unfortunately, like Jánošík and most other national heroes, Štefánik suffered a martyr’s death, as
a plane crash claimed his life while he was en route to Slovakia, scant days after the
announcement of Czechoslovakia’s birth.
Given that Štefánik was a man of the photographic age and an international traveler, it is
perhaps unsurprising to note that his image was one which remained especially dear to Slovak
communities outside of Czechoslovakia as well as inside of it. The fallen aviator was honored
with statues in major American cities with large Slovak populations, special editions of
periodicals, mass-produced prints, scholarships were started in his name, and the celebration of

KOLAŘ, František. “EDOUARD BENEŠ ET LE CONSEIL NATIONAL TCHÉCOSLOVAQUE DE
LA RUE BONAPARTE”. Guerres mondiales et conflits contemporains, No. 169 (Janvier 1993), p. 11.
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Štefánik’s death became a annual, communal ritual. 46 Unlike Jánošík, who was an oftenamorphous figure, a conglomeration of various local legends and superstitions, Štefánik’s
historicity gave him a gravitas and weight in intellectual spheres unavailable to the highwayman;
he was a man of science, known for precision of observation, and he left behind volumes of
correspondence with Slovak, French, and Czech intellectuals. Moreover Štefánik was a man who
was defined by his publicly recorded deeds, thanks to his civil service in both France and the
nascent Czechoslovakia, as opposed rumors of his banditory predations. In the age of nation
building, Štefánik was an architect of states, as opposed to being an enemy of nation-building—
a quality which especially endeared him to Slovak populists and nationalists who often saw
Czechoslovakia as a first step towards full independence 47.
Following his demise, Štefánik was interred in a splendid tomb in Brezová pod Bradlom,
Slovakia, designed by the renown Slovak architect Dušan Jurkovič 48. As Štefánik’s death became
a cultural touchstone for Slovak populations deprived of a new national hero, his tomb became a
site of cultural remembrance where Slovaks gathered to grieve the loss of their most
internationally-famous son, often using the occasion as a chance to vent their grievances toward
Czechs, who were increasingly seen as being opposed to Slovak interests in the public sphere as
the 1920s drew to a close. By 1938, the Slovak journal Prúdy complained about the longevity of
ALEXANDER, June Granatir. Ethnic Pride, American Patriotism: Slovaks and Other New Immigrants
in the Interwar Era. Philadelphia : Temple University Press, 2004. p. 66, 99.
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the “cult” of Štefánik, which had “taken root”, and whom “autonomists had disturbingly
appropriated as one of their own, and who provocatively misrepresent his profile and other use to
bludgeon the socialists.” 49 Indeed, Štefánik’s name became so conflated with Slovak nationalism
that at one point in the 1970s, the prominent Czech journal Sociologický časopís ran an article
bemoaning the fate of the Slovak Marxist sociologist Anton Štefánek, whose similar sounding
surname was often mistaken for the late General’s and as a result, discussions about the late
sociologist inevitably lead into discussions about his more military doppelgänger and the fate of
Slovakia instead of ideologically-proper discussions of sociology. 50 Similar celebrations of
Štefánik’s life and death could also found in the United States in Slovak ethnic enclaves
throughout much of the 20th century.
Despite Štefánik’s beloved status among Slovaks in Czechoslovakia and abroad during
the early 20th century, his viability as a national symbol in Socialist Czechoslovakia was
hampered by his adamant opposition to the Bolsheviks and nascent Soviet Union in life51,
rendering him politically dangerous to represent in film for much of the 1950s and 1960s.
Additionally, Štefánik’s connections with the Czechoslovak legions and the French government
relegated the usage of Štefánik’s image to the realm of criticism of Slovak nationalist aims in
film. While a bandit like Jánošík maintained several qualities attractive to both Socialists and
Slovak nationalists (his legendary defense of the poor, his moral standing, his thefts from the
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nobility), Štefánik himself was a cultural elite of the type which had proven so problematic to the
Soviets and their allies over the years.

7.13 THE CELLULOID GENERAL: ŠTEFÁNIK AS MATINEE IDOL

52
In 1935, the same year that Frič’s version of Janosik, the Czech director Jan Sviták

produced another similar film memorializing the fallen Štefánik, named simply Milan Rastislav
Štefánik, capitalizing on growing Slovak demand for films that visibly represented the ethnicity
within the confines of the First Republic. Whereas Jánošík helped affirm and transmit the image
of Slovaks as a fierce, warlike, and above all, heroic ethnicity, Štefánik represented in many
ways an attempt to create a Czechoslovak hero for Slovak consumption. Beloved at home and
abroad, internationally famous as a scientist and aviator, charming and educated, Štefánik
represented a vision of Slovakness which transcended the negative stereotypes of the rude
shepherd and the rapacious bandit chieftain which so often dominated the cultural discourse of
the period. Although Štefánik’s credentials as a war hero were without reproach, it is this
sophisticated, sensitive, and urbane side which rendered him attractive to Sviták— Štefánik
stood a hero acceptable to not only Slovaks, but Czechs as well, who were frequently unnerved
by their southern cousins’ growing unrest. Though the film has its share of military scenes, it is

Rumors of Sviták’s unsubstantiated collaboration with the Nazis in the death of Karel Hašler during the
war lead to his lynching immediately following the Liberation of Prague, rumors that would also impact
his reputation posthumously as a collaborator and Fascist, leading to his obscurity following 1945. See
also the ongoing debate regarding his death which has been revisited as late as 2009: BEZR, Ondřej.
“Mraky nad Barrandovem: Kdo udal Hašlera a jak v Praze řádil soudce Lynč”
at: http://kultura.zpravy.idnes.cz/kdo-udal-haslera-a-jak-v-praze-radil-soudce-lync-fqw-/filmvideo.aspx?
c=A060809_134319_show_recenze_ob, retrieved 01.01.2020
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the quintessentially gentlemanly Štefánik (played by the Croatian star Zvonimir Rogoz, famous
for his turns in Hej Rup! and Extase) who remains the focus of the film.
Since Sviták was born and raised in Plzeň, Ivan Július Kovačevič was again brought in to
contribute Slovak dialog to the film; and once again, given the subject matter and Kovačevič’s
own nationalist ties and the subject matter, anti-Austro-Hungarian (as well as de rigueur antiHungarian) sentiments dominate Milan Rastislav Štefánik. Throughout the film Štefánik finds
himself driven by a desire to return to the land he was born; however, the land in which he was
born was one hostile to its own native sons. Scenes of Slovaks being denied the right to vote by
Hungarians, of civil demonstrations being met by Hungarian bayonets, and, like Jánošík,
Štefánik returns home only to witness the mistreatment of his father through the actions of the
local Hungarians. These repeated acts of injustice drive Štefánik from the safe confines of
academia into the chaos of the Great War, where his leadership and concern for his troops
transform him from astronomer into the war hero more commonly known.
However, unlike the usual Slovak nationalist propaganda, Milan Rastislav Štefánik makes
attempts at allying growing Czech fears of Slovak separatism by reminding the audience of
Štefánik’s Czechoslovak loyalties. In one early scene in the film set in the early 1900s, Štefánik
has just given a presentation on his new astrological findings for Czech academics in Prague.
Following rapturous applause, he returns home to his Czech friends, lounging around a
fashionable modern apartment, far from the fujaras and rude huts so often found in cinematic
views of Slovakia in the 1930s. Štefánik makes his entrance and announces his plans to take his
leave and travel far. The assembled guests make a game of guessing Štefánik’s destination— “is
it far, how pretty is it?”, they ask. Štefánik replies that he is returning to the most beautiful place

he has been— Slovakia— for relaxation, as he has tired of his wandering around the world. As
one of the assembled companions asks the politically-pointed question: “What kind of relaxation
will you find in Austria?”, Štefánik replies, “For me it never was Austria. It was always
Slovakia.” This exchange reveals a subtle difference from the unusual approach to antiHungarian and anti-Czech Slovak nationalism which I have detailed in the previous chapters; in
this particular moment, Štefánik represents a bridge between Czechs and Slovaks—joining in
common cause against both the Austrians and the Hungarians—where the enemies of one
become the enemies of the other. As with Juraj Jánošík, one of Štefánik’s most identifiable
characteristics is his untimely death in the prime of his power. However, while Jánošík’s death
comes on the heels of his own hyper-masculine defiance of Hungarian power, Štefánik’s demise
is through a simple, tragic accident, where the land he loved so much claims his life. Where
Jánošík’s death sanctified the Tatra Mountains (and by extension, Slovakia), Štefánik’s fatal
collision with Slovak soil robbed Slovaks of their most accomplished native son.

7.14 THE WEIGHT OF HISTORY — STEFÁNIK IN JAKUBISKO’S VTÁČKOVIA, SIROTY A BLÁZNI

Much as echos of the Jánošík myth appeared in Havetta’s experimental opus Slavnosť v
botanickej zahrade during the Slovak New Wave, Štefánik’s life also had resonance in a highly
visible and critically acclaimed New Wave film, Juraj Jakubisko’s 1969 film Vtáčkovia, siroty a
blázni . The film follows three “orphans”, who seek to break free of cultural and societal
constraints to live in “freedom” and documents the tragedy that ensues when human emotions
counteract their noble ideals. However, unlike Sviták’s film, where Štefánik represents both the

frustrated dreams of the Slovak ethnos and its ultimate potential, Jakubisko’s film uses the late
general’s image as a means to critique the Slovak attachment to the idea of a Slovak state.
While Jánošík remained an ephemeral presence in Havetta’s film, appearing in one single
scene dedicated to the the celebration of folk culture, Štefánik’s literal weight is omnipresent in
Jakubisko’s film. Throughout the film, Yorick (played frequent Jakubisko collaborator Jiří
Sykorá) boasts of his connections to the famous aviator, both on the hereditary level (Yorick
asserts that Štefánik is his father, despite the obvious impossibility of the claim) and on the visual
— as he can be constantly seen wearing Štefánik’s French Foreign Legion hat, in clear visual
homage to the departed soldier. The watchful eye of Štefánik even dominates the chaos of the
rundown domicile that the three orphans call home— a foreboding statute of the aviator which
can be found glaring at the assembled youths as they attempt to escape the rules and regulations
governing their lives. The notion of Štefánik as a father-figure for the assembled Slovaks, sternly
watching over the ethnos despite his corporeal absence from Czechoslovakia, strongly resonates
throughout the film as its protagonists seek to escape the obligations of nationalism and the duty
of the nation that Štefánik so readily accepted.
After Yorick’s bloody murder of his one-time lover, Marta, the tone of Vtáčkovia, siroty, a
blázni abruptly shifts. No longer concerned with jokes or black humor, Jakubisko’s film suddenly
wrestles with the legacy of historical crimes committed in the name of Slovak nationalism.
Yorick’s guilt over the murder of his unrequited love, the Jewish Marta, drives him down the
path long tread by national figures such as Štefánik and Jánošík—self-annihilation and death.
Yorick uproots the foreboding statue of Štefánik and carts it through the icy streets of
Bratislava’s former Jewish quarter, staggering through the snow to his final destination— a

bridge overlooking the frozen Danube river. Here, Yorick ties a noose and lashes himself to the
statue of Štefánik, douses himself and the statue in slivovica, lights both himself and the statue
on fire, and then hurls Štefánik off the bridge into the frozen Danube river where the weight of
the monumental statue pulls both down to drown in the semi-frozen waters of the Danube. The
film ends as both the murderer and the aviator are swallowed by the icy water, with only the
vague outlines of the Slovak tricolors filtering through the water.
It is no accident that Yorick attempts to use Štefánik as both the instrument of his demise
and as an adversary to fight against in his last struggle. Although Štefánik died long before the
atrocities of World War II were enacted, it was the dream of the Slovak state (which had become
synonymous with Štefánik) which lead to the dark years of Tiso and the murder of ethnic
minorities in Slovakia. In this particular sense, the weight of Štefánik’s historical
accomplishments and the fascist legacy of the long-desired Slovak state become unbearable for
Yorick, drowning him in the Danube river, another geographical location long associated with
Slovak nationalism. In the end, Jakubisko seems to argue, to be Slovak, one must ultimately
grapple with the paradox of Slovak nationalism— or, an artificial erasure of regional identities in
the service of the larger ethnic identity.

Conclusion

Although both Juraj Jánošík and Milan Rastislav Štefánik were Slovak national heroes,
each of whom embodied the Slovak dream of independence in their own unique way, Jánošík
was destined to become the more popular of the two, for several reasons:, as symbol of the

endurance of the Slovak ethnicity against Hungarian oppression dating back to the 18th century,
Jánošík was familiar to a wide range of political and regional identities; Jánošík’s life and death
was codified early on in various forms of mass produced media which made the retelling and reimaging of his myth much easier to accomplish; and finally, Jánošík served a valuable role as
cultural bridge between Slovaks in Slovakia, and abroad. However, while Milan Rastislav
Štefánik shared many of the same qualities as Jánošík, the cosmopolitan and anti-socialist
aspects of his personal legend could not be as easily manipulated for state uses as Jánošík’s.
Although Štefánik had a thriving cult of remembrance among American Slovaks, who
remembered him as a father of the nation for his activities in France and especially the United
States, his visage was relegated to an anti-nationalistic cypher by the end of the 1960s, and he
faded into obscurity as a national hero, nearly entirely eclipsed by Jánošík as a positive cultural
symbol within Slovakia.
However, although their ultimate reception in Slovakia diverged, both Jánošík and
Štefánik served vital roles as models of Slovak cultural paradigms. Both men were soldiers, who
fought bravely and valiantly against more powerful foes; both men died young, their tragic
deaths coming on the cusp of their greatness; and both men saw their regional identities reduced
in death. While Jánošík had originally been a pan-ethnic symbol, shared among Morvaians,
Sileseans, Czechs, Slovaks, and Poles, in death, he became the paradigm of Slovak masculinity.
And while Milan Rastislav Štefánik had been a Protestant Slovak intellectual, whose
cosmopolitanism allowed him to mingle amongst social elites in America, France, and the Czech
Lands, his death transformed the aviator into something else: a quintessential symbol of
Slovakness, killed by malevolent outside forces before he could lead the Slovak people to

greatness. These identities were aided, formed, distributed, and eventually subsumed into Slovak
culture via mass produced media, which allowed them to be replicated over and over.

CHAPTER VI - COMPLICATIONS, RUPTURES AND REDISCOVERIES: THE MASS PRODUCED
IMAGE AND SLOVAK FILMMAKING POST-1953
“Niet úspešného filmu bez poézie.” -Karel Plicka1

As we have seen in the previous chapters, the mass produced image played several
related, yet distinct, roles in standardizing Slovak identity in the 19th and 20th century: first, by
creating a medium for the codification of national and ethnic identity which was not bound to the
problematic and increasingly restricted field of literature; secondly, by providing a link between
ethnically aware and politically active Slovak communities abroad and their fellow Slovaks in
the Kingdom of Hungary or Czechoslovakia; and thirdly, as the main instrument of minimizing
the linguistic, religious, and cultural differences of Slovakia’s diverse regions through the
repetition of increasingly standardized national symbols such as the Tatra mountains or kroj.
However, by the 1950s the mass produced image ceased to be a fundamental part of the creation
of Slovak national identity. Rather, as questions of Slovak ethnic identity became more and more
firmly settled in the cultural life of postwar Czechoslovakia (due in no small part to the
redistribution of ethnic Hungarians, Rusyns, and other minorities in postwar Slovak territory),
the mass produced image was increasingly relegated to a newer, less central role as one of the
means of maintaining Slovak national identity as opposed to creating or refining it. No longer
were films, lithographs, photographs, responsible for establishing the inclusive limits of Slovak
identity in a fractious multi-ethnic democracy, but rather, they were increasingly used as a means
of reinforcing and strengthening the limits of an established one.
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This final chapter will deal with the complications in the usage and evolution of the mass
produced image which resulted from the various political and social changes the postwar era
brought, changes ranging from the forced “repatriation” of Slovaks and Hungarians, the
elimination of cultural and linguistic exchanges between Slovak communities abroad and in
Czechoslovakia, as well as the increased emphasis on maintaining a codified Slovak culture
against increasing Czech pressure. Although the mass produced image’s usefulness as a cultural
delineator (that is, as phenomenon that determined where the borders of the Slovak experience
lay via various visual and cultural shibboleths via its reproduction) declined precipitously from
its heyday in the interwar period, it remained significant, albeit weakened, portion of Slovak
cultural output from the postwar period onwards. While earlier eras of the mass produced image
included a variety of visual media from a variety of geographic sources, by the mid-1950s, the
state-sponsored cinema (and later television) industry were able to outpace earlier media,
cementing cinema and television as the premier mass produced images in socialist
Czechoslovakia. For this reason, this final chapter will focus mainly on Slovak films as mass
produced images; although ethnographic lithographs and photographs continued to be produced
in various numbers throughout the mid-20th century, these were now secondary concerns,
focused on documenting traditional lifestyles which were rapidly disappearing in the wake of
Slovakia’s modernization and industrialization.

8.1 CHANGE IN THE FUNDAMENTAL CONDITIONS OF THE MASS PRODUCED IMAGE FROM
1939 TO 1951

This shift in the mass produced image logically follows from several political and social
factors which fundamentally altered the demographics and cultural life of the Slovak Lands from
the dissolution of the second Czechoslovak Republic in 1939 on through the socialist putsch in
1948 and culminating in the sealing of the Czechoslovak borders in 1951. These political and
social factors can roughly be broken down into two major governmental actions which took
place both during the war and immediately after it: the first being the sundering of Slovak and
American-Slovak unity during the fascist period vis-á-vis a declaration of war against America in
1941 and the second being the ethnic cleansing and demographic realignments in Slovak
territory which followed in 1945. While both of these factors were traumatic and scarring in their
own ways, each had a very similar effect on the Slovak mass produced image, given that the end
result was a reduction in the need for these commodities of identification.
As I mentioned at the start of this section, the most important of these factors that forever
altered the trajectory of mass produced images in Slovakia was the forced “voluntary exchange
of populations” 2 of ethnic Hungarians and Slovaks in the years immediately following the war,
essentially eliminating, or at the very least severely limiting, one of the most long standing
rationales for Slovak mass produced images. Beginning in 1945, the Czechoslovak governmentin-exile, as well as Slovak cultural organizations began to take an active interest in maintaining a
KUSÁ, Dagmar. "The Slovak Question and the Slovak Answer: Citizenship during the Quest for
National Self-determination and after." In: RAINER, Bauböck, BERNHARD, Perchining, and WIEBKE,
Sievers [editors]. Citizenship Policies in the New Europe: Expanded and Updated Edition. Amsterdam:
Amsterdam University Press, 2009. p. 278
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Slovak ethnic majority in the Slovak Lands through various policies of retribution, under the
state’s rationale (as voiced by Beneš in a May 9th, 1945 speech in newly-liberated Bratislava)
that “Czechs and Slovaks no longer wished to live in the same nation as Germans and
Hungarians” 3. As Dagmar Kusá notes, while the 1945 Potsdam Conference established
frameworks for transferring Sudetendeutsche from the Czech Lands to Germany, no such
arrangements were made for the ethnic Hungarians. Instead, the Czechoslovak and Hungarian
governments “exchanged”, (that is, forcibly repatriated), 89,660 ethnic Hungarians from Slovak
lands and 73,273 ethnic Slovaks from Hungarian territory4 ; those Hungarians who remained
encouraged to leave Slovakia and move into underpopulated areas of the former Sudetenland
with offers of agricultural work and the restoration of their Czechoslovak citizenship.

5

In

addition, the 1945 Beneš Decrees also allowed the Czechoslovak government to confiscate
Hungarian properties from any Hungarians who remained in the re-drawn Czechoslovak
territory. And while 5,071 ethnic Hungarians had their Czechoslovak citizenships restored in
19486 by the newly-established socialist government, their confiscated properties were often
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never returned, drastically weakening Hungarian political and social influence within the Slovak
Lands.7
The second most important factor in this shift in the mass produced image was the
interruption of interwar communications between Slovak communities in Europe and abroad.
Starting in 1939, the dissolution of Czechoslovakia and Slovakia’s status as a Nazi-controlled
puppet state meant that the long-established patterns of communication between Slovak groups
in America and Europe came to a gradual halt, owing to pressure from both sides of the conflict.
For Slovaks in America, the American declaration of war against Nazi Germany in 1941
activated several dormant laws (such as the 1917 Trading With the Enemy Act), which allowed
the United States government to censor the broadcast or delivery of messages “by mail, cable,
radio, or any other means of transmission”8 between the United States and any foreign
destination. Furthermore, for the duration of the war, foreign language media (newspapers, radio
broadcasts, film screenings) had to be translated and approved by government officials
monitoring for any seditious content, 9 a practice that accelerated the decline of ethnic language
mass media in the United States;
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while little information is available on the Office of
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Censorship and the Federal Communication Commission’s stance on Slovak media specifically
during this period, the stridently Slovak-nationalist views espoused by many interwar AmericanSlovak groups were certainly not compatible with wartime policy and public sentiment against
an ally of Nazi Germany, which the US government steadfastly refused to recognize as a
legitimate state. 11 For its part, the newly developed fascist Slovak state rapidly conformed with
Nazi foreign policy, starting from the Deutsch-Slowakischen Schutzvertrag signed on March 28,
193912, and remained closed to Slovak American media imports as relations between Nazi
Germany and the United States grew worse and worse;

13

for its part, the US government did not

officially acknowledge the validity of the Slovak state at any given point in time.
While the interwar period was marked by the extraordinary cultural dialogue between
Slovak exile communities and their brethren in Europe, (with the American Slovaks using the
freedoms granted by the United States as a basis for their unifying and nationalist activities,
while the European Slovaks in Czechoslovakia drew on American imagery of a united Slovakia
as a further basis for their own nationalist activities), the wartime period was marked by division
and rancor, as both populations found themselves on opposite sides of the international conflict.
Slovaks in America were “embarrassed” by their former defense of the Slovak autonomist cause,
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and, as June Granatir Alexander notes, “the war had a stronger detrimental impact on Slovak
organizations than the Great Depression.”14 Immediately after Slovakia’s declaration of war
against the United States in December of 1941,15 nationalistic American Slovaks found
themselves torn between their deep pride in Slovak culture, and the realization of the dangers of
once again being an ethnic minority in a state hellbent on war. As the American-Slovak
newspaper Národné noviny warned its readers to “be 100 percent American” and, furthermore, to
“publicly display that you are good citizens and adherents of democracy”,

16

other organizations,

such as Cleveland’s First Catholic Slovak Union urged its members to “not do anything to be
called foreigners” 17— a profound change in tone from groups that in the decades previous were
devoted to popularizing Slovak identity in all of its visual forms. For their part, the ethnic
organizations which remained in fascist Slovakia were quickly incorporated into the propaganda
arms of the newly formed state, which, as Nadya Nedelsky remarks “drew on and diverged from
the traditions of Slovak nationalism.”
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Further complicating the situation were the presence of

American Slovaks in Slovakia during the war—a common enough interwar experience, but one
that had distinctly problematic overtones now that Slovakia had declared war on the United
States. Although there were no direct military clashes between these Americanized Slovaks and
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the fascist government (which forcibly prevented them from leaving), the combatative attitude
towards this segment of the Slovak population stands in stark contrast to the spirit of
Americanized Slovak relationships to their homeland only a few years previous. 19
Following fascist Slovakia’s defeat and the end of World War II, this alienation between
the two formerly-connected Slovak populations only deepened. Although Slovaks in the Slovak
Lands had finally succeeded in reversing their minority status into that of an ethnic majority (at
least within the context of the Slovak portion of Czechoslovakia), the socialist government
further altered the interwar relationship between Slovak communities by closing the
Czechoslovak borders in 1951. While much of the interwar production of mass produced images
functioned as a two-way interchange between American Slovaks and their brethren in Europe,
the new reality of a socialist Czechoslovakia closed off to the West resulted meant that the
dialogue between the two groups, active until the outbreak of World War II, would remain
permanently crippled; although the interwar period saw a thriving trade in Slovak language
periodicals and mass produced images between Slovak expatriates and the homeland, (frequently
in dialogue with each other), the Cold War limited this organic correspondence to Western exile
literature, covertly smuggled into the now-socialist Czechoslovakia 20 as an attempt at
destabilization. Furthermore, while questions remained regarding the Czechs and Slovaks’
respective positions and roles within the cultural and political landscape of Czechoslovakia,
some of the strongest voices in interwar the debate, namely the Rusyn-Slovak and Slovak
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Cambridge University Press, 2013. p. 199
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communities in America, were no longer heard or considered. And finally, these American
Slovak communities often reacted to this rupture from and by their homeland by building tighter
connections with other Slavic exile communities, such as Polish or Czechs, in their immediate
vicinity in America.21
8.2 DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKING AS A TRADITIONAL CELEBRATION OF SLOVAK IDENTITY
In light of these very consequential ruptures in the development of the mass produced
image as a vehicle for national and ethnic sentiment among Slovaks, it might be tempting to
think that Slovak documentary filmmaking as a whole sought a similar rupture from the
established practice of interwar documentarians such as Karel Plicka. However, Plicka’s work as
a pedagogue at FAMU and his active mentoring of young Slovak documentary filmmakers who
shared his modernist and ethnographic interests remained visible among the newer generations of
Slovak documentarians who graduated from FAMU. Of the directors discussed here in this
chapter, perhaps none is more indisputably associated with Karel Plicka and his work than
Martin Slivka. A student of Plicka’s at FAMU, Slivka also trained as an ethnologist, focusing his
doctoral work on Slovak folklore and folk culture. Over the course of 30 years, Slivka directed
over 45 documentary films for Czechoslovak Television and the state film organizations which
consistently focused on Slovak themes (barring a brief foray into Balkan folklore during the
turbulent years after the Prague Spring); Slivka also authored several monographs and studies on
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his mentor Plicka’s work as a director and a photographer. Slivka’s cinematic output, much like
Plicka’s films, often employ long, generally static shots to great effect, and minimizing the active
camerawork which was at the heart of Úlehla and Bielik’s films. Given the scope and breadth of
Slivka’s documentary work, a full accounting of his filmography is beyond the scope of this
work. However several of Slivka’s more noteworthy films deserve a closer look, since they
reveal much about the changing role of the mass produced image in post-war Slovak culture.
Despite Czech dismissal of mid-1960s Slovak films as “bereft of artistic value”

22,

Slivka’s early documentaries maintained a visible connection to Plicka’s interwar avant-garde
lineage. Perhaps this is nowhere as apparent as in his 1963 documentary for Czechoslovak
Television, Voda a práca, a “suggestive celebration of the art of man subduing the elements”

23

through water-powered devices in rural Slovak villages. Here, static shots heavily reminiscent of
Plicka’s geometric photographs of Slovak hay appear juxtaposed with highly textural scenes of
the machinery and devices in action. Although the film is itself wordless, several semiotic clues
help locate the film in Slovakia—the frequent appearance of mountains (long associated with
Slovak identity), the processing of materials which are often deemed to be part of the Slovak
portfolio of handicrafts (wood, wool) in the overall structure of Czechoslovakia, and the
appearance of women wearing the traditional Slovak headscarf. Even the devices themselves
reference popular Slovak culture in clear ways—one particular shot of logs shooting down a
water-powered delivery chute recalls to mind nearly identical scenes in Martin Frič’s Jánošík
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film where the Slovak bandit and his men employ a similar waterslide to escape their pursuers in
the mountains24. Although these shots are lyrical in nature, calling to mind the early days of
Slovak ethnography, they are combined with an atonal organ score by Ilja Zeljenka,
defamiliarizing the folkloric aspects of the film while simultaneously proclaiming Slivka’s
sympathies with the new wave of experimental filmmaking coming out of Prague. The absence
of score which is more identifiably “Slovak” again represents the film’s attempts to bridge two
separate populations; while the imagery is iconically Slovak, the full cinematic experience of the
film represents a further effort to expand the audience to a more Czechoslovak one by recalling
other experimental Czech filmmakers such as Věra Chytilová and Jan Němec.
In application, Voda a práca represents a traditional melding of interwar Slovak
ethnography with the same modernist elements that were found in earlier Czech ethnographic
documentaries and dramas such as Miznúci svet and Zem spieva, however, Voda a práca has an
additional imperative: to document the images of traditional Slovak labor not merely as a means
of asserting commonality in the name of ethnic solidarity, but as a necessary step to preserve and
fossilize a rapidly disappearing Slovak identity which was threatened by Slovakia’s increasing
modernization. Indeed, the pressure to memorialize the formerly iconic tropes of Slovak identity
took on a new twist as the socialist government stepped up the industrialization of the formerlyrural Slovak Lands. 25 Although the fascist government had already begun the process of
increasing Slovakia’s industrial capacity and transitioning beyond the region’s traditional
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agricultural industries shortly after declaring its independence,

26

after 1948, the socialist regime

accelerated the process, promising a “50 percent increase in the number of employees in Slovak
industries” by 1955. 27 Indeed, the prevailing socialist doctrine of “developing the national
economy through industry” 28 meant that Slovaks in Slovakia were now engaged with the
problem of documenting and maintaining these symbols of Slovak identity before they
disappeared, a process which was mostly undertaken by American Slovaks or Czechs during the
interwar period.
This desire to prominently maintain the “traditional” manifestations of Slovak culture via
mass produced images remained strong through the 1960s and even during the Normalization
era. Again, as one of the most prolific and acclaimed documentary directors active in the
Czechoslovak film industry, Slivka’s work provides a unique insight into the larger trends
regarding the treatment of Slovak mass produced images during the late 1960s and 190s. One
such example is Slivka’s 1972 documentary Najstaršie remesla, where the focus returns again to
the“traditional” Slovak occupations and handicrafts such as pottery, shepherding, wood carving,
and weaving which were so essential to the formation of Slovak identity during the 19th and
early part of the 20th centuries. In this later documentary, Slivka again reaches back to the earlier
pastoral tradition established by photographers and ethnographers like Plicka and Sochan, often
to the point of near-quotation. While more traditionally shot than Voda a práca, with traditional
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narration, and without an experimental sound collage/synthesizer score, Najstaršie remesla
retains its connection with Slivka’s earlier film in spirit, if not form. Here, black and white, static
shots of hands kneading clay, wool being combed in preparation for the loom, recall again the
ethnographic photography of the early 20th century and Plicka’s loving embrace of the
geometrical elements found in the “traditional” way of life, still preserved in remote hamlets in
the Tatra and Fatra mountains. A product of the Normalization, Najstaršie remesla carefully
avoids even gingerly touching on taboo subjects such as Slovak autonomy, or economic reform,
preferring to focus on areas traditionally labeled the providence of Slovaks in ethnographic
practice—namely, woodcarving, ceramics, and the production of textiles. Unlike Voda a práca,
the precise lack of avant-garde techniques in this particular film seem to reveal the regime’s
growing sense that Slovak attempts to assert an artistic voice beyond the benign traditionalism
favored by Plicka and others was alienating. While the themes could be as Slovak as before, the
treatment of them needed to be as rigid and unyielding as the wooden carvings which
documentarists so celebrated—in essence reducing the often fluid and volatile conversation
regarding Slovak identity into a touristic attraction.
While Slivka was the most celebrated of these traditional documentarians, he was not
alone in producing documentaries centered on traditional facets of Slovak identity, albeit in
slightly more critical ways. Štefan Kaminický, found success documenting the lives of Eastern
Slovaks in his 1966 documentary Zakliata dolina 29, which dealt with the underdevelopment and
social problems faced in a small rural village; Kaminický’s next documentary Zasľúbená zem
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dealt with rising tensions between Czechs and Slovaks in 1968, as well as the problems of
cultural integration and a lack of funding for Slovak education. On the other hand, Ladislav
Kudelka tackled the subject of Slovak Catholicism in his in 1967 documentary Intolerancia,
which focused on the persecution of Slovak nuns during Socialism. However, while these and
other similar films contained a great deal of sociological criticism, aesthetically and formally,
they remained bound to the aesthetics established by our earlier documentarians and
ethnographers. For example, although Zakliata Dolina unsparingly depicted the ravages of
alcoholism in rural Slovak communities, it also contained a great deal of footage focusing on the
pleasing aesthetics of Eastern Slovakia: picturesque villages, majestic mountains, and an
abundance of natural beauty. In terms of aesthetics, little difference exists between those of these
critical documentary films, and the more romantic documentary films. Instead, the major
difference between these films and the previous trend of interwar mass produced images lies in
their intentionality—
8.3 THE ANTI-DOCUMENTARY: DUŠAN HANÁK’S OBRAZY STARÉHO SVETA AS PROTEST
While Slovak documentary filmmaking was often used to uphold earlier codified forms
of Slovak ethnic identity in the early socialist period, the gradual loosening of political and
cultural controls in the early 1960s brought about an increased freedom of expression for Slovak
directors in Czechoslovakia, leading to the opportunity to explore more controversial topics
related to ethnic and national identity. Despite the fact that the reunification of Czechoslovakia
following World War II had also exposed some jagged lacerations in the Slovak national psyche,
specifically regarding the “nationalist” passions that lurked behind the split in the first place, an

increasing number of Slovak directors sought to explore “the poetics” of the Slovak experience,
especially with regards to the deep cultural divisions which still existed between Czechs and
Slovaks. Historian Robert W. Dean notes that in the early 1960’s, a common theme in the
discourse between the Czech Lands and Slovakia was the proper role of identification of
ethnicity within the state of Czechoslovakia—or, to put it bluntly, whether it was acceptable to
identify one’s self publicly as a Slovak citizen. Czech intellectuals and politicians reacted
towards concerned Slovak citizens with “lack of interest in Slovak problems”30, which only
encouraged nationalistic Slovaks to become increasingly intransigent. Ethnic boosterism became
so prevalent at sporting events that officials began to voice concerns of an “undesirable
psychosis, even spite” 31 which was sweeping through in the country. As tempers flared, even
Slovak Communist Party official and National Uprising leader Gustav Husák took to the press to
advise Slovaks to “moderate the somewhat fiery and wild tendencies which can offend the
Czechs,”32. The discontent became increasingly obvious to even minimally informed outsiders; a
National Geographic (hardly the bastion of sensitive and nuanced enquiry) article from the
February of 1968 mere months before the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia mentions
that “…the Slovak still chafes under the Czech’s lingering view of him as a ‘poor country
cousin’.” 33 These concerns were not only visible at sporting events and muttered over late glasses
in pubs and taverns, but often reared their heads in cultural settings, as well. The tempers that
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flared between Slovak sports fans and their Czech counterparts were matched evenly in cultural
functions or on the red carpets of film festivals. Slovak directors frequently found themselves in
the middle of the cultural squabble, brawling intellectually with other directors in the newspapers
and, in one highly publicized incident, embroiling themselves a shouting match with a group of
Czech directors and critics at Cannes itself.34 As Slovak director Stanislav Barabáš, the main
“culprit”, told Czech film critic Antonín Liehm (one of the targets of Barabáš’s wrath) in 1968:
“Hate, hate… I was mad at you for two things. The first was this hyperopia towards
Slovak cinematography. People suffer from this very flaw, here they have enough
problems at home and from this arises this problem where they have this indulgent view
of culture somewhere else; in this case it was some kind of condescending paternalism
towards Slovak cinema… As if Slovak films were behind some kind of glass wall.” 35
Barabáš’ remarks wonderfully illustrate the paradoxical problem Slovak directors faced in the
early 1960s—although they were now free to express new themes, the prevailing belief in Czech
and Czechoslovak film circles was that “Slovak film cared too much about the adjective ‘Slovak’
and less about the noun ‘cinema’” 36, while exploring more controversial (yet, for Czech cinema,
more conventional) critical themes was considered a form of separatist protest.
By the end of the Slovak New Wave in 1972, the folkloric and rural Slovak aesthetic
pioneered by ethnographers like Socháň and Plicka, and inherited by documentary filmmakers
like Slivka become, once again, cliched. Although several interventions were made with Slovak
feature films and animated films in the mid-to-late 1960s, Slovak documentaries remained, more
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or less, largely confined to two possible fields: romantic examinations of rural life such as Martin
Ťapák’s Rok na dedine (1967) and Karol Skřipský’s Sena na Doščanke (1967), or critical
examinations of social phenomena through a traditional aesthetic lens, such as in Ladislav
Kudelka’s Intolerancia. While some more formally-daring work emerged from this period (e.g.
Martin Slivka’s avant garde documentaries), Slovak documentary film was largely limited to
reproducing a certain set of codified aesthetics in order to convey a very limited set of topical
concerns. However, in one particular case, a Slovak
Hanák emerged from the 1960’s as one of Slovakia’s most provocative and interesting
young talents. His early short films such as 1964’s Prišiel k nám Old Shatterhand explored the
surreal aspects of life in Bratislava and elsewhere, melding avant-garde techniques and
sensibilities with a growing sense of the “Slovak” voice, while his documentary work. His
outspoken interviews in the press, along with his uncompromising films lead to Hanák being
proclaimed in the press as one of the Slovak “Young Wave”— although he often disagreed with
this terminology. Although his feature film debut 322 was condemned by the Soviet-backed
government in the wake of the 1968 invasion, a few years later, Hanák was given a chance to
redeem himself, politically, through the comparatively “safe” avenue of documentary
filmmaking. Allowed to collaborate with the celebrated Slovak ethnographic photographer,
Martin Martinček, the authorities seemed to believe that the subject matter would temper
Hanák’s provocations. The resulting film, 1972’s Obrazy starého sveta both shocked the censors
and enthralled the critics with its blunt, yet often poetic, examination of hardships and
deprivation in rural Slovakia.

Hanák’s documentary consists of a series of interviews with residents of rural Slovakia
(mostly from the area around Liptov in the northern Slovak highlands), whose tough lives,
crippling physical injuries, a meager belongings reveal a disturbing absence of the modernizing
“progress” so central to the early fascist These rural Slovaks, identified by name and address in
the beginning of the film (presumably to forestall any criticism of regressive capitalist agitation
or use of actors), are depicted in frank detail—not unlike the work by Diane Arbus—reveling in
deformed fingers, missing teeth, and soiled clothing. Here, one sees the cost of the proletariat’s
labor, in ways that were never celebrated even in the most Stakhanovite socialist realism. The
subjects are mostly asked to discuss their feelings on a small set of ideologically safe and
biographical questions—what is most important in life (answers include “labor”, “love”, and
quite a few “I don’t know”s), subjects are allowed free reign to discuss and elaborate, and to
show their traditional handicrafts and hobbies.
The interviews are interspersed with photographs taken by Martinček, an acolyte of the
Slovak tradition of ethnographic photography (as pioneered by Plicka), known for his pictures of
rural villages and traditional Slovak folk celebrations. Like Arbus, Martinček and Hanák focus
on the physical aspects of the subjects; unlike Arbus, the collaborators are interested in the
“traditional”, with a healthy dosage of irony, disrupting the traditional dialog and form of
documentary film. Where the more positive Slovak documentary films celebrated the older
romantic idea that Slovakia remained a bastion of traditional craftsmanship, of handsome men
and beautiful smiling women working with their hands, where shepherds still remembered to
play their fujaras for the sheep, Hanák, like the aforementioned Kaminický, confronted the
reality of the dream—toothless and lonely old men abandoned by families and their fellow

Slovaks, herding animals for steadily diminishing returns out of sheer need, not out love for bygone eras or purity of experience, completely disconnected from the forward flowing progress
touted by the socialist state.
Although the film was not widely seen during its release (a few late screenings were
shown on Czechoslovak state television) 37, Obrazy starehého sveta’s ban came relatively late in
its production cycle, and thus a range of promotional materials as well as critical reviews
preceded its “disappearance” from the popular imagination. Despite the furor caused by Hanák’s
feature film debut, 322 in 1969, the director regularly was regularly referred to in the Czech and
Slovak press as “the talented young Slovak documentary director”38; in August of 1972, the
popular film periodical Kino ran a small blurb on the activities of the young Slovak directors,
mentioning “one member of the younger generation of Slovak creators, Dušan Hanák will be
addressing people’s real lives in his film Obrazy starého sveta this fall.”
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Early reviews of the

film praised its sensitive treatment of problematic themes and was in many ways a film about
what one reviewer termed, “life journey[s] full of misery”, it was lauded for its sense of
“urgency”, which the review promised will “shock more than one viewer”.
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While most

documentary filmmaking had become rote and fossilized in the early 1970s, lacking energy and
serving to merely convey reportage in non-threatening manner, Hanák’s aggressive melding of
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Martinček’s photography, ironic musical counterpoint, and unvarnished misery harkened back to
an earlier mode of film agitprop, the film-survey:
“The Slovak director Dušan Hanák has created his work, Obrazy starého sveta, which is
in an unusual format, but in particular, its urgency will shock more than one spectator. It
is some form of return to the film-survey, to a creative approach, which attempts to be
unglamorous, authentic, and provide the most authentic evidence about people or some
kind of urgent human or societal problem.”41
In the end, while not an entirely positive cinematic experience, the reviewer found the film
moving and quite effective as a piece of agitation. “There is dreadful testimony about quiet
loneliness, about the illnesses of the elderly, about their evil mistreatment. These people do not
42 Other critics saw the film as harrowing-yetneed more social aid, but perhaps human aid.”

cathartic, such as A. J. Fraňo, who ecstatically wrote in Divadlo a film “[t]his film looks into the
depths of the human soul,” 43 praising the film’s sympathetic portraits of marginalized groups of
elderly, poor, and rural Slovaks—the key constituency documented by previous ethnographic
endeavors.
However, despite its positive critical reviews, Obrázy starého sveta was quickly seen as
dangerous and antithetical to the aims of Slovak documentary cinema. Štefan Malíček, the
director of Slovak film production accused the work being “formalist” and that “[Hanák] does
not respect the basic rules of esthetics— the harmony of a singular form and content”.
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Furthermore, according to Malíček, the theme of the film was not “the triumph of human
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strength and optimism over death, which the author assured us in the script of the film,” but was
45 Obrazy starého svět
instead “pessimistic” and “injures those which it purports to celebrate.”

was never as widely shown on Czechoslovak television as was originally intended; instead it was
banned until 1988 when it was allowed to be shown in abroad in foreign film festivals. Hanák, as
could be predicted from the official backlash to his film, found himself banned again, and this
time for a longer period of time; he remained blacklisted until 1976 when he was allowed to
direct the lyrical social drama Ružové sny, about Slovak and Roma relationships. While Slovakia
remains a land of timeless traditions in Obrazy starého sveta, the film advances the claim that
such a designation is not a positive one, nor is Slovakia’s place as a “preserve” of traditions
erased by encroaching modernity one to be envied.
As Slovak documentary filmmaking was busy exploring the problems and poetics of the
postwar Slovak experience, Slovak feature filmmaking also underwent a rapid change away from
its rudimentary early works and towards a much more mature and diverse output of feature films
in the early 1960s. While interwar Slovak feature films were few in number, the nationalization
of the Czechoslovak film industry by Edvard Beneš in 1945 began to rapidly increase not only
the number of Slovak films in the Czechoslovak market, but also the size and strength of the
Slovak film industry. This rapid shift in cultural patterns was also accelerated by the entrance of
the first generation of FAMU trained Slovak filmmakers into the Czechoslovak film industry. As
students, filmmakers like Štefan Uher and Eduard Grečner were exposed to a wider variety of
new films and filmmaking techniques than the pioneering first generation of Slovak feature
filmmakers like Jan Kadár and Paľo Bielik, who were largely self-taught. FAMU’s rigorous
MALÍČEK, Štefan. in Aktiv tvorivých pracovnikov Štúdia hraných filmov v Bratislave. Bratislava:
Slovenský filmový ústav, 1973. p. 15
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cinematic education not only covered the technical aspects of filmmaking, screenwriting,
camerawork, dramaturgy, and sound design, it also included comprehensive courses in current
global cinema movements, cinematic trends, and art history. In addition, the exercises and
cinematic topics that Slovak FAMU students were encouraged to explore provided Slovak
directors with a multiplicity of options for making Slovak films in the 1960s and early 1970s,
ranging from urban dramas, children’s fairy tales, surrealist films, historical epics, and even raw
formalist experimentation.
This golden age of Slovak feature film, stretching roughly from 1962, with the release of
Štefan Uher’s Slnko v sieti, to the end of 1972 which saw the final banning of works by the trio
of Elo Havetta, Juraj Jakubisko, and Dušan Hanák, has been termed the Slovak New Wave.
Although often conflated with the Czech New Wave (a roughly analogous movement which was
spearheaded by their Czech classmates at FAMU), the Slovak New Wave is its own distinct
artistic movement, composed, in my estimation, of two separate sub-waves— the earlier
generation of Traditionalists 46 (1962-1966), which saw Slovak cinema as a continuation of the
broader European/Soviet/Western aesthetic cannon, and the Aestheticists, who sought to use
Slovak feature film as a vehicle for expressing distinctive regional styles of Slovak cinema, each
with its own distinct authorial and regional cinematic language.

8.4 THE SLOVAK NEW WAVE: THE TRADITIONALISTS

Since no previous scholarship has officially termed these two groups, I am taking the liberty to
delineate them here as such.
46

As I mentioned above, the traditionalist wing of the Slovak New Wave saw film as a
means to form a broader connection not just with a Slovak audience, but with a Czecho-Slovak
audience. As Štefan Uher mentions in his interview with Antonín Liehm in 1968, while Slovak
cinema struggled with the usual problems of a small national cinema (e.g. lack of funding, lack
of audience), “Czechoslovak film has dealt with this problem, for the moment, quite well, by
putting the emphasis on the present.”

47

While this focus on contemporary topics, contemporary

voices and contemporary visuals did not necessarily preclude the previous themes of Slovak
feature cinema, it did place more weight on subjects and filmmakers who could represent an
increasingly urbanized (though not yet urban) Slovakia, and more importantly, who could speak
to a younger audience who had grown up with access to cinema. While attempts had been made
in the 1940s and 1950s to synthesize a modernized Slovak identity, these films were not targeted
at a young audience, per se, featuring dialogues written in grammatically-proper Slovak, rote
camerawork, and hackneyed humor which read as false 48, even to socialist critics. It was not until
1962, that Uher’s Slnko v sieti, youth drama about a teenage couple in Bratislava, made its debut,
heralding the beginnings of the Slovak New Wave.
Uher, like most of the Slovak filmmakers of the post-World War II generation, initially
received his early training as a documentarian. In a conversation with noted Czech film historian
and critic Antonín Liehm, Uher acknowledged that his early schooling was influential on his
trajectory as a director, saying, “I was a ten-time documentary filmmaker, and from documentary
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filmmaking I gained a respect for social consciousness.” 49 Uher’s feature film debut in 1961 was
a traditional teenage drama about the tribulations of joining a new school. We from Group 9A
(My z deviatej A), was a Socialist drama about proper socialist education, however the material
fell flat and was not particularly successful despite its potential. As Václav Macek put it: “We
from Group 9A could have been a psychological film about the joys and sorrows of coming of
age, but it was not.” 50 Uher’s fascination with the concerns of the youth was undeterred,
however, and his keen eye for social problems saw a renewed focus in his next film, The Sun in a
Net. Where We From Group 9A was hampered by old-fashioned didacticism, The Sun in a Net
gave voice to the problems and complaints of ordinary two ordinary Slovak teenagers.
Uher’s movie follows the troubled lives of a teenage couple in Bratislava, an amateur
photographer named Fajolo Fajták (Marián Bielik) and his young love Bela Blažejová (played by
Jana Beláková), whose troubled relationship hits a snag with Fajolo’s forced enrollment in a
summer labor program in a sleepy country town far away. Bela and Fajolo’s separation, their
subsequent summer loves, and tentative reconciliation drive the film’s meditations on truth,
memory, and identity, in a manner more reminiscent of the French New Wave, than the
romanticism of Bielik’s and Kadár’s films. While earlier Slovak cultural films were based on
folkloric legends, such as Jánošík or historical events such as the Slovak National Uprising,
Slnko v sieti itself is an adaptation of three short stories by Alfonz Bednár— Fajolov príspevok,
Pontónový deň, and Zlatá brána— published in Slovak periodicals, immortalizing the questions
and concerns of the Slovak youth of the late 1950s and 1960s.
UHER, Štefan. quoted in LEIHM, Antonin. Ostře sledované filmy: Československá zkušenost. Praha:
Národní filmový archiv, 2001. p. 238. “Já byl tenkrát dokumentarista a z dokumentu jsem si přinesl úctu k
sociálnímu určení…” [translation by author]
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The film’s episodic structure 51 belies its serialized source material — the film embraces
the defamiliarizing switches from scenes and plot lines as if it were a collection of anecdotes
instead of a single film, a radical departure from the scientific remove of the ethnographic/
cultural films or the overly-plotted narratives of postwar Slovak cinema. Bednár had begun to
52 (around the same time as Uher
work with the Studio of Feature Films in Slovakia in 1960

himself), accepting a position as a dramaturge and scriptwriter within a group under the
supervision of Albert Marenčin, an accomplished author and scriptwriter. On April 9th, 1962 the
cultural authorities green-lighted a film adaptation of Bednár’s stories, while simultaneously
recommending that The Sun in a Net be published in book form. Originally the slightly more
established Stanislav Barabáš was chosen to transform Bednár’s work into a working film,
however, Barabáš declined and Marenčin appointed Uher in his place.53
In a film marketplace saturated with Stakhanovite workers (such as Katka and Rodná
Zem) and heroic Slovak partizans fighting against grim-faced genocidal villains (such as Vlčie
diery, Bilá tma, V hodině dvanástej, Kapitán Dabáč) The Sun in a Net was a breath of fresh air.
focusing on Fajolo’s parental problems, Uher himself was quick to give the credit to his
screenwriter, the very same Alfonz Bednár who wrote the original source material, and who
collaborated closely with the director in adapting his stories into a workable script:
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“My big break was [Alfonz] Bednár’s screenplay. At the same time, Bednár
really didn’t follow film, it was a marginal concern for him, but nonetheless he
opened up a lot of possibilities with his prose.”54

Since Bednár’s original draft of the script far exceeded the possibilities of a single, black and
white feature film, Uher’s main task lie in shortening the working script. However Bednár’s
influence remained; indeed, the adaption of Bednár’s mix of “deforming” 55 street slang and more
literary poetic musings helped inform the film’s unique aesthetic. Bednár was himself a man
uneasily adapting to a new role in the new era. He achieved his first successes during World War
II as a philologist, translator of American fiction, and author of young adult literature. From 1945
until 1959, he served as an editor at the Pravda publishing house and enjoyed moderate success
with his novel Sklený vrch about the Slovak National Uprising. Even with his success, however,
Bednár often found himself listed as one of the authors whose work was forbidden from
publication56 or, if published, heavily censored. Soon after the thawing of Soviet cultural policy,
Bednar was allowed greater autonomy, and consequently wrote and published some of the first
Slovak fiction to take hesitant steps towards breaking from Soviet ideological constraints while
flirting with new kinds of realism. Furthermore, Bednár’s own growing reputation as a writer
with keen insight into the emotional heart of the new Slovak society lead many to consider him
one of the best chroniclers of early 60s Slovak youth culture57. Even in the realm of
LIEHM, Antonin. Ostře sledované filmy: Československá zkušenost. Praha: Národní filmový archiv,
2001. “Moje velká šance byl Benárův scénář. Přitom Bednár film příliš nesleduje, je to pro něho okrajová
záležitost, a přece svou prózu otevřel takovou možnost…” [translation by author]
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screenwriting, Bednár’s success was known. As the Slovak film historian Jelena Pašteková
writes:
“[Bednár] became the first Slovak professional whose scripts were regarded for their
own distinctive artistic value, and whose scripts eventually lived on even in book
form.” 58

Indeed, Bednár’s scripts were so popular, that in 1968 they were collected and published outside
of academic circles, an honor afforded to few of the few scriptwriters of his generation. 59
Following the film’s premiere in 1963 at the Festival of Czechoslovak Film in Ustí nad labem
and its subsequent release, it was hailed as being “a successful artistic experiment, which used
new means to capture the face of today’s youth on film” 60, putting the problems and emotions of
modern Socialist youth forward, in a less adulterated light. The film was a smash success during
the 1963 award season, winning the Czechoslovak Critics’ Choice award for best film from
1962. It went on to win another honorary mention in 1963, and furthermore became one of the
most acknowledged international successes of early 1960s Czechoslovak cinema, with
respectable showings in various international film festivals.
Although Slnko v sieti marked the beginnings of an increased authenticity of urban
representation in Slovak feature film, Uher’s film is still filled with moments that resonant with
the earlier models of Slovak identity. Fajolo’s involuntary “voluntary” summer labor in the
Slovak countryside (in order to help raise the status of his intellectual father), forms the basis for
the youth’s maturation and growth. Here in the countryside around Melňany, Fajolo discovers the
MACEK, Václav and PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Bratislava: Osveta,
1997. p.190.
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healing powers of the local waters, he finds summer romance in the hayfields at night, and he
works with his hands in the fields, much like the characters seen in the Slovak documentaries in
the last chapter. Where the film differs from this aesthetic lies in its juxtaposition with the urban
environs of Bratislava; while Fajolo needs to go to the countryside to continue his development
as a man, and as a Slovak, his is a product of the almost Cubist intersection of aerial antennas
and apartment buildings, a son of the concrete and steel lines of postwar Bratislava.
Another young Slovak directors who sought to depict urban life in Slovak feature
filmmaking

was Otakar Krivánek,

perhaps

best-known

for his experiments

with

genre. 61Although Krivánek was born in Levoča, one of the centers of 19th and early 20th century
Slovak ethnographic activities, his work bears little to no resemblance to the work of his
ethnographic predecessors such as Plicka or his classmate, Slivka. Rather, Krivánek’s work
began in the field of news reportage 62 and later branched out to feature and documentary
filmmaking, inspired by the works of Czech directors during their own New Wave. Perhaps the
best example of this is Krivánek’s 1968 pseudo-documentary, Deň náš každoděnný, which
centers around the ordinary problems faced by the Ravingerovci family, a slightly-fictionalized
group of middle class Slovak socialists. While the situations of the Ravingerovci faced over the
course of the film were slightly staged, the family itself was an authentic family, composed of
non professional actors, whose reactions to the situations were largely unforced, a hybrid
blending of the feature film and documentary genres. Made on a shoestring budget over a course
of three weeks, Deň náš každoděnný follows the Ravingerovci as they debate sex education, lack
MACEK Václav, and PAŠTÉKOVÁ, Jelena. Dejiny slovenskej kinomatografie. Martin: Vydavateľstvo
Osveta, 1997. p. 234.
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of professional respect at home or in the workplace, and the demands of raising teenagers who
want to travel abroad or buy new fashionable clothes for an upcoming social event. Unlike the
other documentaries listed in the previous chapter, the topics covered in Deň náš každoděnný are
primarily urban ones, not celebrations of traditional handicrafts or the beauty of the Slovak
countryside.
Instead Krivánek’s film finds itself championing (perhaps unconsciously) the similiarities
between Slovak families (and by extension their family problems) and the domestic situations
found elsewhere in Czechoslovakia. However, while many of the Slovak documentarians drew
extensively on Krivánek’s aesthetic owes a great debt to the Italian Neo-Realists and the French
New Wave - the actors are untrained and unprofessional, the music is quite often diagetic and
largely consists of late 60s Slovak pop music, and the Ravingerovci opt for ordinary streetwear
instead of historical peasant kroje. However, perhaps the most important influence on Krivánek’s
film is not foreign cinema, but domestic— namely the comedies of Miloš Forman, Ivan Passer,
and Jaroslav Papoušek. As Eva Hepnerová writes in a 1970 review of the film in Svobodné slovo,
“Krivánek, like Forman and his team, fiercely searches for the truth, no matter what it might be
in actuality, looking for it where it is most needed: in the human being itself, in its inner attire,
and in the social unit that is easiest to analyze — the family.”
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The Ravingerovci, like Jaroslav

Papoušek’s Czech Homolka family, are consumed by their daily problems, yet their blustering
disagreements eventually reaches an understanding among the various parties. Although few
other Slovak documentaries (or quasi-documentaries) would be located in the urban Slovak
centers of Bratislava or Košice until after the Velvet Revolution, Deň náš každoděnný’s
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revolutionary approach of creating a hybrid dramatic documentary would find ready adherents in
post-Socialist Slovak film, or the “social drama”, popular in the 2000s.64
Although urban Slovaks were increasingly more represented in Slovak feature films
during the Slovak New Wave, there were also attempts to meld the traditionalist approach to
cinema with historical drama, such as in Eduard Grečner’s 1967 historical drama, Drak sa
vracia. Grečner joined FAMU along with the other precursors to the Slovak New Wave in the
65 all of whom
1950s, studying along side of Peter Solan, Štefan Uher and Stanislav Barabáš,

would go on to serve as the traditionalist vanguard of Slovak filmmaking in the early 1960s. The
later “generation” of Slovak filmmakers, as Grečner calls them, would come in the following
years— Jakubisko came to FAMU in 1960, while Havetta followed in his classmate’s footsteps
in 1961. Grečner and his colleagues were a motley group of film collectors, would-be artists, and
self-taught film enthusiasts. In his 2015 memoir Film ako voľný verš, Grečner states that one of
the main challenges of the first Slovak directors studying at FAMU was for them create a new
sort of cultural outlook, one which centered on “[going] through several degrees of crisis”

66,

or

coming from rural, relatively under-educated backgrounds to Prague, where they encountered the
“big city culture” of 1950s FAMU. Here, the Slovak directors-in-training were not only exposed
to Czech cinematic history (since Slovak cinema scarcely existed before World War II and those
films that were made under Fascism were largely destroyed at the end of the war), but also to a
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range of Czech and international artistic movements in various media: the music of Dvořák and
Beethoven, the Cubist experiments of Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso, Italian neo-realism and
Soviet Montage.67 The novelty of such intellectual stimulation appealed to Grečner, who saw
himself as a bridge between a Slovak community underrepresented in film and lacking the more
refined education found among the Czech elites.
Although Grečner’s career began with two contemporary urban dramas about love among
college-aged Slovaks, 1964’s Každý týžden sedem dní and 1965’s Nylonový mesiac, his 1968
historical opus Drak sa vracia remains his most well-known film. The Dragon Returns belongs
to a long line of Czech and Slovak films set in the mountains of rural Central and Eastern
Slovakia. These often focused on Slovak peasants and their anti-heroes (such as bandits Juraj
Jánošík and Mykola Šuhaj) and had long been one of the foundational cornerstones of Slovak
culture by the 1960s. The Dragon Returns concerns one Martin Lepiš, aka The Dragon, a loner
who had lost an eye in a brawl with the villagers who blame him for various misfortunes (natural
and otherwise), his return to town, and his former lover Eva, who pines for him yet was married
to another following the Dragon’s expulsion from the village. From an aesthetic standpoint, The
Dragon Returns focuses on the rugged Slovak countryside and the fearsome visage of Lepiš as
he tries to reconcile himself with his neighbors.
Many of the standard visual, thematic, and aesthetic tropes exist connecting The Dragon
Returns with earlier films such as Martin Frič’s Jánošík, serve to reinforce several fundamental
underlying ethnographic cultural assumptions about Slovakia— its passionate people, the harsh
beauty of peasant life in the mountains (a theme that several later Slovak directors such as Dušan
“Eduard Grečner : film ako voľný verš.” interview in: Literární noviny, August 4th, 2015. http://
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Hanák would mercilessly savage as naive at best and colonial at worst), and the Romantic notion
found so often in the work of Karel Plicka of Slovakia as the last bastion of pure, untouched
Western Slavic tradition. In other words, the cinematic Slovakia depicted in The Dragon Returns
is a wild land, governed by superstition and emotion, and yet this wildness is ultimately
understandable and tameable— much as the Dragon learns to move beyond his past trauma, the
villagers learn to accept him, and Eva learns to love her new husband faithfully. As Milan
Šútovec has noted, this narrative is resolved through the “successful attempt to demolish the
irrationally formed prejudices regarding [The Dragon] as a mysterious, suspicious, alien and
therefore hostile and harmful element, and to integrate him with the people as a useful and equal
partner.”68
Thematically, Uher’s Grečner’s and Krivánek’s works are concerned with the
development of, and strengthening of, collective bonds— be they in the Ravingerovci’s search
for meaning in a new, modernized Czechoslovak world; Fajolo’s attempts to find meaning in the
rural countryside and Bela’s search for honest loving relationships in Bratislava; or The Dragon’s
attempts to move beyond his previous traumas and isolation and reconcile with Eva and his
fellow villagers in Slovakia’s rural past. Aesthetically, both works also share a number of
connections to Czech, Slovak, and even more specifically Czechoslovak, cinema— the socialist
chic and wide bodies of the Ravingerovci find ready counterparts in the amateur firefighters of
Miloš Forman’s Hoří má panenko (1967), while the one-eyed Dragon’s fearsome physical
presence mirrors the Slovak protagonists found in Czech director Martin Frič’s historical dramas
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such as Jánošík (1935), Hordubalové (1937), Varuj! (1947) as well as in other historical Czech
dramas such as Otakar Vavra’s Jan Žižka (1956) or František Vláčil’s Marketa Lazarová (1967).

8.5 THE AESTHETICISTS: REGIONAL IDENTITIES IN THE SLOVAK CONTEXT

While the traditionalists saw film as a vehicle to bring Slovakia closer in line thematically
and aesthetically to Czech film culture, the late 1960s saw the rise of another prominent group of
directors such as Juraj Jakubisko and Elo Havetta, who sought not to bring Slovakia closer to
Czech culture, but to celebrate the intrinsic differences between Slovaks and Czechs, and even
between different Slovak regional identities via mysticism, “real folklore” 69, and the rejection the
common touchstones of Czechoslovak cinema. (Jakubisko’s films drew inspiration from his
native village of Kojšov in the far Eastern parts of Slovakia, while Havetta took his inspiration
from the southern, wine-producing part of the country.) As we saw in the first chapter, from the
early days of Slovak ethnographic activities, folklore had been seen as a fundamental component
of the Slovak national identity. Furthermore, as we saw earlier in this chapter, from its inception
on through the mid-1960s Slovak feature film commonly drew from homogenized, standardized
and sanitized versions of various folk traditions as a means of creating a shared common Slovak
identity. However, as Václav Macek notes, by the mid 1960s “Havetta and his generational peers
not only rejected the pseudo-folksiness of the Slovak Folk Art Collective (SĽUK) and the Center
for Folk Art Production (ÚĽUV) but also the messianic poses of the artistic officials who served

Liehm, Antonín J. Ostře sledované filmy: Československá zkušenost. Praha: Narodní filmový archiv,
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as the mealtickets, attacking beauty, truth, and joy.”

70

Although these aspects of Slovak visual

culture had long been appropriated by fascist and socialist totalitarian governments, both
Jakubisko and Havetta sought to undermine the official pseudo-folksiness by incorporating
“real” folklore— or, more specifically, intensely regional folk beliefs which had not yet been
codified and co-opted by the socialist cultural authorities. This particular version of Slovak
identity pioneered by these directors was not one friendly to ideas of Czech integrationism or
even a national Slovak identity, but rather highly localized in their particular home regions.
Juraj Jakubisko was born in the tiny Eastern Slovakia village of Kojšov, a place so remote
that the arrival of the first bicycle in the 1940s caused a local scandal. In the early 50s, he moved
to Bratislava to study photography at the Škola umeleckého priemyslu (ŠUP) before departing
for Prague to study directing at FAMU in 1960. While at FAMU, Jakubisko was encouraged by
his mentor Václav Wassermann (himself a director of historical epics) to abandon his earlier
attempts at creating “traditionally” dramatic films and return to the wild countryside of Eastern
Slovakia for inspiration. Jakubisko did so in a trio of films— 1967’s Kristové roky, 1968’s
Zbehovia a putnici, and 1969’s Vtačkovia, Siroti, a Blázni. Although his films drew deeply from
the Eastern Slovakia of his youth, Jakubisko himself remained skeptical on the idea of a broader
“Slovak” identity. For Jakubisko, the term Slovak was to be regarded with suspicion or distaste.
In an interview with Liehm in 1969 promoting Birds, Orphans, and Fools, Jakubisko declares:
“You said to me earlier that my poetics are different, Slovak. I do not feel any antipodal
difference, at least not between Prague and Bratislava. But once, I said that I don’t feel
like a Slovak director, but ion the other hand, an Eastern Slovak. There, people are

See: MACEK, Václav. “Prekliaty filmar” in: Elo Havetta (1938-1975). Bratislava: Slovenský filmový
ústav, 1990. p. 14.
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enormously temperamental, more like Italians, really very different from, for example,
central, or southern Slovakia.” 71

Jakubisko’s film Birds, Orphans, and Fools centers around three orphans (Yorick, Ondrej, and
Marta), who attempt to free themselves from the tortures of history and identity through selfinflected, conscious madness. Production on Birds, Orphans, and Fools began months after the
August 1968 Invasion, and the completed film was shelved shortly after its premier due to its
controversial subject matter, despite Jakubisko’s protests. Despite its reputation as a fundamental
part of the Slovak film canon, Birds, Orphans, and Fools remains decidedly ambivalent about
Slovak identity, especially in the context of Slovak demands for greater independence and reseparation from Czechs. While several iconic images of broader Slovak identity appear
throughout the film, most notably a statues and potraits of Milan Rastislav Štefánik, these are
treated ironically. Kroj appears on weather-beaten dwarfs or elderly pensioners dying off in a
Bratislava park, the famed Slovak countryside which features prominently in Grečner’s film is
reduced to a self-consciously “mad” road trip, and even the urban Bratislava environments
beloved by Krivánek are reduced to grim rubble. In Jakubisko’s estimation, any sense of
communal Slovak identity is destined to end in failure, given Slovakia’s long history of regional
strife, and the film ends with Yorick murdering Marta, tying himself to a statue of Štefánik,
dousing himself in slivovica, and then simultaneously self-immolating himself AND drowning
himself in the icy waters of the Danube. This confluence of obvious symbols of broader Slovak
identity (the stereotype of slivovica as the drink of rural Slovaks, Štefánik’s weight as a symbol
of nationalist aspirations, and the Danube’s iconic role as the lifeblood of Central Europe) are
LIEHM, Antonín J. Ostře sledované filmy: Československá zkušenost. Praha: Narodní filmový archiv,
2001. p. 370-371
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hard to ignore; in the end, it is the crushing weight of Slovak history itself that brings Yorick to
his doom, but it is aided by other aspects of traditional Slovak identity.
Elo Havetta, like Jakubisko and Grečner, was himself a beneficiary of the comprehensive
artistic education, which was previously unavailable to Slovak artists before World War II.
Havetta began his formal studies not in film, but, like Jakubisko in industrial design and then
photography at the Škola umeleckého priemyslu (ŠUP) in 1953, before moving to Prague in
1961. In Prague, Havetta acquired a reputation as an energetic and incessant creative force with a
penchant for drink and celebration. This fondness for the bacchanalic perhaps stems from
Havetta’s childhood in southern Slovakia and resounds throughout his work— the vineyards,
wine cellars and the lazy heat of hot summer days are not just fond memories, but a fundamental
part of his aesthetic raison d’être. 72 In Macek’s words, Havetta’s “mysticism”, one deeply rooted
in the ritual celebrations (vinobranie, zabijáčky, name days, folk Catholicism, etc.) so prominent
in rural Slovak life, “shocked” the other Slovak filmmakers of his generation. Not only did
Havetta dispense with any sort of pretense of difference towards the first generation of Slovak
filmmakers such as Paľo Bielik, it seemed to some like Grečner, that Havetta had very few
qualms about dispensing with the fundamental rubrics of cinema itself, preferring the “methods
of the naive painters.” 73
While Havetta sympathized with some of the Czech avant-garde (particularly Věra
Chytilová), he himself felt he had more in common with the Yugoslav Black Wave

74,

with their
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mix of folklore (not sanitized folk culture), their emotionality and spontaneity, than either the
Czechs or Slovak traditionalists. In an interview with Liehm, Havetta heaped scorn on “pseudofolkloric” tradition found in films like Drak sa vracia and Jánošík saying “those kinds of
folkloric films are already just canned folklore distilled from other canned folklore.”

75

Rather,

Havetta synthesized a variety of influences in his two feature films— Catholic religious services,
the surrealism of Luis Buñel, the Impressionists 76, Marc Chagall, Czechoslovak interwar graphic
design, and the wine culture of southern Slovakia— into a unique cinematic aesthetic that more
closely resembled a wine-soaked fever dream than any previous filmmaker in any film canon.
It is with little surprise, then, that Havetta’s 1969 film Slavnosť v botanickej zahrade is an
intensely surreal, disjointed, episodic, carnivalesque journey through a small Slovak village,
whose inhabitants are tasked with re-creating a miraculous fountain of wine. The film’s
freewheeling, absurdly minimal plot focuses on the interactions between characters drawn from
village wine cellars and commedia dell’ arte alike — Gašpar, the town’s botanist alternately
woos and abandons Katarina while the bearded Frenchman Pierre lures his “orchestra”, a rag-tag
brass band, into the Slovak countryside to help him construct an imaginer Prater Park in the
mind. Maria the Innkeeper has to deal with the men-children which compromise her love triangle
— Pišta, the father of her 8 children who lives in a hut in the vineyards— and Kováč, her brawny
current lover, who both love to brawl with each other and cry about their mutual cuckolding. In
the end, a ramshackle miracle of sorts is achieved— Pierre’s handmade, jerry-rigged wine-
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fountain explodes during a botched and confused retelling of the Wedding at Cana, showering
the villagers, guests, and the film’s own camera crew with wine amidst riotous laughter. Like in
Vtačkovia, siroti, a blazni, traditionally “Slovak” symbols abound, albeit cloaked in Havetta’s
trademark syncretism: the villagers appear dressed not just in traditional clothing and costumes
from a miracle play, but also in Austro-Hungarian military uniforms, as the film dissolves in
drunken debauchery and flames. Similarly, like Jakubisko’s film, in the end the audience finds
themselves fixated on Gašpar, who sees the chaos as a way to finally sever the rapidly
approaching obligations of community life and marriage as he flees the film set (in a moment of
meta-commentary) upon one of film’s own production trucks, while Havetta’s voice over shouts
directions in the background.
8.6 CONCLUSION
As we have seen, this chapter does not attempt to deal with the totality of Slovak cinema
production and ethnic identity in the communist or post-communist era, it does attempt to
provide some theoretical means of discussing the vast changes which happened in all Slovak
visual arts following the 1948 putsch and the 1951 closing of Czechoslovakia’s borders.
Although mass produced images continued to thrive in Slovakia in the years following World
War II, as we have seen, by the early 1950s, the mass produced image itself was no longer the
central focal point for creating Slovak national and ethnic identities. Instead, mass produced
images were first utilized by Slovak filmmakers in the post-war cinema boom of the 1950s in
order to explore the possibilities of a Slovakia that was rapidly modernizing and changing, cut
off from the sizable Slovak diaspora community which so instrumental in the early codification
of Slovak identity. Although Austro-Hungarian and interwar Slovak culture thrived on the

exchange of mass produced images between Slovak communities abroad and at home, the
closure of the Czechoslovak borders in the early 1950s not only changed the trajectory of Slovak
identity, (as the diversity of interwar Slovakia was mostly contained in the American exile
communities after the war), but also marked the point in which Slovak feature filmmaking and
documentary filmmaking fundamentally broke from each other in terms of usage of the mass
produced image. Although critical exceptions such as Dušan Hanák’s Obrazy starého sveta
occasionally appeared, by and large, Slovak documentary filmmakers largely remained
committed to using mass produced Slovak images to anchor their folkloric and cultural
filmmaking within the interwar tradition of Slovak documentaries and documentaries about
Slovakia.
Slovak feature filmmaking, however, went through a more visible and pronounced
aesthetic rupture, as its filmmakers largely separated into two broad camps: the modernists (who
wanted Slovak cinema to mirror the influence of modernist cinema as found in Italy, France, and
the Czech Lands), and the aestheticists, who sought to make their films tangible representations
of the difference between Slovak and Czech cultures, as well as intra-ethnic and regional
differences found among Slovaks themselves. While these two different groups of filmmakers
ostensibly competed with each other through 1969, by 1972, the modernists remained the last
directors standing. Krivánek would go on to have an active career in feature and television film
through the 70s and 80s, while Grečner retreated mainly into the fields of screenwriting and
pedagogy. After Havetta’s second feature film, 1972’s Lilies of the Field was banned, the young
director found himself blacklisted and died of complications from alcohol abuse shortly
thereafter. Jakubisko himself was transferred in 1972 to less-prestigious documentary film

working groups, then suffered a lengthy ban from feature filmmaking which lasted until the early
1980s, when he was able to artistically and politically redeem himself with the epic historical
drama Tisícročná včela, an often mystical examination of two generations of Slovaks in AustroHungary during the end of the empire. However, the influence of the aestheticists would soon
merge with the modernists’ take on realistic situations, leading to the advance of the “Slovak
Style” or “Hanging Gardens” 77 school of filmmaking—a term coined by the Slovak film scholar
Zuzana Tatárová to refer to films which possess a combination of realistic dramatic elements
with the fantastical imagery and intensely personal filmmaking styles pioneered by which
survived well into the 2000s.
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CHAPTER VII - CONCLUSION

As we have seen in the previous chapters, the mass produced image was a fundamental
element which featured in the construction and maintenance of Slovak ethnic and national
identity in the 19th and 20th centuries. Unlike other ethnicities in Europe during the period of
national awakenings who most often used national literature and the written word as a basis for
conveying both ethnic solidarity and nationalist sentiment, the Slovak language faced several
obstacles which prevented it from being a unifying factor in Slovak cultural history, leading to
the mass produced images’ unusual prominence in Slovak cultural identity. Firstly, the process of
standardizing Slovak into a final written form was heavily contested and discouraged not just by
the Hungarian authorities, but also the Czech and Slovak intellectuals who sought to use the
codification (or, in some cases, the non-adoption) of the Slovak language for their own cultural
and political aims. Secondly, the Slovak language itself was further complicated by its various
dialects and traditions, which often appealed more to the various regional rivalries and identities
found throughout the Slovak Lands than any pan-Slovak national identity. Thirdly, the general
lack of Slovak-language education in the Kingdom of Hungary ensured that, by the end of the
19th century, written Slovak was used much less frequently in public life in the Slovak Lands
and even then, mostly only among a small group of Slovak intellectuals. Lastly, the authors
writing in written Slovak had to cope with not only the educational, economic, and cultural gulfs
between the Slovak intelligencia and the Slovak population at large, they also had to contend
with the sizable Slovak diaspora in America, whose relationship with the Slovak language and
Slovak cultural was quite different.

Given these sizable obstacles, Slovak national and ethnic sentiment was, as one might
expect, forced into other channels, which were able to unify Slovaks through visual cultural cues
which did not have the associated problems that other more traditional means of forming national
sentiment had— namely, mass produced images, such as lithography, photography, and later,
with the advent of cinema, films. As one can assume through their name, mass produced images
were affordable to produce and purchase, easily duplicatable and distributable, fairly
standardized, and, even in the relatively impoverished Slovak Lands, accessible to consumers
from a wide variety of social and economic classes. These mass produced images had several
advantages over the traditional bastions of nationalist sentiment such as poetry, belles lettres, and
the press. Given that their primary mode of informational transmission was visual instead of
linguistic, they were able to sidestep the divisive debate surrounding the codification of Slovak
1 , as well as remaining
until well after the question of the national language was well settled

largely removed from the fight over the role of minority languages such as Rusyn and Yiddish2 in
the nascent state of Slovakia. Additionally, mass produced images built national sentiment by
highlighting and emphasizing (through their repetition) the various similarities in national dress

The advent of sound cinema in the late 1920s and the lack of any Slovak language sound films until the
1930s meant that, while regional differences still existed, especially between the American Slovak
community and Slovaks in Slovakia, the question of Slovak language was less divisive in the interwar
period than in the period of Bernolák, Šťur, and Šafárik. For more on the language politics of Slovakia
during this period, please see: MAXWELL, Alexander. Choosing Slovakia: Slavic Hungary, the
Czechoslovak Language, and Accidental Nationalism. London, New York, I.B. Tauris. 2009
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and customs, which helped emphasize a pan-Slovak communality in ways that many of the
earlier Slovak authors could not.
The first mass produced images were created in the pre-cinematic era— lithographs,
photographs, and engravings. These silent, static images were revolutionary, not simply for their
affordability, but for their replicability and the way they were able to disseminate the
fundamental characteristics of the Slovak visual identity during a period in which the idea of a
“Slovak” state existed only in the minds of a small number of ethnic revolutionaries.
Ethnographic engravings of Slovak kroj, photographs of the Tatra Mountains, and engravings of
the romantic ruins of hrad Devín or Spišský hrad were able to not only build national sentiment
in a non-threatening (to the ruling Hungarian regime as well as the different Slovak factions)
manner, but were also easily transmittable to the sizable Slovak population who had immigrated
to the United States for economic and other reasons from the mid-19th century up onwards, as
both mementoes of the land they had left behind, and as a means of consolidating identity among
Slovak-speakers abroad who did not necessarily feel “Slovak” in the land of their birth, but felt
so in comparison 3 in the multi-ethnic metropolises which were the centers of Slovak
immigration. Although more limited in scope than later mass produced images, these early static
images were incredibly useful for creating a shared sense of the geographical and topical limits
to the future Slovakia. The trade of postcards, photographs, and lithographs between Slovaks in
Central Europe and America was vital for creating a shared sense of what Slovakia had bee and

Although fictional, Thomas Bell’s critically acclaimed 1941 novel Out of this Furnace addressed this
phenomenon quite openly, as it chronicles the assimilation of three generations of Slovak and Rusyn
immigrants in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, ranging from 1881 to 1941. Additionally, Out of this Furnace
was considered a focal point for the revival of Slovak and Rusyn cultural groups in Pittsburgh following
the end of World War II and the closure of the Czechoslovak borders. For more, see: BELL, Thomas. Out
of this Furnace. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1971.
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what it should be; the interactions between American Slovaks and their brethren in the Kingdom
of Hungary would be incredibly influential in the years leading to the formation of
Czechoslovakia.
Towards the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, a new mass produced imaging
technology emerged which would also have far-ranging influence on the codification of Slovak
ethnic and political identity— cinema. Slovak documentary and ethnographic cinema emerged
from the long-established roots in Slovak ethnographic photography, as Slovaks and outsiders
(like Karol Plicka) were intent on recording and memorializing the robust folk culture of
Slovakia, which was rapidly disappearing in the face of modernization and industrialization. Like
photography and lithography, many of the early innovators of Slovak documentary cinema were
foreigners captivated by the rugged landscape of the Slovak countryside and the living folk
culture, which appeared exotic to them. Thanks to the patronage of Matica Slovenská, the Slovak
organization which had emerged in the late Austro-Hungarian period as the predominant
organization for maintaining and preserving Slovak culture, documentary cinema was an integral
part of the early Czechoslovak period. During this time, Slovak documentary films sought to
maintain Slovak identity in the face of Czech and American cultural dominance and to fight
against the pressures of assimilation. The documentary genre of filmmaking received a further
boost during the short-lived Slovak Republic, as Slovak filmmakers were forced by the fascist
regime to produce kultúrne filmy, which often employed the visual tropes established in the precinematic period as an attempt to lend legitimacy to the regime’s social and cultural policies, as
well as to increase public support for World War II and the Slovak Republic’s secession from
Czechoslovakia, at the expense of the Slovak populations living in America, who suddenly found

themselves on the other side of the global conflict. Not all filmmakers during this period were
supportive of the regime, however, as directors like Paľo Bielik were able to covertly record
material which was either ambiguous in its support of the regime, or actively supported the
Slovak Resistance during the war. Similarly, after the war ended, many of these same filmmakers
(as well as younger filmmakers who were not active during the fascist period) were able to
transition into producing films supportive of the reunited Czechoslovakia and the socialist
government, which took power in 1948.
Feature filmmaking was also a key part of codifying nascent Slovak identity in the early
20th century. While many of the early producers of Slovak documentary films were outsiders or
sponsored by internal Slovak and Czechoslovak cultural organizations (such as Matica Slovenská
and the Masaryk government), feature filmmaking was more broadly split between American
Slovaks, who had grown up with cinema and had the means to finance films about Slovakia for
Slovak and American audiences alike, and Czechoslovak producers and directors who sought to
capitalize on Slovakia’s exotic status in the first Czechoslovak Republic. These feature films
were often produced in Slovakia using a variety of financing models, but also received
distribution in America, where Slovak fraternal and ethnic organizations used them to maintain
their own versions of Slovak identity amidst pressures for younger Slovak populations to
assimilate into American society. While many of the documentary films were silent (as were the
first few Slovak feature films), by the advent of sound cinema, Slovak feature films were often
screened in America as part of ethnocultural events, which were designed make SlovakAmericans proud of their heritage by showing them the heroic struggles of national heroes like
Milan Rastislav Štefánik or Juraj Jánošík, and were often accompanied by lectures by various

local authorities to this end. American films dramatizing the lives of Slovak immigrants were
also produced and distributed in Czechoslovakia, albeit to mixed response. While Slovak
Americans thrilled in hearing Slovak songs in American media and watching Hollywood
dramatizations of their quotidian experiences, Slovaks in Czechoslovak were often less
enthusiastic. Regardless, this mutually beneficial relationship between American and Slovak film
was forever sundered with the outbreak of World War II, and never recovered. Following the
war, Slovak feature films, like documentary films, were often used to increase support for both
the reunified Czechoslovakia and the newly-formed socialist government.
With the rise of Slovak cinema, attention should also be paid to the rise in depictions of
Slovak national heroes, figures whose visual representation were key in forming national and
ethnic sentiment in the 19th and 20th centuries. The two most famous national heroes in Slovak
cinema remain, of course, the 18th century highwayman Juraj Jánošík (the subject of at least four
feature films 4), and the statesman, aviator, soldier, and scientist Milan Rastislav Štefánik.
Although Juraj Jánošík is arguably the more famous of the two, both were widely celebrated
during the first half of the 20th century and mass produced images featuring one or the other
were prominent in Slovak communities from Cleveland to Košice. Although no record of
Jánošík’s likeness has been preserved, films focusing on his short and turbulent life were
enthusiastically produced and distributed among Slovak communities worldwide, again often as
means of instructing younger Slovaks in America (or other Slovak enclaves abroad) in the proper
ways of Slovakness. Štefánik, on the other hand, came of age during the era of mass produced
Juraj Jánošík’s status as a national symbol of Slovak identity, instead of merely a regional figure,
emerges only in the mid-19th century. For more on Jánošík, please see: VOTRUBA, Martin. “Hang Him
High: The Elevation of Jánošík to Ethnic Icon”. Slavic Review. Vol. 65, no. 1 and GOSZCZYŃSKA,
Joanna. Mýtus o Jánošíkovi vo folklóre a slovenskej literatúre 19. storočia. Bratislava: Interlinga, 2003.
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images, and portraits of the aviator were widely circulated among Slovaks not only in the newly
formed Czechoslovakia, but also became the focal point of ethnic Slovak celebrations in
America, where American Slovaks reconnected with their ethnic heritage in public displays of
Slovakness. Although these national heroes were, at one point, of nearly equal importance,
Štefánik’s anti-Soviet activities and his nationalist sympathies eventually resulted in his
marginalization as an ethnic symbol in Czechoslovakia (especially after the 1948 putsch),
relegating him to an ethnic symbol predominantly for ethnically Slovak Americans. However,
Jánošík was also transformed as an ethnic symbol in mass produced images, as the bandit
evolved from a symbol of Slovak resistance to Hungarian pressure to a broader symbol of class
struggle against the nobility in the socialist era.
Although much has been written about the golden age of Slovak cinema, the Slovak New
Wave (stretching from 1962 to 1972), the last chapter of this work dealt with the complications
this prominent period of Slovak cinema posed for the mass produced image. While many of
these documentary and feature films that were produced during this period adhered to the
aesthetic and visual signifiers long established in the earlier heyday of the mass produced image,
the Slovak New Wave (in as much as it can be considered a unified movement) represented the
marginalization (if not death) of the mass produced image in several important ways. Firstly, the
emergence of sound cinema, plus the ethnic reorganization of Central Europe following World
War II, reduced the emphasis on non-verbal means of unifying the Slovak population, since
many speakers of the minority languages formerly spoken in Slovakia had perished in the war
(such as Yiddish), immigrated the West (Rusyn), or were relocated by international or
governmental decree (Hungarian and German). What remained in Slovakia was a population

now more unified than ever before along linguistic lines, further limiting the usefulness of mass
produced images which were able to skirt the linguistic barriers of Austro-Hungary or the first
Czechoslovak Republic. Secondly, the closure of the Czechoslovak borders in the early 1950s
meant that Slovak filmmakers were no longer in dialogue with the West, and in particular, Slovak
Americans, who were one of the primary targets and influencers during the early years of Slovak
filmmaking. Thirdly, the Slovak New Wave itself was fragmented into competing camps, one of
which sought to make cinema more aesthetically along the lines of Czech and international film
movements and often eschewed the stereotypes codified in the earlier eras of the mass produced
image, whereas the other wing of the New Wave sought to employ the self-same tropes
established in the 19th and early 20th century to reinforce the differences between the Czech and
Slovak experience in postwar Czechoslovakia.
Although this dissertation does not represent a comprehensive study of Slovak
nationalism, it does provide a new framework for analyzing the early development of Slovak
ethnic and national identity, which was not developed solely through the efforts of linguistic
proselytizers and activists, but instead, symbiotically developed through visual means in addition
to the efforts of linguistic activists. It aims to provide the basis for a more thorough study of the
effects of the mass produced image, a phenomenon that begins in the late 18th century and runs
through the present day, as a means of understanding the atypical development of Slovak ethnic
and national identity. Furthermore, it seeks to explore the understudied interchanges between
American Slovak communities and Slovaks living in what would someday become Slovakia
during this formative period. Lastly, this dissertation also seeks to document the connection
between the most prolific and critically acclaimed period of Slovak cinema (the Slovak New

Wave) and the preceding usage of mass produced images as a means for self-definition not only
of what it means to be Slovak in the rapidly changing Slovak Lands, but also as a means of
establishing the limits of where exactly Slovakia geographically, spiritually, and culturally exists.
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